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Introduction n
Thee transition process in the post socialist countries of Central and Eastern Europe and
thee former Soviet Union can be simply defined in economic terms as the process of the
replacementt of a centrally planned economy by a market economy. However it
necessitatess much more than that. Transition brings about fundamental changes to the
entiree social, political and cultural system. It is this process that awakened my interest in
thee transition process in general and specifically in Lithuania.
Arguablyy the greatest initial external influence on the transition process has been the
policiess prescribed by the Bretton Woods institutions (the International Monetary Fund
andd the World Bank) and the idea underlying them, the so-called 'Washington
Consensus'' (Kolodko 2001). Early on in the transition process, these policies focused on
privatization,, stabilization and liberalization of the macroeconomic situation. Though
macroeconomicc stabilization was of paramount importance, the rapid privatization and
liberalizationn policies and the resulting neglect of developing a suitable institutional
environmentt resulted in enormous economic contraction in transition countries. In
Lithuania,, the economic decline was more severe than that experienced in the US during
thee Great Depression (World Bank 1996).
Inn order to understand why certain transition policies were emphasized above others, it is
importantt to understand the historical context. When the communist regimes of Eastern
Europee and the Soviet Union collapsed in 1989-1991, neo-liberalism was the dominant
paradigmm in North America and Western Europe. As a result the emphasis in policy
advicee was heavily weighted towards the swift liberalization of domestic prices,
internationall trade, and privatization (UNECE 2001:49). There was great optimism
withinn the neo-classical school that institutional and other impediments to the reallocation
off resources would not prove a serious obstacle to investment and sustained growth as
longg as 'prices were right' and a laissez-faire approach to private enterprise was taken.
Institutionall development could therefore be postponed and market forces could induce
ann instantaneous adjustment 'without reference to the past' (Ibrahim & Vaughan 2002).
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Thee neglect of institutions proved to be an unwise strategy. As Kolodko correctly
observes:: Liberalization

and privatization

unsupported

by well-organized

market

structures,structures, generated not sustained growth but a lengthy period of contraction. This was
notnot an inherited problem, it was a result of poor policy (2001:124).

Inn addition, though there was much interest in the privatization of state-owned enterprises
(SOEs),, considerably less interest was being paid towards the development of small and
medium-sizedd enterprises (SMEs) in most transition countries. This struck me as a
strangee orientation. It contradicted the generally accepted view in many western
developedd countries that SME development is a key to economic growth, innovations and
markett competition (Acs & Audretsch 1990; Acs 1998; Acs & Audretsch 2001).

Ironically,, while new evidence from mature western countries accumulated indicating the
criticall role played by SMEs in economic development, little if any attention was being
paidd to the SME sector in Lithuania. It was surprising that such an essential area of
economicc development was being overlooked. However, the neglect of the SME sector
inn the initial transition period can be traced to the general neglect of entrepreneurship and
SMEE development within mainstream economics:

EntrepreneurshipEntrepreneurship
separateseparate from mainstream

and the population of small firms are treated as issues
economic development.

Entrepreneurs

virtu

are the ghosts of

economicseconomics unless their firms grow large and influential, their origins amongst a mass of
otherother small start-ups forgotten (Sweeney 1997:126).

However,, it seemed to me that in Lithuania, as in other countries undergoing economic
transition,, the role of SMEs is socially and economically important. Not only are SMEs
importantt for the role they play in sustaining the ideology of the free market, SMEs are
alsoo a crucial source of innovative potential and job creation possibilities (Johnson &
Lovemann 1995; Smallbone & Piasecki 1995; Benini 1997; Marot 1997; Scase 2000;
Bartlettt 2001). Lithuania, just as many other transition countries, continues to wrestle
withh persistently high unemployment rates even after being on the 'transition' path for
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overr a decade. A strong SME sector in Lithuania could provide further employment
opportunitiess and contribute to economic growth and the development of a competitive
markett system.
Thee main aim of this thesis is to further investigate the development of entrepreneurship
andd SMEs in Lithuania. In order to achieve this, the following research questions are
addressed: :
What are the specific characteristics of entrepreneurship in a transition setting?
What barriers affect the development of SMEs in Lithuania?
What differences between SME owners affect business performance?
Thee answers to these questions imply an answer to the underlying composite question:
Whatt factors affect the development of SMEs during the transition in Lithuania?
Thee potential influences on SME development in Lithuania are derived from theory,
existingg empirical evidence and intuition. An institutional theoretical approach seemed
mostt suited for this thesis since it acknowledges the direct link between individual
attitudess and perceptions and their effect on economic performance. The data collected
byy the author specifically for this thesis is mainly based on the perception and attitudes of
SMEE owners and related officials in Lithuania.
Inn addition, this thesis analyzes the factors affecting SME development in Lithuania
focusingg on the institutional processes (historical, political, social, economic and cultural)
thatt have contributed to shaping Lithuania's transition process. This thesis is a journey in
whichh the past and the present meet to illuminate the current situation in the hope of
positivelyy influencing the future.

xx

Ann institutional approach which takes into consideration the economic and social
influencee of both formal (laws, regulations) and informal (customs, culture) rules and
constraintss was a rather novel approach for analyzing the transition process when I began
myy PhD research at the end of 1998. By the late 1990s, international organizations such
ass the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development acknowledged the
importancee of institutions in its 1997 transition report, and stressed the necessity of
strengtheningg existing institutions in order to yield sustained improvements in the
regionall investment climate. Four years later, the World Bank addressed the importance
off institutional development in its 2002 annual report entitled: Building Institutions for
Markets.Markets. Hence the approach taken in this thesis is no longer as novel as when the
researchh was initiated.
Limitationss and scope
Thee analysis in this thesis is limited to existing SMEs in Lithuania. Since my study uses
Lithuaniann data, I choose to use the official Lithuanian definition of SMEs as my
guidelinee (further discussed in chapter 3). Many important issues such as the factors
affectingg business start-ups or bankruptcy are beyond the scope of my research. Due to
dataa limitations, my analysis does not include longitudinal information.
Inn this thesis, the analysis of transition economies is limited to the countries undergoing a
switchh from a centrally planned economy to a market-oriented economy in Central and
Easternn Europe (CEE) and the former Soviet Union (FSU).
Outlinee of Research
Inn this thesis the perceptions and attitudes with regards to factors affecting existing SMEs
inn Lithuania are presented and analyzed. Attitudes and perceptions i.e. the ideologies
regardingg SMEs matter because they can have a direct effect on economic performance
(Northh 1997:3). In order to explore this issue, my research is structured as shown in
figuree ln-1. Lithuania's current transitional situation is best understood within its unique
historicall context. Therefore in Chapter 1, I begin by providing a summary of the main
historical,, political and economic developments that have shaped the current situation in
Lithuania. .
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Institutionall theory forms the theoretical backbone of this thesis. In Chapter 2, the main
conceptuall elements of institutional theory are presented and are linked to the transitional
environmentt in Lithuania. Gender is another important concept for this thesis. In section
2.33 gender is presented as related to economic research, institutional theory and to the
economicc and social position of men and women in Lithuania.

Thee main contributors within economics to entrepreneurship research are presented in
sectionn 2.4. Based on existing literature, a working definition and a model for productive
entrepreneurshipp is developed for the transition country context. Further, a literature
revieww is presented that highlights some of the distinctive characteristics of
entrepreneurshipp in CEE and the FSU countries with a special emphasis on Lithuania.
Thee methodology used for the fieldwork conducted in Lithuania is presented in Chapter
3.. A detailed description of the motivations, set-up, characteristics and limitations of the
Litsmee survey of SME owners is provided. In addition, qualitative data in the form of
semi-structuredd interviews was collected amongst open-air market traders, SME owners,
governmentt officials and non-governmental organization representatives. The motivation
forr using a qualitative approach, to supplement the quantitative approach and the
methodologyy used as well as data characteristics are also presented.
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Figuree In-1. Outline of the Research
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Chapterr 4 focuses on a form of 'entrepreneurship' that has survived both Soviet rule and
thee transition process namely trading at open-air markets (OAMs). After the collapse of
thee Soviet Union, it was widely believed that price and trade liberalization along with
privatizationn would eliminate the distorted marginal markets tolerated under central
planningg and would hence result in the disappearance of the informal sector of the
economy.. However due in part to path dependence and the unique characteristics of the
transitionall context, OAMs have not only survived but in many cases thrive within the
neww market-oriented economy. In Chapter 4, I present a detailed investigation into this
microformm of entrepreneurship (i.e. license-holding traders) taking place at Gariunai, the
largestt open-air market in the Baltics. I discuss whether these individuals can be
consideredd productive entrepreneurs using the definition I develop in Chapter 2 and
investigatee the social and economic role that OAM traders play in post-Soviet Lithuania.
Inn addition, the specific barriers that traders encounter are presented and discussed.
Theree have been few, if any, studies which present the perspectives of SME owners in
transitionn countries and the perspectives of governmental officials, non-governmental
organizationn (NGO) representatives and related actors. In chapter 5,1 allow the individual
'voices'' of SME owners, governmental and NGO representatives related to SME
developmentt to be heard. The viewpoints of the interviewees are presented in order to
identifyy the main barriers to SME legitimacy in Lithuania. The four main barriers can be
categorizedd as Soviet mentality, lack of SME recognition, lack of transparency and lack
off cooperation. All four barriers seem to have been adversely affected by 'residual
communism'' in the form of outdated attitudes, values, practices and norms that conflict
withh the principles of the free market-oriented economy.

Chapterr 6 focuses on identifying the interrelated effects of four business barrier groups
(formal,, informal, environmental and skill barriers) on existing SME operations. In my
analysis,, I extend Douglass North's original classification of formal and informal barriers
too include environmental and skill barriers. Four barrier cluster variables are formed
usingg hierarchical clustering. I use regression analyses to test my hypotheses regarding
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thee perceived interrelationship of barriers and control for a number of personal and
businesss characteristics. I also test whether transition has an effect on perceived business
barrierss as measured by business start-up date: before or after 1994. The regression
resultss based on logit and multinomial logit estimation models indicate a number of
significantt interrelations. For example, perceived formal barriers were found to be
associatedd with perceived informal barriers related to corruption. In addition, perceived
informall barriers were perceived to be significantly associated with perceived formal
barrierss such as taxation. Similar interrelations were identified between environmental
barrierss and skill barriers. Specific SME characteristics such as location, business facility
ownership,, turnover and SME owner characteristics such as age seem to influence the
perceivedd effect of different types of business barriers. The interrelations between
businesss barriers emphasizes, that a change in one type of barrier may lead not only to a
changee in the perception of this barrier but also in the perception of other types of
barriers. .
Chapterr 7 focuses on the effect of gender, an informal 'institutional' barrier, on the
businesss performance of SMEs. Descriptive statistics are used to first identify the
similaritiess and differences between male and female SME owners. Regression models
(Ordinaryy least squares, ordered probit and logit estimation models) are used to test
businesss performance as measured by business size, business turnover, business success,
businesss financial success and growth aspirations. My results indicate that female SME
ownerss tend to have smaller businesses with lower business turnover and less business
financiall success, than male SME owners. However, in terms of business success and
growthh aspirations, there were no significant differences found between male and female
SMEE owners in Lithuania. In general, these results seem to indicate that the transition
processs seems not to have had a significant influence on altering existing gendered
expectationss and stereotypes. Therefore it seems that in spite of the dramatic economic,
sociall and political changes that have characterized the transition process, female SME
ownerss tend to display similar characteristics to female SME owners in advanced western
economies. .
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Thee theoretical implications for institutional theory, gender and theories regarding
entrepreneurshipp as related to this thesis are briefly presented in Chapter 8. This thesis
endss with policy recommendations in Chapter 9, specifically targeted for SMEs and
basedd on four main approaches: legislative reform, proactive governmental approach,
legitimacyy through improved SME owner image, interactive institutional approach and
thee need for alliance building between SME owners, NGOs and governmental
representatives. .
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JUSTINASS ZUBRICKAS

Dialogue e
Cast: :
Rutaa Aidis (thesis author)
Justinass Zubrickas (1868 - 1925), Lithuanian state controller, Lithuanian patriot, poet
andd Ruta's great-great-uncle.
(Englishh translation from Lithuanian)
R:: Justinas, you were independent Lithuania's state controller for five years from 1919 1924.... tell me what that was like?
J:J: It was a very important time for Lithuania's economic and national development. But
ofof course we had problems. Don't think it was easy... Lithuania had been under foreign
rulerule for so long, it was difficult to reorient to a new free system. People were impatient.
ThereThere was a lot of corruption. No one wanted to listen to the government, no one wanted
toto pay taxes, no one wanted to fulfill their duties and take responsibility. There were
exceptions,exceptions, but that was the general trend.
R:: Sounds a bit like the situation now. I thought it had to doo with the Soviets.
J:J: To some extent it probably does, but Ruta you must not forget how detrimental foreignrulerule can be for a country's individual sense of responsibility. It literally wipes it away peoplepeople lose faith in the system - the institutions are not there to serve them but to oppress
them.them. When independence finally comes, it's very difficult to change those patterns of
behavior. behavior.
R:: Sometimes I think it's hopeless...
J:J: Sometimes I felt that way too. Lithuania is going to have to grow up. But that will take
timetime after so many years of occupation. Imagine Lithuania's situation as that of a
teenageteenage child. It's difficult for her to live alone in the global economy away from her
'parent''parent' no matter how abusive that parent was. The teenage child must grow up, and she
will,will, just as Lithuania will, but it will take time.
R:: How long?
J:J: That all depends on the changes in attitudes and values of the population especially
thosethose involved in the financial and banking sectors. They hold the purse strings and can
influenceinfluence politicians. Radical change will lead to chaos.
R:: How can one bring about positive change?
J:J: There is no off the shelf recipe... The conditions and circumstances are the ingredients
youyou have to work with. Some 'ingredients' may be brought in from the outside but by and
large,large, you must work with what you have.
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R:: How?
J:J: First you have to understand what you have: the social, political, economic
circumstances,circumstances, the rules, the customs, the expectations....
OnlyOnly after you have this understanding can you develop policies, it sounds like that
hasnhasn 't been done enough...
R:: You're absolutely right. That's one of the main motivations for this thesis. To develop
ann understanding of the situation in Lithuania based on its social, political and economic
background,, an understanding of the current formal and informal rules and then develop
policyy recommendations.
J:J: Why are you focusing on small and medium-sized enterprise

development?

R:: Because it's an issue that has essentially been overlooked in general... Though small
andd medium-sized enterprises play an integral part in the development of a free market
economyy in developed western economies.
J:J: Let me read through what you have to say and I 'II be especially interested in vour
policypolicy recommendations.
R:: Well, I was hoping you could help me with those....
J:J: All right. Let's meet up again before chapter 9.
R:: Great.
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Chapterr 1: Lithuania

1.11 History
Lithuaniaa has an area of 65 300 km2 and is located on the Baltic Sea. It is bordered by
Latviaa on the north, Poland on the south, Russia's Kaliningrad enclave on the west
andd Belarus on the east. The name Lithuania first appeared in written sources in 1009
AD.. In the Middle Ages, Lithuania enjoyed a period of independent statehood and
expansion.. Mindaugas, Lithuania's first king, united Lithuania into one country in
1236.. Later, in 1386, the Lithuanian Grand Duke Jogaila wed Jadwiga of Poland and
createdd a personal union between Lithuania and Poland. Under the rule of Grand
Dukee Vytautas (1392 - 1430) the Lithuanian Grand Duchy reestablished its
sovereigntyy and enjoyed a period of expansion and its borders stretched to the Black
Sea.. In 1569, Lithuania formed a closer confederate union with Poland creating a joint
parliamentt (Diet) but preserving their own military administration and law. Due to its
weakk central government, in the late eighteenth century, the Lithuanian-Polish
commonwealthh was partitioned and the greater part of Lithuania was incorporated into
thee Russian empire. As a consequence of the 1863 uprising, the Czar outlawed the
publicc use of Lithuanian. Russification efforts intensified and in 1865 the publication
off Lithuanian books was prohibited and this law was not repealed until 1904 (Vardys
&& Misiunas 1978:6). After 1906, the general relaxation of earlier restrictions such as
allowingg the publication of literature in Lithuanian and the participation in the
Russiann Duma election campaigns, contributed to the steady growth of national
institutionss in Lithuania such as Lithuanian language schools, political parties and
newspapers. .
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Thee weakening and eventual collapse of the Russian and German empires during
Worldd War I provided Lithuania and its Baltic neighbors (Latvia and Estonia) with a
uniquee opportunity for sovereignty. The representative body of all Lithuanian political
partiess officially declared the independence of Lithuania on February 16, 19182.
Lithuaniaa chose an assembly-type liberal democratic style of government that
reflectedd the trends in Europe at that time. But Lithuania lacked the economic, social,
political,, cultural structures needed to support it. In the end as elsewhere in Europe at
thatt time, the Lithuanian government's tendencies moved away from democratic
liberalismm towards authoritarianism3 (Vardys & Misiunas 1978:10).

Further,

Lithuania'ss independence was threatened by a Bolshevik invasion in 1919, a Polish
invasion,, an attempted coup d'etat that same year and recurrent financial crises
(Suziedeliss 1997:18).

Inn independent Lithuania, private enterprise and small and medium farm production
dominatedd the economy. In the 1930's pork and dairy products accounted for the
majorityy of Lithuania's exports and the most developed industries were in textiles and
foodd processing (Suziedelis 1997). During its two decades of independence, it can be
arguedd that Lithuania achieved almost universal literacy as well as a 'solid measure of
economicc progress' despite obstacles such as a lack of investment capital, a weak
industriall base, the 1930's worldwide depression and the need to reorient its exports
duee to the 1932 German trade embargo (ibid. 25). In general, Lithuania enjoyed a
higherr standard of living than that in the USSR (under Stalin) or Poland (Vardys
1978:78). .

Soviett Russia had signed a peace treaty on July 12, 1920 with the Republic of
Lithuaniaa renouncing (in perpetuity) all Russian claims on Lithuania. However, with
thee advent of World War II, the situation changed. On October 10, 1939, following
thee division of Poland between Germany and the Soviet Union, Lithuania was forced
too accept a mutual assistance pact that authorized the Kremlin to keep Red Army
basess on Lithuanian territory. This pact also allowed for the return of its former
capitall city Vilnius and surrounding areas from Poland which had been forcibly seized
inn 1920. This 'protectorate status' was changed to outright occupation in June 1940.
Underr Soviet occupation, mass deportations of Lithuanians occurred culminating in
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Junee 14, 1941 just weeks before the German attack on the Soviet Union. In
anticipationn of the arrival of the Germans, a revolt against the Soviets in Lithuania
brokee out on June 23, 1941 and the restoration of independence was declared on the
samee day. However, Germany had other plans. By late July, the Germans had
establishedd Nazi commissars who assumed power throughout the country . Near the
endd of World War II, Soviet troops re-occupied Lithuania and in 1944 re-incorporated
itt into the USSR5. This final Soviet 'occupation' lasted for almost five decades.
Resistancee to Soviet occupation continued throughout Soviet rule. A guerilla war
againstt the Soviets was fought for eight years (1944 - 1952) causing tens of thousands
off causalities6 (Vardys & Misiunas 1978:16). Non-violent resistance continued
culminatingg in The Chronicles of the Catholic Church in Lithuania, which collected
andd disseminated information about the persecution of Lithuanian Catholics and the
suppressionn of national rights. Though severely persecuted, The Chronicles first
appearedd in 1972 and continued to be written, reproduced and smuggled to Western
countriess throughout the remaining Soviet period.
Thee occupation by both Soviet and Nazi forces had dramatic consequences for
Lithuania'ss demographic composition. In the early 1920's, Lithuania's population was
estimatedd to be 2 250 000, of which 80 percent were ethnic Lithuanians, 7 percent
Jews,, 4 percent Germans, 3 percent Poles, 2.7 percent Russians and 3.3 percent other
nationalitiess (Suziedelis 1997:23). Approximately three fourths of the population was
engagedd in agriculture. Further, before World War II, not a single Lithuanian city had
aa majority of Lithuanian speakers as inhabitants (ibid.)
Thoughh it is difficult to provide accurate figures, Lithuania suffered a substantial
populationn loss during and after World War II. The four main causes were: mass
deportationss (especially the educated classes such as intellectuals, landowners, etc.)
underr Stalin7 in 1941 and from 1945 onwards, the annihilation of the local Jewish
populationss during Nazi Germany's occupation, mass emigration to the West during
Worldd War II, and war casualties and resistance fighters (freedom fighters) who
continuedd to oppose Soviet rule. Though precise statistical data is unavailable, tables
1.11 through 1.3 provide an indication of the extent of population loss suffered from
1941-1953. .
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Tablee 1.1: Lithuanian citizens killed or murdered 1941 - 1953
Soviett executions
Anti-- Soviet uprising (June 23

77 000
24 1941)

700 0

Nazii executions: Jewish holocaust

2000 000

Actss of war (civilian deaths)

255 000

Actss of war (Lithuanians in Germans and Soviet units)

355 000

Armedd resistance (anti-Soviet)

200 000

Locall Communist forces and Soviet activists/collaborators

100 000

Civilianss killed by combatants

22 000

Total l

3022 200

Source:: Suziedelis (1997:229)

Tablee 1.2: Deportations
Soviett deportations (! 940 - 1941)

200 000"

Forcedd labor to Germany (1941 - 1944)

755 000

Soviett deportations (1945 - 1953)

1500 000
2455 0003

Total l
Source:: Suziedelis (1997:229)

Tablee 1.3: Refugee movements and repatriation
Repatriationn to Germany, spring 1941

500 000

Refugeess to USSR, June - July 1941

255 000

Refugeess reaching the West 1944 - 1945

1000 000

Repatriationn to Poland 1947-1950

1700 000

Total l

3455 000

Source:: Suziedelis (1997:229)

Itt is estimated that Lithuania lost from 892 200 to 1 247 200 of its population
(approximatelyy 35 - 40 percent of its total population) due to World War II, the
occupationn of both Nazi and Soviet forces and the annexation of Lithuania into the
Soviett Union . Lithuania was only able to recover its pre war population level of 3
1288 000 in 1970 9(Suziedelis 1997:229).

11
Executions include the period 1940 - 1941, the killings that occured in June 1941 and executions
conductedd throughout this period in order to pacify the inhabitants of Lithuania.
22
Other sources estimate this figure to be 30 425 or as high as 34 260 individuals (Pajaujis-Javis
1980:42) )
33
Other sources estimate a total number of 600 000 Lithuanians as being deported from 1941-1950
(Pajaujis-Javiss 1980:42).
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Inn terms of fertility, Lithuania's total fertility rate has been decreasing since 1990. As
tablee 1.4 shows, the natural population increase has been negative since the mid 1990s
andd the total fertility rate has been decreasing (table 1.5)10. Further, Lithuania has one
off the highest suicide rates in Europe (approximately 77 suicides11 per 100 000
inhabitantss in 2001) (Lithuanian Department of Statistics 2002).
Tablee 1.4: Natural population increase in Lithuania (rate per 1000 inhabitants)
19900
Populationn - natural increase

4.6

1995

1996

1997 7 1998 8

1999 9 2000 0 2001* *

-1.1

-1.1

-0.9 9

-1.0 0

-1.1 1

-1.4 4

-2.6 6

Source:: Lithuanian Department of Statistics (2002)
** provisional data
Tablee 1.5: Total Fertility Rate (1989 - 1999)
1996 6 1997 7 1998 8 1999 9 1990-99 9

19899

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1.9977

2.000

1.970

1.890

1.670

1.540

1.490 1.430 0 1.390 0 1.360 0 1.350 0 -32.5 5

Source:: World Bank (2002)

Inn 2002, the vast majority of Lithuania's 3.7 million inhabitants consider themselves
too be Lithuanian by nationality (83.5 percent). The remaining 16.5 percent of the
populationn is primarily made up of ethnic Poles (6.7 percent) and Russians (6.3
percent)12.. About 56 percent of Lithuania's inhabitants live in the three largest cities:
Vilnius,, Kaunas and Klaipeda. The high percentage of ethnically indigenous
inhabitantss both now and during the Soviet period seem to have been influenced both
byy the resistance fighters and by the nationalistic tendencies of A. Snieckus during his
Communistt Party leadership.
1.22 The Soviet experience (1944 - 1990)
Itt can be argued that Lithuania's economic and social development under Soviet
occupationn was strongly influenced by the Lithuanian Communist Party's first
secretary,, Antanas Snieckus (1903 - 1974). During Lithuania's independence (1921 1944)) Snieckus was an active member of the banned Lithuanian Communist Party and
spentt many years serving jail terms for his illegal activities or in exile in Moscow.
Afterr the annexation of Lithuania into the USSR, Snieckus became the highestrankingg communist official in Lithuania. During the Stalin years, Snieckus faithfully
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followedd the repressive policies dictated by Moscow including the mass deportation
off Lithuanian citizens, russification of Lithuania, persecution of the Lithuanian
Catholicc church, collectivization and destruction of national culture.
Followingg Stalin's death in 1953, however, Snieckus's behavior changed and became
moree independent and positive towards Lithuanians (Tininis 1995). Snieckus
supportedd the appointment of Lithuanians to decision-making positions within the
Communistt Party, took care of the Lithuanian party nomenclature, tolerated the
developmentt of national culture, attempted to strengthen and preserve traditional
agriculturee production13 (ignoring innovations suggested by Moscow) and did not
promotee Russian immigration to Lithuania (ibid.). For these reasons, Snieckus was
oftenn accused of being a 'nationalist' by high-ranking communist officials in Moscow
ass well as by Russian communists stationed in Lithuania. The more nationalisticorientedd approach adopted by Snieckus arguably had a pronounced impact on Soviet
Lithuania'ss development. It helped develop a strong cadre of high-ranking Lithuanian
communistt party officials and reduced the flow of Russian immigrants14.

Thee legacy of Snieckus's policies seems to continue to influence the political process
inn Lithuania after it restored its independence in 1991. During the first democratic
electionn (in post-Soviet Lithuania) the former high-ranking Soviet officials of
Lithuaniaa were brought back to power. This pattern has continued throughout the
transitionn process. In 2002, many of Lithuania's most powerful political figures
(primee minister, head of parliament, members of parliament) are from the ranks of
formerr high-level Communist Party members.
Snieckus'ss policies seem to have left behind both a positive and negative legacy. On
thee one hand, they preserved the relative homogeneity of the Lithuanian population,
butt on the other hand, they seem to have led to the creation of a strong national
Sovietizedd leadership that has a vested interest in maintaining established informal
institutions.. The retention of Communist elites in decision-making positions can
arguablyy lead to strongly path dependence development characterized by an
entrenchmentt of outdated informal institutions15 (see Chapter 2.2 for a discussion of
informall and formal institutions). These vested interests conflict with the development
off a free market system within a democratic state16.
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Nearr the end of Soviet occupation, Lithuania enjoyed a strong agricultural sector, a
high-levell of industrialization, good infrastructure and a highly educated population.
Further,, Lithuania's population enjoyed one of the highest living standards in the
Soviett Union.
1.33 Restoration of Independence
Non-violentt Lithuanian resistance gained momentum in the late 1980's and prevailed
inn spite of Moscow's provocations. On March 11, 1990, Lithuania was the first Soviet
republicc to declare its independence from the Soviet Union. Unfortunately,
Lithuania'ss independence was only internationally recognized more than a year later
inn August- September 1991. The interim period of 'unrecognized' independence
causedd severe economic problems in Lithuania, largely caused by the Soviet Union's
economicc blockade that included the refusal to supply Lithuania with fuel. In addition,
repressivee measures instigated by Moscow and aimed at reinforcing Soviet power in
Lithuaniaa resulted in a number of deaths, murders and hundreds of injuries .
Thee new constitution of the republic of Lithuania was ratified in October 1992 and
sincee 1993 Lithuania has been governed by a democratically elected president and a
unicamerall Parliament consisting of 141 members. By the end of 1992, Lithuania's
secessionn from the Soviet Union was formally completed (marked by the removal of
alll foreign18 troops from Lithuanian soil) at which time it embarked on an ambitious
stabilisationn and reform program supported by the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
andd the World Bank (WB)19.
Inn comparison to the other former Soviet republics, Lithuania's economic
performancee has been quite good. However, the transition process has not been an
easyy experience for most of Lithuania's inhabitants. In the early 1990's inflation rates
skyrocketed,, purchasing power fell dramatically and unemployment levels continued
too increase. In 1994, Lithuania's gross domestic product (GDP) amounted to as little
ass 54 percent of its former amount in 1989. Even by 2000, GDP was only 66 percent
off its pre-transition 1990 level20 (UNECE 2001:162). This economic decline is
attributedd mainly to difficulties in adjusting centralised economic management
practicess to market economy conditions, weak economic relations with other
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Europeann and world countries, shortcomings of the economic reform (such as the
delayedd introduction of the national currency and ineffective privatisation ) and
inadequatee control of reforms especially in agriculture '. Further there has also been
increasingg economic inequality and poverty amongst Lithuanian citizens. In 2000, 16
percentt of the population in Lithuania lived below the World Bank's poverty line
(Worldd Bank 2000).
Byy 2001, Lithuania's economic position had improved somewhat as demonstrated by
positivee GDP growth (5.7 percent), a low level of annual inflation (1.3 percent) and a
modestt foreign debt and trade deficit. The percentage of GDP generated by the private
sectorr has been steadily increasing since 1994 and in 2001 made up 73 percent of the
GDPP (see appendix 1.1). The growth of the private sector demonstrates Lithuania's
commitmentt to privatisation and development of a free market economy. Foreign
directt investment (FD1) has also been increasing though is lower than that of the other
twoo Baltic countries (Latvia and Estonia). The rapid decline in the importance of the
agriculturee sector (as a percent of GDP) has also been a positive development. In 1990
thee agricultural sector contributed to more than 27 percent of the GDP whereas in
2000,, its contribution had shrunk to less than 8 percent (EBRD 2001). Subsequently,
thee importance of the service sector in GDP has been increasing and by 2000
contributedd close to 60 percent of the GDP (ibid.). The make up of the service sector,
however,, remains quite different than in European Union (EU) countries. In EU
countriess the service sector is made up primarily of banking, financial, business
servicess and cultural, leisure and other personal services, transitional economies tend
too have mostly retail trade activities and 'overstaffed' public sector represented in
theirr service sectors (Mertzanis & Petrakos 1998:12).

Lithuaniaa was the last of the three Baltic countries to introduce its national currency,
thee litas. Initially, coupons were introduced to replace the ruble and the official
Lithuaniann currency was introduced only in July 1993. In the beginning, the litas was
allowedd to float but was soon tied to US dollar at a fixed exchange rate. Lithuania's
closee trade relations with Europe and desire to join the European Union has
influencedd the decision to tie the litas to the euro (since February 2, 2002).
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Furtherr progress has been made in establishing links with to the EU and the greater
internationall community. In 1991, Lithuania became a member of the United Nations
andd the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). In 1993,
Lithuaniaa joined the Council of Europe. Formal accession negotiations for EU
membershipp were started in February 2000 and Lithuania is expected to become a
memberr of the EU in 2004. Lithuania joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) in
20011 and in November 2002, was invited to accession talks with the North Atlantic
Treatyy Organization (NATO).
Inn Lithuania as elsewhere in the former Soviet Bloc transition countries, economic
reformm heavily emphasized the privatisation of state-owned enterprises and the needs
off the state-owned sector. In general, the focus was on rapid privatisation and reform
ratherr than on the development of an entrepreneurial class23. Acs and Audretsch
(1993)) identify one of the main challenges confronting Central and European
countriess to be the development of entrepreneurship in order to achieve a more
balancedd industrial sector. It can be argued that new firms are better at adapting to the
radicall switch from a centrally planned economy to new market conditions which
necessitatee new resource combinations and innovation. As Kontorovich (1997)
observedd there are three main actors on stage in post-centrally planned economies:
communist-eraa firms, domestic entrepreneurs and foreigners. While privatised
enterprisess are frequently struggling with reform and restructuring and foreigners are
grapplingg with limited information and insight, the new domestic entrepreneurs
emergee as heroes of the transformation by default. Taking this into consideration,
entrepreneurshipp and especially SMEs play an important role in Lithuania's economic
development. .

1.44 Democratic reform
Thee 1992 Lithuanian constitution established a French-style, prime ministerialpresidentiall system with a spilt executive in which the president is the head of state
andd the prime minister is the head of government. The role of the president largely
dependss upon who controls parliament. When political parties opposed to the
presidentt dominate the parliament (seimas), then the powers of the president are
largelyy ceremonial (Clark & Perkevicius 2000). Lithuania's current president, Valdas
Adamkuss (elected in 1998), is a Lithuanian emigre from the United States who ran as
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aa non-partisan candidate. He replaced Algirdas Brazauskas who was also the former
Lithuaniann Communist Party First Secretary.
Lithuania'ss political system can be regarded as a stable democracy. National elections
havee taken place six times since 1990 with three presidential elections, in 1993
(Algirdass Brazauskas), in 1998 (Valdas Adamkus), and in 2003 (Rolandas Paksas)
andd four parliamentary elections (1990, 1992, 1996 and 2000). Recognition of
Lithuania'ss political stability came from the Organization for Security and
Cooperationn in Europe (OSCE) who announced that they would not be sending
observerss during the October 2000 parliamentary elections. Another indication of
Lithuania'ss democratic stability is the peaceful change of political party leadership
thatt has occurred as a result of national elections outcomes. The party that led
Lithuaniaa to independence, Sajudis, which was in power from 1991 - 1992, lost out to
thee former Lithuanian Communist Party24 in the October 1992 parliamentary
elections.. In 1996, prominent members of the Sajudis party regrouped into the
Fatherlandd Union (Conservative) party and won the majority of seats in the
parliamentaryy elections. Dissatisfaction with the performance of the Fatherland Union
partyy led by Vytautas Landsbergis, resulted in the victory of the Social Democrat
Partyy and the New Union Party (both of which are substantially comprised of former
Communistt Party members) in the 2000 parliamentary elections.

Howeverr the new democratic system has experienced some 'growing pains'. In 1999
thee government changed three times (following the resignation of two prime ministers
andd the appointment of a new prime minister at the end of 1999). Despite public
dissatisfactionn with the performance of state institutions, political elites and the public
seemm fully committed to free elections, a multi-party system and human rights (Clark
&Bartelss 1999).
Itt can be argued that that democratization process in Lithuania has been hampered by
inheritedd legacies of Soviet rule. The devaluation of personal ethics, responsibility and
thee destruction of civil society resulted in widespread acceptance of Soviet-style
corruption,, bribery, the blat system25 and stealing from the state as socially legitimate
meanss to survive (and sometimes prosper) within the constraints of the Soviet system.
Thesee values continue to inform the actions of individuals in the democratic, market10 0

orientedd economy. This negative institutional legacy is further discussed in Chapter
2.2. .
1.55 Transition - general trends
Accordingg to the Lithuanian Human Development Report (UNDP 1999; UNDP 2000)
theree has been an increase in the standard of living in Lithuania since the beginning of
transitionn in the early 1990's. Total disposable incomes have been rising and
expendituress on food as a share of total expenditures have been decreasing. However,
ass table 1.6 shows, income inequality has also been increasing.
Tablee 1.6: Income inequality in Lithuania: Gini coefficient for per capita income
1987-- 1990

1993-1994

~Ö23~Ö23

1996- 1999

Ö35

Ö34

Source:: World Bank (2000:140)

Inn 1998, the relationship of monetary consumer expenditure between the wealthiest
decilee and the poorest decile of the population differed by ten times and for food by
fivefive times (UNDP 1999). On average, in 1998, one tenth of the wealthiest households
spentt more than half (52 percent) of the total consumer expenditure (UNDP 1999:79).
Thoughh real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in Lithuania experienced a dramatic
declinee in 1992 and continued to decline until 1994, it has been mainly increasing
sincee 1995 (table 1.7). However, macroeconomic data for real GDP levels in
Lithuaniaa show that in 2001 the GDP level was still significantly below its 1989 pretransitionn level (table 1.8).
Tablee 1.7: Growth in real GDP in Lithuania
1989 9

1990 0

1991 1

1995 5

1996 6

1997 7

1998 8

1999 9

1.5 5

-5.0 0

-6.2 2 -4.3 3 -16.0 0 -9.5 5 3.5 5

1992 2

1993 3

1994 4

4.9 9

7.4 4

5.2 2

-3.9 9 3.8 8

2000 0

2001 1

Source:: EBRD (2001, 2002) * provisional data; *projection

Tablee 1.8: Real GDP in Lithuania (indices 1989 = 100)
1989 9 1990 0 1991 1 1992 2 1993 3 1994 4 1995 5 1996 6 1997 7 1998 8 1999 9 2000 0
100 0

96.7 7 91.2 2 71.8 8 60.2 2 54.3 3 56.1 1 58.7 7 63.0 0

Source:: UNECE (2001:162)

11 1

2002 2

5.7* * 5.2* *

66.2 2 63.6 6 66.1 1

AA reasonable indicator of consumer demand can be obtained by looking at a
comparisonn of the real total expenditure levels after the transition process had taken
place.. Though this data is only partially available for Lithuania (from 1995 onwards)
wee can assume that a similar trend took place in Lithuania as in its neighboring
countryy Latvia (table 1.9). Data from Latvia show that real total consumption
decreasedd significantly in the early 1990's and though it increased in the late 1990's,
reall total consumption expenditure was less than 61 percent of the 1990 level in 2000.
Thiss data indicates that consumer demand remains low.

Tablee 1.9: Real consumption expenditure in Latvia (LV) and Lithuania (LT) 1990 - 2000
(indicess 1989 - 100 or earliest year available thereafter)
1990 0 1991 1 1992 2 1993 3 1994 4 1995 5 1996 6 1997 7 1998 8 1999 9 2000 0
LV V

100 0 76.7 7 49.2 2 46.5 5 47.4 4 47.0 0 50.8 8 52.7 7 56.0 0 58.2 2 60.4 4
100 0

LT T

108.2 2 116.4 4 125.4 4 122.4 4 126.8 8

Source:: UNECE (2001:163)

Overall,, we find that the general economic situation in Lithuania is improving both in
termss of real GDP levels and the standard of living. What we also find is that in spite
off these positive developments, the pre-transition levels of real GDP and real total
consumptionn are still below the 1989/1990 levels. This contributes to low consumer
demand.. Further the increasing income inequality levels between the rich and the poor
alsoo reduces the level of internal demand for consumption goods as the wealthy can
spendd their income outside of Lithuania's borders.

1.66 Transition periods: pre 1994 and post 1994
Thoughh Lithuania has not yet completed its transition to a market economy, two
distinctt transition periods can already be observed: before 1994 and after 199426. The
periodd

before

1994

has

been mainly

characterized

by negative

economic

developmentss such as '...a vast decrease in total industrial production, an upsurge in
inflation,inflation, a decrease in domestic turnover and international

trade, a fall in the

standardstandard of living, a weakening in labor and financial control' (UNDP 1999:61). The
periodd after 1994, however, has been characterized by more positive economic
developments.. Post 1994 there has been a significant decrease in inflation and stable
growthh in GDP and investment (ibid.). The introduction of a currency board in April
off 1994 pegging the Lithuanian litas to the US dollar seems to have been one of the
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mostt important measures towards stabilizing the Lithuanian economy. Given that
economy-widee effects of this change take time, we can expect to encounter a 'time
lag'' before we witness an improvement in other economic indicators. This seems in
factt to be the case. For a number of economic indicators such as for overall GDP
levels,, industrial output, agricultural gross output and employment, clear
improvementss were registered only in 1995 (see appendix 1.1).
Further,, most of the post-1994 economic improvements have been sustained. As the
Lithuaniann Human Development Report in 1997 notes:
TheThe encouraging signs of macroeconomic stabilization that appeared in 1994 have
evolvedevolved into a sustainable economic revival The continued decrease in inflation, the
growthgrowth of GDP, increased foreign

investment, relatively low and stable

unemployment,unemployment, favorable changes in the balance of payments and privatization are
allall indicators of a transformation within the Lithuanian economy (UNDP 1997:35).
AA number of distinct changes characterize the periods before and after 1994, many of
whichh have been sustained throughout the late 1990s (see appendix 1.1). The most
significantt improvements have taken place in terms of positive GDP growth registered
fromm 1994-1995 (for the first time since 1990), the reduction in the annual inflation
ratee to under 40 percent in 1995 and net foreign direct investments27 which increased
byy 43 percent from 1994-1995. The private sector also dramatically increased its GDP
contributionn by 25 percent from 1993-1994. Previously declining output in both the
industriall and agricultural sectors improved substantially in 1994-1995. Industrial
grosss output increased by 31.8 percent and agricultural gross output increased by 26
percentt from 1994 -1995. After experiencing much exchange rate instability, the
exchangee rate of the litas to the US dollar stabilized from 1994 onwards. A continuing
positivee trend has been the increase in GDP per capita with a large increase occurring
fromm 1995- 1996.
AA combination of formal policies such as trade liberalization as well as the
continuationn of government subsidies to SOEs and mis-management has resulted in
somee negative developments. Lack of competitiveness of locally produced goods,
internationall quality standards, other barriers to export trade and trade liberalization
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policiess have resulted in a disproportionate increase of imports as compared to
exports.. From 1994 to 1995, imports increased by 52 percent while exports only
increasedd by 33 percent (see appendix 1.2). This negative trend of an increasing trade
deficitt has continued into the late 1990s. The current account balance experienced a
majorr deterioration from 1992-1993 and again from 1994-1995.
Thoughh Lithuania's decision to adopt a fixed exchange rate regime by pegging the
litass to the dollar seemed a wise move, the currency to which the litas is pegged has
hadd to be changed. The 1998 Russian ruble crisis resulted in a sharp fall in external
demandd which coupled with a strong domestic demand has led to a growing current
accountt deficit. In addition, the weakness of the euro (after its introduction in 1999)
againstt the dollar has decreased the competitiveness of Lithuanian exports to
Europeann markets. Before the Russian crisis, Lithuanian authorities were already
discussingg the prospects of pegging the litas to the euro or a basket of the euro and the
dollar.. Since the beginning of 2002, the litas has been repegged to the euro28. The new
euroo peg is a positive step for Lithuania's trade with the European Union countries
whichh in 2002 made up 49.8 percent of Lithuanian exports and is expected to continue
too grow in the future (Lithuanian Department of Statistics 2002). The rising value of
thee euro vis-a-vis the US dollar has had a positive effect for businesses trading within
thee euro zone but a negative effect for Lithuanian exports to the US. However, given
thatt a sizeable amount of Lithuania's external debt is in US dollars (approximately 61
percentt in 1997), a fall of the euro against the US dollar would raise the domestic
burdenn of foreign debt service (Nuti 2002:44).

Enterprisee growth. In Lithuania, as in many other transition countries, private
enterprisee mushroomed during the initial transition period in the early 1990's. From
19933 - 1995 there has been a steadily increasing trend in the number of enterprises in
Lithuaniaa in all size categories (of registered businesses). As table 1.10 shows, the
mostt rapid growth took place in the smallest size category (less than 5 employees and
5-199 workers) in 1993 - 1994. Enterprises with less than 5 employees increased by 48
percentt and enterprises with 5 - 1 9 workers increased by 39 percent from 1993-1994.
Sincee we can safely assume that the vast majority of the small-sized enterprises (up to
199 workers) are private businesses, this table provides a good indication of the
changess in growth patterns of small enterprises. Based on this data, however, we
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cannott say whether increased enterprise exits or decreased number of business startupss was the main factor for the changes in growth.
Tablee 1.10: Number of functioning enterprises in Lithuania
19933
1994
Functioningg enterprises 33 067
47 650
Lesss than 5 workers
24 214
35 865
5-199 workers
5123
7100
2 0 - 1 9 99 workers
3348
4225
2000 + workers
382
460
Source:: UNDP (1997)

1995
63 241
48 321
9151
5192
577

Tablee 1.11 illustrates a slightly different trend for newly created private enterprises.
Accordingg to the World Bank (1998), the number of newly registered private
enterprisess has been stable with a dramatic decline occurring in 1995.
Tablee 1.11: Number of newly created private enterprises by year of registration
Yearr
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
Numberr of new private enterprises
1,485
1,364
1,542
1,526
1,647

1995
517

1996
1,50~Ö~

Source:: World Bank (1998:201)

Thee lack of increasing numbers of SMEs is of concern and is most likely caused by a
combinationn of micro- and macro- level conditions. The combination of increasing
regulationss (in the form of requirements, taxation, etc.) coupled with decreasing
businesss opportunities (due to increasing competition29) seem to have resulted in a
failuree of the number of new private enterprises to grow in 1990 - 1996 . Figure 1.1
providess an indication of the frequency of changes that have taken place to tax laws in
Lithuania. .
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Figuree 1.1: The number of legislative changes to Lithuanian tax laws (new and alterations)

140 0
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year r
Basedd on author's calculations from the Lietuvos Respublikos Kodekso Rinkinys 1990 - 1999 (Republic
off Lithuania's Regulatory Codes Index).

Furthermore,, the period from 1999 - 2000 has seen a decrease in the number of
registeredd SMEs. At the beginning of 1999 there were 81 600 registered31 SMEs but
byy the end of 2000 there were only 52 000 registered SMEs (SMEDA32 2002). The
mainn factors influencing this rapid decrease seem to be both internal changes and
externall economic shocks. Internal changes included increased labor costs (for hiring
employees),,

additional

taxation,

additional

bureaucratic

barriers,

increased

competitionn from large chain stores (especially for trade related businesses) and low
consumerr demand. External shocks included both the Russian ruble crisis (August
1998)) and an increasingly unfavorable litas-euro exchange rate. The Lithuanian
Humann Development Report (UNDP 1999) noted that the Russian crisis was hardest
onn small businesses that were involved in trade with Russia. Since the litas was tied to
thee US dollar, the increasing value of the US dollar and the decreasing value of the
euroo resulted in Lithuania's exports being less competitive and made it more difficult
forr Lithuanian SMEs to engage in profitable export activities. In addition, a
simplificationn of the regulations for de-registering inactive businesses in 2000 resulted
inn the de-registration of many inactive businesses which may have influenced the
apparentlyy large decline in private businesses from 1999 to 2000.
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1.77 Conclusion
Historically,, Lithuania has enjoyed periods of independence interspersed with foreign
occupation.. World War II and the annexation of Lithuania through incorporation into
thee Soviet Union had serious demographic

and economic

consequences.

Approximatelyy 35 to 40 percent of Lithuania's population was lost due to murders,
warr casualties, massive deportations, refugee

movements and repatriation.

Economically,, a centrally planned system was instigated to supplant Lithuania's
markett oriented economy. Different forms of resistance including guerilla fighters and
undergroundd publications documenting Soviet persecutions continued to take place
duringg Soviet rule.
Thee policies of Lithuania's most influential Communist leader, Antanas Snieckus
(19444 _ 1974), left behind both positive and negative legacies. On the one hand, his
policiess helped preserve the relative homogeneity of the Lithuanian population. On
thee other hand, his policies helped develop a strong cadre of high-ranking Lithuanian
Communistt Party officials whose influence in independent Lithuania often conflict
withh the development of a free market system within a democratic state.
Lithuania'ss independence was declared on March 11, 1990 and recognized
internationallyy more than a year later in 1991. In comparison with other former Soviet
republics,, Lithuania's economic performance has been quite good.

As in other

transitionn countries, economic reform heavily emphasized the privatization of stateownedd enterprises and the needs of the state-owned sector. Little attention was paid to
developingg SMEs and a local entrepreneurial class.
Lithuania'ss political system can be regarded as a stable democracy. Since
independence,, national elections have taken place seven times without great turmoil.
However,, the legacy of Soviet rule seems to continue to negatively influence the
democratizationn process.
Inn spite of the positive economic development such as increasing real GDP levels and
improvementss to the standard of living, current levels of real GDP and real total
consumptionn are still below the 1989/1990 levels. Two distinct periods can be
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identifiedd in the transition process thus far: pre 1994 and post 1994. The pre 1994
transitionn period is characterized by transition chaos and a general lack of a regulatory
frameworkk and the post 1994 period is characterized by increasing macroeconomic
stabilizationn but also over regulation.
Inn Lithuania, private enterprise mushroomed during the initial transition period in the
earlyy 1990's. However the number of newly created registered private businesses and
registeredd private businesses was stagnant in 1990 - 1996 with a dramatic decrease
occurringg in 1995. Furthermore, the number of registered SMEs fell sharply in 1999 2000.. The lack of private sector growth is of concern. A number of factors are likely
too be influencing this negative trend. The combination of increasing regulations (in
thee form of requirements, taxation, etc.) coupled with decreasing business
opportunitiess (due to increasing competition) seem to influence the decreasing
numberss of private enterprises. Further, the Russian ruble crisis in August 1998 was
ann unanticipated negative external shock that led to the bankruptcy of many SMEs in
Lithuania..

In addition, many registered private businesses are inactive. A

simplificationn of the regulations for de-registering inactive businesses in 2000 resulted
inn the de-registration of many inactive businesses which may have influenced the
apparentlyy large decline in private businesses from 1999 to 2000,
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Chapterr 1 Notes
11
Though Lithuanian language schools were banned, a dense network of clandestine schools emerged ensuring
onee of the highest literacy rates among the nationalities of the Russian empire (47 percent according to the 1897
census). .
22
German troops were still present in Lithuania in February but left by the end of November 1918. During its
periodd of independence, Lithuania was reduced in size. Though it had signed an armistice with Poland that
acknowledgedd Lithuania's capital city Vilnius as part of Lithuania (October 7, 1920), within hours, the city and
surroundingg area were taken by force through a military action led by General Lucjan Zeligowski. Further in
1939,, Hitler demanded that Lithuania surrender the city of Klaipeda and surrounding area which was
incorporatedd into Nazi Germany (Vardys & Misiunas 1978).
33
It can be argued that 'societies [such as Lithuania] that had for centuries been ruled by the iron hand of
foreignersforeigners were not ready for such a system of self-governance' (Vardys 1978:68).
44
The German occupation of Lithuania inflicted destruction on a scale that Lithuania had not encountered since
thee wars and pestilence in the early 18* century. Ninety percent of the local Jewish population was murdered.
Nearlyy 500 000 inhabitants either fled or were forcibly evacuated eastward. Further the German military
administrationn exploited the country for the war effort through agricultural requisition and forced labor, arousing
oppositionn among the population (Suziedelis 1997:17).
55
The Soviet occupation of Lithuania was completed only in January 28, 1945 with the capture of the Klaipeda
regionn from Nazi Germany.
66
Given its clandestine nature, there are different estimates for the length of the guerilla war in Lithuania.
Accordingg to Suziedelis, the guerrilla war took place from 1945 - 1954 and caused an estimated 50 000 deaths.
Further,, Suziedelis writes that though the armed resistance ended in 1953, isolated bands of resistance were
reportedd in Lithuanian forests as late as the mid 1960's (1997:33).
77
There was a systematic policy put in place during the Stalinist era to deport, imprison and literally decimate
thee Lithuanian population. An article written in 1955 presenting these measures (emphasizing Latvia) ends with
aa chilling remark: The genocide of the Baltic population has been nearly completed (Saburova 1955:49).
88
Lithuania also gained population from the incorporation of the Vilnius region in 1939.
99
This figure also includes an influx of Russian settlers (Suziedelis 1997:229). By 1970, there were less than 2
5000 Jews left in Lithuania (ibid. 142).
100
The total fertility rate in the other two Baltic countries Latvia and Estonia has fallen more sharply than
Lithuanian'ss total fertility rate. Decreasing fertility is also a general trend in other Baltic region countries such
ass Sweden (World Bank 2002).
1
'' The overwhelming majority of suicides are committed by men in rural areas. 53 percent of all suicide cases
aree between the ages of 35 and 59 years old.
122
Lithuanian passports make a distinction between citizenship and nationality. Though an individual is a
Lithuaniaa citizen, he or she may consider himself or herself to be of a different nationality such as Russian,
Polish,, Ukrainian, etc. and this is indicated in his or her passport.
133
The greater emphasis on agricultural production and decreased emphasis on industrialization also resulted in
fewerr Russians being relocated to Lithuania.
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144
According to the 1970 Soviet census, the percentage of Lithuania's titular nationality in its total population
actuallyy increased from 79.3 percent in 1959 to 80.1 percent in 1970. The opposite trend occurred in Latvia and
Estonia.. Latvia's titular nationality as a percentage of the population of Latvia decreased from 62 percent in
19599 to 56.8 percent in 1970. In Estonia the comparable percentage fell from 74.6 percent in 1959 to 68.2
percentt in 1970(Newth 1972:215).
Nepotismm seems to be more prevalent in Lithuania than Latvia or Estonia mainly due to the fact that political
powerr has not changed hands so drastically. In Soviet Latvia and Estonia, there were less ethnic Latvian or
Estoniann citizens in higher decision-making positions. After the reintroduction of independence, public servants
weree appointed mainly on ethnic grounds and as such there was a greater shift in political power (Norgaard
1996). .
166
This was arguably not the only influencing factor. Lithuania's industrial structure (dominated by large scale
industries)) and large agricultural sector also delayed Lithuania's ability to quickly adapt a free market economy.
Inn addition, the more politically and idealistically motivated quest for independence resulted in less emphasis
beingg placed on economic efficiency and development than on national sovereignty.
Thee most bloody of which occurred in the pre-dawn hours of January 13, 1991 when Soviet troops stormed
thee Lithuanian TV tower and broadcasting facility in Vilnius killing 14 civilians and wounding hundreds more
(Suziedeliss 1997:42).
1NN
Previously Soviet troops.
Forr more detailed discussion see Knobl et al. 1993 and Saavalainen 1995.
Comparingg the economic output in Soviet Lithuania and independent Lithuania is similar to comparing apples
andd oranges since the entire manner of measuring output was changed. Therefore comparing GDP levels before
andd after the transition process began is difficult. Though the exact figures may be incorrect, we believe that the
tendenciess indicated are correct.
Forr a discussion of Lithuania's problems with mass privatization see Simenas in Buracas 1997.
"~~ During the period of economic crisis, agricultural production suffered the sharpest decline in output.
Agriculturall production which had occupied the dominant position in the national economy, gave way to the
tradee sector (which formed 24 percent of GDP in 1994) (Simenas in Buracas 1997). Due to poor control over
andd lack of responsibility for agrarian reform, much collective farm property has been plundered and devastated
(seee Poviliunas in Buracas 1997).
"" OECD surveys of CEE countries
233
For example, OECD surveys of CEE countries in 1995 - 1996 all contain a section on privatization but hardly
mentionn new business development.
"" A number of former Lithuanian communists formed a party called the Lithuanian Democratic Labor Party LDLP.. In 2000, this party fused with the Social Democrat party.
22
** A Russian term describing the exchange of favors during Soviet times (Smallbone & Welter 2001b: 252).
_<>>
From this point further we refer to these categories as before and after 1994, which implicitly compares
businesses,, started in or before 1994 to businesses started after 1994.
Thiss change could also be strongly influenced by changes to statistical measurement since the data available
showss only investment in equity capital for 1993 and 1994 but equity capital and reinvested earnings from 1995
onwards. .
~xx At a fixed exchange rate of 3.4528 litas per 1 euro.
"" A similar trend has been observed in Latvia (UNDP 1998b).
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300
We focus our study here on legally registered private enterprises though in doing so, we are probably
underestimatingg the true size of Lithuania's private sector. A study 'Preliminary Estimation of Monetary flows
inn Lithuania' carried out by the Economic Research Center of Lithuania estimates that the 'underground' or
informall economy accounts for 36 percent of GDP in 1994 and 41 percent of GDP in 1995 (World Bank 1998).
AA study carried out by the Lithuanian Department of Statistics estimates that in ! 995 the informal economy
accountedd for 23.4 percent of GDP (Lithuanian Department of Statistics 1997). However, using the Russian
casee as an example, Kontorovich (1999) argues that the preferred strategy of informal activity is to register a
businesss but hide earnings and employment. In this case, the distortion would more greatly affect the size and
profitabilityy of reported businesses then their actual number.
'' The number of registered SMEs is likely to include a significant percentage of inactive SMEs.
322
Lithuanian Development Agency for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises.
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Chapterr 2: Institutions and Entrepreneurship
2.11 Introduction
ItIt is easy to turn an aquarium into cold fish soup. It is more difficult to turn coldfish
soupsoup back into an aquarium'.
Thee switch to a market-oriented economic system in transition countries like
Lithuaniaa did not begin from scratch nor did it begin with all the necessary market
institutionss in place. From the outside, it seemed like the centrally planned system of
thee USSR had destroyed the spirit of private enterprise. But was it really cold fish
soupp or were there any 'entrepreneurial' fish still alive in the seemingly stagnant
centrallyy planned fish bowl? Institutional and entrepreneurship theories provide useful
toolss for exploring the impact of the transition process on the development of
entrepreneurshipp and private business in Lithuania.
Institutionall theory is not new within Economics yet it has gained a new importance
ass a result of the difficulties encountered during the economic transition process in the
formerr Soviet bloc countries. Unlike mainstream economists, institutional theory and
institutionall theorists give explicit attention to institutions and their effect on
economicc development in transition countries (Knaack 1995; Norgaard 1996; North
1997a;; Feige 1997; Yeager 1999; Hedlund 1999; Van de Mortel 2002). Within the
institutionalistt school there are two distinct approaches: the old institutionalists (such
ass Thorstein Veblen and John R. Commons) and the new institutionalists (such as
Ronaldd Coase, Oliver Williamson and Douglass North)2. This thesis focuses on the
neww institutional approach as developed by Douglass North. In the following section,
wee present a description of the new institutionalist approach, its emergence as an
approachh within economic research and its relevance for transition countries. The
specificc case of informal institutions in post-Soviet Lithuania is highlighted.
Thee treatment of gender by institutionalist theorists has been mixed. T. Veblen
emphasizedd the influence of socially created roles for men and women as illustrations
off institutional outcomes and argued that the ideal of private property (1899) and
women'ss dress (1894) were expressions of a gendered value system. In his book
(1990),, D. North mentions women's role in society as an example of an informal rule
yett does not provide any further elaboration. Other studies have used the institutional
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approachh to analyze gendered issues such as male/female wage discrepancies
(Greenwoodd 1984), pay equity (Mutari & Figart 1997), privatized pension schemes
(Bernasekk & Shwiff 2001) and increased likelihood of poverty for female-headed
householdss (Pressman 2002). In section 2.3, the concept of gender in economics, in
institutionall theory and in Soviet and post-Soviet Lithuania is introduced.

Thoughh both an exciting and important area of study, entrepreneurship research has
beenn characterized by little consistency or concrete theory (Baumol 1968; Herbert &
Linkk 1989; Kirchhoff 1991; Van Praag 1996; Wennekers & Thurik 1999; Verheul et
al.. 2001). As Wennekers and Thurik comment: Entrepreneurship is an ill-defined, at
bestbest multidimensional

concept (1999:29). This complicates the development of a

theoryy of entrepreneurship. As Kirchhoff observes: ...the absence of a widely held
theorytheory of entrepreneurship

constrains not only economics but also all the disciplines

thatthat extend their interests into the entrepreneurship arena (1991:109).

Ourr aim is to develop a working definition for productive entrepreneurship in
transitionn countries. We first begin with a summary of the development of
entrepreneurshipp research within economics. Using aspects of existing definitions as a
guideline,,

we

develop

a

working definition

and

a

model

for

productive

entrepreneurshipp development in transition countries.

Inn addition, by reviewing recent literature on entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship in
transitionn economies, characteristics that distinguish entrepreneurship in transition
economiess are systematically categorized. Distinct differences between Central and
Easternn European (CEE) countries and Former Soviet Union (FSU) countries are
furtherr described. The specific case of Lithuania is highlighted as an example of a
transitionn country that seems to incorporate elements from both CEE and FSU
countries.. This chapter ends with a conclusion in section 2.4.9.

2.22 Institutions and Economic Development in Transition
TheThe inadequacy of economic theory is that it does not explain the persistence
millenniamillennia of what appears to be inefficient forms of exchange (North 1990:11).
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Intuitively,, most economists would agree that market institutions are important for
solvingg the problems of coordination and reducing transaction costs in terms of both
measurementt and enforcement. However, for most economists, the existence of an
elaboratee framework of constraints, created and enforced by institutions is simply
takenn for granted and not specifically addressed (North 1990:66). In many cases, it is
possiblee to 'ignore' the impact of institutions in an advanced market economy where
forr a large part, market institutions are present and functioning.
Itt is this type of institutional blindness that contributed to the implementation of
economicc policy recommendations that assumed market institutions would
organicallyy develop as a result of the introduction of free market forces in transition
countries.. Initially, the Bretton Woods institutions adopted a neo-liberal approach to
transitionn countries. Stabilization, privatization and liberalization were prioritized. In
general,, the neo-classical school was optimistic that institutional and other
impedimentss would not be a serious obstacle to the transition process (UNECE 2001).
Further,, there was an initial hope that transition country growth would result in the
developmentt of suitable political and economic institutions needed to support market
activities,, essentially 'leaving the market to create the market' (Feige 1997:29). It was
expectedd that productive private businesses would flourish within the newly emerging
markett economies. But this approach has broadly failed to provide for needed
institutionall development and as a result created further opportunities for the
developmentt of non-productive economic activities. More than thirteen years after the
collapsee of the former Soviet Union ample illustrations of the detrimental effects of
'institutionall vacuum' on economic development have been documented. As Feige
writes:: The historical laboratory of the transition economies has revealed that
liberalization,liberalization, stabilization and privatization may be necessary but are by no means
sufficientsufficient conditions for creating 'market economies' (1997:21). The transition
processs in CEE and FSU countries has illustrated that institutions matter for economic
development. .
Neoclassicall approaches to economics seem less suited for analyzing transition
economiess for three main reasons. Firstly, the collapse of the entire social, political
andd economic order such as occurred in the transition countries leads to very high
levelss of uncertainty. Two main types of uncertainty characterize the transition
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process.. Uncertainty in terms of the unpredictability of the future (i.e. Knightian
uncertainty3)) and framework uncertainty4 (Van de Mortel 2002:18). Neoclassical
theoriess are not designed for such situations since they concentrate on information
problemss and not extreme uncertainty (Knaack 1995; Van de Mortel 2002). Secondly,
neoclassicall theories focus on equilibria and not on dynamic processes. By definition,
transitionn economies are not in equilibria and as such a dynamic approach focusing on
processs is needed (Knaack 1995; North 1997a; Van de Mortel 2002). Thirdly, the
neoclassicall behavioral assumption of income maximization fails to capture the
influencee of ideological attitudes and perceptions on economic performance (North
1997a:: 3).
Inn recent years, the crucial role that institutions play in the development of an efficient
markett system has even caught the attention of Bretton Woods institutions such as the
Worldd Bank. In 2002, the annual World Bank Report entitled, Building Institutions
forfor Markets stressed the importance of institutions for economic development. Other
influentiall institutions have also begun to highlight the important role of institutions in
transitionn countries in their publications (EBRD 1999; UNECE 2001).
Institutionall theory is not without its drawbacks. Institutional approaches tend to focus
onn individual cases, are descriptive in nature, the results of which are often difficult to
generalizee and do not usually lead to unambiguous results (Van de Mortel 2002: 14).
Givenn this shortcoming, little empirical work has been conducted using institutional
theory. .
2.2.11 Formal and Informal rules and constraints
Thee pioneering work of Douglass North has been illuminating in its identification of
differentt institutional influences on economic development (1990, 1997). Institutions
aree defined as any form of constraint that human beings devise to shape human
interaction.. North makes a clear distinction between formal and informal institutions.
Putt simply, formal institutions are the visible 'rules of the game' such as constitutional
laww which can be altered quickly to adapt to changing economic circumstances.
Formall rules are generally enforced by governments. In contrast, informal institutions
aree the invisible 'rules of the game' made up of norms, values, acceptable behaviors
andd codes of conduct (i.e. culture). Informal rules tend not to be legally enforced.
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Changee to informal rules occurs more indirectly and usually as a result of accidents,
learning,, natural selection and most of all the passage of time (North 1990:88).
Informall rules most often evolve to complement formal rules. However North notes
thatt there is a tendency for informal institutions to change more slowly and at times
theyy can exhibit a counterproductive force to the more rapid formal changes in an
economicc system. North has identified the often-conflictual role between formal and
informall institutions in both historical perspective (1990) and in transition economies
(1997a). .
Withinn North's framework, organizations such as firms will adapt their activities and
strategiess due to the opportunities and limitations in the formal and informal
institutions.. According to North, entrepreneurs, both economic or political, are the
mainn agents of change (1997a.). Though formal rules are designed to facilitate
exchange,, they are likely to affect individuals or groups in different ways. Further,
formall rules and institutions are created by individuals and are not necessarily created
inn the interest of social well-being; private interests are important as well (North
1994). .
Inn contrast to neoclassical theory, institutional theory asserts that formal rules can be
maintainedd even if they are inefficient (DiMaggio & Powell 1983; North 1990). There
aree several reasons for inefficient institutional outcomes. First of all, even when they
clashh with new formal rules, informal rules have tenacious survival ability because
theyy have become part of habitual behavior (i.e. culture) and informal institutions
providee a sense of stability. Second, informal institutions may change more slowly
duee to the influence of path dependence. Though the past cannot be used to neatly
predictt the future, in transition countries pre-transition incentives structures can
illuminatee the direction in which institutions effect further economic development.
Thiss occurs because institutional change is usually incremental and is seldom
discontinuous55 (North 1990:10). As a result, unproductive paths may persist and in
thatt sense, history matters. Thirdly, lock-in can occur as a result of a symbiotic
relationshipp between existing institutions and the organizations that have evolved as a
consequencee of the incentive structure provided by those institutions6 (ibid. 7). Even
whenn the formal rules change, organizations which benefited from the outdated
informall rules and which would lose their benefits if they adopted new informal
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practicess complementary to formal rule changes will continue to participate in
detrimentall informal rule practices in order to retain their position of power.
Fourthly,, when formal and informal institutions clash as in the case where formal
ruless are changed but informal rules have not changed, noncompliant behaviors
proliferatee and can result in the formation of underground economies (Feige 1997:
22).. As North notes: .. .the performance of an economy is an admixture of the formal
rules,rules, the informal norms, and their enforcement characteristics. Changing merely the
formalformal

rules will produce the desired results only when the informal norms are

complementarycomplementary

to the rule change, and enforcement is either perfect of at least

consistentconsistent with the expectations of those altering the rules (1997b: 16).

North'ss emphasis on the influence of formal and informal rules and institutions on
economicc outcomes is especially relevant for the transition context. He writes: If the
institutionalinstitutional framework
existence;existence;

rewards piracy then piratical organizations will come into

and if the institutional framework

rewards productive

activities

organizationsorganizations and firms will come into existence to engage in productive

than
activities

(Northh 1994:361).

2.2.22 Informal institutions in Lithuania
Thee situation in Lithuania has been characterized by a rather rapid switch in formal
ruless combined with the retention of numerous informal rules and practices. As in
otherr transition countries, the legacy of informal pre-transition norms and behaviors
continuess to dominate the transition process in Lithuania even though these practices
oftenn counter the newly established legal environment. The clash of new formal rules
suchh as regulations for private business combined with retained informal norms such
ass lack of responsibility amongst bureaucrats can have potentially damaging
consequences.. This reality is rather well depicted in the following quote by a wellknownn Lithuanian businesswoman who was elected into the Lithuanian Parliament in
Novemberr 2000. Her motivation to switch careers conveys the high level of
frustrationn felt widely amongst Lithuanian private business owners:

CoercivelyCoercively collected money is squandered with total impunity on satisfying official
whims.whims. There is hardly any better business than that of bureaucrats,

who are

concededconceded the right to decide, to prohibit, to pry, to convict, to humiliate and to scorn
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withoutwithout assuming any responsibility for their actions. Therefore, dear sirs and
madams,madams, I've quit business and am going into government! (Teiserskyte 1999).
Post-Soviett Lithuania has retained a number of negative institutional legacies from its
periodd of Soviet occupation which include Soviet-style corruption7, a culture of noncompliance,, employee theft, distrust of the government and a highly skewed
distributionn of wealth and information.
Corruptionn on a large scale was endemic to the former Soviet Union (FSU). Studies
havee shown that corruption forms a major constraint to development and has a
stronglyy negative effect on economic development (Myrdal 1957; Wei 2001).
However,, the economic costs associated with corruption depend not only on the
extentt of corruption but also on its nature (Feige 1997:31). Shleifer & Vishny (1993)
foundd that corruption is less costly when it is controlled by an effective cartel such as
existedd in the form of the Communist Party in the Soviet Union. The most costly form
off corruption occurs when independent monopolists vie for bribes and this situation
moree closely approximates the situation in post-Soviet Lithuania. Corruption in the
formm of bribery is especially detrimental because it is secretive and arbitrary and the
implicitt contract is not enforceable in the courts. In economic and social terms, it is
moree damaging than an explicit tax (Wei 2001). The current situation in many
transitionn countries which is characterized by a lack of transparency and excessive
complexityy of regulations, fosters the development of corruption (UNECE 2001;
Pufferr & McCarthy 2001). Corruption can be viewed as both a form of government
failuree (Feige 1997:31) and as a negative influence on the development of a
functioningg private business sector. In many cases, corruption tends to fall
disproportionatelyy on SMEs thatt are less able to bear the burden (Wei 2001).
Small-scalee corruption such as payments for queue jumping, or payments given to
officialss to overlook a relatively minor breach of a given regulation (Bicanic & Ott
2001)) were also widely accepted as a necessity in order to expedite the highly
inefficientt and bureaucratic, centrally-planned system of the USSR. Even after the
changee in economic orientation, small-scale corruption seems to be firmly rooted in
formall and informal networks (i.e. social capital) and can lead to non-compliance with
newlyy created formal rules.
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Thee blatantly visible corruption of some high-ranking governmental officials in
Lithuaniaa seems to further erode social trust and a sense of social responsibility and
mayy be a leading factor in increasing the pervasiveness and acceptance of corruption
withinn society. Numerous cases of proven or alleged corrupt activities of high-ranking
governmentall officials have resulted in a generally negative and pessimistic attitude
towardss the integrity and effectiveness of elected officials8.

Badd rules and non-compliance: Not all non-compliance is negative. Previous studies
indicatee that non-compliance with bad rules may actually have positive economic
consequencess especially when it facilitates economic exchange (Leff 1964;
Huntingtonn 1968; Feige 1997). In the FSU, the criminal code prohibited most private
economicc activities considered normal in Western market economies and carried
heavyy penalties (Feige 1997). However, these 'illegal' activities were commonplace9
suchh as petty trading and indeed virtually necessary to maintain 'minimum living
standards'' (Feige 1997:27). But widespread noncompliance can undermine the social
fabricc and jeopardize the fundamental principle of the rule of law (ibid.).
Noncompliancee in the Soviet regime contributed to a more efficient system and
servedd to buffer some of the most costly consequences of allocation by administrative
control. .

Duringg transition, non-compliance may also bring economic benefits for noncompliantt individuals. But non-compliance has a generally negative effect on the
moralss and ethics of society and can erode the foundations for a market-based
economyy which functions according to formal rules.

Employeee theft. Under Soviet rule it was common for employees to take production
homee with them. For example, a person working in a linen factory would regularly
takee spools of thread home with them or an employee at a confectionary factory
wouldd bring home candies. Even though it was against the formal Soviet regulations,
itt was considered by many to be a 'fringe benefit' of working in that particular
factory.. Employee theft became the norm, an informal code of conduct in Soviet
productionn facilities. King and Zulauf comment that until the norms and values of the
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employeess change, it will be difficult to enforce rules against theft by employees
(citedd in Grennes 1997:19).
Distrustt of the government. Most Lithuanian citizens like other former Soviet
citizens,, exhibit an inherited legacy of distrust of the state (Raiser 1999). During
transition,, this attitude seems to have been carried over to the democratically elected
government.. Though a certain level of skepticism and distrust may be seen as a
healthyy sign of a functioning democratic system, the level of distrust amongst most
Lithuaniann citizens seems extreme. This overly suspicious attitude can have a serious
effectt on informal institutional change since ...the informal norm of distrusting
governmentgovernment policy militates against every effort to establish the formal rule of law
(Feigee 1997:30).
Inn addition, as a part of the USSR, many Lithuanians felt subjugated, against their
will,, to foreign rule. The Soviet government was viewed by many, as an illegitimate
power.. As a result, evading Soviet control and regulations was a matter of individual
nationall pride and identity. Even though the powers have shifted and Lithuania is an
independentt and sovereign state, the lack of experience in self-rule has led to a lack of
responsibilityy for governmental and individual actions.
Highlyy skewed distribution of wealth and information. As Feige writes, although
incomesincomes were distributed quite equitably (in the USSR), differential access to state
resourcesresources and selective opportunities for illegal wealth accumulation created a highly
unequalunequal distribution of de facto property rights (1997:30). In essence, though formal
ruless laid the foundations for an egalitarian society10, informal rules dictated the
unequall distribution of wealth. Further, it was considered the 'right' of Soviet elites to
havee special privileges such as access to luxury items and access to unbiased
information111 that for the most part were not visible or available to the general
population. .
Thesee examples of informal practices, based primarily on the inherited norms and
attitudess of the Soviet state create a transitional situation in Lithuania in which new
formall rules may be passed but are difficult to effectively enforce.
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2.33 Gender as an informal institution
Thoughh not discussed in detail, North uses the changing role of women as well as the
changingg attitudes towards slavery as examples of how informal constraints can
changee as a result of shifting norms within society (1990:8). With the exception of
Veblenn (1894, 1899), neither North nor other institutional theorists have devoted
muchh attention to gender issues as informal rules. Since it is an important issue for our
research,, we introduce the concept of gender as an informal constraint in relation to
economicc theory and research and to the context of Lithuania both before and during
transition. .

Generally,, in Economics, the term gender and sex are used interchangeably to mean
thee same thing i.e. to distinguish between male and female economic agents. In other
sociall sciences, however, these two terms refer to distinctly different characteristics.
Sexx refers to the biological differences between men and women (male and female
characteristics)) while gender refers to socially constructed identities (masculine and
femininee characteristics) that designate different roles, duties, rights, opportunities
andd expectations for men and for women. A gender analysis refers to the construction
off social relations between men and women and therefore involves an analysis and
comparisonn of the situation for men as well as women.
Genderr differences have resulted in a hierarchical difference between masculinity and
femininity.. In most societies today, the social construction of maleness is of higher
statuss and privilege than the social construction of femaleness. Not only does gender
definee individual roles, gender further relates to the 'metaphorical connection of nonbiologicalbiological phenomena with a bodily experience of biological differentiation' (Nelson
1996:5).. In every society there is a general agreement within a particular culture, at a
particularr time, in a particular context, about which objects, activities, personality
characteristics,, behavior and skills are perceived to be masculine, which are
understoodd to be feminine or which are more or less ungendered (ibid.). In many
societiess there are also visible contradictions between customs, norms and laws with
relationn to gender equity. Though the laws may promise gender equality, often
implicitt and 'taken for granted' biases result in de facto gender inequity12. In addition
too being economically inefficient, gender inequity is humanly corrosive and socially
retrogradee (Paci 2002).
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Thee realm of economics is not free of such biases and blind spots. The tendency to
vieww economic analysis as universal and gender neutral has overlooked the important
sociall effects of gender as well as class and racial hierarchies on economic
consequences.. As Nelson writes, ... economics has been heavily influenced by the
confusionconfusion of masculinity ipso facto with high value, as evidenced in both

contemporarycontemporary definitions and in the history of economics as a science. The confusion
hashas been to its detriment (1996:20).
Nott only have gendered attitudes affected economics, but economic arrangements and
institutionss have also been instrumental in creating gender biases. Further, economic
theoryy has been used to justify or reinforce these biases.
Seeminglyy 'neutral' yet intrinsically gendered viewpoints continue to influence
economicc research not only in terms of the questions asked and the analysis used but
alsoo outcomes and research implications. For example, in addressing the question why
women'ss earnings are generally less than men's earnings, neoclassical economists
proposee an explanation based on the theory of rational choice (Barker 1999:393). The
wagee gap between men and women is a result of women's rational choices, an
explanationn that justifies the higher earnings of men. In essence women have a
comparativee advantage to prioritize unpaid domestic labor since their wages are
lower.. As a result, women choose lower paying jobs that are compatible with their
unpaidd household tasks. Besides providing a circular argument, this analysis assumes
thatt all women will marry, that heterosexual marriage is the norm and that household
incomee will be divided equitably (ibid.).
Onn the other hand, a gender analysis entails an examination of the ways in which
gender-specificc social expectations about women's roles as wives and mothers affect
theirr labor market experiences (ibid.). Neoclassical economics is not the only school
off economics to suffer from androcentric bias, but it is perhaps the most resistant to
integratingg gender into its theories, models and policies (Barker 1999; Kuiper 2001).
Gender,, however, is not the only factor influencing social and economic behavior.
Otherr social constructs such as race, ethnicity, class and sexuality also play an
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importantt role. People occupy multiple and often contradictory positions because they
belongg to different socially constructed groups (Folbre 1994). In essence, an
individual'ss economic options depend on the interaction between the different
dimensionss of collective identity (Barker 1999:321).

Genderedd social relations in practice have created a different gendered division of
laborr for men and women as economic agents. Women have traditionally been
expectedd to prioritize the domestic sphere and unpaid activities while men have been
expectedd to prioritize the public sphere and paid activities. Though both spheres are
important,, the gendered division of labor has resulted in gender inequality illustrated
inn terms of employment opportunities, wage differentials, labor force participation
andd occupational segregation (Jacobsen 1998).

Twoo aspects of North's institutional theory seem relevant for a discussion of gender
issuess as informal constraints. Firstly, North argues that the behavior of individuals
andd organizations in positions of power can have a strong influence on informal
constraints.. In practice, individuals can use and manipulate their positions in order to
retainn the existing power structure even if it is to the detriment of economic
efficiency.. North writes: Unproductive paths may persist; an initial set of institutions
thatthat provide disincentives to productive activity will create organizations and interest
groupsgroups with a stake in the existing constraints (1990: 99).

Thiss seems to be the case in both the former Soviet system where traditional gender
roless continued to dominate even within an environment of legislative equality, and
alsoo seems to be the case in post-Soviet Lithuania where the democratic legislative
environmentt provides for equality between the sexes but day-to-day informal
practicess seem to undermine its realization.

Secondly,, North also classifies self-imposed codes of conduct as an informal
constraintt which affects individual behavior: Self imposed codes of conduct, unlike
conventionsconventions

and norms of behaviour, do not obviously entail

wealth-maximizing

behaviour,behaviour, but rather entail the sacrifice of wealth or income for other values (1997a:
4).. Gender, as an informal constraint, seems to embody not only an externally
imposedd constraint but also includes the element of internalized social values.
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2.3.11 Gender in Soviet Lithuania
Inn Lithuania, since the beginning of the 20th century, men and women have been
'equal'' under the law13. However, informal norms of behavior already in place in
independentt Lithuania emphasized different role expectations for men and women.
Menn were expected to be the main breadwinner and be active in the public sphere
whereass women were expected to be homemakers and to prioritize the domestic
sphere. .
Underr Soviet occupation, formal rights between men and women were further
substantiatedd and according to the formal rules, Lithuanian women and men were
consideredd 'equal'14. However prevailing attitudes under the Soviet regime introduced
thee new expectation for women to participate in the paid labor force without bringing
aboutt significant changes to the unpaid role fulfilled by women in the domestic
sphere.. In limited cases women were treated differently and entitled to paid maternity
leave,, early retirement and were exempt from compulsory military service.
Underr Soviet rule, quota systems allowed women access to some of the higher levels
inn decision-making structures; but these position were largely 'symbolic' in nature.
Bothh male and female Party members were represented in the Supreme Soviet but this
wass due to the quota system and not necessarily based on merit. Though the Supreme
Soviett was formally recognized as an important decision-making organ, in reality, the
Supremee Soviet's powers were limited. In the entire history of the Soviet Union, only
onee woman (Mrs. Furtseva) ever served as a full member of the Politburo, which was
thee center of political power in the Soviet Union and the main de facto decisionmakingg body. As Hesli & Miller comment: The fact remains that Soviet society was
constructedconstructed and directed by men, with very little opportunity for a woman's voice to
bebe heard (1993:509).
Thoughh women were highly represented in the Lithuanian labor force (in 1989, 53
percentt of the labor force was female15), their overall position in the labor force vis-aviss men was not 'equal'. Females were under-represented in managerial and
supervisoryy positions. Though women had increased access to professional positions
underr state socialism, there was a continuing gender segregation of the rest of the
laborr force (Einhorn 1993:125). Also even though women in general had access to
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higherr education and professional jobs, their salaries were significantly less than their
malee counterparts. On average, Soviet salaries for women were one third less than
thosee for Soviet men (Rimashevskaia 1992:15). Many women were underemployed,
workingg in positions below their educational or skill level (Hesli & Miller 1993:509).

Inn the Soviet labor force women were concentrated in certain job categories such as
tradee and public catering, health care, physical culture, social security, education and
culturee (Hesli & Miller 1993:509). Strikingly, even within

female-dominated

professions,, such as light industry and textiles, the managers still tended to be male
(Einhornn 1993:125).

Anastasiaa Posadskaya argues that 'equality' between the sexes was generated more
fromm an economic standpoint than a gender-equality standpoint. She writes: Women's
laborlabor power was a means, a resource used to solve the problem of economic growth:
thethe authorities alternately introduce the ideology of sex equality and the ideology of
womenwomen 's 'natural mission ', depending on what suits them at that time (1994:9).

Thee so-called equality of women in the paid labor force did little to change the
divisionn of unpaid labor in the home. The majority of unpaid labor in the family
continuedd to be seen as the duty of the Soviet woman (Posadskaya 1994). In essence,
equalityy through the Soviet lens required women to carry the shovel (engage in paid
labor)) in combination with fulfilling all unpaid domestic duties 16 . In the USSR, a
woman'ss right to paid labor inevitably became a requirement (i.e. duty) to engage in
paidd labor (Juceviciene 1998:20). The triple task of paid labor, domestic unpaid labor
andd the time and energy spent in the acquisition of household needs 17 (including
standingg in queues) negatively influenced many women's career choices. As one
Soviett woman commented: I'm glad that I do repetitious work, I use up so much
energyenergy and concentration

on queuing and housework that I 'm glad I don 't have to

thinkthink during work as well (quoted in Rimashevskaia 1992:14).

2.3.22 Gender in Post-Soviet Lithuania

GenderGender identities were frozen and gendered inequalities remained a structural feature
ofof post-revolutionary

society and this has not been posed as a problem for de38 8

socializingsocializing societies. There is therefore no reason to suppose that any

democratizationdemocratization of the public sphere will ameliorate male dominance and female
subordination.subordination. (Rai et al. 1992: 6)
MalesMales had always dominated in the lead roles in economic life and in this, and other
respects,respects, the post-communist economies became more extreme versions of their
formerformer selves (Roberts & Tholen 1998:63).
Ass these two quotes suggest, though transition brought about dramatic changes to the
livess of both Lithuanian men and women, gender roles have tended to remain
surprisinglyy stable. Embedded gender roles have had negative consequences for both
Lithuaniann men and women. In addition to other factors, the informal pressure to be
'breadwinner'' in the face of extreme job loss and increasing unemployment has
resultedd in an increase in despair and hopelessness especially amongst young males
throughoutt the FSU. In Lithuania, the result has been a very high rate of suicide and
deathh by 'accidents' amongst adult Lithuanian males18. In general, we find that men
inn the FSU have ended up on the extremes: either extreme losers (e.g. homeless,
joblesss alcoholics) or extreme winners (e.g. successful businessmen)1 . However in a
lesss visibly, dramatic way, the majority of women have lost out in the transition
process.. Women as a group, have suffered disproportionately from job loss, increased
laborr market discrimination and domestic violence (Molyneux 1994; Unicef 1999).
Furthermore,, independence brought a reemergence of support for the traditional roles
forr men and women (Grapard 1997). For men this resulted in added pressure to
becomee the sole 'breadwinner' and for women this has meant a glorification of the
'housewifee role'. Benefits enjoyed by women under the Soviet system have become
handicaps.. In Lithuania, many private businesses will refuse to hire women of
childbearingg age for fear that they will have to extend the generous maternity
benefits200 inherited from the Soviet system. In addition, given the low level of
Lithuaniann state pensions, early retirement for women is becoming synonymous with
earlyy poverty21.
Further,, the locus of power has changed due to the demise of the Communist Party.
Oldd networks still exist between the former Communist elite but their focus has
shiftedd from party-related privileges to the direct attainment of financial rewards
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throughh private business activities (both legal and illegal) and political involvement.
Inn Lithuania, the old male dominated networks are still intact and assist in obtaining
successfull results in either of these endeavors. The percentages of men and women in
decision-makingg positions in governmental bodies and in private and public
enterprisess seem to reflect the influence of male-dominated networks. In general, the
removall of mandatory quotas for women in elected positions seems to have had a
negativee influence on female representation in political bodies. In many transition
countries,, the number of women in decision-making positions has declined (Einhorn
1993;; Grapard 1997; Lakhova 1998; Medvedev 1998). In Lithuania, the percentage of
womenn in the Lithuanian parliament and other elected offices has decreased since
19966 (table 2.1).
Tablee 2.1: Lithuanian election results for parliament (Seimas) and municipalities councils
(electionn year in parenthesis)
Women n % % Men n
Total l
25 5
18.0 0 113 3
138 8
VIIII Seimas (1996)
15 5
10.6 6 126 6
141 1
IXX Seimas (2000)
326 6
22.0 0 1158 8
1484 4
Memberss on local gov't councils (1997)
275 5
17.6 6 1287 7
1562 2
Memberss on local gov't councils (2000)
53 3
33
5.4 4
56 6
Mayorss (2000)
Source:: Lithuanian Department of Statistics (2001)

%%
82.0 0
89.3 3
78.0 0
82,4 4
94.6 6

Inn terms of unemployment, the raw figures in table 2.2 show little difference between
levelss of male and female unemployment. However these figures conceal a more
alarmingg reality. A study conducted by Kanopienè (2000) indicates that the largest
percentagee of unemployed women in Lithuania is between the ages of 31-54. For
malee laborers, unemployment numbers are greater only in the 'under 18' age group
(ibid.).. Furthermore, these statistics conceal a relatively high percentage of the
underemployed.. Given the fact that more women are represented in the low wage
statee sectors experiencing severe budget constraints, it seems that women even if they
aree employed are at greater risk of underemployment. Privatization of SOEs has also
resultedd in reduced employment opportunities for women since many women find it
difficultt to obtain employment in the private sector, due in part to discrimination and
lackk of contacts (Spevacek 2001).
Tablee 2.2: Unemployment rate based on the Lithuanian Labor Exchange (in
1994 4
1995 5
1996 6
Total l
3.8 8
6.1 1
7.1 1
Women n
3.8 8
6.4 4
7.7 7
Men n
3.8 8
5.8 8
6.6 6
Source:: Lithuanian Department of Statistics (2000)
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percentages)
1998 8
1997 7
6.4 4
5.9 9
6.6 6
6.3 3
6.2 2
5.6 6

1999 9
8.4 4
8.2 2
8.5 5

AA number of authors writing about women in transition countries, have identified
entrepreneurshipp in the form of small business ownership for women as a viable
strategyy to overcome joblessness and work-related discrimination (Posadskaya 1994;
Khotinaa 1994; Mezentseva 1994; Bridger et al. 1996; Grapard 1997; Lakhova 1998;
Uniceff 1999). In essence, these authors argue that the creation of a private business
basedd on an individual's skills, initiatives and personal resources may provide the
possibilitiess to break free of underlying gender constraints. Undeniably, the transition
processs has provided new possibilities for enterprise creation for both men and
women.. To what extent 'gendered' informal constraints contribute to the
characteristicss of operating SMEs will be further addressed in Chapter 7.
Small-scalee studies conducted in Lithuania have indicated that women encounter
discriminationn in the transitional business environment. A survey of business
administrationn students in 1998 at the Kaunas Polytechnical University revealed that
thee students have an acute awareness of gender prejudice in the current business
environmentt (Juceviciene 1998:30). Further interviews with twenty-one female
businesss owners in 1997 indicated that the majority of business owners interviewed
feltt discriminated against as female entrepreneurs (Aidis 1998).
Givenn the existing findings, a form of gendered role 'lock in' and path dependence in
Lithuaniaa seems evident. Even within the new social, political and economic
structures,, the expectations of women's domestic responsibilities is higher than for
men'ss while the valuation of women's paid labor is lower than for men's. Institutional
theoryy provides us with an analytical framework to understand this seemingly
paradoxicall result and the ironic reality that for many women, even if you are highly
educated,educated, you still have to bring the coffee .
2.44 Entrepreneurship
TheThe entrepreneur is at the same time one of the most intriguing and one of the most
elusiveelusive characters in the cast that constitutes the subject of economic analysis
(Baumoll 1968:64).
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Thoughh there is no consensus as to the definition of entrepreneurship, the
identificationn of the entrepreneur's economic function has engaged economists for
moree than 200 years. In this section, it is not our purpose to provide extensive
coveragee to all the theorists and concepts that have been developed but to provide an
overvieww of the most important contributions (table 2.3).
Tablee 2.3: Main contributors to entrepreneurship in economic theory
Year r

Economist t

Entrepreneuriall Role (ER)

Classicall Era
1755 5

R.. Cantillon

Introducedd the term: Entrepreneur
ERR as speculator

1800 0

J.B.. Say

ERR as coordinator

Earlyy Neoclassical Era
1890 0

A.. Marshall

ERR as coordinator, innovator, arbitrageur

1907 7

F.BB Hawley

ERR as owner of output (uncertainty bearer)

1911 1

J.. Schumpeter

ERR as innovator

1921 1

F.. Knight

ERR as responsible decision maker in an uncertain environment

1925 5

F.. Edgeworth

ERR as coordinator

Maturee Neoclassical Era
1925 5

M.Dobb b

ERR as innovator

1927 7

C.. Tuttte

ERR as responsible owner in an uncertain environment

Modernn Neoclassical Era
1973 3

I.. Kirzner

ERR arbitrageur and 'alert to profitable opportunities'

1982 2

M.. Casson

ERR coordination of scarce resources under uncertainty

1993 3

W.. Baumol

ERR innovator and manager influenced by existing incentive
structure e

Richardd Cantillon has been credited with the introduction of the term 'entrepreneur'.
Inn his work 'Essai sur la Nature du commerce en General' published in the mideighteenthh century, Cantillon defines an entrepreneur as a 'speculator in an uncertain
environment'.. Jean Baptiste Say, another French political economist, described the
entrepreneuriall function as being comprised of coordination, supervision and
decision-making. .
Fromm the end of the 19th century until the mid- 20th century, Alfred Marshall played a
cruciall role in shaping neoclassical economic thought. Though Marshall recognized
thee important role played by the entrepreneur, he never precisely states the function of
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thee entrepreneur. Instead he describes the various roles entrepreneurs play including
thatt of coordinator, innovator, arbitrageur (Barreto 1998:54). In the early 1900's,
Frederickk Barnard Hawley identified the role of the entrepreneur as the owner of
outputt and the bearer of uncertainty. For Hawley, enterprise was not a productive
factorr or means; enterprise was a a motivational force (Barreto 1998:36).
Perhapss one of the best-known and most important contributions to the theory of the
entrepreneurr has been made by Joseph Schumpeter. In his book, The Theory of
EconomicEconomic Development (1912), Schumpeter identified the entrepreneur as an
individuall who introduces new combinations i.e. innovation to the economy. In his
theoryy of business cycles, Schumpeter explains that innovations come in swarms i.e.
thee initial innovator is followed by a bunch of 'imitators' which results in an
economicc boom. Periods of innovation and lack of innovation are the main causes for
thee business cycle. For Schumpeter, an entrepreneur is not only an innovator but also
aa leader. Since the main characteristic of an entrepreneur is innovation and leadership,
Schumpeter'ss entrepreneur does not necessarily start his own business. Furthermore,
thee Schumpeterian entrepreneurial function does not include risk-taking or individuals
engagedd in management or decision-making based on established grounds.

Inn his PhD dissertation Risk, Uncertainty and Profit (1921), Frank Knight
reintroducedd the element of uncertainty to the function of the entrepreneur. According
too Knight, entrepreneurs are the bearers of uncertainty in order to make a profit. In
theirr role, entrepreneurs actively shield other individuals who are unwilling to take the
samee gamble for uncertain rewards.
Franciss Edgeworth viewed the entrepreneur as a coordinator (combining factors of
production)) and arbitrageur or middleman (connecting product and factor markets).
Howeverr he never fully developed a theory of entrepreneurship. Still as a leading
neoclassicall economist, Edge worth's recognition of the special role played by the
entrepreneurr is noteworthy since unlike other neoclassical economists, he refused to
eliminatee entrepreneurial considerations from his explanatory scheme.
Inn the mature neoclassical era, Maurice Dobb identified the entrepreneur as an agent
whoo carries out innovations and as such is the source of economic development and is
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thee driving force behind the capitalist system (Barreto 1998:60). In this context, it is
nott necessary for the entrepreneur to be a capital owner, manager or the bearer of
uncertainty.. For Dobb, entrepreneurship is something essentially active and creative
andd in this sense, Dobb's entrepreneur played a central role in the capitalist market
processs (ibid.). In comparison to many other entrepreneurship theorists, Charles Tuttle
appliedd a very strict definition of entrepreneurship. Tuttle viewed the entrepreneur as
aa responsible owner in an uncertain environment. Though Tuttle does not present an
extensivee theory on entrepreneurship, the entrepreneur plays an active role in his
analysiss (ibid.).

Ass Humberto Barreto writes in his book The Entrepreneur in Microeconomic
DisappearanceDisappearance

Theory:

and Explanation (1998), entrepreneurs as a 'function' seem to hav

vanishedd from modern microeconomic theory. The modern theory of the firm contains
threee core assumptions: the production function, the logic of rational choice, and
perfectt information, which effectively bar the inclusion of the entrepreneurial role in
economicc analysis. As a result of'the logic of rational choice' the entrepreneur can no
longerr be the innovator because the ends and the means are known and given. The
rolee of the entrepreneur as uncertainty-bearer, coordinator and arbitrageur also
disappearss because of the assumption of 'perfect information' and 'the logic of
rationall choice'. The entrepreneur's disappearance from microeconomic theory seems
too be directly related to consistency requirements. Entrepreneurial functions do not fit
neatlyy within the modern theory of the firm. Only by relaxing the assumptions can the
entrepreneuriall function be included without compromising the model's consistency.

Inn essence, 'the entrepreneur has been read out of the model' (Baumol 1968:67).
Thoughh the term 'entrepreneur' is still used in modern microeconomic theory, it has
becomee synonymous with manager, owner, and capitalist: In the orthodox firm, the
entrepreneurentrepreneur plays an essentially sterile role, choosing the optimum values of the
endogenousendogenous

variables

(Barreto 1998:132).

The formalization

of neoclassical

economicss is another reason why entrepreneurship diminished in significance: ... as
neo-classicalneo-classical

economics

became more formalized

and as the mathematics

equilibriumequilibrium theory became more important, references to the entrepreneur
fromfrom the micro textbooks (Wennekers & Thurik 1999:32).
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of

receded

Thee pivotal work of David Birch (1979), demonstrated the importance of SMEs for
jobb creation and served as a catalyst for renewed economic interest in
entrepreneurshipp and SMEs. More recent studies have found that small firms play an
importantt economic role as agents of change through entrepreneurial and innovative
activityy (Acs & Audretsch 1990; Audretsch 1995), stimulating industrial evolution
(Audretschh 1995), creating an important share of new jobs (Acs 1992 in Wennekers &
Thurikk 1999:28) and reducing unemployment levels (Audretsch & Thurik 2000). In
sum,, small firms can be viewed as a 'vehicle in which entrepreneurship thrives'
(Wennekerss & Thurik 1999:29).
Thee more recent development of the endogenous growth theory (Romer 1990; Aghion
&& Howitt 1992) has created new possibilities for including entrepreneurship,
innovationn and creative destruction into macroeconomic growth models. However
withinn endogenous growth theory, entrepreneurship remains largely implicit and the
theoryy does not provide insight as to the underlying conditions of the entrepreneurial
activityy needed for (human) capital formation and innovation (Wennekers & Thurik
1999:36). .

Inn the modern neoclassical period, important contributors to entrepreneurship research
havee included Israel Kirzner, Mark Casson and William Baumol. Following the
traditionn of the neo-Austrian school, in his book, Competition and Entrepreneurship
(1973),, Israel Kirzner defines the entrepreneur as the arbitrageur and someone 'alert
too profitable opportunities'. Kirzner's entrepreneur is not the bearer of uncertainty
norr does s/he fill the role of coordinator or manager in the production process.
Inn his book, The Entrepreneur: An Economic Theory (1982), Mark Casson defines the
entrepreneurr as an individual who has different skills which enables her/him to make
judgmentss to co-ordinate scarce resources. According to Casson, the entrepreneur
operatess within a set of technological conditions and by making difficult judgmental
decisions,, the entrepreneur is able to enjoy the reward of profit. This allows the
entrepreneurr to coordinate demand and supply under uncertainty (Deakins 1996:13).
AA more expansive definition of the entrepreneur is presented by William Baumol in
hiss book, Entrepreneurship, Management and the Structure of Payoffs (1993).
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Baumoll incorporates two functions of the entrepreneur: as a Schumpeterian innovator
andd as a manager. Baumol maintains that entrepreneurs do not appear and disappear;
butt the numbers of productive and unproductive entrepreneurs change in terms of the
existingg incentive structures. For Baumol, productive entrepreneurial activity refers to
anyy activity that contributes directly or indirectly to net output of the economy.
Productivee entrepreneurship does not need to yield tangible products. However, a
productivee activity should yield a positive marginal product no matter how indirect
thee route the activity employed takes in achieving this (ibid: 30). Conversely, an
unproductivee entrepreneur engages in innovative activity but makes no contribution to
thee real output of the economy. In some cases the activity can also serve to reduce
outputt or restrain its growth. Finally, a destructive or rent-seeking entrepreneur
engagess in innovative activity that leads to the misallocation of valuable resources
intoo pursuits that from the viewpoint of the economy are useless and are carried out
forr the self-serving purposes of the entrepreneur (ibid: 10).

2.4.11 Towards a definition of Entrepreneurship
Thee Schumpeterian definition of entrepreneurship as linked to innovation i.e. s/he
whoo carries out new combinations in its broadest sense is essential for defining
entrepreneurship.. In this sense, innovation is a phenomenon that occurs at a given
'momentt of time' and entrepreneurship is the manifestation of the 'innovative spirit'.
Entrepreneurshipp is a temporary condition for any person, unless they keep innovating
(Vann Praag 1996:22). As a result, entrepreneurs do not form a social class and are not
necessarilyy engaged in new venture creation.

Inn addition to innovative spirit, risk-taking and Knightian uncertainty are also
importantt elements for defining entrepreneurship. Even if the innovative activity does
nott entail new venture creation, the entrepreneur is involved in risk-taking. As Casson
writes:: ...even if the entrepreneur is a salaried employee, however, he is still exposed
toto risk. His reputation for

'good judgment'

on which his future

earning power

dependsdepends is always 'on the line ' (1993: 52).

AA more recent definition proposed by Sander Wennekers and Roy Thurik (1999)
blendss together the concepts of innovation and uncertainty:
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EntrepreneurshipEntrepreneurship is the manifest ability and willingness of individuals, on their ow
inin teams, within or outside existing organizations to (a) perceive and create new
economiceconomic opportunities (new products, new production methods, new organizational
schemesschemes and new production-market combinations) and to (b) introduce their ideas in
thethe market in the face of uncertainty and other obstacles, by making decisions on
location,location, form and the use of resources and institutions (1999:46-47).
Essentially,, entrepreneurship is a behavioral characteristic of a person . A blend of
internall (personality and skills) and external factors (social and economic incentives)
providee the stimulus for innovative activity i.e. entrepreneurship to manifest itself.
Further,, entrepreneurship is not restricted to a given 'productive' economic activity.
Ass in Cantillon's definition, an entrepreneur can be a registered business owner, a
politician,, a hustler, a racketeer, a corrupt tax inspector, or a manager in a large firm.
Whatt sets entrepreneurs apart from the rest is their engagement in innovative
activitiess such as new combinations and non-routine activities. The entrepreneur's
rewardd for engaging in innovative activity is a blend of power, prestige and profit
(Baumoll 1993). The economic and social incentives seem to determine what type of
entrepreneuriall activity are the most prevalent in a given setting.
2.4.22 Productive and unproductive entrepreneurship
Williamm Baumol's main contribution to the theory of entrepreneurship was to expand
thee range of entrepreneurial activity and to emphasize the important role played by
institutions,, i.e. the 'rules of the game' (both formal and informal institutions) for
providingg the incentives for entrepreneurial activity. Like Schumpeter, Baumol
definess an entrepreneur through his or her innovative activity. Apart from this core
characteristic,, entrepreneurs can vary in all other respects since it is the environmental
incentivess or disincentives that further shape the entrepreneurial activity. For
example,, Baumol observes that wars in the early Middle Ages in Western Europe
couldd be viewed as unproductive entrepreneurship, i.e. expressions of 'violent' yet
innovativee economic activity primarily engaged in rent-seeking activity. The result of
thesee activities led to the net reduction in social income and wealth but enriched the
'entrepreneurs'' (1990). An example of productive entrepreneurship could be a Dutch
merchantt in 17th century Europe. The incentives and subsequent choice to engage in
productivee or unproductive entrepreneurial activities seem to depend on the socio47 7

economicc context.

In the modern context, an innovative productive entrepreneur

couldd be found starting a high-tech business venture in Silicon Valley. An innovative
butt unproductive entrepreneur could be a governmental official drafting another
bureaucraticc procedure intended to increase his personal wealth within an
authoritariann regime. In sum, an entrepreneur may or may not own their own business,
mayy or may not be engaged in productive activity, but the distinguishing factor is
'innovativee behavior'.

Exploring the role of the socio-economic context on the

developmentt of productive and unproductive entrepreneurship seems especially
relevantt for the transition countries.

2.4.33 Aspects of entrepreneurship in transition countries
Entrepreneurshipp in transition countries can best be defined using a blend of existing
definitionss and concepts. Though little analytical work has been done on the specific
types,, roles and definition for entrepreneurship in transition countries, Richard Scase
andd Bruno Dallago have made more extensive theoretical contributions.
Richardd Scase (2000) introduces a distinction between 'entrepreneurship' and
'proprietorship'' for business activities taking place in the post socialist countries of
Centrall Europe and Russia. The main difference between these two categories are the
contrastingg psychologies of the founder-owners, their attitudes towards trading, and
theirr orientation to capital accumulation. According to Scase, entrepreneurship refers
too a person's commitment to wealth creation, capital accumulation and to business
growth..

In the Weberian sense, the entrepreneur is willing to forgo direct

consumptionn in order to expand the scale of the entrepreneurial activities (Weber
1920).. On the other hand, proprietorships are likely to consume and utilize economic
surplusess in order to maintain a specific standard of living or lifestyle rather than reinvestt these funds into their business. As a result capital assets are not used by
proprietorss for the purpose of long-term capital accumulation.
Thee prime motive of proprietors is not capital accumulation or business growth but
directt consumption needs. According to Scase, in the emerging markets of Russia and
Centrall Europe, the greater proportion of small business traders are proprietors rather
thann entrepreneurs (2000:6). Scase however concedes that these categories are
dynamicc and not rigidly defined. It is therefore possible for proprietors to turn into
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entrepreneurss or vice versa. Scase also identifies two types of 'entrepreneurs' in
transitionn countries: the legitimate and the illegitimate entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs
andd proprietors are examples of legitimate businesses while anarchistic, opportunistic
hustlerss or Mafia members are examples of illegitimate businesses. This
categorizationn is similar to Baumol's classification of entrepreneurs into productive
andd unproductive categories.
Brunoo Dallago defines the entrepreneur in a Schumpeterian way as 'any individual or
organizationorganization who has new ideas and implements them through non-routine activities'
(1997:104).. For Dallago, entrepreneurship is not strictly an individual process but a
'collective,, societal phenomenon' since 'innovation needs time and the cooperation of
manyy individuals and organizations' (ibid.). Within the Soviet type of economy,
Dallagoo identifies two distinct types of entrepreneurs: economic and systemic
entrepreneurs.entrepreneurs. Economic entrepreneurs transform the structure and working of the
systemm through innovative behavior so as to solve certain problems. Economic
entrepreneursentrepreneurs may engage in both productive and unproductive innovative activities.
SystemicSystemic entrepreneurs work within the existing system to further specific interests.

Withinn the centrally planned system, systemic entrepreneurs could be found
generatingg innovative activities in order to serve the Party against society as a whole,
too serve a specific social group, to enrich themselves or obtain privileges by taking
advantagess of shortages. Systemic entrepreneurs formed the elite (nomenclature)
withinn the centrally planned system and are therefore more readily opposed to
systemicc change which would erode their former 'entrepreneurial opportunities'.
Thoughh both economic and systemic entrepreneurs could engage in productive or
unproductivee activities, systemic entrepreneurs had a greater stake in the former
systemm and are more prone to path dependence and unproductive activities. Systemic
entrepreneurss are a product of the transition process while economic entrepreneurs
(productivee or unproductive) are also fond in western developed economies.
Dallagoo also identifies four types of economic entrepreneurs in the transitional
landscape:: elite members, domestic, returning migrants and foreign entrepreneurs.
Thee first type of entrepreneurs are from the 'old' political elite. Many of these elite
entrepreneurss were managers of state-owned enterprises. Dallago asserts that most of
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thee elite entrepreneurs were very competitive in the redistribution process but not in
production.. For the most part, elite entrepreneurs can be classified as unproductive or
rent-seekingg entrepreneurs. The importance of elite entrepreneurs differs amongst
transitionn countries with significantly higher levels found in Russia and lower levels
inn Hungary (1997:117). As the name implies, domestic entrepreneurs are indigenous
individualss who were not members of elite groups. According to Dallago's definition,
domesticc entrepreneurs were already engaged in entrepreneurial activities before
1989.. Though one would expect this group to make up an influential portion of all
entrepreneurs,, Dallago finds that they make up a small share of new entrepreneurs.

Thee third type of entrepreneur, classified as 'returning migrants' is comprised of
formerr citizens who emigrated prior to 1989. The transition process opened up the
possibilitiess for their return and active engagement in the economic process.
Returningg migrants may have a positive role in transition because they bring valuable
capitall resources in terms of both financial and human capital (1997:117). Though
somee returning migrants have positively influenced the development of productive
entrepreneurship,, their role has not been quantitatively important (ibid.). The fourth
typee of entrepreneurship are foreign entrepreneurs. Their role has, in general, been a
positivee one by introducing a healthy competitive atmosphere, innovative spirit and
byy contributing to foreign direct investment.

Dallagoo agrees with Baumol's concept that the 'rules of the game' are the main
determinantss of entrepreneurship in transition countries (1993). In this sense, it is not
thee supply of entrepreneurs that is of concern, but the rules that shape their behaviors.
Ass Dallago writes: ...it is more the set of 'rules of the game' than the supply of
entrepreneursentrepreneurs that determines the performance of an economy and the efficiency of an
economiceconomic system via the allocation of entrepreneurship to productive or unproductive
usesuses (1997:106).

2.4.44 A working definition for entrepreneurship in transition countries
Givenn the context of transition where entrepreneurial activities were not productive,
oftenn rent seeking and economically destructive, our working definition

for

entrepreneurshipp must emphasize the difference between productive and unproductive
formss of entrepreneurship. Baumol argues that entrepreneurs will seek wealth, power
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andd prestige with their innovative activities and that positive environmental incentives
cann channel innovative, entrepreneurial behavior in a productive way (1993). Though
entrepreneuriall activity is not limited to productive business formation, given our
interestt in business development, we focus our definition on business creation. In
orderr to make our definition appropriate for the transition context, it should also take
intoo account the effect of the 'rules of the game' on the development of unproductive
ass well as productive entrepreneurship (inspired by Baumol and further discussed by
Dallago).. Furthermore our definition focuses on productive entrepreneurship and in
doingg so diverts the focus from the distinction between entrepreneurs and proprietors
(Scasee 2000) or systemic and economic entrepreneurs (Dallago 1997).
Inn addition, though solo self-employment (self-employed with no employees) may not
alwayss be viewed as a form of entrepreneurship in advanced western economies, it
cann be argued that solo self-employment in transition countries is a form of
entrepreneurshipp (Chilosi 2001). Given the utter 'newness' and lack of private
businesss ownership in transition countries, solo self-employment demands a relatively
highh level of innovative behavior and risk-taking in the transition context.
Therefore,, our definition should capture that notion that manifestations of
entrepreneurshipp (i.e. innovative, risk-taking, market-oriented behavior) in the form of
viablee businesses, are influenced by both the existing and historically determined
incentivee structures (social and economic) within a given context. These incentive
structuress have a direct influence on the development of productive or unproductive
entrepreneurship.. In essence, we argue that productive entrepreneurship is a
manifestationn of the innovative spirit that occurs when the individual, social, legal,
politicall and economic conditions are sufficient.
Thuss our working definition, based on Wennekers and Thurik (1999) for productive
entrepreneurshipp in transition countries focuses on innovative activity under
uncertaintyy resulting in an economically productive business:
Productivee entrepreneurship is ... the manifest ability and willingness of
individualsindividuals to (a) perceive and create new economic opportunities through innovative
activityactivity (new products, new production methods, new organizational schemes and
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newnew production-market combinations) and to (b) introduce their ideas in the market
inin the face of uncertainty and other obstacles; and (c) their efforts result in a viable
businessbusiness that contributes to national economic growth'4 and personal livelihood.
2.4.55 A model for entrepreneurship in transition countries
Inn transition economies productive entrepreneurship cannot be taken for granted.
Therefore,, in making a model for entrepreneurship development (figure 2.1) we
clearlyy indicate that the entrepreneurial outcome can be either productive or
unproductivee entrepreneurship. Our model distinguishes between two main levels of
influence:: environmental factors (such as macro- and microenvironment and the role
off the state) and cultural and personal factors (such as norms and values, personal
characteristicss and skills). All these factors combined influence the individual's
decision-makingg to pursue either productive or unproductive entrepreneurship in the
formm of a viable business. It can be argued that some influencing factors are easier to
changee than others but all areas are open to some degree of change.

Governmentt policy and programs can play an instrumental role in all four of the core
factorss influencing the development of either productive (legitimate) or unproductive
(illegitimate)) entrepreneurship. In this sense, our model highlights the important role
governmentall policy and programs can play in shaping the entrepreneurial outcome as
eitherr productive or unproductive. Personal characteristics are the least likely to
changee and most personal characteristics such as age, sex and ethnicity cannot be
changed.. However, carefully designed training programs and changes to cultural
normss and values may have a positive influence on personal beliefs and values.
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Figuree 2.1: Entrepreneurial development in transition countries

Transitionall Environment
Macroo & Micro
ENVIRONMENT T
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Factors s

Cultural/ /
Individual l
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SKILLS S

INFORMAL L
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Unproductive e
Entrepreneurship p
(Illegall activities, rentseekingg bureaucrats)

Productive e
Entrepreneurship p
(Officiallyy registered and
activee businesses)

2.4.66 Entrepreneurship in the transition setting
Thoughh transition countries differ in many ways, a number of similarities exist that
influencee entrepreneurial development. For example, studies of transition economies
emphasizee the existence of both productive (legitimate) and unproductive
(illegitimate)) forms of entrepreneurial business activities (Arendarski et al. 1994;
Smallbonee & Piasecki 1995; Dallago 1997; Frye & Shleifer 1997; Roberts & Zhou
2000;; Scase 2000; Chilosi 2001). Unproductive entrepreneurship is often seen as
influencedd by both path dependence (Dallago 1997) or the currently over-regulated
andd corrupt legal business climate (Arendarski et al. 1994; Chilosi 2001).
Basedd on a literature review, a chart summarizing of the main entrepreneurial
characteristicss in terms of factors such as the environment, the role of the state and
businesss owner characteristics found in transition countries is presented (chart 2.1)
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andd a comparison of the characteristics of entrepreneurs in CEE and the FSU
countriess is presented in chart 2.225. Some transition countries do not fit neatly within
thesee categories and the specific example of Lithuania is highlighted in chart 2.3.
Thoughh a number of the characteristics outlined below may also be applicable to
SMEss in western developed countries (such as 'lack of external financing'), the
distinguishingg difference is one of degree. In transition countries some barriers may
bee similar to those experienced by SMEs in western developed countries however
theyy tend to affect business more severely (Smallbone & Welter 2001a).
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Chartt 2.1: Entrepreneurship in transition countries: General characteristics
Factor r
Generall characteristics
Environment t

Macro:: Dramatic changes to socio- economic and political conditions
Micro:: The reorganization of work
Lackk of recent 'productive' entrepreneurial tradition
Hostilee economic environment
Initiall explosion of business activity followed by declining SME start upp rates
Absencee of business infrastructure and support services
Lackk of external financing

Thee role of the state

Neo-liberall governmental stance; hesitant to intervene in market
processes s
Noo previous experience with business tax system or legislation
Negativee attitude towards entrepreneurs
Over-regulation,, interference, corruption

Businesss owner
characteristics s

Neww Business, new career
Diversee social origins
Primitivee business methods
Dependencee on assistance through private networks
Governmentt skepticism
Passive,, bureaucratic attitude
Noo previous experience with business tax system or legislation
Moree progressive and market-oriented than the general population

Environment.. The main characteristic all transition countries share is the transition
processs i.e. the switch from a centrally planned economic system to a more marketorientedd system. Though different in terms of degree of change, all transition
countriess have experienced dramatic changes to socio-economic and political
conditionss on the macroeconomic level. On the microeconomic level, all transition
countriess have had to address the 'reorganization of work' (Johnson & Loveman
1995)) which includes the acceptance of private forms of enterprise. Even though in
somee CEE countries limited forms of private enterprise were allowed even under
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socialistt regimes, most transition countries lack a recent 'productive' entrepreneurial
traditionn (Smallbone & Piasecki 1995). A 'hostile economic environment' (high
inflationn rates, persistently high unemployment rates, declining real earnings, etc.)
againn in various degrees, has characterized the transition process (Smallbone &
Piaseckii 1995; Smallbone & Welter 2001a). Given varying measures of market
liberalizationn and excessive consumer demand, we observe an initial explosion of
businesss activities in transition countries followed by declining SME start-up rates
(Smallbonee & Piasecki 1995; UNDP 1998; Kontorovich 1999; Glas et al. 2000). The
lackk of private enterprise tradition in most transition countries resulted in an absence
off business infrastructure (Smallbone & Piasecki 1995). Furthermore, the initial
growthh of private business activity coupled with the implementation of neo-liberal
transitionn programs resulted in a lack of private business support services (ibid.). A
mainn barrier encountered by many private business owners is the lack of external
financingg (Smallbone & Piasecki 1995; Pissarides 1999, 2000).

Rolee of the State. In most cases, national governments took a neo-liberal stance
(oftenn under the guidance and pressure from the IMF) and exhibited a general
hesitancee to intervene in market processes (Smallbone & Piasecki 1995). As would be
expected,, policy mistakes were made especially in areas where there was little
previouss experience such as with the introduction of a business tax system and
businesss legislation. However, national governments were hesitant to take
responsibilityy for the effects of bad policies on private business development (ibid.).
AA later trend has been the tendency for transitional governments to over-regulate and
interferee with private business activities reducing the expansion and growth of the
privatee business sector. This has also led to increased corruption (Dallago 1997; Frye
&& Shleifer 1997; Bartlett & Bukvic 2001; Smallbone & Welter 2001a). Finally, a
negativee attitude towards private business owners and entrepreneurs in general
continuee to influence government officials (Marot 1997; Glas et al. 2000).
Businesss Owner Characteristics. For many business owners in transition countries,
privatee business ownership signaled the start of a new career (Roberts & Zhou 2000).
Businesss owners under these conditions tend to come from diverse social origins and
backgroundss (ibid.). Given the underdevelopment of the private sector, many business
ownerss in transition countries used quite rudimentary and primitive business methods
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butt still obtained profitable results (ibid.). The lack of developed business
infrastructuree and support services leads many business owners to depend on business
assistancee (financial, advice, etc.) through private networks (ibid.). Most business
ownerss also exhibit skepticism towards the national government (Smallbone &
Piaseckii 1995). Though business owners are often critical of the government, they
tendd to adopt a passive rather than pro-active attitude26. In addition, new business
legislationn and taxes create difficulties for business owners in transition countries who
generallyy lack experience with income and profit tax or private business legislation
(Robertss & Zhou 2000). Finally, private business owners in transition countries tend
too be more progressive and market oriented than the general population (ibid.). In that
sense,, they are greater supporters of market oriented changes and reform.
2.4.77 Central and Eastern European and former Soviet Union countries
compared d
Environment.. As shown in chart 2.2, the affinity with Europe and the European
Unionn countries has had a strong influence on the more western-oriented development
chosenn by CEE countries (Roberts & Tholen 1998). For many, the memory of private
enterprisee as well as the retention of a small and limited private sector even during the
socialistt period, has resulted in the rapid development of a private sector. Further, in
mostt CEE countries, the profound changes to the existing socialist political and
economicc order has led to the replacement of old political elites.
Thee situation for business owners in the FSU is quite different. In many FSU
countriess we still see a dominance of the old Russian language networks that continue
too link newly independent FSU countries to Russia (Roberts & Tholen 1998). As a
result,, the Mafia-style capitalism that developed in Russia is having a broader
regionall influence

(ibid.). Most FSU countries have no memory of private business

ownershipp and Soviet policies resulted in a non-existence of private business culture
duringg communist rule. Even though the collapse of the Soviet Union resulted in the
emergencee of many new independent countries, most ruling elites remained in power,
inn many cases simply changing their name (ibid.).
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Thee Role of the State. For the most part, CEE countries have ascribed to an 'invisible
handd model' for the government that limits intervention or interference in private
businesss development (Frye & Shleifer 1997). However, this is not the case for FSU
countries.. The Soviet state was built on an ideology that stifled independent
innovativee culture and allowed for a punishment-oriented 'inspection culture' to
develop.. The disintegration of the Soviet Union has led to a political and economic
vacuumm in many FSU countries which has facilitated the development of a 'grabbing
handd model' of government intervention. This type of governmental structure is
characterizedd by corrupt behavior occurring in a disorganized way that leads to the
personall enrichment of governmental officials to the detriment of the government and
thee country as a whole (ibid.).

Businesss Owner Characteristics. Private business owners in CEE countries tend to
bee specialized in their business activities in a diverse array of business sectors and for
thee most part, view their businesses as a full-time endeavor (Roberts & Tholen 1998).
Inn this context, business development is seen as a gradual step-by-step process.
Individuallyy run businesses versus business partnerships are the dominant form of
privatee business engagement. For the most part, private businesses function in the
officiall economy.
Inn contrast, given the unstable economic and political conditions in a number of FSU
countries,, many business owners focus on short-term get-rich-quick business
strategiess instead of long-term strategies (Roberts & Tholen 1998). Business owners
inn FSU countries tend to engage in generic business activities (many activities as once
inn order to spread risk) and are primarily involved in trade activities (ibid.). Many
businesss owners are also still employed in the state sector and engage in their
businessess as a part-time activity (ibid.). Business partnerships are the dominant form
off business activity since they seem more effective in protecting business operations
(ibid.).. Also, many private businesses function in both the official and informal
economyy (Roberts & Tholen 1998; Kontorovich 1999).
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Chartt 2.2: Differences between entrepreneurship in CEE and FSU countries
Formerr Soviet Union countries
Centrall and Eastern European
Factor r
countries s
Environment t

Affinityy with Europe and European
Unionn countries

Dominancee of old Soviet Russian language
networks s

Western-orientedd development

Mafia-stylee capitalist development

Memoryy of private businesses

Noo memory of private businesses

Duringg socialist period, small and limited Duringg socialist period, private business culture
non-existent t
privatee business culture sustained
Communismm collapsed and resulted in a Communismm collapsed with only partial rotation of
politicall elites
rotationn of political elites
Grabbingg hand model

Thee role of the Invisiblee hand model
state e

Inspectionn culture
Specializationn of business activities
Business s
owner r
characteristics s

Businesss development focused on the 'big strike' or
gettingg rich quickly; coping with unstable market
conditions s
Part-timee businesses in combination with
employmentt in the state sector
Businesss activities primarily engaged in trade

Full-timee private businesses
Diversifiedd business sectors
Businessess function in official economy

Businessess function in both official and informal
economies s

Individualss businesses are the dominant
form m

Partnershipss for business protection and survival
predominate e

Businesss development seen as a gradual
stepp by step process

Genericc business activities

2.4.88 Entrepreneurship in Lithuania
Environment.. In many respects, the situation for business owners in Lithuania is a
blendd of the CEE and FSU country situations (chart 2.3). Though Lithuania was part
off the Soviet Union, it also shares some similarities with CEE countries. As a Baltic
countryy with historical ties to Europe, Lithuania feels an affinity with Western Europe
especiallyy with the EU countries. Lithuania also prioritizes western-oriented
development.. Further, during its brief period of independence between the First and
Secondd World War, Lithuania was able to develop a market-oriented economy based
onn private business ownership. In this sense, Lithuania is similar to other CEE
countriess in its retention of a memory of private business ownership. Lithuania
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regainedd its independence in 1991 and though many political, economic and social
realitiess have dramatically changed, it can be argued that political (and subsequently
economic)) power was retained by the ex-Communist Party elite (a pattern observed in
otherr FSU countries) (see also chapter 1.4).
Rolee of the State. The legacy of the Soviet-style inspection culture continues to play
ann influential role in independent Lithuania. In general, the Lithuanian State seems
moree focused on penalizing and punishing deviant behavior than promoting or
providingg incentives for exemplary private business activities. The role of the state in
Lithuaniaa has not regressed to a 'grabbing hand model' as in other FSU countries; nor
hass it reached the level of CEE countries in adopting an 'invisible hand model' (Frye
&& Shleifer 1997). Lithuania's situation falls somewhere in between with an
'interferingg hand model' i.e. continuing governmental interference that hampers
independentt private business development.
Businesss Owner Characteristics. Many business owners in Lithuania tend to engage
inn generic business activities especially in the trade sector and focus on short-term
businesss strategies to 'get-rich-quick' as in other FSU countries. However, for most
businesss owners in Lithuania as in CEE countries, business ownership is a full-time
activityy (see chapter 3.13). It seems that most Lithuanian businesses function
simultaneouslyy in both the official and informal economy as do the majority of FSU
businesss owners (Kontorovich 1999; Roberts & Zhou 2000). In addition, in Lithuania
somee business owners seem to form protective partnerships as in the FSU countries
whilee others function as individual businesses as in the CEE countries.
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Chartt 2.3: Entrepreneurship in Lithuania: General characteristics
Lithuania Lithuania
Factor r
Environment t

Affinityy with Europe and European Union countries
Western-orientedd development
Memoryy of private businesses
Duringg socialist period, private business culture non-existent
Communismm collapsed with only partial rotation of political
elites s

Thee role of the state Interferingg hand model
Inspectionn culture
Businesss owner
characteristics s

Businesss development focused on the 'big strike' or getting
richh quickly; coping with unstable market conditions
Genericc business activities
Businesss activities primarily engaged in trade
Full-timee private businesses
Businessess function in both official and informal economies
Bothh individual business and protective partnership
businessess formed

2.4.99 Conclusion
InIn the end it is the law that is written in the hearts of the people that counts
(Rousseauu in North 1990:60)
Institutionall theory is useful for economists in order to understand the erratic
economicc development of countries undergoing dramatic changes such as is the case
off the FSU countries. Though economists generally implicitly acknowledge the
importantt role played by institutions in reducing transaction costs and facilitating
exchange,, the situation in transition countries has necessitated more explicit attention
too institutions. Institutional theorists such as Douglass North (1990) and Edgar Feige
(1997)) have contributed greatly to explaining the effects of unequal changes to formal
andd informal rules on economic development both in the historical context (North
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1990)) and in the transitional environment (Feige 1997; North 1997a). In general,
thoughh formal rules can be changed overnight, informal rules tend to be more firmly
embeddedd and take much longer to change. Further as opposed to the neoclassical
theoryy of wealth maximization, institutional theory takes into account the direct
influencee of attitudes and perceptions i.e. ideologies on economic performance.
Furthermore,, institutional economists emphasize the need to address each institutional
settingg as a unique set of circumstances requiring a unique strategic approach. As
Northh writes:

ItIt is important for us to understand that even if we do have it right for one economy, it
willwill not necessarily be right for another, and that even if we have it right today, it will
notnot necessarily be right tomorrow (1997b: 15).

Informall institutions widely practiced under Soviet rule continue to negatively
influencee

economic development

in Lithuania.

Informal

institutions such as

corruption,, non-compliance, distrust and the acceptance of a highly skewed
distributionn of wealth and information are examples of some of these Soviet legacies.
Furthermore,, lack of transparency and an over-regulated environment have fueled the
existingg culture of non-compliance and governmental distrust.

Informal rules are

mainlyy active in the 'hearts and minds' of the population and though not
instantaneous,, formal rules can have a positive effect on altering less desirable
informall practices. In this sense, the role of government policy cannot be over
emphasized. .

Inn terms of gender relations in Lithuania, a lot seems to have changed and yet little
hass changed. Those are the paradoxes for gender relations in Lithuania during
transition.. For the most part, those men who were in the upper echelons of the
Communistt Party have been able to retain their dominance in economic and political
life.. Other men have suffered tremendously in terms of loss of income, identity and
statuss that has resulted in destructive behavior towards themselves and others.
Women,, as a group have faired poorly. The reemphasis of traditional masculine and
femininee

gender roles has resulted in women encountering

new forms

of

discriminationn in the labor force. Benefits such as paid maternity leave have become
barrierss to private sector employment. Both men and women have suffered a lack of
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employmentt but informal barriers have contributed to higher likelihood of
unemploymentt amongst middle-aged women. In sum, the 'lock-in' of traditional
genderr roles that evolved during Soviet rule have resulted in increasing number of
womenn being openly discriminated against in the paid employment market during
transition. .
AA number of studies suggest that private business ownership may be a viable strategy
forr women to circumvent the discriminatory practices of the formal labor market and
joblessness.. However, available data suggest that Lithuanian female business owners
mayy also encounter discrimination.
Withinn Economics, entrepreneurship research was an important area of study up until
thee early 20th century. Thereafter entrepreneurs seemed to disappear from mainstream
economics.. This disappearance of the entrepreneurial function within economics
seemss to coincide with the incorporation of the modern theory of the firm in orthodox
economics.. The main explanation for the entrepreneur's disappearance from
microeconomicc theory has to do with consistency requirements. Entrepreneurial
functionss do not fit neatly within the modern theory of the firm. An important
contemporaryy contributor to entrepreneurship theory has been William Baumol's
historicall account of the influence of incentives on the development of productive or
unproductivee forms of entrepreneurship (1993). More recently, the economic
importancee of the SME sector has increased the interest in understanding and
researchingg the entrepreneurial process.
Ass opposed to advanced western economies, transition economies seem to be
characterizedd by a high level of unproductive entrepreneurial activities since
traditionallyy entrepreneurial activities in the centrally planned system were focused on
rentt seeking and were economically destructive (Dallago 1997). In that sense,
productivee entrepreneurship in transition countries cannot be taken for granted. In
constructingg a working definition, we incorporate Schumpeterian innovativeness and
Knightiann uncertainty and do not limit entrepreneurship to new venture creation.
Furtherr we restrict our definition of entrepreneurship to describing the creation of a
viablee 'productive' business. Drawing from a definition proposed by Wennekers and
Thurikk (1999) and including a focus for productive business creation, our working
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definitionn for productive entrepreneurship focuses on innovative activity under
uncertaintyy resulting in an economically productive business:

Productivee entrepreneurship is ... the manifest ability and willingness of individuals
toto (a) perceive and create new economic opportunities through innovative
(new(new products,

new production

production-marketproduction-market

methods, new organizational

activity

schemes and new

combinations) and to (b) introduce their ideas in the market in

faceface of uncertainty and other obstacles; and (c) their efforts result in a viable business
thatthat contributes to national economic growth and personal

livelihood.

AA growing body of literature on entrepreneurship in transition economies seems to
indicatee that though not all transition economies are the same, general trends in the
entrepreneurshipp characteristics can be identified for CEE and FSU countries. The
speciall case for Lithuania is highlighted since it seems to incorporate elements from
bothh CEE countries and FSU countries.
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Chapterr 2 notes
11
Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, a Polish diplomat commenting on the difficulties of
revivingg an economy after it had been so thoroughly changed and ruined by communist rule. Source:
Dailyy Baltic News (http://www.balticsww.com).
22
For a comparison of the old and new institutionalist approaches see Hodgson (1993); Rutherford
(1994);; Groenewegen et al. (1995); Van de Mortel (2002).
33
See also Knight (1921).
44
Framework uncertainty results from the collapse of the formal institutional framework. For further
discussionn see Van de Mortel (2002).
55
Though there can also be revolutionary change (North 1997b).
66
Individuals make their decisions within an institutional framework, which implies amongst other
things,, that learning and innovation take place within this framework. In this way, the already existing
institutionss will be strengthened, regardless of their efficiency.
77
Corruption is not only a problem that characterized the Soviet Union but plagues the economic
developmentt of numerous countries under different economic and political regimes. However, Sovietstyless of corruption seem especially incompatible with a market-oriented economy.
88
The exception is the former president Valdas Adamkus. His is seen as one of the few honest
politicians. .
Feigee stipulates that 'Permitting a pervasive pervasive underground activity served as a means of controlling
politicalpolitical dissension, rewarding elites, and buffering the hardships imposed by the inefficiencies of
centralcentral planning' (1997:28).
100
In the USSR, official wages were relatively equal as was the access to education and basic health
care. .
111
Though not 'officially' sanctioned, this occurred through informal networks.
122
For example, the gender wage gap.
133
In December 1905, the Great Parliament of Vilnius acknowledged the principles of equality between
womenn and men which should be put into practice in an Independent Lithuania, and in 1922, women's
rightt to vote and legal gender equality was confirmed in the Lithuanian Constitution.
144
New evidence is emerging that illustrates the legislative inequalities that occurred within the socalledd egalitarian Soviet system. For example, in the Soviet Union, females applying for a driver's
licensee were required to pass a gynecological exam! Male applicants were expected to pass a medical
exam.. Apparently, the rationale was to enforce a mandatory and random health check. This law was
finallyy revoked by the Lithuanian parliament in January 2002 (almost 12 years after independence).
Thiss rather bizarre example illustrates the contradictory practices of Soviet laws. The fact that it took
almostt twelve years for the independent government of Lithuania to revoke this discriminatory law
indicatess the resilience of Soviet practices.
155
Source: Rai et al. (1992:12).
166
However, it is important to remember that individual experience for both men and women may be
divergingg from general group experiences. Therefore, though women as a group are discriminated
against,, for some women, constraints may fall away as if they never existed. Also, some constraints
mayy be individually negotiated, while others need political or social control. Age, education, ethnic
identity,, marital status and number (and age) of children are some of the main factors that help explain
differencess in women's experiences.
177
Difficult and time consuming in the USSR where goods were scarce (see also Juceviciene 1998:20).
188
The suicide rate amongst Lithuanian males is one of the highest in the world. In 2001, 77 males per
1000 000 committed suicide and 84 males per 100 000 died accidentally (transport accidents, alcoholic
poisoningg or drowning) whereas only 15 females per 100 000 committed suicide and 19 females per
1000 000 died accidentally in the same period (Lithuanian Department of Statistics 2002). The majority
off suicides occur in rural areas.
199
This is similar to the situation in Russia. See Ellman (2000a) for further elaboration.
200
Though illegal, private businesses are known to require signed letter of resignation to be submitted
uponn hiring new female employees, which are then used in the event the employee becomes pregnant.
Forr further discussion of how maternity leave acts against women seeking employment see Medvedev
(1998). .
2
'inn 1995, the Lithuanian policy of early retirement for women was changed and a slow increase of
malee and female retirement ages was initiated. By 2009 women's retirement age will have increased to
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600 years and men's retirement age will reach 62.5 years. On average, women in Lithuania outlive men
byy 10 years and if retired at age 55, will live on average, almost 22 years on a pension (based on 1998
figures). .
Duee to their earlier retirement age, longer life expectancy and generally lower pensions (due to lower
wages)) more elderly women are at risk of poverty. Further given their duties as grandmothers (filling
thee gaps of lack of childcare facilities), pensioned women are less likely to seek re-employment
(Einhornn 1993:66).
2222
A female Bulgarian attorney's response to the discriminatory environment in post-socialist Bulgaria
(quotedd in Medvedev 1998:26).
Heree we are focusing on the individual, but it is also true that entities such as cities, regions and
nationss at the meso or macro level can also be entrepreneurial (Wennekers & Thurik 1999:47).
Thiss definition is based on the assumption that the national government is striving for a benevolent
rolee towards productive entrepreneurship development. If however, the government is of the rentseekingg variety then it may in fact be necessary at times for productive entrepreneurs to evade national
regulationss in order to continue their productive entrepreneurial activities.
Wee recognize that there are differences between countries that we have grouped into general
categories.. For the purposes of this analysis, the two categories (CEE countries and FSU countries)
mostt clearly delineates the differences between transition countries.
^^ This seems to be a legacy of the post-socialist state. See also Kobeissi (2001).
~"" In Russia there is a gradual transition from Mafia-style capitalism to a market-oriented economy with
'Russiann characteristics' (Ellman 2000b).
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Chapterr 3: Fieldwork and Data
3.11 Introduction
Inn order to gain a broader understanding of the institutional factors affecting small and
medium-sizedd enterprise (SME) owners, quantitative and qualitative data were
needed.. The unreliable nature of existing data and lack of access to raw data were the
mainn motivation for collecting quantitative data. Similarly, the general lack of detailed
informationn on SMEs in Lithuania was a determining factor in the decision to conduct
qualitativee interviews.
Thiss chapter presents a description of the preparation, methods used and sample
resultss of acquiring quantitative data that resulted in the Litsme survey data. The
characteristicss and representativeness of the initial sample, the Survey2000, are also
discussed.. In addition, we present a description of the qualitative methods used to
gatherr the interview material and summarize the interview sample characteristics.
SMEss are the primary subject of study, which were specified using the official
definitionn used by the Lithuania government. According to the Lithuanian
government,, small and medium-size business entities include the following:
1)1) Natural persons who have acquired a license2 -for the period of its validity;
2)2) A micro-enterprise - an individual (personal) enterprise whose only employees are
thethe owner and his family members (spouses, parents, adoptive parents, children,
adoptedadopted children);
3)3) A small enterprise - an enterprise with the average annual number of employees on
thethe pay roll not in excess of 9;
4)4) A medium-size enterprise - an enterprise with the average annual number of
employeesemployees on the pay roll not in excess of 49,
Thee Lithuanian SME definition differs significantly from the EU standard which
definess SMEs as businesses with less than 250 employees.
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3.22 Background: Existing surveys of business owners in Lithuania
Thee main survey conducted on private enterprises in Lithuania was carried out by the
Lithuaniann Department of Statistics (LDS)3. Beginning in 1997, the LDS annually
surveyss 1750 active businesses. Since some of the original surveyed businesses went
outt of business, each subsequent survey contained a number of new businesses in
orderr to maintain the same sample size .

Unfortunately,, there are several problems with using this aggregated data. First of all,
thee target group for the LDS survey are private businesses in general. Not all of the
respondentss are SMEs nor are the respondents all private businesses5. Though the
non-SMEE respondents form a relatively small percentage of the total, it is not possible
too desegregate this data from the rest and hence this can result in a biased outcome.
Anotherr survey of business owners was carried out from June - August 2000 by the
Employer'ss House (Darbdaviu namai) and its partners the Lithuanian Business
Employers'' Confederation6 (LVDK) and SIC Market Research. The survey entitled
'Surveyy of the Institutional Infrastructure Strengthening Program' investigated the
importancee of institutional support for SMEs. In their survey, 2000 questionnaires
weree mailed out randomly to SMEs throughout Lithuanian and 1500 SMEs7
respondedd (65 percent response rate). The questionnaire also included an incentive for
participatingg in the survey8. The survey used address lists obtained from
entrepreneurshipp

organizations (Lithuanian

Chambers

of Commerce),

local

municipalityy registers, a national business register database (Visa Lietuva 2000), their
ownn membership list (LVDK) and networks9. Though the LVDK survey respondents
weree private businesses, it is unclear if all the respondents were SMEs and from active
businesses. .
Furthermore,, there are a number of difficulties with existing data. The LDS business
registerr is notorious for being an inaccurate measure of the number of active
businessess in Lithuania. It is thought by statisticians working at LDS that up to 60
percentt of the businesses contained in the official registry are inactive10.
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Furtherr both the LVDK and the LDS surveys would only allow us to access
aggregatedd data. Other surveys11 containing data on Lithuania are based on very small
samplee sizes (Brunetti et al. 1997a, 1997b, 1997c; Minkus-McKenna 2000). Given the
lackk of available raw data, survey data was collected especially for this thesis.
3.33 Measurement procedures.
Inn order to gain information about a given population it is possible to use direct or
indirectt measurement procedures. Direct measurement procedures are based on data
collectedd through sample surveys while indirect measurement procedures are based on
thee use of existing statistical data. There are advantages and disadvantages to both
methods.. Given the limited availability of reliable and accurate data on SMEs in
Lithuania,, direct measurement procedures in the form of a mail survey were used.
3.44 Sample population: How many legal SMEs are there?
Thee three main sources of business data in Lithuanian all have different figures for the
numberr of SMEs in Lithuania. The LDS registry lists that in 2000, there are 95 000
SMEss in Lithuania. The Lithuanian Social Security office (SoDRA) lists that there are
744 000 SMEs and the Lithuanian Tax office lists that there are 51 000 SMEs in
Lithuania.. Unfortunately there is no cooperation or sharing of lists and information
betweenn the different governmental agencies. Further, there is little transparency as to
whyy the total number of SMEs should be different.
Thee LDS derives its list from the municipalities whose task it is to register and deregisterr businesses. SoDRA derives its list from the business owners who must pay or
receivee social security benefits and the Tax office derives its list from tax-paying
businesses.. The discrepancies between the three lists can be explained in terms of the
givenn agency's function. The LDS list most likely contains many inactive businesses
sincee until November 2000, it was an incredibly time-consuming and tedious process
too de-register a business. Most businesses that closed simply did not take the time and
energyy to remove themselves from the list and as such remained listed in the registry.
Alsoo the reliability of LDS statistics is questionable12. The Tax office list of
businessess may be the most accurate since it includes only the businesses that pay
taxes.. However the Tax office information is very decentralized and is only beginning
too be computerized. As a result, it is unclear if it adequately reflects the real number
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off Lithuanian SMEs. On the other hand, the SoDRA list may include a number of
inactivee sole proprietorships (i.e. no employees) run by pensioners (and invalids)
sincee they would not be obliged to make social security payments and have little
incentivee to remove their business from the SoDRA list13.
Thee question remains as to what is the exact number of legal and active SMEs in
Lithuania.. If we calculate that only 40 percent of the businesses registered by the
Departmentt of Statistics are active then there are approximately 38 000 active SMEs
inn Lithuania. More than 53 percent of the SMEs registered by the Department of
Statisticss would have to be active in order for the number of SMEs to reach the total
registeredd by the tax office (51 000). For our survey, we will use the estimated
numberr of SMEs given by the tax authorities 51 000 and include the number of
individualss with license given by the tax authorities 37 500 which combined result in
approximatelyy 88 500 SMEs14 in Lithuania15.
3.55 Survey 2000
Inn order to gather data for this research, an initial information-gathering trip16 was
madee to Lithuania in June 2000. During this trip, meetings were arranged with various
governmentall and non-governmental representatives all involved in some way with
SMEs.. Due to this trip, it became clear that it would not be possible to use any of the
raww data gathered thus far in other surveys for this thesis. Contact was made and
permissionn received to use the address lists of members from the five Lithuanian
Chamberss of Commerce (LCC1C) located in Vilnius, Kaunas, Panevezys, Siauliai,
andd Klaipeda, the Lithuanian Business Employer's Confederation (LVDK) and the
Kaunass Regional Association of SMEs. The LCCIC and the LVDK are two of the
largestt entrepreneurship organizations in Lithuania17. Given both the financial and
timee constraints on fieldwork, it was decided to gather the main part of the data
throughh a mail survey.
3.5.11 Choice of Mail Survey
Thee main advantage of a mail survey is the ability to gather information from a large
groupp of individuals that is widely geographically dispersed at a minimum cost
(Frankfort-Nachmiass & Nachmias 1992). In addition, a standardized questionnaire
askss the same question in the same way to all the potential respondents and in that
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wayy it provides a strong basis for comparability of the gathered data. Also, a mail
questionnairee is an impersonal survey method that reduces the biasing error that may
occurr during the personal interaction between an interviewer and respondent (ibid.).
Butt there are also drawbacks. The main drawbacks to a mail survey include a
generallyy low response rate, the possibility of self-selection, lack of coverage, nonresponsee error and no control over who actually is completing the questionnaire
(Mangionee 1995; Bezemer 2001). In addition, the standardized questionnaire can
oftenn only present superficial coverage of complex topics18. Further, mail surveys are
limitedd to the subjective information concerning an individual's own perception of
theirr past or future actions.
Surveyy research is 'generally weak on validity and strong on reliability' (Babbie
1998:274).. A number of knowledgeable individuals warned me that Lithuanians do
nott respond well to mail surveys because they do not trust the confidentiality of their
responses.. Many Lithuanians also feel that a survey will have no practical influence
onn their lives. Finally, most Lithuanians have little experience with independent
surveyss since few Universities or other institutions are engaged in research19.
3.5.22 Set-up of the mail survey
AA mail survey questionnaire20 was drafted in June 2000 and pre-tested both in English
andd Lithuanian form July to August 2000. The survey sample was based on a nonrandomm sample using address lists of business owners21 from the five regional LCCIC
inn Vilnius, Kaunas, Panevezys, Siauliai, and Klaipeda. Additional names22 were
obtainedd from the membership lists of the LVDK, the Kaunas Regional Association of
Smalll and Medium-sized Businesses and the Lithuanian Business and Professional
Women'ss Association. These address lists were chosen instead of the LDS registry
sincee it was thought that these lists would be more up to date. The membership lists
fromm the different organizations were checked against one another to reduce the
likelihoodd of business owners being sent duplicate questionnaires.
Non-randomm sampling has the advantage that it is easier to carry out and is less
expensivee than random sampling (Mangione 1995:38). In the Lithuanian case, given
thee high unreliability of the only source of official information (the LDS), it was
decidedd to use a mixture of address lists from different entrepreneurial organizations
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inn order to obtain the most up to date address lists possible of active businesses. Since
thee sampled population could not be precisely defined, the survey was based on a nonprobabilistic,, purposive sample.
Theree are disadvantages to using non-random samples. The main disadvantage is that
itt is more difficult to ascertain if the sampled population is a good reflection of the
generall population. There are certain biases that are more likely to occur when using
'non-random'' membership lists from organizations. First of all, all the membership
listss used were from organizations that require yearly (sometimes monthly) dues from
theirr members. This could exclude the businesses that do not want or are financially
unablee to pay the membership dues23. Secondly, it could exclude the businesses that
doo not seek membership of these organizations but may be members of other
organizations. .

3.5.33 Description of mail survey method
Thee mail survey was carried out from September - December 200024. A total of 1081
questionnairess were sent out and distributed (see appendix 3.3 for questionnaire). The
questionnairee was confidential but not anonymous. Each questionnaire was numbered
soo as to be able to keep track of responses25. As table 3.1 shows, the questionnaires
weree sent out to addresses throughout Lithuania's 10 counties. The initial response to
thee questionnaire was low, approximately 31 percent. One possible reason for the low
initiall response rate was that the first mailing coincided with the Lithuanian
parliamentaryy elections.26 Instead of an immediate second mailing, a university
studentt was hired to telephone those business owners who had not yet responded. Her
mainn task was to encourage business owners to fill out and return the questionnaire. If
theyy had not received a questionnaire or had misplaced it or thrown it away, she
offeredd to send a second questionnaire. In this manner, we were also able to check and
correctt addresses. In a number of cases, the telephone numbers turned out to be
incorrect.. This procedure was repeated for a third time and it is only through this extra
encouragementt that we were able to obtain a higher response rate of 50 percent.
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Tablee 3.1: Total surveys sent according to geographical area (in percentages)
Locationn (counties)

Surveyy 2000 (1075*)

Vilnius s

30.4 4

Kaunas s

28.3 3

Klaipeda a

8.7 7

Siauliai i

13.6 6

Panevezys s

9.3 3

Marijampole e

1.8 8

Alytus s

2.6 6

Utena a

0.5 5

Telsiai i

3.5 5

Taurage e

0.8 8

Manyy cities*

5.0 0

Total l

100 0

** Six questionnaires are missing from this total; * Respondents that marked more than one city without
identifyingg their main location wrote 'all of Lithuania' in the 'other cities' category are placed here
underr the category 'many cities'.

3.5.44 Response Rate: A total of 1081 questionnaires were sent out, of which 70 were
invalidd . The total number of questionnaires that were sent to 'correct business
addresses''

was 1011 (see table 3.2). 505 completed questionnaires were returned,

resultingg in a 50 percent response rate29.
Itt is difficult to find universal agreement as to what a good response rate should be.
Forr some it is considered normal in the general western context, to receive a response
ratee below 30 percent (Fowler 1984:67 in Bezemer 2001). In other literature, a 70
percentt response rate is considered very good, a 60 percent response rate is considered
good,, and a 50 percent response rate is considered adequate for analysis and reporting
(Mangionee 199530; Babbie 1998).
Inn Lithuania, mail surveys have enjoyed various levels of success. A mail survey with
incentivess conducted by the LVDK in June - August 2000 received a 65 percent
responsee rate. Whereas a recent mail survey (without incentives) conducted by the
Departmentt of Statistics received only a 7 percent response rate31.
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3.5.55 Sample size error
Off the 505 completed surveys, 332 fit the SME business owners profile (further
discussedd in section 3.13). In terms of sample size error, the final sample (more than
300)) allows us to make estimates with a sampling error of no more than +/- 5.8
percentt for an evenly split population32 (50/50) at the 95 percent confidence level
(Babbiee 1998).
3.5.66 Incentives
Accordingg to Mangione (1995) there is no technique more likely to improve the
responsee rate of a mail survey than incentives. There are many different types of
monetaryy and non-monetary incentives. Studies have shown that offering monetary
incentivess either before or after the completed questionnaire is returned increases the
responsee rate. The logic behind offering a 'lottery' prize structure is that the
respondentt will be lured by the chance of winning a 'big prize' and complete the
questionnairee in order to qualify for it (ibid.). The main disadvantage is it requires the
respondentss to give their names and telephone numbers if they want to participate in
thee lottery and as a result, the respondent loses his/her anonymity.
Inn order to encourage the business owners to send back their responses, the possibility
off winning a prize in a lottery drawing was attached to the questionnaire . If they
wantedd to, the respondent could fill in their name and telephone number on the given
form.. This sheet could be separated from the rest of the questionnaire and it was
clearlyy stated in the cover letter of the questionnaire (see appendix 3.2) that the lottery
sheett and the questionnaire would be separated upon receipt and that the questionnaire
wouldd remain confidential.
Inn retrospect it does not seem that the lottery prize provided a significant incentive for
fillingg out the questionnaire. Of the 505 respondents, 413 filled in the lottery form (82
percent).. Given the initially low response rate (after the first mailing), it seems that
thee lottery did not serve as a very strong incentive to participate in the survey.
Howeverr it did facilitate follow-up telephone calls since it provided the possibility to
offerr something for the businessperson's effort.
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3.66 Survey2000 Design
Thee questionnaire was made up of fifty questions (see appendix 3.3). Almost all the
questionss were closed questions and wherever necessary, a question included room
forr additional comments. The main question clusters included: general business
informationn (business type, sector, size, location, profitability, turnover, etc.), personal
characteristicss (age, sex, educational background, managerial background, etc.), past
businesss experience (legal and illegal), general business situation and barriers34 in
Lithuaniaa (a rating of different factors), corruption, and future business perspectives.
Thee questionnaire included a cover letter, which explained the purpose of the survey
andd provided some information about the research project and the researcher (see
appendixx 3.2). It summarized the goals of the research and what the sample will be
usedd for. It also provided information about the implementing institutions and the
sourcess of funding. In addition, it described the manner in which the questionnaire
shouldd be filled in correctly. The letter assured the respondent's confidentiality35 and
statedd that the numbers on the questionnaire would be used for administrative
purposess only. The cover letter also explained that the respondents may participate in
aa lottery (see section 3.5.6). The lottery form was printed on the other side of the
coverr letter and the respondents were asked to fill in the form (with name and
telephonee number). They could detach the form from the survey but were requested to
sendd it together with the completed questionnaire in the enclosed stamped and
addressedd return envelope.

3.77 Survey2000 biases
Overr representation or under representation of certain characteristics in the
Survey20000 and the possible divergence between sample and population can lead to
Survey20000 bias and bias in analyzing the results. Studies of mail surveys have shown
thatt the better educated and professionals are more likely to return completed
questionnairess (Miller 1991:153). This was the case for the Survey2000 where 75
percentt of the respondents had a university or higher education.
Theree might also be selection bias in the survey towards presenting problems and
complaintss due in part to the problem statement in the cover letter, the questions asked
inn the survey, the general situation in Lithuania and the pervasive Lithuanian
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mentality.. The survey's cover letter states: 'one of our project's main interests is to
rankrank the different types of barriers that your business encounters'. This sets a tone for
gatheringg more information about the difficulties that a businessperson encounters.
However,, it may influence the respondents to exaggerate their problems in the survey.
Sincee there are few channels in Lithuania for voicing complaints to the government,
whenn an opportunity occurs (such as with this survey) respondents may simply be
ventingg their frustrations. Finally, a combination of the legacy of Soviet mentality, the
instability,, insecurity and uncertainty of the transition process and perhaps inherent
aspectss of the Lithuanian character combine to create a propensity to complain and
paintt the world 'black' whenever possible. This situation was encountered in both
formall and informal situations and it is likely that some surveys may result in a more
negativee picture of the situation than reality warrants. It may be possible, therefore,
thatt the survey results include an over representation of negative responses. Further it
iss likely that business owners who were doing poorly or on the verge of bankruptcy
didd not take the time to respond to our questionnaire and therefore there may be a bias
forr businesses that are doing better than the average Lithuanian SME.
Almostt all respondents to the mail survey were members of an organization. This can
havee an inherent selection bias to the results since businesspersons who were not
memberss were for the most part, not included in the survey36.

It seems likely that

SMEE business owners that choose to become members of an entrepreneurship
organizationss will tend to have more stable businesses, be located in one of the larger
cities,, have more employees and a higher turnover than the Lithuanian average. The
samplee bias in this case probably results in a sample that over represented SMEs with
moree employees, older businesses, higher turnovers and located in larger cities.
Further,, it may be possible that non-native Lithuanians are less likely to join these
entrepreneuriall associations due to reduced Lithuanian language ability or cultural
barriers. .

Givenn the fact that the Survey2000 was a cross-sectional survey, it captures at best
'certainn aspects of reality at a moment in time' (Johnson & Loveman 1995:107). This
mayy have resulted in the exclusion of high-growth businesses (i.e. gazelles) from our
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samplee since only businesses that stayed within the small and medium size category
(lesss than 50 employees) were retained in the sample.
Itt is also possible that a percentage of respondents did not mark their true opinion
whenn filling in the questionnaire. However, we assume this percentage is small and
doess not affect the overall result.
3.88 Survey2000: Data problems
Itt was expected that the membership lists from the LCCIC's and the LVDK would be
up-to-datee and contain only the names of active, dues paying members. It turned out
thatt the lists are updated regularly but in both cases, old members are only removed
fromm the list if they formally request to be removed. When a businessperson does not
askk to be removed from the list and does not pay dues, his or her name is still retained
onn the official membership list. This fact complicated the mail survey since the
surveyss were sent to the individual who was recorded by the membership lists. In a
numberr of cases, the businesses were still active yet the individual listed had left37. In
thesee cases, the survey was often thrown away. This became apparent during followupp telephone calls. In other cases, the businesses had ceased to exist (table 3.2).

Tablee 3.2: Mail survey breakdown
Totall Sent

Non-valid d

Completedd and returned

Totall non-response

1081 1

70 0

505 5

506 6

3.99 Responses and non-responses
Theree were several reasons for non-response to the survey. First of all, businesses in
Lithuaniaa seem to be receiving many questionnaires and surveys in the mail these
dayss from private businesses (such as from companies selling address lists). Twentyonee of the business owners we telephoned commented that they simply do not have
thee time to fill out all the different questionnaires they receive (table 3.3). Several said
thatt if the questionnaire were not obligatory by law then they would not take the time
too fill it in. Another reason for not filling in the questionnaire is fear that the data will
inn some 'official' way harm the businessperson. Only one businessman explicitly said
thatt they would not fill in the questionnaire because he was afraid to disclose business
information.. Three more individuals viewed filling in the questionnaire as a potential
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riskk for their business. It is probable that the eighty-one other businesspeople that said
thatt 'they did not want to fill in the questionnaire' had similar hesitations. Most
Lithuanianss are notoriously wary of disclosing any personal or business information
too people they do not know. This seems as much influenced by fear of disclosure
inheritedd from the Soviet period coupled with a lack of trust of current government
authorities.. I was aware of this situation before beginning the mail survey and tried to
overcomee this resistance by using University of Amsterdam letterhead for the
questionnairee and in the survey cover letter, emphasis was placed on the
confidentialityy of this 'internationally-based' survey.
Tablee 3.3: The reasons given for non-response
Non-response e

•• SI *

- j n dd

*

3rd' '

Positive e Noo time Business s Refusals s
risk k
response* *

Returned* *

44
22
506 6
129 9
166 6
81 1
74 4
21 1
29 9
*Sentt once - no response; * Second mailing no response; * Third mailing no response; ' Positive
responsee but never sent back completed survey; * Survey was filled in and returned but was never
received. .

Followingg our telephone conversation, 253 businesspersons requested a second
questionnairee be sent to them but only 87 (34 percent) returned a completed
questionnaire.. Thirty-six businesspersons requested a third questionnaire be sent to
themm but only seven (19 percent) returned a completed questionnaire. A total of 111
businesspersonss told us that they still had not completed the questionnaire but were
planningg to do so and thirty-seven (33 percent) actually did send in a completed
questionnaire.. In two cases, the businesspersons said that they had already mailed out
thee completed questionnaire but it was never received. Finally in 129 cases, a first
mailingg was done but it was impossible to establish telephone contact with the
businesspersonn (either because no direct telephone number was available, or the
businesss person were unavailable) and in these cases, no second mailing was sent. In
everyy case where a telephone number was available, telephone contact was attempted
att least three times38.
3.100 Characteristics of received responses:
Thoughh the questionnaire was confidential, 87 (17 percent) of the respondents wrote
theirr names and addresses on the return envelope or on the survey itself. To our
surprise,, 161 (32 percent) respondents wrote in additional comments in the space
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providedd on the questionnaire. One individual even submitted an additional page of
typedd comments. In terms of sex, 123 men and 38 women wrote in additional
comments. .
Tenn firms sent in their completed questionnaires by registered mail. This was also
surprisingg since the questionnaires came with a self-addressed stamped envelope.
Sendingg a letter by registered mail incurs personal cost in terms of money and time
sincee it necessitates a special trip to the post office. It seems clear that a number of the
respondent'ss lack trust in the regular postal service. In terms of the responses received
forr the survey, only two cases are known where the business owners said that they
sentt out completed questionnaires but it was never received. It is possible that other
completedd questionnaires were also lost in the mail.
3.111 Survey2000 representativeness
Onee of the main requirements for a survey is that it be 'as representative as possible of
thee population from which it is drawn' (Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias 1992:174).
AA sample is said to be representative if it produces results that are similar to those that
wouldd be obtained had the entire population been analyzed. Since the data on SMEs
inn Lithuania is limited, the survey results are compared to the results obtained by the
twoo other main surveys in Lithuania: the LVDK (2000)39 and LDS (1999)40 surveys.
Ass table 3.4 shows, the Survey2000 includes more responses from the counties of
Vilnius,, Kaunas, Siauliai and Panevezys than the other two surveys.
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Tablee 3.4: Geographical distribution of responses in percentages:
(Totall number of respondents given in parenthesis)
Locationn
Survey2000*
LVDK*
LDS*
(counties))
(505)
(1500)
(1750)
Vilnius s
27.1 1
21.99
25.7
Kaunas s
27.3 3
19.77
16.4
Klaipeda a
7.9 9
20.66
16.7
Siauliai i
11.7 7
6.33
10.3
Panevezys s
9.5 5
6.22
7.5
Marijampole e
2.9 9
3.66
4.8
Alytus s
3.2 2
3.99
3.7
Utena a
0.6 6
3.66
4.8
Telsiai i
2.6 6
88
6.6
Taurage e
0.6 6
6.22
3.5
Manyy cities*
5.0 0
Unclear" "
1.6 6
Total l
100 0
MX))
KIO^
** These percentages include all respondents: business owners, managers and directors, etc; 4 These
percentagess include business owners, managers and directors; "These percentages include business
ownerss and managers; * Respondents that marked more than one city without identifying their main
locationn and filled in 'all of Lithuania1 are included in this category; '""' These respondents did not give a
responsee to this question on the survey.

Theree are also some differences between the responses and counties of the other two
surveys.. Table 3.5 shows that the Survey2000 includes more incorporated businesses
thann both the other surveys.
Tablee 3.5: Business type in percentages:
(Totall number of respondents given in parenthesis)
Businesss Type
Survey2000
LVDK
(505))
(1500)
Incorporated d
61.0 0
39.99

Department of
Statistics (1750)
44.8

Partnership p

1.6 6

1.0

Solee proprietorship

29.7 7

License* *

1.7 7

Other r

5.7 7

Noo response

0.2 2

Total l

100 0

47.8**

53.8 8
19.2 2
0.4' '

1000

100

** This percentage includes both partnerships and sole proprietors. The LVDK survey did not present
solee proprietors and partnerships as separate categories; * Officially individuals with license are
consideredd SMEs in Lithuania. Licenses can be issued for one day to one year. The cost of the license
dependss on the business activity; * This percentage also includes both license holders and respondents
forr the 'other' category; * This percentage represents state or municipality-owned businesses included
inn the sample.

Ass table 3.6 shows, the Survey2000 respondents have more employees than the
respondentss to the other two surveys. There are also noticeable differences between
thee results of the LDS survey and the LVDK survey (for 10- 49 employees).
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Tablee 3.6: Business size in percentages
(Totall number of respondents given in parenthesis)
Numberr of employees
Survey2000

LVDK*

LDS*

(1500)

(1750)

TOT

29J

29^9

1-9**

31.3

48.1

51.5

10-*9**

36.4

21.5

15.6

500 or more*

21.6

1.1

3.0

(505))
I ff

** The number of responses received for this question is unknown; According to the official Lithuanian
definitionn for SMEs, no employees constitute a micro enterprise; * 1 - 9 employees constitute a small
enterprise;; * 10-49 employees constitutes a medium size enterprise; * 50 or more employees
constitutess a large size enterprise.

Furthermoree the Survey2000 contained more respondents engaged in personal
servicess and manufacturing than the LDS survey (table 3.7). The LVDK survey did
nott contain a list of corresponding business sectors.
Tablee 3.7: Business sector in percentages
(Totall number of respondents given in parenthesis)
Survey20000 (505)
Businesss Sector

LDS S

Retaill trade

22.3 3

Wholesalee trade

14.1 1

Construction n

5.2 2

9.7 7

Personall services

7.2 2

3.1 1

36.1* *

Restaurant/Hotel l

3.8 8

6.4 4

Manufacturing g

27.3 3

14.3 3

Businesss services

14.5 5

13.7 7

Education n

1.6 6

0.3 3

Transportation n

2.2 2

14.1 1

Agriculture e

0.2 2

00

Other r

1.6 6

2.2 2

Total l

100 0

100 0

** The LDS survey contained only one category for trade (both wholesale and retail trade).

Ass can be seen in table 3.8, the Survey2000 contained a majority of businesses that
weree six years or older, almost twice the percentage of the LVDK survey. The LDS
surveyy did not contain data for this question.
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Tablee 3.8: Years in operation in percentages
(Totall number of respondents given in parenthesis)
Yearss in operation
Survey2000 0

Upp to three years

LVDK K

(505) )

(1500) )

9.5 5

31.9 9

3 - 55 years

15.0 0

32.5 5

66 or more years

73.6 6

35.5 5

Inn terms of business turnover for 1999, the Survey2000 contained respondents that
hadd a higher yearly turnover than the LVDK survey (table 3.9). The LDS survey did
nott contain a comparable question.
Tablee 3.9: Business turnover for 1999 in percentages
(Totall number of respondents given in parenthesis)
Yearlyy turnover for 1999
Survey2000
(inn Litas)
(505)
18.2 2
Upp to 100 000 Lt.

60.4 4

1000 001 - 5 0 0 000 Lt.

15.8 8

21 1

5000 001 - 1 000 000 Lt.

15.0 0

5.2 2

Moree than 1 000 000 Lt.

47.1 1

8.1 1

Noo response

3.8 8

5.3 3

LVDK
(1500)

Femalee respondents formed a third of the respondents in the LDS survey and form a
quarterr of the respondents in the Survey2000 (table 3.10).
Tablee 3.10: Respondent's sexinn percentages
(Totall number of respondentsgivenn in parenthesis)
Sex x
Survey20000 (505)

LDSS (1750)

Male e

74.5 5

66.1 1

Female e

25.5 5

33.9 9

Total l

100 0

100 0

Thee overwhelming majority of respondents to the Survey2000 spoke Lithuanian as
theirr native language (table 3.11). Unfortunately the native language of the
respondentss to the LVDK and LDS surveys is unknown.
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Tablee 3.11: Respondent's native language in percentages
(Totall number of respondents given in parenthesis)
Nativee language
Survey2000 (500)
Lithuaniann

96

Russiann

2.5

Polishh

1

Otherr

0.5

3.122 Discussion of Survey2000 results
Whenn we compare the characteristics of the Survey2000 to the other two main
surveyss carried out in Lithuania, we identify a number of differences. On average, the
Survey20000 contained more responses from businesses that were incorporated as
opposedd to sole proprietorships, had more employees, were more likely to be engaged
inn manufacturing and personal services, were older businesses (six or more years) and
hadd higher turnovers (more than 1 000 000 Lt per year in 1999) than the respondents
too the LVDK or the LDS surveys. However, a number of differences also exist
betweenn the LVDK survey respondents and the LDS survey respondents especially in
termss of geographical distribution and business type.
Thee differences in number of responses from different geographical regions in the
Survey20000 can probably be attributed to the membership lists used. More addresses
weree available from the Kaunas region and as a result, more responses were obtained
fromfrom this county. Other highly-represented characteristics in the Survey2000 included
incorporatedd businesses, larger firm size (number of employees), more businesses
engagedd in manufacturing and personal services, older businesses and higher 1999
turnover.. These characteristics are correlated to one another (see appendix 3.4) and all
fivefive characteristics are significantly correlated for businesses with 1 0 - 4 9 employees
(tablee 3.12). It is possible that these characteristics are common among members of
thee organizations from which we obtained the sample. Since the percentage of male
andd female respondents is not significantly different (for the LDS survey and
Survey2000)) we do not attribute these differences to percentages of male and female
respondentss .
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Tablee 3.12: T test significance levels for businesses with 10 49 employees
Characteristic c

Mean n

Std d

Mdiff f

SE E

Businesss sector: manufacturing

0.30 0

0.46 6

0.15 5

0.0450 0 330 0

3.330*** *

Businesss sector: personal services

0.0392 2

0.19 9

-0.0613 3 0.0284 4 330 0

-2.160** *

Businesss age: more than 6 years

0.65 5

0.48 8

0.13 3

0.0541 1 330 0

2.460** *

Businesss yearly turnover (1999)

3.31 1

1.24 4

1.25 5

0.14 4

330 0

99 J92***

Businesss type: incorporated

0.65 5

0.48 8

0.26 6

0.0533 3 330 0

4.907*** *

Df f

Ttest t

Totall number of observations: 184; Std = standard deviation; Mdiff = mean difference; SE = standard
error;; Df = degrees of freedom
Probabilityy values: *** = p value significant at the 1% test level, ** = 5% test level, * = 10% test level

Forr the purpose of our study, the higher representation of certain business
characteristicss such as incorporated businesses, more employees, businesses engaged
inn manufacturing and personal services, older businesses and higher turnover can be
seenn as a positive result. Setting up an incorporated businesses is more costly and
time-consumingg than setting up a sole-proprietorship. In addition, businesses that
havee more employees are important for their job creation possibilities. Further, the
manufacturingg sector is considered a very important sector for high value-added
growth.. Also, the Survey2000 contains a large percentage of business that are six
yearss or older. These businesses have already survived the first three years (when
mostt SMEs fail) and can be considered more likely to stay in business than start-ups.
Thereforee the businesses that are 'over-represented1 in the Survey2000 are also
businessess that could be considered as being more stable and important for their
economicc contribution.
3.133 SME respondent characteristics and sample size (Litsme survey):
Nott all the 505 completed questionnaires received were completed by the target
group:: SME owners of active, non-agricultural businesses.

We define these as

individualss who have their own businesses, with less than 50 employees and who are
stilll actively operating their businesses. The Survey2000 can be filtered for these
individualss through affirmative responses to question 1 and question 3; those
respondentss that gave the month and year they started their business operations and
didd not mark the choice 'not operating' (survey question 5); those respondents that
didd not choose agriculture company or agriculture as responses to the questions 4 and
7;; and those respondents that filled in as having less than 50 employees for question
133 (see appendix 3.3). This resulted in a final sample of 332 SME owners as shown in
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tablee 3.13 which will be further referred to as the Litsme survey. This SME sample
representss approximately 0.3 percent of the total number of active SMEs in
Lithuania42. .
Tablee 3.13: Litsme survey respondents (according to sex)
Total l

Male e

Female e

Totall respondents

505 5

376 6

129 9

SMEE sample

332 2

241 1

91 1

Businesss owners

Inn terms of sex, 73 percent of the respondents were males and 27 percent were
females.. This is considered to roughly reflect the ratio of male to female business
ownerss in Lithuania43. The respondents were located throughout Lithuania and as
tablee 3.14 shows, the majority were located in the counties surrounding Lithuania's
fivee largest cities: Vilnius, Kaunas, Klaipeda, Siauliai and Panevezys. Only a small
percentagee of business owners were located in rural areas.

Most of the SME

respondentss had an incorporated business and most had hired employees. In terms of
businesss activities, most of the SME sample were engaged in retail trade,
manufacturingg and business services. Over 85 percent of the SME sample respondents
hadd been in business for three or more years and 45 percent had been in business for
eightt or more years. Though various levels of business turnover (for 1999) were
given,, a high percentage of SMEs were represented in the higher turnover categories.
Inn addition, the overwhelming majority of SME owners worked full time at their
businesses. .
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Tablee 3.14: Litsme survey characteristics
Characteristic c
NN
Category y
Location n
331 1 Vilnius s
Kaunas s
Klaipeda a
Siauliai i
Panevezys s
Marijampole e
Alytus s
Utena a
Telsiai i
Taurage e
Manyy cities
Unclear r
Urban/Rural l
332 2 Urban n
Rural l
Businesss type
332 2
Incorporated d
Partnership p
Solee proprietor
Other r
License e
Numberr of employees
332 2 0 0
1-9 9
10-49 9
Total l
Businesss sector
330 0 Retaill trade
Wholesalee trade
Construction n
Personall services
Restaurant/Hotel l
Manufacturing g
Businesss services
Education n
Transportation n
Publishing g
326 6 Upp to three years
Yearss in operation
3 - 88 years
8 - 1 11 years
111 or more years
Total l
Yearlyy turnover 1999
321 1 Upp to 100 000 Lt.
1000 001-500 000 Lt.
5000 0 0 1 - 1 000 000 Lt.
10000 001 - 5 000 000 Lt.
Moree than 5 000 000 Lt.
Hourss spent working at own 331 1 Full-time:: 36 or more hours
business s
Part-time:: Up to 35 hours
Seasonall work
NN = Total number of observations
SDD = Standard deviation
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Percentagee
27.2 2
28.4 4
8.5 5
11.5 5
9.4 4
3.3 3
3.0 0
0.3 3
2.4 4
0.9 9
3.6 6
3.2 2
94.8 8
5.2 2
50.6 6
1.5 5
42.2 2
3.3 3
2.4 4
13.0 0
41.0 0
46.0 0
1000
25.8 8
16.1 1
2.1 1
7.3 3
4.5 5
22.1 1
17.9 9
0.9 9
2.4 4
0.9 9
11.6 6
43.2 2
42.6 6
2.4 4
1000
24.9 9
21.5 5
16.8 8
29.3 3
7.5 5
84 4
15.1 1
0.9 9

Mean

SD

13.10

13.00

6.22

4.18

3.13.11 Comparison of Litsme results
Whenn we compare the results of active, non-agricultural SMEs from the Litsme
surveyy to the results of the other surveys: LVDK and the LDS, we see similar
characteristicss as were present as in the total sample (Survey2000 as discussed in
sectionn 3.12). The SMEs surveyed are on average, more often located in certain
geographicall areas (Kaunas), are more often incorporated businesses, have more
employeess (ten or more employees), were more often engaged in trade, manufacturing
andd personal and business services, were older businesses (six or more years) and had
higherr turnovers (more than 1 000 000 Lt per year). These characteristics are
correlatedd to one another (see appendix 3.4) and all five characteristics are
significantlyy correlated for businesses with 10 - 49 employees.
Inn terms of personal characteristics (table 3.15) respondents to the Litsme survey
tendedd to be highly educated and the vast majority were native Lithuanian speakers.
AA higher percentage were motivated to start their businesses due to pull factors
('alwayss wanted to start my own business' or 'wanted the challenge') than push
factorss ('economic reasons' and 'unemployment'). Half of the respondents indicated
thatt they had previous management experience and almost half of the respondents
indicatedd that they had previous job experience in the sector where they started their
businesses.. In response to the question, 'If you were offered a well-paid job, would
youu quit your business?' the majority (64 percent) indicated that they were committed
too maintaining their business operations. More than sixty percent of the SME
respondentss also indicated that the earnings from their business are sufficient (or more
thann sufficient) to cover their living expenses.
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Tablee 3.15: Personal characteristics of SME respondents
Characteristic c
Education n

NN
329 9

Nativee language

327 7

Motivationn to start business

325 5

Work-relatedd management experience

327 7

PreviousPrevious business experience

325 5

Commitmentt to present business

315 5

Businesss earnings sufficient?

332 2

Category y
University y
Other r
Lithuanian n
Other r
Pulll factors
Pushh factors
Other r
Yes s
No o
Yes s
No o
Yes s
No o
Yes s
No o

Percentage e
69 9
31 1
96 6
44
46 6
37 7
17 7
50 0
50 0
46 6
54 4
64 4
36 6
62 2
38 8

NN = total number of observations

3.144 Qualitative data
Qualitativee data was collected for SME owners and related institutions. The
qualitativee nature of our methodology has its advantages. Semi-structured interviews
allowedd for the opportunity to gain a deeper understanding and the personal opinions
off insiders regarding SMEs in Lithuania. Unlike the questions on a survey, the
intervieww format allowed for the flexibility to pursue issues of interest in depth as they
arose.. In general, flexibility and depth of understanding are viewed as the main
strengthss of interview methodology (Babbie 1998). The validity of information
gatheredd through interviews is often considered superior to surveys and experiments
becausee it allows for the interviewer to obtain a deeper insight as to the meaning of
underlyingg concepts (ibid.).
However,, interview methodology also has its limitations. Generalizability and
reliabilityy are potential weaknesses most often cited (Babbie 1998). A small sample
sizee may provide interesting results but the results may be biased. The subjective
judgmentss and preconceived notions of the interviewer may also have a negative
effectt on the reliability of the results. No matter how careful a researcher is, it is
impossiblee to control for all subjective influences. A main limitation of the qualitative
dataa collected for this thesis was its small size. Therefore it is important to approach
thee generalizability of the results of the interview material collected with a degree of
caution. .

3.14.11 Open-air market traders
Thee choice for interviews versus more 'formal' surveying techniques such as
questionnairess was primarily motivated by the informal nature of open-air market
(OAM)) trading. Suspicion of authorities and a general resistance to any form of
inquiryy meant that interviews, taking the form of an informal discussion were the
mostt conducive strategy to obtaining detailed information.
Interviewss were conducted with open-air market traders (SMEs by Lithuanian
standards)) selling at Gariunai, the largest OAM in the Baltic States. Gariunai is
locatedd approximately 10 kilometers from Vilnius. From October to December 2000,
tenn visits were made to Gariunai and a total of sixty-five semi-structured interviews
weree carried out on a random basis with traders at the market. The interviews
occurredd on different days of the week and at different times of day in order to obtain
aa more balanced sample. The semi-structured interviews were conducted in either
Lithuaniann or in Russian 4 and all the respondents were able to communicate freely in
onee of the two languages. Table 3.16 presents the main characteristics of the
interviewedd traders.
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Tablee 3.16: General characteristics of Gariunai traders
Characteristic c

NN

Category y

Percent t

Nativee language

65 5

Commandd of the Lithuanian language

65 5

Sex x

65 5

Husbandd - Wife teams (co-preneurs)

65 5

Education n

62 2

Previouss work experience

62 2

Businesss ownership

65 5

Businesss type

61 1

Doo you employ family members?

65 5

Businesss motivation

49 9

Lithuanian n
Non-Lithuanian n
Good d
Poor r
Nott at all
Male e
Female e
Yes s
No o
Universityy or equivalent
Other r
State-ownedd sector
Unemployed d
Other r
Yes s
Noo - hired employee
Tradingg license
Other r
Yes s
No o
Economicc reasons
Alwayss wanted my own
business s
Other r

32 2
68 8
54 4
17 7
29 9
39 9
61 1
20 0
80 0
23 3
77 7
84 4
55
11 1
77 7
23 3
82 2
18 8
40 0
60 0
59 9
22

Wheree do you acquire your
merchandise?? Primary source

59 9

Gariunaii as main source of income

64 4

Lithuania a
Poland d
Other r
Yes s
No o
Yes s
No o

44 4
25 5
31 1
95 5
55
76 6
24 4

Wouldd you stop trading at Gariunai ""
i 50
youu were offered a better paying job?

39 9

Characteristic c

NN

Mean n

SD D

Agee of trader
Numberr of employees
Yearr started trading at Gariunai

65 5
65 5
54 4

42.74 4
0.48 8
1994 4

10.32 2
0.77 7
2.79 9

Mainn barriers

NN

Category y

Percent t

Firstt choice

60 0

Secondd choice

45 5

Thirdd choice

23 3

Loww purchasing power
Tooo few customers
Customs s
Tooo few customers
Highh OAM costs
Customs s
Highh OAM costs

40 0
20 0
18 8
16 6
13 3
22 2
17 7

NN = total number of observations

3.14.22 SME owners, government officials and NGO representatives
Twenty-twoo semi-structured, informal interviews were conducted from October to
Decemberr 2000 in Lithuania. The interviews include a random sample of SME
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ownerss (n = 8) and were supplemented by interviews with government officials (n =
3),, representatives from entrepreneurial organizations and NGOs (n = 8) and local
expertss (n = 2). The interviews were conducted in Lithuanian and usually took place
att the SME owner's business or at an official workplace. On average, each interview
lastedd approximately ninety minutes. The main characteristics of the SME owners
interviewedd are given in table 3.17.
Tablee 3.17: Characteristics of SME owners interviewed
(Totall number of interviews: 8)
Category y
Characteristic c
Sex x
Education n
Businesss location

Businesss sector

Hourss worked at business per week
Incomee from business

Under-reportingg of businessearnings? ?
Characteristic c
Numberr of employees
Businesss start-up year
Agee of SME owner (yrs.)
NN = number of observations
SDD = standard deviation

NN

44
Male e
44
Female e
77
University y
11
Other r
44
Largee city
33
Mediumm city
33
Smalll city
44
Trade e
Manufacturing g
11
ServicesServices (excl. trade) 3 3
66
366 or more
22
Lesss than 36
77
Moree than sufficient or
sufficient t
11
Lesss than sufficient
66
Yes s
11
No o
SD D
Mean n
25.75 5
1994 4
38 8

20.33 3
2.14 4
6.62 2

Comparingg these responses to those collected through the Litsme survey of 332 SME
owners,, we find that they are roughly similar. However, our qualitative sample is
moree highly educated (69 percent in the Litsme survey), contains more females (27
percentt in the Litsme survey) and our interviewees had a greater tendency to underreportt their business earnings (72 percent in the Litsme survey). On average our
intervieww respondents were slightly younger (43 years old in the Litsme survey) and
hadd more employees (13 employees in the Litsme survey). The average business age
wass six years in both the Litsme survey and among our interview respondents. When
wee compare our sample characteristics to those obtained by a survey of private
businessess conducted in 1999 by the Lithuanian Department of Statistics (Jancauskas
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2000),, the most striking difference is education. Only 29 percent of the LDS survey
hadd a university education.
3.155 Conclusion
Lackk of available raw data was the main motivation for conducting a mail survey of
businesss owners in Lithuania. The Survey2000 was conducted from September to
Decemberr 2000. After filtering the responses, 332 active SME owners made up the
finalfinal sample group (Litsme survey). Compared to the results of other surveys
conductedd on business owners in Lithuania, the Litsme survey contains a more highly
educatedd and more established sample of business owners. These biases may be
influencedd by the data collection method (mail survey) and the fact that most
respondentss were members of entrepreneurship organizations. For the purpose of our
study,, the higher representation of certain business characteristics such as
incorporatedd businesses, more employees, businesses engaged in manufacturing and
personall services, older businesses and higher turnover can be seen as a positive
result.. The businesses that are 'over-represented' in the Litsme survey are also
businessess that could be considered as being more stable and important for their
economicc contribution. Further limitations of our cross-sectional data collection
methodd include lack of longitudinal data and the possibility that respondents were
overlyy negative in their comments.

Onee of the main requirements fora survey is that it be 'as representative as possible of
thee population from which it is drawn1 (Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias 1992:174).
AA sample is said to be representative if it produces results that are similar to those that
wouldd be obtained had the entire population been analyzed.

Since there are no

reliablee statistics on SMEs in Lithuania, the survey results are compared to the results
obtainedd by the two other main surveys in Lithuania: the LVDK (2000) and LDS
(1999)) surveys. In general, the Survey2000 seems to have obtained a representative
samplee of existing SMEs in Lithuania.

Qualitativee data was also collected in order to provide a more in-depth, detailed and
personall viewpoint. Sixty-five semi-structured interviews were conducted with traders
att Gariunai, the largest open-air market in the Baltics. The interviews took place on a
randomm basis and seem to represent the general characteristics of open-air market
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traders.. Further, twenty-one semi-structured interviews were conducted with a random
samplee of SME owners and were supplemented by interviews with government
officials,, representatives from entrepreneurial organizations and NGOs, and local
experts. .
Thee validity of information gathered through interviews is often considered superior
too surveys and experiments because it allows for the interviewer to obtain a deeper
insightt as to the meaning of underlying concepts (Babbie 1998). However, interview
methodologyy also has its limitations. Generalizability and reliability are potential
weaknessess most often cited. Therefore it is important to approach the generalizability
off the results of the interview material collected with a degree of caution.
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Appendixx 3.1: Description of three Lithuanian entrepreneurship organizations
I.. The Lithuanian Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Crafts (LCCIC)
Thee President of the independent republic of Lithuania originally founded the LCCIC
inn 1924. Its operations were suspended in the summer of 1940 by Lithuania's new
Soviett administration. In 1973, the LCCIC was revived but only 'imitated the real
workk of the Chamber of Commerce'45. After Lithuania re-instated its independence in
1991,, The LCCIC underwent the essential changes needed for approaching
internationall standards. In September 1992 the Association of Lithuanian Chambers
off Commerce, Industry and Crafts was registered at the Ministry of Economics. In
Novemberr 1995 the Lithuanian parliament passed a law establishing the legal basis
forr the Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Crafts.
Thee LCCIC maintains five regional chambers located in Vilnius, Kaunas, Klaipeda,
Panevezyss and Siauliai as well as a headquarters in Vilnius. It is a non-governmental,
self-governing,, organisation. In September 2000, the LCCIC had approximately 900
registeredd members.
Thee LCCIC's services include marketing and promotion of foreign trade and
cooperation,,

investment

assistance,

advisory,

information,

seminars,

legal

consultation,, a weekly newsletter, lobbying and translation services. In addition, the
LCCICC has received government permission to execute seventeen official functions
suchh as issuing certificates of origin and Force Majeure documents for private
businesses.. The LCCIC provides its members with a 50 percent discount on the costs
off these official functions, which forms a compelling incentive for many businesses to
becomee LCCIC members.
Membershipp and fees: Any registered Lithuanian business (both public and private
businesses)) may become a LCCIC member. The LCCIC also allows smaller business
associationss to become members of the LCCIC. All members must pay an initial
membershipp fee and yearly dues. Initial membership fees are 100 Lt. (approximately
S255 USD) for individuals with licenses and 250 Lt. (approx. $62.50 USD) for
businesses.. Yearly dues range from 360 - 3 600 Lt. (approx. $90 - $900 USD) and
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dependd on the number of employees or according to the company's yearly turnover.
Mostt member companies choose to be members of their regional LCCIC but they also
havee the option to become a member at another regional LCCIC for an additional fee.

II.. The Lithuanian Business Employer's Confederation (LVDK)
Thee current Lithuanian Business Employer's Confederation (LVDK) which was
foundedd in May 1999 is the result of a fusion of two previously existing
organizations:: The National Businessman's Confederation and The Lithuanian
Employer'ss Confederation. The LVDK is a member of the European SME
Association. .
Thee LVDK has approximately 450 members (390 companies and approximately 60
associations).. LVDK membership includes not only private businesses but also 20
regionall SME associations and 43 branch associations (for specific business sectors).
Inn addition, the LVDK has six affiliated branch offices in different cities. Any
registeredd business or association may become a member of the LVDK. Of its 450
members,, more than 60 percent are SME owners.
Thee main objectives of the LVDK are to initiate and improve current business
legislation,, create normal conditions for business development, defend the interests of
itss members through lobbying activities and assisting its members in expanding their
internationall business contacts.
Membershipp and fees: Any registered business or association can become a LVDK
member.. Members pay an annual membership fee ranging from 200 Lt. to 1000 Lt.
(approx.. $50 - $250 USD) depending on the number of employees.
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III.. Kaunas Regional Association of Small and Medium-sized Business
Thee Kaunas Regional Association of Small and Medium-sized Business was
establishedd in 1996 by a small group of committed citizens in Kaunas. It currently
representss approximately 300 businesses (mainly in Kaunas but also in other cities).
Thee association's mission is to create favorable economic, financial and cultural
conditionss for SMEs in Lithuania. This is accomplished through lobbying, increasing
communityy awareness regarding the needs of SMEs, and building the capacity of
SMEE owners through consultations, training programs and seminars46.
Membershipp and fees: The Kaunas Regional Association of Small and Medium-sized
Businesss is unique in that it is the only association in Lithuania that only allows SMEs
too become members. The membership dues are collected on a monthly basis. Each
memberr pays a base rate of 10 Lt. (approx. $2.50 USD) a month plus 1 Lt. extra for
eachh employee (e.g. if an SME owner has 20 employees, he would pay 30 Lt.
membershipp dues a month which is about 360 Lt. a year - approx. $90 USD).
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Appendixx 3.2: Survey cover letter (English translation)
Dearr Entrepreneur,

9/2000

Lithuaniaa is currently home to over 146,000 private enterprises, the vast majority of which are
smalll and medium enterprises (SMEs). As part of a research project at the University of
Amsterdamm in the Netherlands, we are comparing Lithuanian SMEs to SMEs in EU countries.
Onee of our project's main interests is to rank the different types of barriers that your business
encounters.. Which poses the greatest barrier: taxes, corruption or managerial problems? We
aree also interested in your business's present situation, its past influences and its future
perspectives.. The results of this questionnaire will be used to:
•• Formulate recommendations for the Ministry of Economic Affairs in Lithuania on how
theyy can better promote SMEs and diminish barriers to existing businesses;
•• Form the basis for a Ph.D. thesis at the University of Amsterdam.
Thiss project is supported by: The University of Amsterdam in the Netherlands, the University
off Vilnius and the Institute of International Education (HE) in the USA.
Wee would appreciate if you would take the time to answer the following questions. It should
takee approximately 15 minutes of your time. Your address was obtained from the Chamber of
Commerce.. This questionnaire was sent to a random sample of more than 1,000 entrepreneurs
withh small and medium business throughout Lithuania.
Too answer the questions correctly, please circle the appropriate answer. If more than one
answerr is applicable, then please rank your responses beginning with the number one for the
mostt important choice.
Yourr full confidentiality is guaranteed. The number at the top of the questionnaire will be
usedd for administrative purposes only. Please make sure that you have returned your
completedd questionnaire by OCTOBER 1, 2000 in order to qualify for the prize.
Onee of you who have returned a completed questionnaire will also be the lucky winner of 2roundtripp tickets to Copenhagen on Lithuanian Airlines. The drawing for the winner will be
donee on November 15, 2000. In order to qualify, make sure you fill in your name and
telephonee number in the space provided on the back of this letter. You can detach this letter
fromm the questionnaire but make sure it is in the same envelope as the questionnaire when you
sendd it to us. Your name will be used for the lottery ONLY. Your name will not be present on
thee questionnaire or used during the analysis of the data.
Pleasee place the completed questionnaire in the enclosed stamped envelope provided. If you
havee any questions or comments, please feel free to contact the project director, R. Aidis, tel.
(22)) 617418 or by mail: Vienuolio 12-4, 2001 Vilnius, or by email: raidis(o>hotmail.com

Thankk you for your cooperation!

Rutaa Aidis
Projectt Director
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Appendixx 3.3: Questionnaire (English Translation)

1..

Do you have your own business? (please circle)

2..

What is your position in the business? (please mark all appropriate responses)

3..

(a))

Owner

(b))
(c))
(d))

Manager
Director
Other, please write:

Is your business still operating? (please circle)

(a) Yes

(a) Yes

|| Could you please provide some further information about your business:
4..
(a) )
(b) )
(O O

(d) )
(e) )

(0 0
(g) )
<h> >

5..

What type of business is it? (please mark one answer)
Individuall with license
Solee Proprietorship
Partnership p
Corporationn (limited or unlimited)
Co-operativee Society
Agriculturall Company
Foreignn Joint Venture
Other,, please write:

On what date did your business begin operating? (Month and year)
/199

6..
(a))
(b))
(c))
(d))
(i))
7..
(a) )
(b) )
(c) )
(d) )
(e) )
(f) )
(g) )
(h) )
(i) )

(b) Not operating

Did you start your business: (please mark one answer)
From scratch
Using privatized assets
From an existing state-owned enterprise's assets or facilities
Took over/bought an existing business
Other, please write: ^ _ _ _
Which is your core business sector? (please mark one sector)
Retaill trade
Wholesalee trade
Agriculture e
Construction n
Personall services
Restaurant// Hotel
Manufacturing g
Businesss services
Other,, please write:
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<t>) No

<b) No

8.. Do you import or export goods and/or services: (please circle all appropriate
responses) )
Country y
Russia a

Import t

Export t

(a) )

(b) )

Latvia,, Estonia

(c) )

EUU countries

(e) )

Other,, Please write:

(g) )

Yess / No

Yess / No
(d) )

Yess / No

Yess / No

Yess / No

Yess / No
0») )
Yes/No o

9..

Yess /No

What is the key to your business success? (please mark, if more than one answer please
rankk your answers so that the most important is marked by number one)

(a))
(b))
(c))
(d))
(e))
(00
(g))

Low price
Quality
Product development and innovation
Professionalism
Good relations with clients/buyers/visitors
Other, please write:
Not applicable for my business

10.. In which city or area does your business operate its core activities? (please circle one
answer) )
(a)) Vilnius

(b) Kaunas

(c) Klaipeda

<d) Siauliai

(e) Panevezys

(f) Alytus

(g)) Other cities, please write:
(h)) Rural areas, please write:
11.. Do you own or lease your business's buildings? (please circle)
(a)) Own

(b) Lease from the government

(c) Lease from private owners

12.. Do you operate your business in your home? (please circle)
(a)) Yes

(b) No

13.. How many employees does your business have? (please indicate number excluding
yourself) )
(a) )

Off these, how many work full-time:

(b)

part-time::

(c)

Onn a permanent contract:

(d)

Onn a temporary contract:

(e)
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14.. Do you have family members working at your business? (please circle and indicate
numberr excluding yourself)
(a))

Yes, how many total?

(t>) No

15.. Approximately, how many hours a week do you work at your business?
(pleasee mark one response)
(a))
(b))
(c))
(d))

Less than 20 hours a week
2 0 - 3 5 hours a week
36 or more hours a week
Seasonal work

16.. Is your business income your main source of personal income? (please circle)
(a)) Y e s

(b) N o

17.. Do you have additional employment? (please mark one response)
(a))
(b))
(c))
(d))

Yes, at a state-run company or institution
Yes, at a private company
Other, please write:
No

18.. If yes, state the number of hours per week you work at this other job:

Pleasee answer the following questions regarding your business's profitability:
19.. Do earnings from your business cover your living expenses? (please mark one)
(a))
(b))
(c))
(d))

More than sufficient
Sufficient
Not sufficient
Completely insufficiently

20.. Do you own: (please mark all appropriate responses)
(a))
(b))
(c))
(d))
(e))
(f))

A computer
An apartment
A house
Your business facilities (for example, a store, office space, factory, etc.)
A car
If more than one car, please write how many cars:
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Pleasee tell us about other businesses you have started:
21.. Have you started other private businesses excluding your current business? (please
circle) )
(a)) Yes
(b) No

22.. If yes, how many other businesses have you started? (please indicate number)
(a))

(b) Not applicable

23.. In which year did you first start operating a registered or unregistered business?
(pleasee indicate year)

24.. Is this business still active? (please circle)
(a)) Yes

(b) No

(c) Not Applicable

25.. Were you engaged in private money earning activities prior to 1986? (for example,
videoo house, private trade or private services, etc.) (please circle)
(a)) Yes

(b) No

Pleasee answer the following questions concerning your business's finances
26.. Did any of your start-up capital come from income you earned abroad (developed
westernn countries)? (please circle)
(a)) Yes
(b) No

Pleasee tell us about the barriers you encounter in your business:
27.. It is thought that many firms in your industry in order to survive and grow, may
needd to misreport their operational and financial results. Please estimate the degree
off underreporting by firms in your area of activity: (please mark one answer)
(a))
(b))
(c))
(d))
<e))
(fjj
(g))

Report all results (lOOpercent)
More than 75percent
Between 51 percent and 75percent
Between 31 percent and 50percent
Between 11 percent and 30percent
Less than lOpercent of their operational results
I don't know

28.. Would you agree that in order to run their businesses, many firms in your industry
makee unofficial or extra-legal payments for government services (give bribes)?
(pleasee mark)
(a)) Yes

(b) No
ii
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(c) I don't know

29.. Would you agree that in order to run their businesses, many firms in your industry
makee informal payments for the 'protection' of their business activities? (please
circle) )
(a)) Yes

(b) No

(c) I don't know

Pleasee answer the following questions about yourself and your business:
30.. Your education (please circle highest level completed)
(a)) Elementary

(b) High School

(c) Professional

(d) University or
higherr degree

31.. Which language do you consider to be your native language? (please circle)
(a)) Lithuanian

(c) Polish

(b) Russian

32.. Your date of birth (month/year)

33.. Your sex: (please circle)

(d) Other
pleasee write:

/19

(a) Male

(b) Female

34.. Your civil status: (please circle)
(a)) Single

(b) Married

(c) Divorced

(d) Widow/er

(e) Cohabiting

35.. Why did you start your business? (if there is more than one reason, please rank your
answerss using numbers so that the main reason is marked with number 1)
(a))
(b))
(c))
(d))
(c))
(00
(g))

Economic reasons (needed money)
Dissatisfied with present (past) employment
Easier to combine home/work responsibilities
Always wanted to have my own business
Was unemployed
Wanted the challenge
Other: (please write)

36.. Were you employed before starting your own business? (please circle)
(a))
(b))
(c))
(d))

Yes, I was employed in the state sector
Yes, I was employed in the private sector
No, I wass not employed
Other, please write:

37.. Did you have work-related management experience prior to starting your business?
(pleasee circle)
(a)) Yes
(b) No
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38.. Did you start a business in a sector where you had previous job experience?
(pleasee circle)
(a)) Yes
(b) No
39.. If you were offered a well-paid job, would you quit your business?
(pleasee circle)
(a)) Yes

(b) No

40.. Had you been abroad (to developed western countries) prior to starting your
business?? (please circle)
(a)) Yes

(b) No

41.. Do you consider 'being in business' or 'making money' a family trait?
(pleasee circle)
(a)) Yes

(b) No

42.. Do you use Internet services for your business activities? (for example, email,
Internett websites, etc.) (please circle one response)
(a)) Everyday

(b)Often

(c) Sometimes

(d) Seldom

(e) Never

Pleasee answer these questions regarding your business's future perspectives:
43.. In the next 5 years, do you think that your business will:
(pleasee mark all relevant responses)
(a))
(b))
(c))
(d))
(e))
(f))

Increase the number of employees
Increase turnover
Decrease the number of employees
Decrease turnover
Stay the same
I Don't know

44.. In your opinion, in the next five years, will the general economic situation in
Lithuaniaa (please mark one response)
(a))
(b))
(c))
(d))

Improve
Deteriorate
Stay the same
Don't know

45.. What effect do you think joining the EU will have on your business? (please mark
one) )
(a))
(b))
(c))
(d))

Create new business opportunities
Reduce business opportunities
No influence
I don't know
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46.. Main Barriers: Please circle your answer 1 = (completely agree), 2 = (agree), 3 =
(neitherr agree nor disagree), 4 = (disagree), 5 = (completely disagree) or 0 = (not
applicable). .
Issuess

Completelyy
Agree e

1.. Taxes are too high

1

Agree
22

Neither r
Disagree e
Agreee nor
disagree e
44
33

Completely y
Disagree e

Not t
Applicable e

55

00

Frequent changes to tax
policies s
3.. Ambiguity of tax policies

22

33

44

55

00

22

33

44

55

00

4..

Business legislation

22

33

44

55

00

Implementation of
businesss regulations
6.. Too many tax inspections

22

33

44

55

00

22

33

44

55

00

7..

Tax inspector corruption

22

33

44

55

00

Governmental corruption
-Nationall level
9.. Governmental corruption
-Regionall level
10.. Time spent negotiating
withh local officials and
inspectors s
11.. Mafia, racketeering

22

33

44

55

00

22

33

44

55

00

22

33

44

55

00

2

33

44

55

00

22

33

44

55

00

2..

5..

8..

[[

12.. Low purchasing
Power r
13.. Management problems

11

2

33

44

55

00

14.. Lack of information

II

2

33

44

55

00

15.. Inability to grow into new
markets s
16.. Lack of funds for business
investments s
17.. Competition from legal
businesses s
18.. Competition from illegal
businesses s
19.. Late payment by clients

II

2

33

44

55

00

II

2

33

44

55

00

II

2

33

44

55

00

II

2

33

44

55

00

II

2

33

44

55

00

20.. Other
pleasee write:

11

2

33

44

55

00

47.. Please identify the three most important barriers for your business by writing their
numberss (from the list above) in the appropriate box:
II I Most important

I I Second most important
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1 I Third most important

48.. What was your businesses yearly turnover in 1999 in litai?
(a))
(b))
(c))
(d))
(e))

Up to 100 000 Lt
100 001-500 000 Lt
500 0 0 1 - 1 000 000 Lt
1000 0 0 1 - 5 000 000 Lt
More than 5 000 000 Lt

Pleasee answer the following questions regarding business assistance:
49.. The government is currently providing assistance to SMEs in a number of ways.
Havee you benefited from any governmental assistance: (please circle)

(a)) Yes

(b) No

50.. Your additional comments would be more than welcome in the space provided
below.. Please tell us about urgent problems and/or positive developments that you
aree experiencing and we have not asked you yet:
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Appendixx 3.4: Pearsons correlation matrix for business characteristics

11

2

3__

4

5

6

1.. Business type:
incorporated d
2.. 1 0 - 4 9 employees

0.261*

3.. Business sector:
manufacturing g

0.015

0.180**

4.. Business sector: personal
services s

-0.143**

-0.118*

-0.148**

5.. Business age: over 6
years s

0.029

0.134*

0.088

-0.066

6.. Business yearly turnover
(1999) )

0.295**

0.451**

0.039

-0.179**

*** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level ( 2-tailed)
** Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level ( 2-tailed)
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0.115*

-

Chapterr 3 notes
'' Based on a new law that came into effect in January 1999 (Lithuanian Development Agency for
Smalll and Medium-sized Enterprises 2002).
"" A license allows an individual to legally engage in a number of market activities. A license can be
obtainedd for one day or a number of days or months or for an entire year. The cost of the license is
generallyy low and varies depending on the type of activity. Licenses are obtained through the Tax
office.. A license holder can also employ family members.
33
This survey was initially carried out in 1997 and a follow-up survey was conducted in 1998 and 1999.
Thee survey was part of a larger European survey of SMEs and the same questionnaire and methodology
wass used in all participating countries. The Bernoulli random selection method was used to select the
participantss in the survey from the existing LDS business register. In order to focus on SMEs, other
businesss types such as large enterprises, farming activities, public administration organizations and
privatee non-profit organizations were removed from the list. Using the register, it was possible to
classifyy registered businesses according to business type, number of employees, economic activity and
businesss location. Though the LDS survey was SME-focused, not all the respondents were from SMEs
(seee also Janöauskas 2000).
44
In the first survey carried out in 1996, 14.6 percent of the surveyed business were new. In 1997, 14.3
percentt and in 1998, 15.9 percent of the businesses surveyed were new. The survey was carried out by
aa team of trained interviewers that conducted structured interviews with the business owners. This
surveyy was sponsored by Eurostat (Janöauskas 2000).
55
In their 1999 survey, 3 percent of the businesses surveyed had 50 or more employees (about 52
businesses)) and 0,4 percent were state-owned businesses (approximately seven businesses).
66
Lietuvos Verslo Darbdaviu Konfederacija (LVDK).
77
All the respondents were supposedly SMEs but the questionnaire design raises some doubts. In
answeringg the question: how many employees do you have, the respondent had 4 choices: individual
withh patent, no employees, 1-9 employees or 1 0 - 4 9 employees. There was no 'other' category or
possibilityy given to mark more employees. Also the questionnaire did not ask the respondent if their
businesss was still active or not. So it is unclear if all the responses came from active businesses.
Inn our survey, eight respondents (2.4 percent) from inactive businesses completed the questionnaire.
88
The survey respondents could fill out the enclosed lottery form and have the chance to win (3 winners
inn each of the 10 counties) one 500 euro coupon prize or two 250 euro coupon prizes.
99
I had a chance to meet with the organizers prior to the survey and they showed an initial interest in
includingg some of my questions in their questionnaire. But ultimately funding obligations and
limitationss to survey length made it difficult to include other questions besides those directly related to
institutionall support for SMEs.
100
Also based on personal experience. In 1997,1 bought addresses from the Department of Statistics for
aa pilot study of businesses in Lithuania in 1997-1998 (see also Aidis 1998). Many of the addresses
turnedd out to be incorrect even though they were from the latest register.
1
'' The three papers by Brunetti et al. compare the private sector in 69 countries. Private businesses were
surveyedd in all 69 countries. A total of 199 out of 548 businesses (small, medium and large) responded
too the survey in the three Baltic countries. The authors state that a minimum of 46 businesses and a
maximummaximum of 114 businesses were surveyed in each country. The survey of Lithuanian businesses
carriedd out by Minkus-McKenna in 1993 and 1998 contained a sample size of 139 and 131 'small'
businessess respectively. In the article, among other things, there is no discussion of response rate or
geographicc spread of the respondents.
22
According to a statistical office employee, the information that has been generated by LDS has only
becomee 'reliable' in the last two years (1998-2000). Earlier data is very sketchy and in most cases no
longerr available because up until recently, the common practice was to destroy the old records by
simplyy overwriting them with new information.
133
It seems farfetched that more than 20 000 SMEs in Lithuania are inactive and are run by pensioners
andd invalids.
144
An estimate of 88 500 SMEs (which includes license holders as SMEs) assumes that 69 percent and
533 percent of the SMEs registered by SoDRA and Department of Statistics respectively are active
(excludingg license holders).
155
In the LVDK survey, the June 2000 data from the Statistical Department that recorded 115 000
SMEss in Lithuania was used as an indication of the total number of registered SMEs. They estimated
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thatt 65 percent of these registered SMEs are actually still in existence. In addition, they included the 37
5000 individuals who are registered as license holders by the tax office (as of June 2, 2000). Technically,
thesee individuals are also considered SMEs in Lithuania. Their final estimate of active SMEs in
Lithuaniaa is 110 000.
166
Funded by the Tinbergen Institute.
177
The Confederation of Lithuanian Industrialists is perhaps the largest Lithuanian entrepreneurial
organisation.. It boasts a membership of 2 500 enterprises. However, most members are large
enterprises.. The confederation does not keep records as to the number of SMEs they have as members
andd show no further interest in SME issues.
188
For further discussion on this topic see Babbie (1998:272-274).
199
Due mainly to lack of finance for undertaking research and the lack of financial rewards for research
results. .
200
Additional information on mail survey techniques was obtained from: Oppenheim (1993), Mangione
(1995),, Salanti & Dillman (1994), and Kumar (1999).
211
Once the address lists were obtained, they were screened for associations and cooperatives (which
aree not part of the study) and whenever possible for large enterprises (since some address lists
containedd number of employees).
222
Six names and addresses were also obtained through the author's informal channels.
233
See appendix 3.1 for a discussion of the three entrepreneurship organizations and their membership
fees.. An added advantage of becoming a member of the LCCIC is the reduction in the cost of other
servicess that the government requires and the LCCIC executes.
244
Funded by a Professional Development Grant from the International Institute for Education (HE) in
Neww York, USA and the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) in The Netherlands.
255
In a limited number of cases, the same business responded twice! In this case, the double
questionnairee was removed from the final sample.
266
Individuals as well as businesses were being inundated by campaign mailings from various political
partiess and candidates for the October 2000 parliamentary elections. It is quite likely that some of the
questionnairess got mixed up with the political brochures and flyers and were inadvertently thrown
away. .
277
Seventeen questionnaires were sent to businesses that were closed, two questionnaires to business
ownerss who were sick and could not fill out the form, and fifty-one to addresses that were probably not
correct.. The telephone numbers for fifty-one addresses was incorrect so that no telephone contact was
possible.. Second mailings to a number of these addresses produced no responses. Therefore we believe
thee addresses are incorrect.
288
This is an estimate since 129 questionnaires went to addresses where we were not able to receive
telephonee verification.
299
If we do not correct for the 51 addresses that were not correct, then the response rate is 47.5percent.
300
Mangione (1995) feels a 50 percent to 60 percent response rate is adequate when additional
informationn is also available.
311
In 2000, the Department of Statistics was commissioned by the Ministry of Economic Affairs to
conductt a survey of Lithuanian SMEs. 3 000 questionnaires were sent out and only 200 completed
questionnairess were returned. The Department of Statistics decided to redo the survey through oral
interviews. .
322
An evenly split population is the safest choice when little is known about the actual characteristics of
thee population (Babbie 1998).
333
The lottery prize was two roundtrip tickets to Copenhagen via Lithuanian Airlines.
344
The institutional environment and its impact on SMEs in Lithuania is addressed in the barriers
sectionn of the Survey 2000 questionnaire (20 issues under question number 46- please refer to appendix
3.33 for a copy of the questionnaire in English).
355
Some cover letters in Lithuanian mistakenly read 'anonymity'. In later questionnaires this was
correctedd to read 'confidentiality'.
366
A small number of survey respondents were not members of any entrepreneurial organizations and a
numberr of others were no longer members (but their names were still on the membership lists).
377
Though the organizations boasted that their lists only contained current members, many had a
tendencyy only to remove the names of businesses that specifically asked to be withdrawn from the list.
Otherwisee their names remained even if they had been inactive and non-dues paying members for
years.. This situation is illustrated by the fact that a questionnaire was sent to one business owner who
hadd been deceased for the past two years but he was still listed as a member. In other less dramatic
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situations,, we found that a number of companies had changed their addresses, changed their company
name,, gone bankrupt, or changed leadership.
388
On different days and at different times during the day.
399
See Darbdaviu namai (2000) and Jasinskas, A. (2000).
400
As presented in Jancauskas 2000.
411
Though some of these characteristics seem to be sex specific. See chapter 7 for a detailed discussion.
422
If we accept that the approximate number of active Lithuanian SMEs is 88 500.
433
According to LDS survey data based on 1 750 private enterprises. No official nation-wide data is
available. .
444
The semi-structured interviews were conducted by the author (who speaks Lithuanian) and a hired
assistantt who spoke Lithuanian and Russian fluently.
455
See also Kaunas Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Crafts' website (http://www.chamber.lt).
466
See also Kaunas Regional Association of Small and Medium-sized Businesses' website
(http://www.versloasociacija.lt). .
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Chapterr 4: In the shadows but not on the fringe: Open-air market traders in
Lithuania a
4.11 Introduction
.... open air markets are often seen as especially dangerous and immoral places. This is
particularlyparticularly the case in the former communist countries where such speculative activity
waswas condemned for many years as 'parasitic' and is still seen as immoral (Sik &
Wallacee 1999:709).
Alll over the world, open-air markets (OAMs) exist on a continuum of trading activities
fromm extremely informal to more formalized and regulated places of exchange.
Howeverr all OAMs have informal characteristics such as low entrance barriers and the
flexiblee participation of vendors. They also embody the concept of the market in its
mostt raw and direct form namely face-to-face interactions (Sik & Wallace 1999).
Thoughh OAMs are a global phenomenon, studies in Central and Eastern European
countriess highlight the unique quality of OAMs in post-socialist countries (Sik &
Wallacee 1999; Czako & Sik 1999). For example, OAMs in post-socialist countries tend
too specialize in durable goods such as clothing, footwear, appliances, dishes, toys,
lightingg fixtures, videos, compact discs and most often display seasonal variation in the
goodss on sale.
Inn post-socialist countries, OAMs have survived and in many cases thrived during the
transitionn process. OAM traders experienced a dramatic shift from engaging in illegal
andd condemned 'entrepreneurial' activity to a legal and increasingly more open
existence.. OAM traders also experienced profound changes to the macro environment
includingg the dismantling of the socialized retail sector, the disappearance of the
Councill for Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON)1, the opening of borders, the
weakeningg of the state, the growth of consumer culture and the dramatically decreasing
standardd of living for many citizens (Sik & Wallace 1999).
Thee emergence and continuing existence of OAMs like Gariunai in transition countries
likee Lithuania may have as much to do with initial pre-transition conditions as with
currentt economic conditions. Most transition countries were generally characterized by
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weakk retail trade sectors and inefficient wholesale trade sectors. This provided the
opportunityy for many small traders to fill the existing market gaps.
OAMss occupy a unique position in the transitional environment by blurring the
traditionall division between formal/informal economic activities since in many cases,
Inn most cases, OAMs have been institutionalized but are not yet formalized (Sik &
Wallacee 1999). Though many OAM traders engage in international trade, these
activitiess are largely unrecorded since in general, OAM traders do not register their
precisee trading activities.
Issuess related to morality and legitimatization are also brought to the forefront by
OAMs.. Viewed as dangerous and immoral places, OAMs are often a source of
inexpensivee goods for a significant portion of the population (ibid.). In addition, OAMs
tendd to promote the mingling of diverse ethnic groups in terms of both local ethnic
minoritiess and by attracting traders and buyers from abroad. OAM trade relationships
havee also been shown to illustrate the importance of social capital and investments in
relationships,, which can act as a supplement or substitute for lack of financial capital
(Sikk 1994).

Thee basic definition of 'transition' in the post-socialist context refers to the switch
fromm a centrally planned economy to a market-based economic system. What this
definitionn implies is that the 'market' economy did not exist in former socialist
countries.. But on a small scale, trade based on market principles (i.e. flexible prices
balancingg supply and demand) did exist within the former socialist countries frequently
inn the form of OAMs. In most cases, OAMs were 'despised' by official ideology but
toleratedd by local officials. In this way, one could say that the continuing existence of
OAMss form a bridge between the capitalism of the pre-communist states, the informal
economyy of the communist period and the present capitalist orientation (Sik & Wallace
1999). .

Afterr the collapse of the Soviet Union, it was widely believed that price and trade
liberalizationn along with privatization would eliminate the distorted marginal markets
toleratedd under central planning' and would hence result in the disappearance of the
informall sector of the economy (ibid.). Further, competitive forces and price
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liberalizationn would ensure the dominance of the new capitalist market system. More
thann ten years later, we see another reality has emerged, one characterized by a thriving
informall sector. We also find that the traditional prescription of stabilization,
liberalizationn and privatization advocated by the Bretton Woods Institutions has not
beenn nearly as effective as expected. 'Entrepreneurship' in many cases is flourishing
albeitt in a marginal and small-scale manner.
Thee most basic form of small and medium-enterprise (SME) owners in Lithuania are
license-holdingg traders. Individuals interested in legally undertaking activities such as
small-scalee trading can obtain a license for a small fee from the municipality. Licenses
aree flexible and can be bought for one day, a number of weeks or months of trading.
Licensee holders differ from other SME owners in some significant ways. According to
Lithuaniann law, a license holder pays a flat fee and is allowed to engage in trading
activities.. Traders are currently expected to keep a record of the goods they sell but
theyy do not have to officially declare these sales or pay tax on them. As a result, all the
goodss that are sold with a license are not officially recorded. In addition, license
holderss are not legally permitted to hire additional employees except for family
members.. In general, license holders tend to engage in small-scale trading activities in
designatedd markets areas and do not have a permanent business address.
Thoughh there are approximately 37 500 license holders in Lithuania3, very little is
knownn about their activities. In order to address this knowledge gap, a survey was
conductedd of market traders at Gariunai, the largest open-air market in the Baltics.
Beyondd personal opinions and some anecdotal evidence, little is known about the
traderss at Gariunai. This is surprising given what seems to be the significance of
Gariunaii for regional economic development.
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Ourr analysis of OAM traders at the Gariunai market in Lithuania addresses the
followingg three questions:

a)a)

To what extent can OAM traders be considered 'productive'

b)b)

What unique functions do OAMs fulfill in the post-socialist

c)c)

What barriers to OAM traders face?

entrepreneurs?

environment?

Ourr results indicate that according to our definition of productive entrepreneurship (see
Chapterr 2.4 A), the majority of traders at Gariunai could be considered entrepreneurs.
Theyy have been able to carve out a market niche for their trading activities centered on
thee needs of potential customers in an ever-changing transitional environment. Further,
OAMss seem to play an important role in facilitating market penetration and providing
ann economic means for household survival in post-socialist countries (Sik & Wallace
1999).. OAM traders also face a number of different barriers including formal, informal
andd environmental factors. The positive and negative externalities of OAMs
highlightedd by our study have further implications for the government's role in either
stimulatingg or interfering with OAM trading activities.

4.22 Open-air markets in post-socialist countries
Theree exists an extensive literature on the role of informal markets in developing
countriess (Jagannathan 1987; Hill 1986). In 1957, Karl Polyani introduced the idea of
studyingg market relations through OAMs (see Sik & Wallace 1999:698). According to
Polyani'ss definition, the OAM was a place to exchange simple goods (ibid.). However,
Polyani'ss definition has been found to be too limited. Bohannan and Dalton (1962)
expandedd the definition to view OAMs as sites of exchange in which the actors and
theirr social, cultural, political and economic characteristics influence the manifestation
off the market principle (ibid.).

Too date the largest and most systematic study of OAMs in a post socialist country was
conductedd by Czako and Sik (1999). Through participant observation, data was
gatheredd on four OAMs in Hungary. Czako and Sik find that there is a path-dependent
relationshipp between OAMs and the commercial system in COMECON countries. Path
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dependencee is illustrated by the important role OAMs have played in responding to
consumerr demand not satisfied by existing formal venues. Most often, OAMs supply
thee need for cheaper products than are available in normal retail outlets, especially
clothess (1999:733). Among their findings Czako and Sik observed that though most
OAMM traders were male, most of the consumers were women especially older women.
Small-scalee and anthropological studies of OAMs have also been carried out in
Bulgariaa (Konstantinov 1994), in Poland (Iglicka & Sword 1999) and in Uzbekistan
(Kaiserr 1997). A study by Wallace et al. (1999) further investigates the role of social
capitall for small-scale traders in post-communist countries as a means to minimize the
risksrisks of market exchange. Wallace argues that the lack of formal regulation and
protectionn necessitates the development of various forms of informal social control
throughh networks and alliances (ibid.).
4.33 The Gariunai market
It'sIt's 4:30am in October. It is cold and dark but not silent. I'm actually being jostled
aboutabout as buyers race past me clutching carts and bags in order to make their
purchasespurchases of shoes, gloves, winter coats, but also light fixtures, movie videos even
wallpaper.wallpaper. This is Gariunai, the largest open-air market in the Baltics. It operates all
yearyear round; rain, shine or subzero temperatures. Working conditions are harsh. Sales
beginbegin at 4am and by 10:30am many traders have already closed shop or are taking
downdown their stalls and most of the charter buses with Latvian, Estonian or Lithuanian
licenselicense plates are gone.
Underr the Soviet system, 'private' trading was limited to basic goods such as
handmadee clothing and food products (berries, mushrooms, honey, homemade jam,
etc.)) which was permitted in designated market areas. These market areas were usually
locatedd in the center of cities. In Vilnius the number of buyers and sellers outgrew
markett areas within city limits and so in the late 1980's local officials created a new
markett in an area called 'Gariunai' located about 10 km outside of Vilnius proper.
Gariunaii has been in existence for over 15 years.
Thee Gariunai market has gone through many changes. As with many informal markets,
mostt individuals associate a level of criminality with Gariunai. This association is
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reasonablyy substantiated given Gariunai's history. In the early 1990's during the initial
'transition'' chaos in Lithuania, Gariunai exploded into a massive market selling a wide
rangee of legal and illegal goods. In those days, one could come to Gariunai to buy a
neww winter coat, a used western-made car or an automatic pistol. Racketeering was
prevalentt as were incredible profits. According to one trader, after a day of good
trading,, you could buy yourself a used car, and in a week, you had earned enough
moneyy to buy a house.

Initially,, Gariunai was simply a vast expanse of land on which stalls were erected,
waress put out and packed up again on a daily basis. Following Lithuania's
independencee (circa 1991), there was further development and the administration of
Gariunaii became more regulated. Currently Gariunai is made up of four distinct areas:
thee new market, the old market, the Belarussian market, and the fringe markets. There
iss also a massive used car market located on the other side of the highway. The
administrationn of Gariunai is divided between two private enterprises and the
municipality.. In recent years, the enterprise administering the new market area of
Gariunaii has built cement garage-like stalls to house some of the traders. Restroom
facilitiess and a rather large café-restaurant have also been built on the outskirts of the
neww market territory4.
Inn order to trade at Gariunai (in the old and new markets), traders are expected to
possesss a trading license and to pay a daily market fee. Those traders outside the
boundariess of the designated old and new markets are sometimes expected to pay a
dailyy market fee but otherwise are unregulated.
Gariunaii is open six days a week (closed on Mondays) and trading occurs from 4am to
lpm.. The main trading days are Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. On Tuesday and
Thursdayy most 'bulk' trades are conducted early in the morning whereas on Saturday
mostt buyers are individual buyers from Lithuania. The number of traders is constantly
shiftingg at Gariunai and varies due to the day of the week and seasonal influences.
Theree are no official statistics regarding the number of traders at Gariunai5. A rough
countt of traders on a busy day (Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday) is approximately 4
0000 stalls. On the less busy days (Wednesday, Friday and Sunday) there are
approximatelyy 1 000 - 2 000 stalls. Many traders work in teams of two individuals
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(oftenn husband-wife teams) so on a busy day we could expect approximately 8 000
traderss and on a slow day 2 000 - 4 000 traders to be working at the market.
4.44 Sample characteristics
Bothh personal and business characteristics were collected on the Gariunai traders
interviewedd (see chapter 3.14). The majority of traders did not consider Lithuanian to
bee their native language. We used this question as a proxy for identity. Moreover, only
aa slight majority of traders possessed a reasonable command of the Lithuanian
language.. The rest either did not speak Lithuanian well or did not speak it at all. This is
surprisingg given the fact that officially less than 20 percent of the population of
Lithuaniaa are non-Lithuanians6. Most of the non-Lithuanians were Russian, Polish,
Belarussianss or other Slavic-speakers. Some traders were ethnically Azerbaijanis
thoughh they have been living and working in Lithuania for many years. In addition, a
smalll number of Vietnamese traders have moved to Lithuania in order to trade at
Gariunai. .
Givenn the 'sinister' and 'dangerous' stereotypes of the Gariunai market, one would
expectt a 'masculine' environment to prevail. This was probably the case in the past,
butt is not the case now. The majority of the traders interviewed were women and this
wass a reflection of the general composition of traders at Gariunai. In twenty percent of
thee cases, couples were working together in a 'family business' often with a clear
divisionn of labor: the husband helped with setting up and taking down the stall while
thee wife's primary duty was sales.
Thee traders we interviewed ranged in age from 23 to 65 years of age. The average
trader'ss age was 42 years. Almost all the traders had previous work experience in a
state-ownedd enterprise (SOE) and less than a fourth of the traders had previous trade
experience.. In terms of education, close to a fourth of the traders had a university
education. .
Mostt traders 'owned their businesses' (i.e. were license holders) and less than a fourth
weree hired employees. The vast majority had not set up an official business structure
(suchh as a sole proprietorship or corporation) but traded using a renewable trading
license.. The individual trading operations tended to be small, with the average number
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off employees being less than one. Though most traders did not legally employ family
members,, our observations confirm that a large number of traders do not work alone
andd are most likely assisted by family members on an unofficial basis. For the majority
off traders interviewed, their trading activities were not temporary in nature and the
'average'' trader had been trading for about five years. Close to sixty percent of the
traderss stated economic reasons as their main motivation for starting up trade activities
att Gariunai. Only two percent stated that they were motivated by the desire to have
theirr own business. This is in stark contrast to the responses of Lithuanian SME owners
too the Litsme survey where 42 percent of the SME owners started their businesses
becausee 'they always wanted to have their own business' and only 34 percent had
startedd their business due to 'economic reasons' (needed money)7 (see Chapter 3.13).

Mostt of the merchandise sold at Gariunai does not originate from Lithuania but is
broughtt in from elsewhere, most notably Poland but also Turkey, Greece and even
China.. Many traders interviewed are traveling to other countries to buy merchandise
thatt they then resell at Gariunai. In this sense, Gariunai seems to play a significant role
inn international trade.
Forr the vast majority of interviewees, trading at Gariunai was their main source of
income.. Close to one-fourth of the traders interviewed began trading at Gariunai after
theyy lost their jobs in the state sector (due to downsizing, privatization, or bankruptcy).
Mostt others cited additional economic reasons such as no jobs available or lack of job
availabilityy with reasonable salaries and the need for supplemental income in addition
too meager disability or pension payments8. Three-fourths of the respondents said they
wouldd stop trading if they were offered a decent job elsewhere.
Ourr own assessment of the situation indicates another underlying motivation. It is
likelyy that the majority of traders are selling at Gariunai because their command of the
statee language (Lithuanian) is too weak to get them a reasonable job elsewhere. In
addition,, a number of traders work at Gariunai because they make a good living off
theirr sales, better than if they worked elsewhere. Finally a smaller number have
becomee traders due to family ties and established cross-border networks engaged in
tradee activities.
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Thee question also arises as to what extent, we can classify the predominantly nonLithuanian-speakingg traders as immigrants. An extensive body of literature exists on
immigrantt entrepreneurship and self-employment. Some studies focus on the effects of
disadvantagee in the formal labor force or racism that pushes immigrants into selfemploymentt i.e. displacement theory (Light 1979; Phizacklea 1990). Waldinger et al.
(2000)) have argued that blocked mobility and impediments in the labor market due to
unfamiliarityy of the host country language, inadequate or inappropriate skills, age and
discriminationn are powerful catalysts for immigrants to opt for self-employment. The
importancee of social capital in the form of networks amongst immigrant also
entrepreneurss is stressed as an important resource for business creation (ibid.). In
addition,, the degree of host country language facility is an important influence
affectingg self-employment outcomes. Often, immigrants choose self-employment
becausee the money-returns are greater than the entry-level jobs they qualify for (Light
&& Roach 1996).
Thee non-native-Lithuanian traders that we interviewed at Gariunai seem to share
commonalitiess with other groups of 'immigrant' entrepreneurs documented in the
literaturee but they also exhibit some unique characteristics. First of all, the majority has
experiencedd loss of privileged status since the collapse of the Soviet Union. In Soviet
Lithuania,, native Russian speakers were given preferential treatment for employment
(oftenn blue-collar) and housing. In post-Soviet Lithuania, these individuals have not
onlyy lost their privileged status but due to new language requirements, experience
discrimination.. Though in terms of physical features there is little observable
difference,, Slavic speakers in Lithuania can be considered 'foreign' since they possess
distinctt phenotypical and cultural characteristics (Portes & Sensenbrenner 1993).
Duringg transition and the closure or downsizing of SOEs, many Slavic speakers have
lostt their employment. The only clear cases of immigrant entrepreneurs at the Gariunai
markett were a small number of Vietnamese traders.
4.55 Barriers
Inn response to the main barriers encountered by the traders interviewed, low
purchasingg power and too few customers was the most frequent response and primary
concern.. Low purchasing power results in fewer customers. The stories told by longtimee traders at Gariunai indicate that there has been a rapid decline in the number of
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customerss at Gariunai. One trader commented that several years ago, he was not able
too see the traders on the other side of the walkway because of the thick crowd of
customers.. This is definitely not the case anymore. In this regard, the situation for
traderss at Gariunai and SME owners in Lithuania is similar. SME owners in Lithuania
identifiedd low purchasing power as a primary barrier to their business operations (see
Chapterr 5). Further the traders indicated customs and high OAM costs as barriers.
Customss is a barrier that affects traders at Gariunai for two reasons. Firstly, it affects
thee seemingly large number of traders that bring in their merchandise from other
countriess and secondly, it affects sales to foreign customers who buy goods at Gariunai
withh the intent of bringing them back to their home country. If customs regulations
change,, as they have in the past, such as by increasing customs duties and restricting
quantitiess of tax-free import/export, sales and supply at Gariunai can be drastically
reduced.. High OAM costs refers to costs such as the unofficial 'rental cost' of specific
stalll locations at Gariunai, daily market fees and automobile entrance fees as well as
thee threat of fines issued during random checks by inspection officials .

Finally,, many traders at Gariunai feel that they are unfairly judged and negatively
stereotypedd because they trade at Gariunai. For most Lithuanians, Gariunai evokes
mixedd feelings: it is considered a dirty and dangerous market but also one offering the
cheapestt prices for many durable goods. Lithuania's former president and currently
Memberr of Parliament, Vytautas Landsbergis called Gariunai 'a national disgrace'.
Landsbergiss believed that markets like Gariunai should not exist in a 'civilized market
economy'.. On the other hand, the current leader of parliament, Arturas Palauskas,
visitedd Gariunai as part of his election campaign in the fall of 2000. Traders at
Gariunaii grapple with these attitudes. They feel that they are not only providing
themselvess with an income but also providing needed goods for their customers. By
andd large it seems that the 'positive' contribution of the traders at Gariunai is generally
overlookedd by the Lithuanian population as a whole.

4.66 Issues raised
Ourr survey of traders at Gariunai raises a number of issues regarding the socio-political
andd economic aspects of OAMs and OAM traders. These issues are discussed in some
detaill below.
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Sociall aspects. As already described in section four, the majority of OAM traders did
nott consider Lithuanian to be their native language and a significant percentage of the
traderss did not speak any Lithuanian. It seems that a higher proportion of non-native
ethnicc groups are represented at this OAM than in the population as a whole. Also the
presencee of foreign customers increases the mix of ethnicities at Gariunai. This
phenomenonn can result in OAMs serving the function of an inter-cultural 'meeting
place'' (Sik & Wallace 1999) in an otherwise fairly homogenous population. This also
suggestss that Gariunai may play an important role in integrating national ethnic
minoritiess and may also reduce the possibility of ethnic conflicts.
Inn addition, the majority of traders at Gariunai turned out to be female. Since women
aree traditionally highly represented in retail trade and petty trading activities, this does
nott come as a complete surprise. However, this counters the observations made by
Czakoo & Sik (1999) that found that most traders in Hungarian OAMs are male. There
mayy be several reasons for the higher proportion of female traders at Gariunai. Firstly,
itt may be a consequence of the large decline in female employment in Lithuania and
mayy reflect the difficulty many unemployed women have in finding new employment.
Thee combination of age and sex may be another factor affecting the large presence of
femalee traders. A study by Kanopiené (2000) has shown that the largest percentage of
unemployedd women in Lithuania is between the ages of 31-54. For male laborers,
unemploymentt numbers are greater only in the 'under 18' age group (ibid.). Having
saidd this, all individuals who lost their previous jobs and are middle aged have a
difficultt time finding employment in Lithuania and it is for this reason that we
probablyy encountered traders who were for the most part in their forties. The decline in
employmentt opportunities in the state sector and the increased difficulty that women
facee in obtaining employment in the private sector may be of influence here (see also
chapterr 2.3). Secondly, females seem to have better developed communication skills
andd this may lead to better sales and greater trading success for female rather than male
traders.. Thirdly, our interviewees suggest that Gariunai has become less profitable and
thee reduced potential earnings of traders at Gariunai could be another reason why we
encounterr fewer male traders.

Thee relatively high level of education amongst the traders seems indicative of the
displacementt of labor that has occurred due to the closure, downsizing and
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privatizationn of SOEs. Many highly educated individuals suddenly found themselves
withoutt a job or income. A number of these have turned to trading as a way to make
endss meet.
Gariunaii also provides the opportunity for flexible work hours. Though the vast
majorityy of the traders we interviewed were working full-time at Gariunai, they could
choosee to skip days, come late or leave early according to their own needs and whims.
Onee couple selling shoes said that five years ago they used to sell at Gariunai a few
dayss a week but now that the number of buyers has decreased, they must come
everydayy in order to earn enough income. But even working full time at Gariunai is not
thee same as in most other establishments. For example, a number of traders were
tradingg under the influence of alcoholic beverages. This type of behavior would no
longerr be tolerated at most official workplaces.
Furthermore,, it seems that Gariunai provides the opportunity to make a decent living. It
wass impossible to ask the traders directly about their income from trading. However,
wee asked them to indicate the level of earnings for which they would be willing to take
anotherr job. The results were clearly influenced by ownership. Those who were hired
employeess trading at Gariunai would be willing to work at minimum wage levels at
anotherr job (400 Lt10) whereas other traders had higher salary requirements (ranging
fromm 600 - 2 000 Lt a month"). Given that a monthly salary of 1 000 Lt a month
(approximatelyy $ 250 USD) is considered a reasonable income for even educated
Lithuanians,, the salary requirements of independent OAM traders are quite high. This
indicationn combined with the fact that the vast majority of traders at Gariunai state that
theyy make adequate earnings off their trading activities leads us to believe that it is still
possiblee to make a decent living working at Gariunai.
Despitee some improvements, the working conditions at Gariunai remain harsh.
Gariunaii is open all year round, six days a week, from 4am to 1pm. Some parts of the
neww market are paved and there are a number of cement 'stalls' built for the traders.
Butt this is only relevant for a small group of traders. The vast majority of traders stand
onn the dirt floor and put up and take down flimsy stalls made of a metal frame and
plasticc covering. For approximately six months out of the year, there are subzero
temperaturess for at least part of the trading day. In many cases, traders are completely
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exposedd to the elements: whether it be snowstorms, rain, wind or even extreme heat. A
numberr of traders remarked about the negative health aspects of the harsh working
conditions.. In addition, in preparation for busy trading days, many traders will line up
inn their cars starting at 9:30pm and spend the night in their cars in order to ensure that
theyy will enter the market area and set out their goods in time for the earliest buyers
(whoo tend to buy goods in bulk).

Economicc aspects - micro. Gariunai seems to act as a social safety net for people who
havee lost their jobs. Though the majority of traders at Gariunai have been engaged in
tradingg activities for a number of years, Gariunai also offers the possibility of shorttermm work for individuals to make an income when they have lost their jobs. For
example,, one trader we interviewed turned out to be a recently laid-off Lithuanian
Airliness pilot. A friend of his was a trader at Gariunai and offered him the possibility to
selll at the market. During our interview, the former Airlines pilot was selling men's
winterr coats. His situation is not uncommon. After losing their jobs, a number of OAM
traderss began working at Gariunai using existing informal networks such as friends or
familyy members that encouraged them to trade at Gariunai. However, though many of
thee traders may have started at Gariunai as a temporary source of income, for the vast
majorityy of those interviewed, Gariunai has become their main source of income and
theirr main job. Most traders spend more than 36 hours a week at Gariunai and the
overwhelmingg majority earn an adequate or above adequate amount of money. More
thann half of those traders interviewed have been working at Gariunai for seven or more
years. .

Further,, Gariunai provides additional income for pensioners and those on disability
benefitss who find it difficult to survive off their state pensions and disability payments.
Lithuaniann law limits the type of paid activities pensioners can engage in, but trading at
Gariunaii is permissible and seems to be a viable option chosen by a number of
pensioners. .

Economicc aspects - macro. Though no official records are available, it seems that the
majorityy of merchandise sold at Gariunai is purchased outside of Lithuania and brought
too Gariunai by the traders themselves. These goods are re-purchased by foreign
customerss who bring the goods back home. As such we can say that Gariunai promotes
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internationall trade activities. Currently an equal number of buyers at Gariunai are
Lithuanianss and other nationalities (Russians, Latvians, Belarussians, etc.), but this has
nott always been the case. Before the ruble crisis in 1998, Russian buyers were as
importantt or even more important than Lithuanian buyers. For 'bulk' sales Latvian and
Estoniann buyers are still important as evidenced by the sizeable presence of vehicles
fromm these countries on busy trading days. It is difficult to estimate the exact quantities
off goods being purchased and sold in Gariunai since these types of records do not need
too be officially kept. However, the scope and frequency of market activities seems to
indicatee that Gariunai plays an important role for regional and international trade.
Currentlyy the main regional movement of goods is from Poland to Gariunai and to
marketss in Latvia and Estonia as well as smaller regional markets in Lithuania.

4.77 Discussion
Ourr interview data suggests that the majority of OAMs traders at Gariunai are female
andd on average are 42 years old. The vast majority of interviewees were previously
employedd and started trading at Gariunai for economic reasons. The average number of
employeess was less than one though it is believed that most traders make use of the
unofficiall labor of family members. The general profile of a typical trader at Gariunai
iss of an individual pushed into trading due to circumstances rather than choice.
Customss procedures and high OAM costs are the main formal barriers identified by
OAMM traders. In terms of environmental barriers, low purchasing power and too few
customerss were mentioned as well as harsh working conditions. In terms of informal
factors,, the negative image of OAM traders at markets like Gariunai continues to form
aa barrier to the legitimacy of trading activities. These barriers are presented in figure
4.1. .
Usingg the definition for productive entrepreneurship in transition countries which
focusess on innovative activity under uncertainty that leads to a viable business, the
traderss interviewed at Gariunai could be categorized as productive entrepreneurs. In
termss of innovative activity, these traders have been able to adapt their activities not
onlyy to the changing demands of extremely price sensitive customers but also to the
uncertaintyy of an ever-changing regulatory environment that characterizes Lithuania's
transitionall process. Their activities seem to result in viable, legal businesses to the
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extentt that they provide a decent income for themselves and their families. Though it is
unclearr to what extent traders engage in bribery and corruption in order to bring their
goodss to market, in general we find most OAM traders to embody a form of productive
entrepreneurshipp since most are legal license holders, provide employment and a
personall income to themselves and their families.
Figuree 4.1: Barriers to OAM traders in Lithuania
Transitionall Environment

Rolee of the State
FORMALL &
INFORMALL RULES
•• Customs
•• High OAM costs
•• Governmental attitude

Normss and values
INFORMALL RULES

Macroo & Micro
ENVIRONMENT T
•• Low purchasing
power r
•• Few customers
•• Harsh working
conditions s

•• Negative trader image
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4.88 Conclusion
Ourr interview data seems to indicate that most traders at Gariunai are examples of
productivee entrepreneurship i.e. innovative activity under uncertainty leading to a
viablee business. The traders provide goods to the changing demands of price sensitive
clientelee and are able to earn a decent living for themselves and their families. Though
itt is unclear as to what extent OAM traders engage in bribery or corruption especially
whenn bringing goods to the market, we find that by and large, their activities seem to
contributee to economic growth.
Gariunaii and its traders fulfill a number of important social and economic roles.
Firstly,, market trading provides a means of earning an income for the unemployed and
supplementss the income of pensioners and the disabled. OAMs seem to provide a
reasonablee income for individuals who are disadvantaged on the official labor market
duee to sex, language ability, ethnicity, and age. Further, OAMs provide supplemental
incomee for individuals living off of meager pensions or disability payments. As such it
reducess the financial burden of the state to provide additional benefits to these
individuals.. Secondly, it may be an instrumental stabilization factor for diminishing the
possibilityy for ethnic conflict by providing an opportunity to earn an income to resident
alienss and/or citizens who do not have an adequate command of the state language.
Thirdly,, the local government benefits from the revenue it receives in the form of
licensee registration payments. Finally, additional revenue is also generated by marketrelatedd activities of Gariunai customers such as the use of food-related services, gas
stations,, etc.
Inn addition, in transition countries, OAMs such as Gariunai provide a selection of
inexpensivee goods to very price sensitive consumers (Sik & Wallace 1999). Given the
instabilityy and generally low wages of many citizens of transition countries, low price
ratherr than high quality is often the determining factor for making a purchase.
Furthermore,, the low wages common to both the public and private sector in transition
countriess make trading at OAM, even at a low income, an attractive alternative to other
formss of employment.

However,, since many of the activities occurring at Gariunai are not officially recorded,
thee government faces a potential revenue loss. In addition, the bribing and corruption
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thatt occurs regularly during customs controls may result in further government revenue
loss.. The 'unofficial' character of trade at OAMs like Gariunai could also result in
unfairr competition for the more structured 'indoor' wholesale and retail business
sector.. Furthermore since the trading activities occurring at OAMs like Gariunai are
officiallyy not registered or recorded, they may impact the reliability of key national
economicc measurements, such as the balance of trade statistics, current and capital
accounts,, income and employment statistics.
Thee main barriers that OAM traders encounter are related to formal and informal rules
andd environmental factors. Formal rules include high OAM costs and customs
regulationss while informal rules have to do with the negative image of OAM traders.
Environmentall barriers are related to purchasing power, too few customers and harsh
workingg conditions.
Givenn the important role that OAMs like Gariunai play in terms of employment,
supplementingg pensions, integration of Russian-speaking Lithuanian residents and
stabilization,, it may be of interest for the government to further enhance trading at
Gariunai.. The policy recommendations presented in Chapter 9 provide some further
suggestionss on strategies to improve the trading environment at markets like Gariunai.
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Chapterr 4 notes
'Thiss intergovernmental organization covered the Soviet Bloc countries. The COMECON's main
activitiess were joint planning and the promotion of bilateral and multilateral trade (for more information
seee Brine 1992; Brabant 1989; Ausch 1972; Kaser 1965).
22
As outlined in the Washington Consensus (1989) for further discussion, see Kolodko (2000).
33
In 2000, according to the Lithuanian tax office.
Moree recently, a hotel has been built near the used car market.
Thee old and new markets take market fees from traders on their territory every day but the
administratorss of these two areas would not disclose the number of traders present.
Officiall statistics only provide an indication of Lithuanian citizens and nationality and not language
speakingg ability (Lithuanian Department of Statistics 2000). In Lithuania, citizenship and nationality can
bee distinctly different categories. For example, an individual can be a Lithuanian citizen but have
Russiann nationality. In 2001, approximately 55 percent of the residents of the Vilnius region were of
Lithuaniann nationality while 42 percent were of Polish, Russian, Belarussian, or Ukrainian nationality
(Lithuaniann Department of Statistics 2002).
Similarr results have been found in other post-socialist countries (see Gerxhani 2002).
xx
The minimum state pension in 1999 was 138 Lt per month (approximately $ 34.50 USD) (UNDP
2000).. In April 2002, the minimum state pension was increased to 142 Lt per month.
Inn the old and new markets at Gariunai, the traders rent out segments of market for a fee that varies
dependingg on market location. Further if the traders drive their cars onto the market grounds they must
payy a daily automobile fee. Also traders pay a daily market fee. Numerous inspection agencies can
randomlyy check traders for illegal employees, selling in US dollars instead of the national currency,
tradingg without a valid license, etc. If traders are caught breaching the regulations, they are fined.
'"" Approximately $ 100 USD a month.
1
'' Approximately $ 125 - 500 USD a month.
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Chapterr 5: Barriers to Legitimacy: Interviews with small and medium-sized
enterprisee owners and officials
5.11 Introduction
LithuaniaLithuania is like a bag of cement, some bricks, and wood planks. It is not yet a built
househouse - so we can't expect it to act like a house (Jonas* - an SME owner).
Theree is a growing body of literature on private enterprise development in transition
countriess (Johnson & Loveman 1995; Smallbone & Piasecki 1995; Roberts & Tholen
1998,, Slonimski 1999; Bateman 2000; Glas et al. 2000; Roberts & Zhou 2000;
Pissaridess 1999; Pissarides et al. 2000; Hashi 2001; Muent et al. 2001; Bartlett & Bukvic
2001;; Anderson & Pomfret 2001; Smallbone & Welter 2001a). Though a number of
studiess use interviews or case studies as a method to gain insight as to the situation for
businesss owners and managers (Hashi 2001; Smallbone et al. 2001b), there have been
few,, if any, studies which present the perspectives not only of small and medium-sized
enterprisee (SME) owners but also those of governmental officials, non-governmental
organizationn (NGO) representatives and related actors. In this chapter we allow not only
thee individual 'voices' of SME owners to be heard but also the opinions of governmental
andd NGO representatives as related to SMEs and SME development.
Drawingg on a number of studies, Nada Kobeissi (2001) argues that the long exposure to
thee communist ideology and institutional practices that occurred in countries like the
Soviett Union, has created an environment adverse to private business practices that in
effectt hampers entrepreneurial development. Kobeissi calls this phenomenon 'residual
communism'' and identifies a number of negative consequences it has on present and
futuree entrepreneurs. This negative legacy can be directly related to institutional theory
wheree personal attitudes and preferences are seen as important catalysts or deterrents to
changee (North 1997a:7).
Thee aim of this chapter is to analyze the effects of 'residual communism' especially as
theyy influence formal and informal institutions with regards to the development of SMEs
inn Lithuania. These issues are explored while addressing the following question:
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WhatWhat are the main barriers to SME legitimacy in Lithuania?
Byy legitimacy we understand public and official acceptance, appreciation as well as lack
off barriers to the development and support of SMEs. Our analysis is based on qualitative
informationn collected through twenty-two semi-structured informal interviews with
SMEE owners, governmental and NGO officials and experts (see Chapter 3.14).
Inn general, we find that though the formal environment (laws and regulations) now
allowss for legal entrepreneurial activities, the legacy of Soviet mentality i.e. residual
communism,, continues to shape the attitudes of not only governmental officials but also
off SME owners, SME employees and society as a whole. Hence 'residual communism1
inn the form of embedded and 'outdated' attitudes still forms an important barrier to SME
development.. Further, the diversity of SME owner experiences indicates that individual
adherencee to the values and norms of the Soviet system before transition is an
influencingg factor on the attitudes expressed and activities undertaken by SME owners
afterr transition.

5.22 Sample Characteristics'
SMEE owners. We interviewed an equal number of male and female SME owners
engagedd in a variety of sectors. A high proportion of them worked in either retail or
wholesalee trade. The businesses were located in both urban and rural areas. The vast
majorityy of SME owners were university educated and most worked full-time at their
businesses.. Typically the SME owners interviewed were in their thirties with the
averagee age being 38 years old. All our respondents had hired employees and the
averagee number of staff was approximately 26 employees. Also all of our respondents
hadd been in business for a number of years, on average approximately six years. As a
generall characteristic, most of our respondents under-report their business earnings2.
SME-relatedd actors. Governmental officials, NGO representatives and several SMErelatedd individuals were interviewed in order to gain their perspectives. The interviews
withh governmental officials included a representative from the SME division of the
Ministryy of Economic Affairs, a representative from Lithuania's social security office
(SoDRA)) and a representative from the Vilnius tax office. The interviews with
representativess from Lithuanian NGOs included high ranking officials from: two offices
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off the Lithuanian Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Crafts (LCCIC), an independent
Lithuaniann SME Association, the Lithuanian Development Agency for SMEs
(SMEDA),, an independent regional entrepreneurship association focusing on SMEs, the
Lithuaniann Business and Professional Women's Association and a Lithuanian consultant
specializingg in SMEs3. Our interviews with local experts included a management and
businesss consultant from the US who had been working in Lithuania for over two years
andd an entrepreneur from the US who had been living and working in Lithuania for over
fourr years.
5.33 Main themes: SME Owners
Thee main issues that emerged from our interviews with SME owners are presented
underr the categories: mentality, location, institutions, skilled labor and environmental
changes. .
5.3.11

Mentality

Fliess and spiders. SME owners reflect a spectrum of post-Soviet profiles that can be
categorizedd into three general types: the flies, the spiders and the entrepreneurs by
default.. In general, 'the flies' are SME owners are independent thinkers who resisted the
Soviett 'web' of central planning and felt 'caught' in a corrupt and bureaucratic system.
Privatee business ownership provided a vehicle to exit the formal bureaucracy of state
employmentt as well as the opportunity to apply their skills to generate personal welfare.
Thee 'flies' approximate Baumol's 'productive' entrepreneur profile4 and our definition
forr productive entrepreneurship (see chapter 2.4.4) since they are individuals interested
inn turning their idea and/or skills into a profitable business, that results in welfare
benefitss for themselves and society as a whole. For the most part, these individuals
followw the regulations, engage in less bribery and combat what they experience as
'injustice'' through legal action instead of succumbing to bribery and corruption. Some
off these SME owners were already involved in private trading activities informally (and
illegally)) during the Soviet period. Many of these SME owners chose to start businesses
inn sectors outside of their previous employment experience.
Thee 'spiders' are private business owners who still subscribe to the Soviet mentality and
wayy of doing things, applying these methods to the current situation. In general, they
functionedd well within the Soviet 'web' of corruption and bureaucracy. They
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approximatee the 'predatory', 'unproductive' or 'destructive' entrepreneurs according to
Baumol'ss classification i.e. increasing their own wealth through business activities to the
detrimentt of other's welfare. For these entrepreneurs, intimidation, bribery, corruption
andd all forms of tax evasion are fair game in the process of personal enrichment.

Onee other clear type of SME owner was the 'entrepreneur by default'. These were
individualss that may or may not have had entrepreneurial aspirations but the turning
pointt to their 'entrepreneurial' decision was the privatization of their workplace. They
becamee owners (often co-owners) of the new private businesses that used to be stateownedd and operated. Though initially pushed into entrepreneurship, the interviews
revealedd

that

some

of

these

individuals

have

also

become

committed

to

entrepreneurship.. However, no matter what their orientation, the SME owners
interviewedd complained about governmental policies, regulations and intervention.

'Warriors'' of justice: Most SME owners interviewed believed that the court system in
Lithuaniaa is corrupt. As Zigmas* commented: The judges almost always side with the
governmentgovernment and so it doesn 't matter if I am right, they will support the
position.position.

government's

Those who took their cases to trial mainly did so to make a point and out of

idealisticc convictions (i.e. the 'fly-type of SME owner). Court cases can take years and a
numberr of SME owners interviewed had cases that have been sitting in the courts for
twoo to three years or more. Winning a court case is a symbolic victory because the time,
effortt and costs involved are substantial. In addition, the SME owners commented that
thee costs of legal intervention for the government are high and do not correspond to the
amountt and type of fines that lead to court cases. In essence, the SME owners believe
thatt the government always loses through legal intervention on the SME level due to
pettyy or ungrounded charges and because the costs incurred (judges, government
officials,, transportation, etc.) far exceed the fine that is ultimately collected if the state
wins.. Other less idealistic SME owners simply pay the fine regardless of whether it was
issuedd fairly. As Snaige* noted: ...it's easier to pay the fine than go to court, which
takestakes more time, energy and moneyYearningYearning for recognition: Many SME owners commented that they are frustrated by
thee general societal view and media image of entrepreneurs as criminals and speculators.
Algiss noted: ... everyone looked at you as a 'speculator' and almost a criminal for
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makingmaking a profit5. The government's continuously changing regulations and policies also
irritatee many SME owners. Though the government officially declares that it supports
SMEE development, most SME owners commented that they have not seen any real steps
takenn to put these words into action. Algis commented, even a symbolic gesture by the
governmentgovernment to reduce the tax burden on SMEs would have a great impact in increasing
thethe legitimacy of the economic contribution made by SME owners in Lithuania. As Jonas
furtherr noted.1 Entrepreneurs are not lying when they say nothing has changed and that
theythey haven't seen any assistance from the government.
Rasa** was especially frustrated by the lack of accountability displayed by government
officials:: Government lives off the labor of businesses but does not take responsibility
forfor its actions. Politicians come and go but are not responsible, they are not inspected
likelike businesses are and they are not expected to pay penalties for misbehavior like
businesses,businesses, they can simply walk away. Currently, SME owners suffer from a negative
imagee as individuals involved in 'extracting' wealth from society. In general, society
stilll maintains a suspicious and wary view towards private business owners who are
moree often regarded as 'greedy speculators' than positive economic agents.
Thee legacy of Soviet mentality: Many SME owners complained about the continuing
Soviett mentality of officials, employees and society in general. Often governmental
officialss continue to adhere to an inflexible, demotivating and inspection/fining oriented
bureaucraticc culture. Snaige noted that up until 1998 tax officials used to receive
commissionss based on the number of fines they collected. In general, inspection officers
fromm different governmental departments are evaluated on their performance according
too the total number of fines that they collect from business owners. The sheer number of
inspectionn agencies that can show up at a business's door is daunting, according to
Zigmas*:: there are 68 inspection bodies in Lithuania and about 34 of them are directly
relatedrelated to business. Many SME owners were frustrated by what they perceived as the
'incompetence'' of national and local officials. The constantly changing regulations form
aa main barrier, but dealing with officials who were not well-informed and compensate
forr their lack of knowledge through arrogant and condescending behavior was a source
off great psychological frustration amongst SME owners. For example, Zigmas called the
firefire department and asked how many fire extinguishers he would need for his store given
itss size. The fire department official told Zigmas that he needed one extinguisher. Some
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timee later several fire department officials inspected his store and told Zigmas he needed
twoo extinguishers and proceeded to fine him.
Inn the past, Soviet employment meant 'working' exclusively for the state; private
enterprisee was associated with speculative capitalism and was severely frowned upon
andd in some cases punished (Feige 1997). This has resulted in a generation of
individualss who harbor negative attitudes towards private enterprises and especially for
workingg for a private 'capitalist'. Some individuals are even reluctant to seek work at
privatee businesses because they find working for the benefit of an entrepreneur
unacceptablee and humiliating6. Further, Birute* commented that in general, people do
notnot want to work. They want life to be organized for them as it was in the Soviet system
soso they didn 't have to think or try. Another problem cited by Rasa is dishonesty amongst
employees:: Soviet culture taught employees to steal from their workplaces and that
becamebecame everyday behavior. And that mentality is very hard to change.

5.3.22

The advantages of location

Contraryy to our expectations, the economic welfare of SMEs in Lithuania did not depend
onn whether they were located in urban or rural areas. SMEs in rural areas were not
automaticallyy disadvantaged. The following conditions seem to also be important: type
off business activity, local community support, and reduced competition. More common
businesss activities such as retail stores may encounter local competition but nontraditionall business activities can enjoy an environment free of immediate competitive
pressuree in rural surroundings. Also a SME owner's personal ability to conjure up local
supportt for their business has an influence on community goodwill. For example, in one
business,, instead of hiring trained specialists from outside the community to do the
work,, Algis* hired locals and trained them. As a result, Algis profited from a high level
off local goodwill. In some cases, local officials in non-metropolitan areas recognize the
positivee benefits of small local businesses and are less inclined to interfere and even
assistt them by informing them about upcoming changes to regulations and policies. But
nott in all cases. Other SME owners in rural or less developed urban areas noted that they
encounteredd local official harassment.

Inn addition, Lithuania's relatively small size (approx. 65 thousand sq. kilometers) and the
existencee of five main urban areas throughout the country with a reasonably good
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transportationn infrastructure, results in the lack of truly isolated rural areas. A given rural
enterprisee is only approximately 60 to 90 minutes' drive from a main urban center. Rural
publicc transport is lacking but the relatively high percentage of private car ownership
(433 percent of all Lithuanian households owned a private car in 19997) reduces physical
barriers.. One of the advantages of being located in even a medium-sized city mentioned
byy Snaige who owned a retail store was the lack of competitive pressures. Snaige noted
thatt she was able to keep merchandise on her shelves longer and there was less pressure
too constantly renew the selection, as is the case in the larger urban areas.
5.3.33

Institutions as obstacles

Thee SME owners interviewed had more criticisms and complaints about the social
securityy agency (SoDRA) than about tax officials or any other inspection agency. Many
SMEE owners felt that tax officers were at least better informed about changes to
regulationss than SoDRA officials. Rasa provided an example of SoDRA interference:
thee SoDRA office called her and said they were missing an important document and that
shee must come to the SoDRA office and bring a copy. She told them that she had
alreadyy provided them with a copy but they insisted she bring another copy. So she
drovee 30 km to the local SoDRA office with a copy of the document. Upon arrival she
foundd out that in the meantime they had been able to find the original document. The
SoDRAA official did not apologize for Rasa's wasted time and energy.
Otherr SME owners also cited the general incompetence of SoDRA officials and the
doublee standards that exist in terms of deadlines and fines. For a number of SME
owners,, incompetence of officials was more irritating than the actual regulations
themselves.. Snaige commented about the double standard of SoDRA regulations:
SoDRASoDRA demands that you pay every month but when they have to pay, such as for
maternitymaternity leave, disability, or sick leave, they often pay 2-3 months late without interest.
Latee payments are especially difficult to manage for SME owners due to the generally
lowerr levels of working capital and financial reserves. But if Snaige is late with her
paymentss then she is required to pay interest. Further Jonas calculated an enormous
discrepancyy between the mandatory monthly social security contributions that he makes
andd the corresponding pension he can expect to receive if he lives to pension age: Jonas
payss 4 000 Lt (approximately $ 1 000 USD) monthly to SoDRA which will amount to a
totall of 960 000 Lt by the time he retires. The maximum pension that Jonas can expect
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too receive is 1 000 Lt a month, so it would take approximately 80 years for him even to
receivee back all his SoDRA contributions (and this takes no account of interest on the
contributions).. Jonas further explained how it is possible to evade these payments by
declaringg a lower 'official' salary.
5.3.44

Throwing hard-earned money into the wind

Inn addition to the desire to retain as much of the hard-earned profits as possible from
theirr business operations, many SME owners have another compelling reason to avoid
payingg taxes. They experience no personal or business benefits from compliance. There
seemss to be a lack of incentives to comply with existing regulations. This is a classic
problemm encountered in many transition countries where the existing budgetary
pressuress are so great that collected taxes are used primarily to pay for large national
concernss such as servicing pension payments, the national debt, bailing out SOEs,
unemploymentt benefits, etc. As a result, the benefits are not evenly distributed among
taxpayers.. Many SME owners have the feeling that they are supporting a government
andd budgetary practices that not only provide SMEs with few benefits, but through the
closee relationship between the state and large state or privatized enterprises, only reduce
ann SME's competitive situation. The same opinion holds true for the local government.
Snaigee noted that she does not know why she is paying taxes for the municipality
becausee she receives nothing in return. Basically, paying profit tax is equated to
throwingg money down a bottomless pit. In such a situation, it comes as little surprise
thatt under-reporting of business earnings is so prevalent .
Further,, many SME owners see no benefits from their compulsory health insurance
paymentss to SoDRA. National health care standards are low and in order to get adequate
care,, the patient is expected to make supplemental payments to hospital staff. Often food
andd sometimes even blankets must be provided by the patient's family. Birute noted that
shee has to pay 33 percent of wages to SoDRA for each employee but this does not
ensuree that they will be treated well in the hospital if they get sick. Private clinics
providee expensive and considerably better care yet they are not covered by the national
healthh insurance payments.
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5.3.55

Skilled labor

Whenn starting up their businesses, many SME owners had little training. As Birute
commented:: ...we were like monkeys trying to mimic what we saw and just did things
accordingaccording to what we thought was best - which did not always turn out to be so. Now
thatt their businesses have grown, many SME owners mentioned the need for skilled
laborr in order to be able to grow their businesses. But in the transitional environment,
prospectivee employees with adequate training generally do not exist. Currently, most
SMEE owners must train their employees themselves. As a result, the re-training, reeducationn and re-orientation of part of the Lithuanian labor force falls on the shoulders
off the SME owner in need of new employees. The government has played a minimal
rolee in retraining unemployed individuals for prospective employment at SMEs.
5.3.66

Environmental changes

Enormouss environmental changes have taken place in the last six years that have had a
dramaticc impact on SME owners9. Not only are the days of high profits and low
regulationss over but SME owners mentioned a decrease in racketeering and Mafiarelatedd activities and some mentioned a decrease in bribery. As Vladas noted, in the past
.... nothing was done unless I gave them an 'envelope'; this has greatly diminished and
isis no longer necessary under most circumstances. SME owners who had been in
businesss for a number of years commented that initially they encountered racketeering
operationss that demanded informal payment for protection. However, since the mid to
latee 1990's many of these racketeering operations have taken on a legal and legitimate
formm as private security companies. As Vladas mentioned.' Most of these people have
eithereither gotten involved in the banking system or have opened up their own private
securitysecurity firms and are collecting payments from companies but this time officially and
thethe sum is less. In the past it was $400 USD [per month] and now it is $100 USD and
official.official. Many SME owners also mentioned that bribing governmental officials was
commonplacee in the early 1990's but has since diminished and a number of SME
ownerss were proud to say that currently, they do not bribe at all. However, this opinion
iss not shared by all SME owners; some of whom state that bribery is still commonplace.

AA new positive development is the emergence of a number of officials who are reluctant
too take bribes because they are worried about losing their jobs. Also bribing local
officialss no longer ensures a business's safety from further inspections. Zigmas told the
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storyy of another storeowner who had bribed local officials and as a result was never
fined.. But one day someone snitched on him to the national tax inspection office. Soon
thereafterr national tax inspectors arrived unannounced at his premises. They ended up
collectingg 150 000 Lt (approximately $37 500 USD) in fines. Further, Egle noted that
followingg the Russian ruble crisis in August 1998, increasing corruption amongst
governmentall officials resulted in a greater necessity to bribe. She suspected that this
wass due to the loss of alternative forms of income for many government officials who
weree 'doing business' with Russia on the side. It seems that the necessity to bribe
officialss is sensitive to the macro-economic situation as a whole.
5.44 Main themes: SME-related agencies10
Mentalityy also played an influencing role amongst governmental officials and NGO
representatives.. Lack of transparency, NGO alliances and the role of the government
weree identified as important issues.
5.4.11

Mentality

Fliess and spiders. Similarly to SME owners, governmental and non-governmental
representativess could be identified as either 'flies' or 'spiders' in terms of their
motivationss and vision for assisting SMEs. In general, the 'flies' were individuals who
weree more progressive thinkers and receptive to SMEs while the spiders tended to be
primarilyy focused on using their position for their own self-interest and benefit.
Interestinglyy enough, we found that the probability of our interviewees subscribing to a
'fly'' or 'spider' profile was not necessarily based on location. Though, our sample was
limited,, we were surprised to encounter progressive thinkers located not only in the
largerr cities but also in the medium-sized cities.
Passivityy of SME owners. Many interviewees voiced their frustration regarding the
highh level of passivity of SME owners. In general this passivity manifests itself as a lack
off socio-political initiatives with an accompanying expectation that 'things should be
organizedd for them by the state'. This seems to be another relic of Soviet mentality
wheree individuals learned to not take the initiative but wait for commands that came
fromm the top down.
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5.4.22 Lack of Transparency, 'Only the cooks in the kitchen know'
Thee lack of transparency of rules and regulations with regards to SMEs was seen as an
obstaclee both for the functioning of governmental officials as well as for SMEs. Some
governmentall officials commented that the lack of clarity of regulations made their jobs
moree difficult because they did not know themselves how they were supposed to
interprett the existing regulations. In most cases, no uniform interpretation for regulations
exists.. The ultimate interpretation depends on the subjective attitude of a given
governmentt official. This type of situation can naturally lead to corruption and bribe
taking.. However, there have also been some recent improvements. In 2000, the
Lithuaniann tax office published a thick book containing the official interpretations of the
taxx laws. Up until then there had been no official standpoint as to the interpretation of
taxx laws.

Further,, the obscurity of national rules and regulations left many interviewees suspicious
thatt the ambiguity is intentional in order for some groups to reap personal benefits.
Manyy believed that certain individuals (both in government or engaged in business) are
enrichingg themselves through the frequently changing and unclear regulations. Changes
too regulations are thought often to be made in order to enrich certain groups to the
detrimentt of other groups. An example cited was the proposed legislation to enforce
mandatoryy automobile insurance which would have enriched certain insurance
companies.. Further, legislation to enforce mandatory cash registers for private
businessess would benefit certain other companies selling cash registers. In both cases
theree were suspicious links between the benefiting businesses and governmental
officials. .

5.55 Non-governmental organizations - alliances
Mostt of the NGO representatives interviewed were actively involved in lobbying for
improvementss for SMEs. A number were able to report progress but commented that it
iss still very difficult to get the government's attention. Though some positive steps have
beenn taken such as the creation of a special governmental SME advisory group made up
off twenty-two members representing entrepreneurship organizations and other SMErelatedd individuals, our interviewees reported that measures such as the creation of this
groupp have been largely ineffective.

Some of our interviewees also mentioned the
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difficultyy for SME-related NGOs to work together due to personal conflicts, rivalry and
thee desire of some organizations to dominate other organizations.

AA main barrier for most NGOs was the lack of adequate financial resources. Some
receivedd external funding

for specific projects and others had received some

governmentall assistance mainly in the form of rent-free premises. Membership dues and
consultancyy fees should also form a main source of income for these organizations but
gatheringg these contributions was problematic. Most SME owners do not want to pay for
non-tangiblee services such as business counseling and will only pay for tangible services
suchh as product certification, etc. Further a number of interviewees commented that
mostt SME owners were only interested in their immediate business needs and would not
remainn members of an entrepreneurial organization after these immediate needs were
met. .

5.66 Governmental representatives
Onee of our (non-governmental) interviewees made the following observation: Lithuania
isis in a weird situation where the government is elected but then acts like a dictatorship;
actingacting only in its best interest and not in the interest of the people or business. A
governmentall official provided a plausible explanation: Everyone is worried about
losinglosing their jobs so they will not rock the boat and so directors can act like dictators. In
generall there has been a lack of real change at the governmental levels in Lithuania
resultingg from a number of old Communist leaders retaining power and exercising
Soviet-stylee tactics and mentality.

Further,, most interviewees agreed that bribery, especially at governmental levels is
widespread.. As one interviewee commented: This is a culture built on bribes. Without a
bribebribe people don't think they will get adequate treatment; they need to draw special
attentionattention to themselves in order to be assured what is often lawfully required...a
feelsfeels compelled

to bribe...

person

But there is also a flip side to the bribing coin: one

governmentt official noted that bribing is an expression of the embedded 'Soviet' value
system.. She is given 'gifts' by individuals who believe that this is the only way to ensure
thatt they will be treated fairly. She feels obliged to accept because otherwise they lose
confidencee in her commitment to taking their case seriously.
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Thee lack of credible statistical data exacerbates the difficult position of many
governmentt officials. To date, there are still no reliable statistics on the number of SMEs
inn Lithuania, let alone more specific information regarding their characteristics.
However,, there are currently plans to improve and upgrade data collection on SMEs.
5.77 Discussion
Thee barriers mentioned in our interviews that SME owners face are depicted in figure
5.1.. The main barriers to legitimacy for SMEs in Lithuania are related to 'residual
communism'' in the perceptions and actions of SME owners, governmental officials and
NGOO representatives. Four main informal barriers11 emerge related to mentality, SME
recognition,, official transparency and NGOs alliances.
Mentalityy was a barrier. We identified SME owners who continue to practice Sovietized
practicess such as intimidation, bribing, corruption and theft in order to increase their
personall wealth to the detriment of national welfare. We also identified governmental
officialss with similar attitudes. Interestingly enough, urban or rural location was not the
determiningg factor. This may have to do with Lithuania's geographic characteristics.
Mentalityy seems to be significantly influenced by an individual's affinity with
Sovietizedd values or 'residual communism'.
Desiree for recognition was an important issue for those entrepreneurs who, as
independentt thinkers, resisted the centrally planned Sovietized lifestyle and opted for
privatee business ownership as a way to free themselves from state bureaucracy.
Incompetence,, arrogance and the condescending behavior of government officials was a
mainn source of irritation amongst SME owners as was the double standard of regulations
andd fines especially from SoDRA. In addition, the lack of any return or visible
improvementss as a result of tax payments was another source of great frustration among
SMEE owners and may be an influencing factor in tax evasion. The inefficiency of the
currentt court system was also cited as a problem. It seems that SME owners go to court
onlyy out of principle and not with the expectation that a fair ruling will be made. Some
SMEE owners noted the relatively high financial loss incurred by the state in court cases
evenn if the state wins the case highlighting another example of serious inefficiencies.
Thesee SME owners are especially frustrated by the continuing stereotype of
entrepreneurss as speculators and criminals and the government's lack of initiative to
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demonstratee an appreciation for their efforts to improve their own livelihoods and
contributee to national economic growth.
Lackk of transparency of government regulations formed a barrier for all groups
interviewed.. Governmental officials expressed difficulties in applying regulations that
aree ambiguous and therefore difficult to interpret. Further the non-transparency of the
legislativee process creates suspicion as to the motives behind the ever-changing
regulations. .
Finally,, lack of NGO alliances formed another important barrier. Currently, competition
andd rivalry present serious barriers to NGOs working together. Lack of grassroots
experiencee and the lack of desire to form strategic alliances amongst SMEs is a
contributingg factor. Forming strategic alliances could help pave the way for increased
efficiencyy and influence.
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Figuree 5.1: Barriers to SME operations
Transitionall Environment

Rolee of the State
INFORMALL RULES

Rolee of the State
FORMALL RULES

Corrupt court system
Negative attitude towards
SMEE owners
Lack of accountability of
governmentt officials
Lack of professionalism
Briberv culture

Government regulations
Frequent changes to
regulations s
Government inspections
Lack of transparency
No benefits for compliance

Businesss Owner
SKILLS S

Macroo & Micro
ENVIRONMENT T
Lack of skilled labor
LackofNGO alliances

Passive attitude
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5.88 Conclusion
Inn terms of transitional processes, our interviews seem to indicate that Lithuania finds
itselff in an interim phase where productive, unproductive, and even destructive business
practicess coexist. With time and with the continuing interaction and orientation towards
acceptablee Western European practices, we can expect both Lithuania's entrepreneurs
andd Lithuania's business environment to converge with those practices established in the
West.. However, we can also expect the attitudes reflecting embedded Sovietized values
too be resistant to change.

Ourr interviews highlight the continuing influence of numerous barriers to SME
operationss including formal, informal, environmental and skill based factors. Personal
attitude,, however seems instrumental for adherence to Sovietized values i.e. 'residual
communism'.. A number of these outdated practices seem to interfere with the
developmentt of productive entrepreneurship in Lithuania. Four main barriers emerged
relatedd to mentality, SME recognition, official transparency and NGO alliances. The
governmentt can play an instrumental role in stimulating a positive pro-entrepreneurship
environment.. Policy recommendations are further presented in Chapter 9.
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Chapterr 5 Notes
** The names of the SME owners given are fictitious in order to protect their anonymity.
11
For a further discussion on the methodology used and table containing sample characteristics, see
chapterr 3.14.2.
22
These responses were obtained through a filled-in questionnaire distributed as part of the Litsme survey
(seee appendix chapter 3.3). The actual question in the survey asks: 'It is thought that many firms in your
industryindustry in order to survive and grow, may need to misreport their operational and financial results.
PleasePlease estimate the degree of underreporting by firms in your area of activity'. Though it is assumed that
SMEE owners will be reluctant to reveal the level of their own under reporting, we presume that SME
ownerss will most often respond based on their own experiences, and with caution we believe the responses
cann be interpreted as indicating the SME owner's own behavior (for similar methodology, see Johnson et
al.. 2000).
33
See appendix 3.1 in Chapter 3 for further description.
44
For further description, see Baumol (1993).
55
In the USSR, there existed a criminal offence of 'speculation' that stigmatized trade and private
production.. In addition, 'speculators' were frequently blamed for shortages.
66
Similar findings were noted with regards to privatized agriculture in a number of transition countries.
Localss were often unwilling to work for a private farmer as 'waged laborers' because of its negative
connotationss even if it improved their standard of living (World Bank 2000:77).
77
Thirty six percent of all rural households and forty six percent all urban households owned a private
automobilee in 1999 (Lithuanian Department of Statistics 2000).
ss
Less than 19 percent of the SME respondents indicated that firms in their industry report 100 percent of
theirr earnings (see Aidis 2002a).
99
See Chapter 1.5.
100
Minimal information is provided regarding the position of our interviewees in order to protect their
anonymity. .
1
'' For further discussion regarding formal and informal types of barriers in transition countries see chapter
2.2. .
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Chapterr 6: Institutional barriers to small- and medium-sized enterprise operations
inn transition countries
6.11 Introduction
Previouss studies of private businesses in transition countries have identified a multitude
off barriers affecting business operations. The most important barriers seem to be formal
barrierss such as the high level of taxes (World Bank 1995; Bohata & Mladek 1999;
Hashii 2001; Bartlett & Bukvic 2001) and the general regulatory environment (World
Bankk 1995; Glas et al. 2000; Hashi 2001; Kaganova 2002). Informal barriers such as
thee implementation of regulations (Jancauskas 2000; Bartlett & Bukvic 2001), corruption
(Bohataa & Mladek 1999) and unfair competition from the large informal economy (Glas
ett al. 2000; Muent et al. 2001) are also often mentioned as business barriers.
Environmentall barriers such as lack of financing (World Bank 1995; Slonimski 1999;
Pissaridess et al. 2000; Glas et al. 2000; Hashi 2001; Bartlett & Bukvic 2001; Kaganova
2002)) and low purchasing power (Jancauskas 2000) seem to further interfere with
businesss development. Lack of qualified workers (Bohata & Mladek 1999) and late
paymentt by clients (Bartlett & Bukvic 2001) form additional environmental barriers.
Skilll based barriers such as the lack of business-related skill development stem from the
lackk of previous private business experience in transition countries (Roberts & Tholen
1998).. Though, private business owners may not be aware of their skill shortcomings,
lackk of adequate business skills can impede with the survival and growth of private
businessess in transition countries.
Inn this chapter we provide two contributions to the existing research: Firstly, utilizing
institutionall theory as presented in Chapter 3, we develop a model for conceptualizing the
effectt of barriers on existing small- and medium-sized enterprise (SME) operations in
transitionn countries. Secondly, we empirically test the interrelated effect of perceived
businesss barriers on existing SME operations. Descriptive statistics and regression
analysess are used to address the central question:
AreAre the perceived barriers to business operations that existing SME owners face
interrelated? interrelated?
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Ourr analysis of business barriers focuses on the subjective perceptions of existing SME
owners.. Empirical research conducted in Sweden has indicated that subjective opinions
orr 'reality-as-perceived' by the business owner has an influence on both growth
motivationn and direct behavior (Davidsson 1991). In addition, theoretical support for the
effectt of perceptions on actual behavior is an integral part of institutional theory. As
Northh writes: Individual perceptions about the fairness and justice of the rules of the
gamegame obviously affect performance... (1997a: 3). In this sense, subjective opinions (i.e.
ideologicall attitudes) are valuable not only because they provide insights, but because
theyy have an effect on economic performance.
6.22 Theoretical Considerations
Institutionall theory has been used by various authors to explain the stalled or even
stagnantt economic development occurring in transition countries (Knaack 1995; North
1997a;; Feige 1997; Dallago 1997, 2000; Yeager 1999; Van de Mortel 2002). We propose
aa model to conceptualize the four main influences on existing SME operations in
transitionn countries as shown in figure 6.1. In our model, the role of the state exerts its
influencee both in terms of formal and informal rules. The distinctions made between
formall and informal rules are based on Institutional theory (discussed in Chapter 2.2.1).
Inn this model, formal rules such as tax policies and business legislation are associated
withh the role of the state. Though informal rules can be attributed to a much broader
rangee of issues, we limit informal rules to those practices associated with the role of the
state.. These include both the unofficially acceptable governmental culture such as various
formss of corruption as well as issues related to government failure of enforcement.
Corruption-relatedd factors include the 'implementation of business regulations' and the
'numberr of tax inspections' since these represent 'official means' for obtaining bribes.
Issuess related to lack of formal rule enforcement results in informal barriers such as 'late
paymentt by clients' and 'Mafia and racketeering' activities.

Inn our model, we extend North's institutional approach to include environmental and skill
factors.. Environmental barriers capture the overwhelming impact of transition that has
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fundamentallyy changed the entire 'playing field' for business activities and includes
factorss such as 'low purchasing power' and 'lack of information'.

In addition, the

transitionn process has brought great demands on the individual skills of SME owners who
generallyy have no private business experience and have limited access to formal business
trainingg programs (in contrast to the case in many western developed economies).
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Figuree 6.1: Four perceived barrier groups to SME operations in a transitional
environment t

Transitionall Environment
Twoo distinct periods: before 1994 and after 1994
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Ourr model shows formal, informal, environmental and skill barriers to be distinct
categories,, however we would expect that the effect of certain barrier groups to be interrelated.. In our model, formal and informal rules are both related to the role of the state. A
studyy by Djankov et. al (2002) based on 85 countries indicated a link between highly
regulatedd business environments (formal barriers) and corruption (informal barriers). The
relatednesss between formal and informal rules leads us to formulate our first hypothesis:
HI:HI: Perceptions of formal business barriers will be associated with perceptions of
informalinformal business barriers especially corruption-related informal barriers.
Wee would also expect the inverse relationship to be true. SME owners who are not able
too circumvent informal barriers such as corruption through their networks and contacts,
aree likely to be more greatly affected by formal barriers such as the tax level and business
legislation.. In essence, the more restricted the ability of SME owners to not comply with
formall rules, the greater the likelihood that formal rules will be perceived as barriers to
businesss operations.
H2:H2: Perceptions of informal business barriers will be associated with perceptions of
formalformal business barriers.
Thee ability to continue SME business operations under an uncertain and often hostile
macroeconomicc environment (Smallbone & Welter 2001a) is likely to place high
demandss on a SME owner's management capabilities as well as their ability to grow into
neww markets. We therefore would expect that perceived skill barriers will be associated
withh perceived environmental barriers and this leads to our third hypothesis:
H3:H3: SME owners' perceptions of environmental business barriers will be associated with
perceptionsperceptions of skill business barriers.
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Interrelationss between perceived business barriers are controlled for by factors such as
transitionn stages, and the business and personal characteristics of the SME owners. In
termss of transition stages, in Lithuania, we control for two distinct transition periods:
beforee 1994 and after 1994. The period 1990 - 1994 was characterized by transition
chaoss and a general lack of a regulatory framework while the period after 1994 was
characterizedd by increasing macroeconomic stabilization but also possibly over
regulation1.. These environmental changes had a potentially significant effect on SME
ownerss who started their businesses before or in 1994". In order to control for the
potentiall influence of the 'transition effect', we include this variable in all our models.
Inn addition, numerous studies on SME owners have demonstrated that there are
significantt differences between male and female SME owners (Brush 1992). For
example,, studies have indicated that more limited access to finance (Buttner & Rosen
1988;; Brush 1990; Greene et al. 2001) and informal financial networks (Olm et al. 1988;
Ridingg & Swift 1990) pose a greater barrier for female business owners than for male
businesss owners. Studies in transition countries have shown that there are significant
differencess between male and female business owners in terms of business size (Hisrich
&& Fulop 1994; Zapalska 1997; Glas & Drnovsek 1999), business turnover and barriers to
businesss such as lack of management skills (Hisrich & Fulop 1994). The results shown in
Chapterr 7 also indicate that a number of significant differences exist between male and
femalee SME owners in Lithuania. In order to control for the influence of sex on perceived
businesss barriers, we include this variable in all our regression models.
Further,, we also control for personal and business characteristics that have either been
identifiedd in previous research or intuitively seem likely to have an effect an SME
owner'ss perception of business barriers. A number of studies have indicated that in
additionn to other factors, human capital variables measured in terms of the business
owner'ss education level, previous business-related experience, previous management
experiencee and business owner's age affect business performance (Becker 1975; Honig
1998;; Cressy 1999; Madsen et al. 2002). Hence, we include human capital variables were
included.. Business sector variables were added by Hashi (2001) to control for the effect
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off financial barriers in Albania. Though no significant business sector differences were
found,, business sector in terms of manufacturing, trader or other sectors is controlled for
inn our model.
Additionall control variables are included that seem directly related to the transitional
context.. A study by Johnson et al. (2000) has found that hiding output by businesses in
Poland,, Slovakia and Romania is significantly associated with high bureaucratic
corruption.. In our model, we include a variable measuring if a business owner underreportss their business earnings4. Dummy variables for business facility ownership and
home-basedd businesses were included since they both serve as indicators for ownership
off business premises. Ownership of business premises as opposed to rental of business
facilitiess seems to provide a more stable business environment given the frequent changes
too legislation and problems with the enforcement of contracts in the transition
environment.. Starting a business from scratch as opposed to using privatized assets is
anotherr transition-specific characteristic controlled for in our analysis. Businesses started
fromm privatized assets are more likely to also be embedded in the existing informal
networkss than businesses started from scratch and this may effect the perception of
businesss barriers. Location in terms of rural or urban business setting was not found to be
significantt for business growth aspirations in Norway, (Kolvereid 1992) but it may play a
rolee in the perceptions of business barriers. In Lithuania as in other transition countries, a
largee gap exists between economic development in urban centers and in smaller cities or
rurall areas. A correlation table for control variables is presented in appendix 6.3.
6.33 Data set and sample characteristics
Ourr analysis is based on the Litsme survey data further described in chapter 3.13. The
Litsmee survey contained a total of fifty questions regarding business and personal
characteristicss (see appendix 3.3). Question number 46 asked the respondents to identify
thee main 'perceived' barriers that they encounter in their business operations from a list
off nineteen variables. The respondents were given six options according to a Likert5
scale:: 'completely agree', 'agree', 'neither agree nor disagree', 'disagree', 'completely
disagree'' or 'not applicable'. The responses given by SME owners are based on their
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subjectivee viewpoints with regards to the barriers they encounter in their day-to-day
businesss operations.
Inn terms of barriers to business operations, five factors were found to be the most

significantsignificant66.. These five factors included three formal barriers: 'taxes are too hig
'frequentt changes to tax policies' and 'ambiguity of tax policies'; and two environmental
barriers:: 'low purchasing power' and 'lack of funds for business investments'. The
highestt percentage (71 percent) of the

'completely agree' responses was given to

7

'frequentt changes to tax policies' . Nine factors were identified as significant. Most of
thesee factors were informal barriers but there was also one formal barrier, one skills
barrierr and two environmental barriers that were significant. Five factors were found to
bee not significant barriers by the majority of the respondents. Two of these were informal
barriers:: 'tax inspector corruption' and 'Mafia, racketeering', two environmental barriers:
'lackk of information' and 'competition from legal businesses' and one skills barrier:
'managementt problems' (see table 6.1 and appendix 6.2).
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Tablee 6.1: Perceived types of business barriers to SME operations in terms of significance'
Mostt significant*
(F)) Frequent changes to tax
policies s

Significant* *
(F)) Business legislation

Nott significant*
(I)) Tax inspector corruption

(F)) Taxes too high

(I)) Implementation of business
regulations s

(I)) Mafia and racketeering

(F)) Ambiguity of tax policies

(I)) Too many tax inspections

(E)) Lack of information

(E)) Low purchasing power

(I)) National government
corruption n

(E)) Competition from legal
businesses s

(E)) Lack of funds for business
investments s

(I)) Regional government
corruption n

(S)) Management problems

(I)) Time spent negotiating with
locall officials and/or inspectors
(I)) Late payment by clients
(E)) Competition from illegal
businesses s
(S)) Inability to grow into new
markets s
(F)) = formal barrier; (I) = informal barrier; (E) = environmental barrier; (S) = skill barrier.
** fifty percent or more of the respondents marked completely agree that this factor forms a barrier to their
businesss operations; * fifty percent or more of the respondents marked 'completely agree' or 'agree' that
thiss factor forms a barrier to their business operations; * less than fifty percent of the respondents marked
'completelyy agree' or 'agree' that this factor forms a barrier to their business operations.

6.44 Methodology and identification of dependent variable groups
Inn order to analyze the relationship between barrier groups and other independent
variables,, we used hierarchical clustering9, logit and multinomial logit models.
Hierarchicall cluster analysis is a procedure that attempts to identify relatively
homogenouss groups of individual cases based on selected characteristics, using an
algorithmm that starts with each case in a separate cluster and combines clusters until only
onee case is left. Hierarchical clustering techniques are used either to conduct a series of
successfull mergers or a series of successful divisions within a given data set.
Wardd (1963) proposed a hierarchical clustering procedure seeking to form the partitions
inn a manner that minimizes the loss associated with each grouping and quantifies the loss
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inn a readily interpretable form. The Ward's grouping method joins together groups that
doo not increase too much a given measure of heterogeneity. The aim of the Ward method
iss to unify groups such that the variation inside these groups is not increased too
drastically.. This results in group clusters that are as homogenous as possible. We choose
too use Ward's grouping method since this method results in group clusters that are as
homogenouss as possible. The four new variables formed using Ward's grouping method
forr hierarchical clustering shown in table 6.2, distinguish between SME owners affected
byy formal, informal, environmental and skills barriers groups.
Thee formal and skill barrier categories provide clear and distinct categories for whether
SMEE owners perceived to be affected by the barriers or not. However for informal and
environmentall categories, three non-categorical groups were created respectively. Group
11 under informal barriers represents the individuals most affected by corruption at all
levels.. Group 2 under informal barriers represents individuals affected by some of the
corruptionn variables but also late payment of clients. For environmental barriers, group 1
representss individuals affected by all the environmental barriers (excluding lack of
information)) while group 2 represents those individuals specifically affected by low
purchasingg power. The four barrier groups formed (table 6.2) are used as the dependent
variabless in our regression analysis.
Logitt regression models were used to test the probability of SME owners perceiving
themselvess to be affected by formal and skill barriers. Multinomial logit models10 were
usedd to test the probability of an SME owner perceiving themselves to be affected by
informall and environmental barriers.
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Tablee 6.2: Ward's grouping method for hierarchical clustering of barrier types
Formall Barriers
(nn = 277)

Taxess too high
Frequentt changes to tax policies
Ambiguityy of tax policies
Businesss Legislation

Informall Barriers
(nn = 253)

Implementationn of Business Regulations
Tooo many tax inspections
Nationall governmental corruption
Regionall governmental corruption
Timee spent negotiating with local officials
andd inspectors
Latee payment by clients
Taxx inspector corruption
Mafia,, racketeering

Environmentall Barriers
(nn = 277)
Loww purchasing power
Lackk of funds for business investment
Competitionn from illegal businesses
Lackk of information
Competitionn from legal businesses
Skilll Barriers
(nn = 293)

Groupp 1:
Formall barriers
<n== 114)

Groupp 2:
Noo pattern to
responses s
(nn = 163)

XX
XX
XX
XX
Groupp 1:
Corruptionn at all
levels s
(nn = 37)

-----

Groupp 2:
Groupp 3:
Somee corruption Noo pattern to
andd late payment responses s
byy clients
(n=137) )
(nn = 79)

---

-XX
XX
XX
XX

XX

--

XX

--

XX

XX
XX

--

--

Groupp 1:
Environmental l
barriers s
(nn = 49)

Groupp 2:
Loww purchasing
powerr only
(n== 120)

---------

Groupp 3:
Noo pattern to
responses s
<nn = 108)

X
X
X
X_
Groupp 1:
Skillss barriers
(n=100) )

Groupp 2:
Noo pattern to
responses s
(n=193) )

Inabilityy to grow into new markets
Managementt problems
XX = SME owners do not disagree that this variable is a barrier to their business.

Thee logit estimation model is a binary linear probability model that allows for two values
forr the dependent variable (Stata 2001). The multinomial logit model estimation
techniquee allows for a number of unordered categories assumed to be used as the
dependentt variable (ibid.). For our multinomial logit models, the base category was
chosenn to represent the SME owners who were the least affected by the given barriers.
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Whilee the estimation of the multinomial logit model is based on a straightforward
numericall optimization, the interpretation of the estimated coefficients is somewhat more
complexx since the signs of the coefficients on individual variables do not necessarily
correspondd to the sights of their correspondent probability derivatives. Therefore
interpretingg the effect of the independent variable is less straightforward in a multinomial
logitt model. We include the relative risk ratio (RRR) that indicates the ratio of relative
riskk for a one-unit change of the explanatory variable relative to the base category in our
multinomiall models. In our models, the relative risk ratios indicate the relative
contributionn of the variables to the explanatory power of the model.
Too test our hypotheses, barrier variables representing the nineteen individual possible
barrierss (see appendix 6.2) were used as explanatory variables. We also included
explanatoryy variables to control for human capital variables (business owner's education,
previouss business experience, previous management experience and business owner's
age)) and business characteristics (business sector, business facility ownership, homebasedd businesses, beginning the business from scratch, business location and underreportingg of business earnings) further described in appendix 6.1. The influence of the
transitionn effect as measured by business start-up date and business owner sex were
includedd in all our models.
6.55 Regression results
Thee interrelationship between distinguished groups of business barriers to existing SME
operationss is analyzed using regression models. Whether an SME owner perceives an
identifiedd barrier as affecting their business operations is controlled for in each model by
thee same set of independent variables. Furthermore, each model has first been tested for
thee effect of the control variables on the dependent variable. The model shown includes
thee effects of significant individual barrier variables and control variables. In addition, the
effectt of SME owner sex and the transition effect are included in all the models shown.
Formall barriers model. As table 6.3 shows, two groups of SME owners can be
distinguished:: those perceived to be affected by formal barriers and those not affected by
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formall barriers. The probability of perceiving to be affected by formal barriers is
significantlyy related to the probability of perceiving to be affected by informal barriers
suchh as the implementation of business regulations, too many tax inspections, and
nationall governmental corruption. Individuals who agreed that 'lack of information' -an
environmentall barrier- presents a barrier had a higher probability of perceiving to be
affectedd by formal barriers than the sample as a whole.
Ourr control variables indicate that SME owners who rent their business facilities and
thosee whose businesses are located in smaller cities or rural areas were found to be
significantlyy more affected by formal barriers than businesses located in urban areas or
SMEE owners who own their business facilities. Both sex of the SME owner and the
transitionn effect were not significant to our model.

Tablee 6.3: Logit regression model - Formal Barriers
Dependentt variable Y

11 = most affected by all formal barriers
00 = no pattern to responses

SE E
Coefficient t
Variables s
-2.24*** *
0.53 3
Constant t
00 (j-j***
0.30 0
(I)) Implementation of business regulations
(I)) Too many tax inspections
0.61* *
0.33 3
0.84** *
(I)) Natl govt corruption
0.38 8
0.60** *
(E)) Lack of Information
0.29 9
-0.70** *
Ownn facilities
0.30 0
0.70** *
0.30 0
Rurall location
0.08 8
0.38 8
Transitionn effect -Bf 1994
0.16 6
0.33 3
Sex x
SEE = Robust standard errors
(F)) = formal barrier; (I) = informal barrier; (E) = environmental barrier; (S) = skill barrier
Probabilityy values: *** = p value significant at the 1% test level, ** = 5% test level, * = 10% test level
Pseudoo R squared: 0.11
Totall number of observations: 277

Thesee results provide support for our first hypothesis that perceived formal barriers will
bee associated with informal barriers such as corruption. National governmental
corruptionn and implementation of business regulations are both informal barriers that are
highlyy significant in our model and are both corruption-related.
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Informall barriers model. As table 6.4 shows, three groups of SME owners can be
distinguished:: those perceived to be affected by corruption at all levels (group 1), those
individualss affected by some corruption and late payment of clients (group 2) and those
individualss not affected by informal barriers (group 3). In comparison with the base
categoryy (group 3), the probability of individuals perceiving to be affected by corruption
att all levels (group 1) was strongly associated with formal barriers such as 'taxes too
high';; and environmental barriers such as 'competition from illegal businesses'. SME
ownerss who perceive illegal competition as a barrier are four times more likely to be
affectedd by corruption. In addition, SME owners perceiving to be affected by corruption
att all levels had a lower likelihood of perceiving to be affected by 'lack of information7.
Thoughh this result was significant, it contributed rather weakly to our model.

Thee likelihood of perceiving to be affected by corruption at all levels was also strongly
associatedd with the control variables for home-based businesses and SME owners who
under-reportt their business earnings. SME owners with a home-based business were six
timess as likely to perceive corruption at all levels (group 1) than SME owners that did not
havee a home-based business. Those SME owners that under-report their business
earningss were four times as likely to perceive corruption at all levels as a business barrier
thann SME owner that did not under-report their earnings. Further, older SME owners
displayedd a significantly higher probability of perceiving to be affected by informal
barrierss than younger SME owners12. A lower rate of annual turnover for 1999 was also
significantt but contributed weakly to our overall model.
Similarr to group 1 individuals, those individuals affected by some corruption and late
paymentt of clients (group 2) were significantly associated with the likelihood of
perceivingg to be affected by taxes and illegal competition. In terms of control variables,
thosee SME owners without previous business-related experience were also more likely to
perceivee to be affected by some corruption and late payment of clients than the sample as
aa whole. SME owner sex or the transition effect were not found to be significant in this
model. .
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Ourr results provide some support for our second hypothesis that SME owners affected by
informall barriers will also be affected by formal barriers since 'high tax rate', a formal
barrierr is highly significant in our model.
Tablee 6.4: Multinomial Logit Regression - Informal Barriers

1

11 = most affected by corruption
22 = affected by some corruption and late payment of clients
33 = no pattern to responses (base category)

Groupp 1: Most affected by corruption at all levels
Coefficient t
Variables s
-12.47** *
Constant t
1.33* *
(F)) Taxes too high
]] 44***
(E)) Illegal competition
-1.34** *
(E)) Lack of information
-0.56 6
Businesss experience
0.55* *
Age e
-0.01** *
Agee squared
1.86*** *
Home-basedd business
1.49*** *
Under-reportt earnings
-0.61*** *
Businesss turnover
0.30 0
Sex x
-0.79 9
Transitionn effect -Bf 1994

SE E
5.16 6
0.68 8
0.51 1
0.53 3
0.48 8
0.29 9
0.00 0
0.71 1
0.50 0
0.21 1
0.58 8
0.69 9

RRR R

SER R

--

--

3.77* *
4.20*** *
0.26** *
0.57 7
1.73* *
0.99** *
6.44*** *
4.44*** *
0.54*** *
1.35 5
0.45 5

2.54 4
2.14 4
0.14 4
0.28 8
0.51 1
0.00 0
4.58 8
2.23 3
0.11 1
0.78 8
0.31 1

Groupp 2: Affected by some corruption and late payment to clients
SERRR R
Coefficient t
SE E
RRR R
Variables s
3.44 4
-4.70 0
Constant t
--££ 1 Q * *
3.55 5
0.69 9
1.64** *
(F)) Taxes too high
2.86*** * 0.97 7
0.34 4
1.05*** *
(E)) Illegal competition
0.38 8
1.13 3
0.34 4
0.12 2
(E)) Lack of information
-11 17***
0.31*** * 0.11 1
0.36 6
Businesss experience
1.14 4
0.18 8
0.15 5
0.13 3
Age e
1.00 0
0.00 0
0.00 0
-0.00 0
Agee squared
1.04 4
0.69 9
0.66 6
0.40 0
Home-basedd business
1.07 7
0.37 7
0.34 4
0.07 7
Under-reportt earnings
0.86 6
0.12 2
0.14 4
-0.15 5
Businesss turnover
1.43 3
0.58 8
0.41 1
0.36 6
Sex x
1.50 0
0.82 2
0.54 4
0.41 1
Transitionn effect -Bf 1994
SEE = robust standard errors
RRRR = relative risk ratio
SEE RRR = robust standard errors for relative risk ratio
(F)) = formal barrier; (I) = informal barrier; (E) = environmental barrier; (S) = skill barrier
Probabilityy values: *** = p value significant at the 1% test level, ** = 5% test level, * = 10% test level
Totall number of observations: 239

Environmentall barriers model. As table 6.5 shows, three groups of SME owners can
bee distinguished: those perceived to be most affected by environmental barriers (group
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1),, those individuals affected by low purchasing power only (group 2) and those
individualss not affected by environmental barriers (group 3). The likelihood that a SME
ownerr will perceive to be affected by environmental barriers (group 1) is significantly
andd strongly associated with the perception of the skill barrier variables: 'inability to
groww into new markets' and 'management problems'. SME owners who perceive to be
affectedd by the 'inability to grow into new markets' are two times more likely to perceive
too be affected by environmental barriers. None of our control variables were found to be
significant13. .

Thee results were quite different for those SME owners in group 2. The likelihood that a
SMEE owner will perceive to be affected by low purchasing power was significantly
associatedd with SME owners perception of being less affected by national governmental
corruptionn and female SME owners. However, these two variables made only a weak
contributionn to the model. The transition effect was not significant in this model.
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Tablee 6.5: Multinomial Logit Regression - Environmental Barriers
[[ 1 = most affected by environmental barriers
Dependentt variable Y\ 2 = affected by low purchasing power only
33 = no pattern to responses (base category)

Variables s
Constant t
(S)) Inability to grow
(S)) Management problems
(I)) Natl govt corruption
Sex x
Transitionn effect - Bf 1994

Coefficient t
-2.98*** *
1.07** *
0.63* *
0.49 9
-0.08 8
0.91 1

SE E
0.85 5
0.43 3
0.37 7
0.55 5
0.40 0
0.67 7

RRR R

SERRR R

2.91** *
1.87* *
1.62 2
0.93 3
2.49 9

1.24 4
0.69 9
0.90 0
0.37 7
1.66 6

Groupp 2: Affected by low purchasing power only
SERRR R
RRR R
Coefficient t
SE E
Variables s
1.05** *
0.42 2
Constant t
0.30 0
1.04 4
0.04 4
0.28 8
(S)) Inability to grow
0.42 2
1.38 8
0.32 2
0.30 0
(S)) Management problems
0.39*** * 0.13 3
-0.95*** *
0.33 3
(I)) Natl govt corruption
0.19 9
0.57* *
0.34 4
-0.57* *
Sex x
0.26 6
0.76 6
-0.28 8
0.35 5
Transitionn effect - Bf 1994
SEE = robust standard errors
RRRR = relative risk ratios
SEE RRR = robust standard errors for relative risk ratios
(F)) = formal barrier; (I) = informal barrier; (E) = environmental barrier; (S) = skill barrier
Probabilityy values: *** = p value significant at the 1% test level, ** = 5% test level, * = 10% test level
Totall number of observations: 277

Ourr results provide strong support for our third hypothesis that SME owners perceived to
bee affected by environmental barriers will also perceive to be affected by skill barriers.
Skilll barriers model. As table 6.6 shows, two groups of SME owners can be
distinguished:: those perceived to be affected by skill barriers and those not affected by
skilll barriers. The probability of perceiving to be affected by skill barriers is significantly
associatedd with individuals perceived to be affected by the informal barrier, 'Mafia and
racketeering'' and by the environmental barrier, 'lack of information'.
Inn terms of control variables, those SME owners perceived to be affected by 'competition
fromm legal businesses' also displayed a higher probability of perceiving to be affected by
thee skill barriers group. Further, SME owners perceived to be affected by skill barriers
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havee a higher probability of owning their business facilities14. Sex of SME owner and the
transitionn effect were not significant in this model.

Tablee 6.6: Logit regression - Skill barriers

Dependentt variable Y{

11 = most affected by skill barriers (n = 100)
00 = no pattern to responses (n = 193)

Variabless
Coefficient
SE
(I)) Mafia
0.36 6
00 gg***
(E)) Legal competition
0.54** *
0.27 7
(E)) Lack of Information
1.43*** *
0.28 8
Ownn facilities
0.69** *
0.28 8
Sex x
0.00 0
0.33 3
Transitionn effect - Bf 1994
0.18 8
0.41 1
Constant t
-22 30***
0.47 7
SEE = robust standard errors
(F)) = formal barrier; (I) = informal barrier; (E) = environmental barrier; (S) = skill barrier
Probabilityy values: *** = p value significant at the 1% test level, ** = 5% test level, * = 10% test level
Pseudoo R squared: 0.13
Totall number of observations: 293

6.66 Discussion of Results
Ourr regression results provide support for all of our three hypotheses. SME owners
perceivedd to be affected by formal barriers were found to also perceive themselves to be
significantlyy affected by informal barriers such as governmental corruption at the national
levell and the implementation of business regulations (HI). The inverse effect was also
significant:: SME business owners perceived to be affected by informal barriers were also
moree likely to perceive to be significantly affected by the high level of taxes, a formal
businesss barrier (H2). SME owners perceived to be affected by environmental barriers
weree found to be more likely to perceive to be affected by skill barriers (H3). Also,
thoughh not hypothesized, SME owners affected by skill barriers were more likely to be
affectedd by environmental barriers such as legal competition and lack of information.
Thesee results are depicted in figure 6.2.

Ourr results further indicate the importance of both

'lack of information' and

'managementt problems' in combination with the other barrier groups for SMEs in
transitionn countries. In isolation and according to descriptive statistics, both 'lack of
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information'' and 'management problems' were not significant (see table 6.2). This initial
resultt seemed incongruous with the opinion of many SME owners15. In interviews, lack
off information was frequently mentioned as a major barrier. However, our regression
resultss indicated that 'lack of information' is significantly association with formal and
skilll barrier groups. Furthermore, management problems were found to pose a significant
perceivedd barrier for SME owners who were affected by environmental barriers.
Thoughh 'Mafia and racketeering' was found to be significantly related to skill barriers,
thee overall low percentages of SME owners affected by 'Mafia and racketeering' (17
percentt -see appendix 6.3) seems to indicate that this barrier has diminished in
importancee since the mid-1990s and has a relative limited effect on SME owners in 2000.
Interviewss with SME owners in Lithuania verify this standpoint16 as does a study of
businesss owners in Russia (Puffer & McCarthy 2001:29).
Thee transition effect was not significant in any of our models. We expected the dramatic
changess that have taken place in the environment to have a significant impact on
businessess started before or in 1994 as compared with those started after 1994. However
thee lack of significant results may have resulted from the limitations of our data set. Only
existingg businesses were analyzed and it could very much be the case that those
businessess that were strongly affected by the 'transition effect' had already ceased
businesss operations prior to our survey.
Wee also expected owner's sex to be a significant factor in the perception of barriers by
SMEE owners. But it was only weakly significantly associated with 'low purchasing
power'.. These unexpected results seem to suggest that the perceived impact of barriers is
greatt for SME owners regardless of their business start-up dates, sex, sector, and most
otherr personal and business characteristics as indicated by the high percentages received
byy most business barriers shown in appendix 6.3.
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Figuree 6.2: Interrelatedness of perceived barrier groups to SME operations in a
transitionall environment: Significant results

HI I
Implementationn of business
regulations s
Tooo many tax inspections
Nationall government
corruption n

H2 2
Taxess too high

//
\\

Business
operations

\
J

H3 3
Managementt problems
Inabilityy to grow into new
markets s

Businesss Owner
SKILLS S
Lackk of information
Competitionn from legal
businesses s
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AA number of personal and business characteristics were also significantly associated with
businesss barriers. The probability of perceiving to be affected by formal barriers was
greaterr for SME owners located in rural areas and also for SME owner who did not own
theirr business facilities. The probability of perceiving to be affected by informal barriers
increasedd with lower business turnover and was greater for businesses that were homebasedd and for those that under-report their earnings. The significant association between
under-reportingg of business earnings and informal barriers are in line with the findings of
Johnsonn et al. (2000). The relationship between owner's age and informal barriers was a
surprisingg result. We would expect younger SME owners do be more greatly affected by
informall barriers than older SME owner who are used to the informal rules inherited from
thee Soviet regime. However, it could also be that younger SME owners are more flexible
andd perhaps less concerned about informal barriers than older SME owners. Furthermore,
SMEE owners who owned their business facilities had a higher probability of perceiving to
bee affected by skills barriers than the sample as a whole. This is also an unexpected result
sincee we did not anticipate that ownership of business facilities would be associated with
skilll barriers.

Causalityy between dependent and independent variables in our regression models should
bee interpreted with caution and our results should be viewed as descriptive rather than
causal.. For example, our regression results indicate that business owners who do not own
businesss facilities or have home-based businesses are significantly more affected by
formall barriers (for own facilities), or informal and environmental barriers (for homebased).. But it may also be the case that the reason these SME owners have home-based
businessess or do not own their business facilities is due to lower levels of business
acumen.. Since we do not control for this effect, our results simply establish that there is a
relationshipp between the dependent and independent variables.
Ass with most surveys, the Litsme survey has its limitations (discussed further in Chapter
3.7).. It was a cross-sectional study and as such may have excluded high-growth
businessess (i.e. gazelles) from our sample as well as businesses that have ceased business
operations.. The consequences of these exclusions could have resulted in the
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insignificancee of the transition effect. Also, though our models provide explanatory
valuee for our dependent variables, the generally low R squared values for our regression
modelss indicate that we have not completely captured all the influences on the dependent
variable. .
6.77 Conclusion
Thee interrelatedness of business barriers is an important area for research since it
addressess business barriers not in isolation but analyzes their interlinked effects. Our
analysiss explored the interrelated nature of four business barriers groups: formal,
informal,, environmental and skill barriers. The significance of barriers to existing
businesss operations was based on the perceptions of the SME owners. Though
perceptionss are not objective measures, perceptions or reality-as-perceived have been
shownn to influence business growth motivation and direct behavior (Davidsson 1991).
Inn this chapter, nineteen possible barriers to existing SME business operations have been
analyzed.. An institutional framework was operationalized and extended to include
environmentall and skill barriers. Our data results indicate that when tested for importance
andd significance, the most significant barriers are formal barriers related to frequent
changess to taxes, the tax level, ambiguity of tax policies and environmental barriers
relatedd to low purchasing power and lack of funds for business investment.
Thee nineteen possible barriers were further grouped into four barrier groups (formal,
informal,, environmental and skill barriers) using the Ward's grouping method for
hierarchicall clustering. SME owners perceived to be affected by formal and skill barrier
groupss could be categorized into groups of those perceived to be affected and those
perceivedd not to be affected by these barriers. However SME owners who perceived
themselvess to be affected by informal barriers needed to be categorized into two distinct
groups:: those affected by corruption at all levels and those affected by some types of
corruptionn and late payment by clients. Similarly, SME owners who perceived
themselvess to be affected by environmental barriers needed to be categorized into two
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groups:: those perceived to be affected by environmental barriers and those SME owners
whoo perceive to be affected by low purchasing power only.
SMEE owner's perceptions regarding the four types of barriers have been analyzed by way
off logit and multinomial logit regression models. The main results provide support for
ourr three hypotheses that stipulate that the effect of formal barriers will be associated
withh informal barriers (HI and H2); and, environmental barriers will be associated with
skilll barriers (H3). In addition, personal and business characteristics such as facilities
ownership,, location, turnover and SME owner's age were also significant factors in the
perceptionn of different business barriers. The interrelations between business barriers
makee clear that change in one type of barrier may lead not only to a change in the
perceptionn of this barrier but also in the perception of other types of barriers.

Thoughh 'lack of information', an environmental barrier, was not considered significant
onn its own, it was significant in relation to formal barriers and skill barriers. Similarly, the
skilll barrier, 'management problems' was significant in relation to environmental barriers
andd informal barriers. Both are related to 'knowledge gaps' carried over from the Soviet
systemm that continue to exert a detrimental effect on private business development.
Ourr results have implications for governmental policies. Policy recommendations related
too the results presented in this chapter are further presented in Chapter 9.
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Appendixx 6.1: Explanatory variables
Variablee Name

Definition

Meann

SD

Ownn facilities

One if the respondent owned their business facilities, zero
otherwise. .

327

0.58

0.49 9

Home-basedd

One if they ran their business from their home, zero

323

0.12

0.33 3

otherwise. .
331 10.82 2 0.38 8
Scratchh

One if business was started from nothing, zero otherwise.

Manuff

One if business is engaged in manufacturing, zero otherwise.

Tradee

One if business is engaged in trade, zero otherwise.

332 20.22 2 0.41 1
332 20.42 2 0.49 9
329 90.27 7 0.44 4
Rurall

One if business is located in a small city or rural area, zero if
locatedd in a big city (Vilnius, Kaunas, Klaipeda) or medium
cityy (Siauliai, Panevezys, Alytus).
Transitionn effect One if the business was started before or in 1994, zero
otherwise. .

326

0.83

0.38

Under-reportt

One if the respondent agreed that in order to survive and
grow,, many firms in their industry misreport their
operationall and financial results, zero otherwise. The
responsee to this question is considered a proxy for the
respondent'ss own behavior.

327

0.49

0.50

Businesss
Turnoverr

Ordinal variable indicating annual business turnover for
1999. Five categories were possible: (1) up to 100 000 Lt;
(2)) 100 001 - 500 000 Lt; (3) 500 001 - 1 000 000 Lt; (4) 1
0000 0 0 1 - 5 000 000 Lt; (5) more than 5 000 000 Lt.

321

2.73

1.31 1

Sexx

One if female, zero if male.

332 20.27 7 0.44 4

Educationn

One if university educated, zero otherwise.

329 90.69 9 0.46 6

Businesss exp.

One if the respondent had previous job-related work 325 50.46 6 0.50 0
experiencee in their business's current activities, zero
otherwise. .

Mngt.. exp.

One

if

the

respondent

had

previous

work-related

327

0.50

0.50

managementt experience, zero otherwise.
326 643 3
Agee

Age in years.

Agee squared

Age variable squared.

Formall
barrierss

One if the respondent is affected by formal barriers, zero
otherwise.

Taxess

One if the respondent completely agreed or agreed that
'taxess are too high' formed a main barrier to their business,
zeroo otherwise.

8.86 6

326 6 1895 5 798 8
277 70.41 1 0.49 9

170 0

330

0.86

0.34

Variablee name

Definition

NN

Mean

SD

Ambiguityy of
taxx pol

One if the respondent completely agreed or agreed that
'ambiguity of tax policies' formed a main barrier to their
business,, zero otherwise.

331

0.84

0.37

Informall
barrierss

Non-categorical variable with 3 possibilities: (1) No pattern
to responses, (2) Affected by some corruption and late
paymentt by clients; (3) Most affected by corruption

253

1.60

0.73

Implementationn

One if the respondent completely agreed or agreed that
'implementationn of business regulations' formed a main
barrierr to their business, zero otherwise.

325

0.56

0.50

Taxx inspections

One if the respondent completely agreed or agreed that 'too
manyy tax inspections' formed a main barrier to their
business,, zero otherwise.

328

0.68

0.47

Natll govt
corruptionn

One if the respondent completely agreed or agreed that 329
'governmental corruption on at national level' formed a main
barrierr to their business, zero otherwise.

0.74

0.44

Mafiaa

One if the respondent completely agreed or agreed that
'Mafiaa and racketeering' formed a main barrier to their
business,, zero otherwise.

320

0.16

0.37

Environ-mentall
barrierss

Non-categorical variable with 3 possibilities: (1) No pattern
to responses, (2) Affected by low purchasing power only; (3)
Affected by all environmental barriers.

277

1.79

0.72

Informationn

One if the respondent completely agreed or agreed that 'lack 3299
off information' formed a main barrier to their business, zero
otherwise. .

0.39

0.49 9

Legal l
competition n

Onee if the respondent completely agreed or agreed that
'competitionn from legal businesses' formed a main barrier to
theirr business, zero otherwise.

329

0.42

0.49

Illegal l
competition n

Onee if the respondent completely agreed or agreed that
'competitionn from illegal businesses' formed a main barrier
too their business, zero otherwise.

326

0.52

0.50

Skilll barriers

One if the respondent was affected by skill barriers, zero
otherwise. .

293 0.344

0.47

Growthh

One if the respondent completely agreed or agreed that
'inabilityy to grow into new markets' formed a main barrier to
theirr business, zero otherwise.

328

0.59

0.49

Managementt

One if the respondent completely agree or agreed that
'managementt problems' formed a main barrier to their
business,, zero otherwise.

325

0.33

0.47

NN = total number of responses; SD = standard deviation.
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Appendixx 6.2. Barriers identified by SME owners in percentages
Formall Barriers

C A A A A N/N N

CD D N/A A N N

% % % %% %

% % % %

Taxess too high
Frequentt changes to tax policies
Ambiguityy of tax policies
Businesss legislation

64
71
56
36
CA

Informall Barriers
Implementationn of business regulations
Tooo many tax inspections
Nationall governmental corruption
Regionall governmental corruption
Timee spent negotiating / loc. officials and inspectors
Latee payment by clients
Taxx inspector corruption
Mafia,, racketeering

Environmentall Barriers
Loww purchasing power
Lackk of funds for bus. Investments
Competitionn from illegal businesses
Lackk of information
Competitionn from legal businesses

Skilll Barriers

4
1
6
6
A

5 5
23 3
32 2
36 6
A A

10 0
5 5
10 0
19 9
N/N N

26 6
48 8
48 8
33 3
45 5
41 1
25 5
6 6
CA A

34 4
23 3
29 9
27 7
26 6
32 2
16 6
11 1
A A

30 0
24 4
19 9
30 0
21 1
15 5
45 5
36 6
N/N N

58
53
32
10
15
CA

33 3
32 2
24 4
31 1
31 1
A A

7 7
11 1
27 7
29 9
28 8
N/N N

8
3
2
0
5
A

0 0
0 0
0.3 3
1 1
CD D

0.6 6
0.3 3
0.3 3
4 4
N/A A

322
319
315
295
N N

2
9
5
5

6 6
3 3
2 2
5 5
6 6
7 7
8 8
32 2
D D

2 2
1 1
1 1
2 2
1 1
2 2
3 3
11 1
CD D

2 2
1 1
1 1
3 3
1 1
3 3
3 3
4 4
N/A A

3U0
314
316
307
311
314
311
305
N N

0
4
6
7
1
4
1
5

1 1
3 3
12 2
22 2
18 8
D D

0.3 3
0 0
4 4
7 7
7 7
CD D

0.9 9
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 1
N/A A

320
318
306
313
304
N N

0
8
6
3
4

244
39
24
10
2
1
312
Inabilityy to grow into new markets
88
27
40
18
5
2
309
Managementt problems
CAA = Completely agree; A = Agree; N/N = Neitheragreee nor disagree; D = Disagree; CD = Completely
disagree;; N/A = Not applicable.
NN = Total number of responses.
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Chapterr 6 notes
'' See Chapter 1.5 for further description.
From this point further we refer to these categories as before or after 1994, which implicitly compares
businesses,, started in or before 1994 to businesses started after 1994.
33
See also Chapter 7.
44
See Chapter 5, endnote 2.
55
A type of composite measure developed by R. Likert. The Likert scale allows for the use of standardized
responsee categories that can be clearly ordered (Babbie 1998).
66
See Aidis (2002a) for further description of methodology used.
77
Tax policies refer not only to tax rates but also to the multitude of administrative procedures related to tax
regulations.. SME owners incur additional compliance costs in terms of time and paperwork as a result of
changess in administrative procedures (Bannock & Peacock 1989).
88
For further discussion see Aidis (2002a).
99
We used Ward"s grouping method and formed hierarchical clusters using SPSS to form new variables.
Factorr analysis could not be performed since the assumption of equal distribution of responses was violated
byy our data set.
1(11
Multinomial logit models were chosen since we had three categories in our dependent variable without a
clearr order.
1
'' In our regression model using only the control variables, having a home-based business and not having
previouss business-related experience was significantly associated with the likelihood of perceiving to be
affectedd by formal barriers.
122
In our regression model using control variables only, age of SME owner was not significant.
155
In our regression model using control variables only, home-based businesses and higher business
turnoverr were associated with the likelihood of an SME owner perceiving to be affected by environmental
barriers. .
144
In our regression model using control variables only, ownership of business facilities was no longer
significantlyy associated with the likelihood of an SME owner perceiving to be affected by skill barriers.
Whereass SME owners engaged in the manufacturing sector were significantly associated with the
likelihoodd of perceiving to be affected by skill barriers.
155
Supplemental information was obtained from twenty-one qualitative interviews. See Chapter 5,
'^Thoughh there are exceptions (especially in the restaurant/hotel sectors) Mafia and racketeering operations
havee become less threatening to the business owner because they have 'legitimized' their activities by
startingg legally registered private security companies. They now provide legal 'protection' services for a
fee.. In this sense, Lithuania seems to have moved beyond the early transition phase where Mafia and
racketeeringg operations prevailed and threatened the existence of SMEs (see chapter 5.3.6).
22

Chapterr 7: 'Does fewer mean less?' The gendered aspects of small- and mediumsizedd enterprise ownership under economic transition
7.11 Introduction
Inn OECD countries, SMEs make up 95 percent of all enterprises and account for 60 700 percent of all jobs. Though most business owners are men, currently female
businesss owners make up one-fourth to one-third of the total business population in
OECDD countries (OECD 2000b). Data on the number of female SME owners in
transitionn economies indicates that there are considerably fewer female SME owners
thann male SME owners and that this difference is roughly comparable to the
percentagee of female business owners in advanced western countries (see appendix
7.1).. This is striking. The high level of job loss resulting from the restructuring and
privatizationn of formally state-owned enterprises (push factors) in addition to the
opportunityy to start up a private business (pull factors), one could expect similar
percentagess of male and female engagement in business ownership.
Researchh in western developed economies has also linked increasing levels of female
businesss ownership to increasing levels of female labor force participation (Evans &
Leightonn 1989). Prior to transition, most countries in Central and Eastern Europe and
thee former Soviet Union boasted high female labor force participation rates (Rai et al.
1992:12).. Given these factors, one might also expect less of a difference between
ratess of business ownership between men and women. However, additional factors
suchh as employment segregation (Brush 1998), lack of financing' (Buttner & Rosen
1988;; Brush 1990; Greene et al. 2001), exclusion from male-dominated informal
networkss (Aldrich 1989) and the widespread attitude that business ownership is a
malee activity2 (Brush 1998) may also play a role. Further, the lower levels of female
businesss ownership seem to indicate that a deeper layer of values, norms and
expectationss (i.e. gendered roles) seems to inform the actions of men and women even
duringg the profound social, political and economic changes that characterize
economicc transition.

A study of entrepreneurial activity amongst women in 29

countriess indicates that in spite of economic differences amongst countries, the gender
gapp in entrepreneurship has remained almost unchanged over time (Kovalainen et al.
2002).. To date, little empirical evidence is available for transition countries.
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Thiss chapter aims to make two main contributions to the existing literature. Firstly, by
comparingg the similarities and differences of male and female SME owners in
Lithuania,, we aim to increase the knowledge regarding differences between male and
femalee SME owners in a transitional setting. Secondly, by analyzing the possible
genderedd effects of business performance as measured by business size, turnover,
financiall success, planned business growth and business success on male and female
SMEE owners in Lithuania, we explore the relationship between SME owner sex and
businesss performance in a transitional context.
7.22 Theoretical considerations
Variouss studies have indicated that there are differences between male and female
SMEE owners in OECD countries (Goffee & Scase 1985; Carter & Cannon 1992;
OECDD 2000a; OECD 2000b) and in transition countries (Zapalska 1997; Glas &
Petrinn 1998). A review of existing data on female business owners indicates that
femalee business owners tend to be 3 5 - 4 4 years of age, married and have children
(OECDD 2000b). They also tend to have less formal or business-related experience or
priorr work experience than their male counterparts (Brush 1998). In general they tend
too have relatively higher education levels and lack prior entrepreneurship or
managementt experience. Comparatively more female business owners are found to be
pushedd into business ownership (through unemployment, etc.) than pulled into
businesss ownership (desire to have their own business) (ibid.).
AA number of studies have shown that female business owners most often start
businessess that are in the 'traditional' service sectors such as retail trade, hotels and
cateringg (Schrier 1975; Smith et al. 1982; Hisrich & Brush 1983; Cuba et al. 1983;
Scottt 1986; Neider 1987; Van Uxem & Bais 1996; OECD 2000a; Du Rietz &
Henreksonn 2000). However, increasingly more female business owners are becoming
involvedd in less traditional service sectors such as communications, finance, real
estate,, etc. (OECD 2000b). Studies done in economic transition countries such as
Polandd (Zapalska 1997) and Slovenia (Glas & Petrin 1998) have found that female
businesss owners tend to be most prominently represented in the service sector. In
sectionn 7.3, we compare the personal and business characteristics of male and female
SMEE owners in Lithuania.
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Size/Turnover.. In terms of business size and turnover, a number of studies have
indicatedd that female businesses tend to be smaller than male-owned businesses and
havee a lower business turnover (Schrier 1975; Schwartz 1976; Charboneau 1981;
Humphreyss & McClung 1981; Welsch & Young 1982; Goffee & Scase 1983; Hisrich
&& Brush 1987; Chaganti 1986; Longstreth et al. 1988; Smith et al. 1982; Cuba et al.
1983;; Scott 1986; Neider 1987; Du Rietz & Henrekson 2000). Also, Kalleberg and
Leichtt (1991) found that female-owned businesses grow at a slower rate than maleownedd businesses. Based on existing literature, we formulate our first and second
hypotheses: :
HI:HI: Female SME owners will have smaller businesses (in terms of number of
employees)employees) than male SME owners.
H2:H2: Female SME owners will have lower business turnover than male SME owners.
Businesss performance. Earlier studies have indicated that male business owners are
moree successful than female business owners (Cuba et al. 1983; Aldrich 1989).
Thoughh few comparative studies exist, more recent studies indicate that femaleownedd businesses do not perform differently than male-owned businesses in terms of
employment,, growth, survival or profitability (Kalleberg & Leicht 1991; Johnson &
Storeyy 1993; Cooper et. al 1994; NFWBO 1996). These studies were conducted in
advancedd western economies and in some cases, were limited to only three industry
sectorss in a region of the US (Kalleberg & Leicht 1991).
AA study by Du Rietz and Henrekson (2000) on female entrepreneurs in Sweden found
significantlyy lower expectations among female entrepreneurs for future growth. Also
female-ownedd businesses tended to under perform in terms of total sales to maleownedd businesses (ibid). Though the results of existing literature are mixed, we
formulatee the following two hypotheses:
H3:H3: Female SME owners will have businesses that tend to be less successful than
male-ownedmale-owned SMEs.
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H4:H4: Female SME owners will have businesses that tend to be less

financially

successfulsuccessful than male-owned SMEs.

Growthh Aspirations. The differences between the financial performance of male and
female-ownedd businesses (Van Uxem & Bais 1996) suggest that profit and growth
mayy not be the main goal of female-owned businesses (Brush 1992:14). For example,
aa qualitative study conducted by Carter and Cannon (1992) in the United Kingdom
suggestss that female entrepreneurs tend to run their businesses so that the interests of
theirr businesses does not conflict with the interests of the immediate family. An
earlierr study by Sexton indicates that more women then men may deliberately choose
nott to grow their businesses (1989).

However, findings based on a study of

Norwegiann entrepreneurs, showed no gender difference in terms of growth aspirations
(Kolvereidd 1992). Given the lower levels of financial and business success that we
expectt for female SME owners (hypotheses 1 and 2), we would also expect female
SMEE owners to indicate less growth aspirations. This leads us to formulate out fifth
hypothesis: :

H5:H5: Fewer female

SME owners will indicate growth aspirations than male SME

owners. owners.

Thiss chapter is further structured as follows. A comparison of the personal and
businesss characteristics of male and female SME owners in Lithuania is presented in
thee following section. In section 7.4, the explanatory variables used to test our five
hypothesess are described. The regression results are presented in section 7.5 and
discussedd in section 7.6. This chapter ends with a conclusion in section 7.7.

7.33 Male and female SME owners in Lithuania
AA summary of similarities and differences between male and female SME owners is
shownn in chart 7.1 (Descriptive statistics and correlation tables can be found in the
appendixx 7.4 and 7.5).
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7.3.11 Similarities
Age,, education and native language. The majority of male and female SME owners
havee a university education and most male and female SME owners were between 30
andd 45 years of age. However a higher percentage of male SME owners (34 percent)
weree older than 45 years of age as compared to female SME owners (26 percent). Few
malee or female SME owners had been employed in the private sector before starting
theirr business (17 percent).
Businesss characteristics. Though more male SME owners had previous work-related
managementt experience, this was not a significant difference between male and
femalee SME owners. Also, the vast majority of female and male SME owner started
theirr businesses from 'scratch'. Only a small percentage started businesses from
privatizedd assets or existing state-enterprise assets or facilities. Furthermore, there
weree no significant differences found between male and female SME owners in terms
of:: location of business (95 percent located in the larger cities and urban areas),
familyy members as employees (51 percent) or home-based business (only 12 percent
off the businesses are home-based). More than 85 percent of both male and female
SMEE owners responded that their business is their main source of income. Though
moree male SME owners were exporting either goods or services as part of their
business,, this difference was not statistically significant. In addition, though more
femalee SME owners were engaged in retail trade or other services3, this difference
wass not statistically significant (see appendix 7.4).
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Tablee 7.1: Similarities and differences between male and female SME owners in Lithuania

Similaritiess between male and female
SMEE owners:

Howw female SME owners differ:
Numberr of SMEs
••
Fewer SME owners are women

Personall characteristics:
••
Between 30-45 years of age
••
University or higher education
••
Native language (Lithuanian)
••
Little previous work experience in the private
sector r

Personall characteristics:
••
Female SME owners have less prior workrelatedd management experience
••
Fewer female SME owners are married
••
A small but significant percentage of female
SMEE owners pessimistic about Lithuania's
economicc future

Businesss characteristics:
•• Business started from scratch
•• Majority employ family members
•• Few home-based businesses
•• Majority located in urban areas
•• Exporting goods and/or services
•• Business as main source of income
•• Businesses in other services or retail trade

Businesss characteristics:
••
Female SME owners recorded a lower annual
businesss turnover (1999) than male SME
owners s
••
Majority of female SME owners had sole
proprietorships s
••
Female SME owners had fewer employees
(full-timee or permanent contract)
••
Business earnings for the majority of female
SMEE owners not sufficient
••
Fewer female SME owners imported goods
and/orr services than male SME owners

Businesss motivations:
••
Pull factors: Always wanted to have their own
business s
••
Push factors: Economic necessity
Businesss Ethics
••
High percentage under-report earnings
••
High percentage give bribes
••
Few pay for informal business protection

Motivation.. In terms of motivations to start a business, both male and female SME
ownerss indicated pull factors such as 'always wanted to have my own business' and
pushh factors such as 'economic reasons' as the main reasons for starting a business.
Moree female SME owners also chose 'easier to combine home/work responsibilities'
thann male SME owners but this was not statistically significant (see appendix 7.4).
Thiss result is contrary to the results of a number of other studies which indicate that
womenn start their own businesses because it is easier to combine home and work
responsibilitiess (Goffee & Scase 1983; Scott 1986; Chaganti 1986; Kaplan 1988;
Holmquistt & Sundin 1988; Scherer et al. 1990; Brush 1990).
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Under-reporting,, propensity to bribe and need for business protection4. In all
threee cases, female and male SME owners showed similar response patterns. Over 45
percentt of both male and female SME owners under-report their business earnings,
moree than 40 percent of male and female SME owners give bribes but less than 30
percentt make informal payments for business protection.

7.3.22 Differences
Lesss married, less optimism. Most male and female SME owners were married, but
malee SME owners were significantly more likely to be married than female SME
owners.. A larger percentage of female SME owners were divorced (15 percent as
comparedd with 5 percent for men) or single (8 percent as compared to 1 percent for
malee SME owners). However, these results could be inherently biased since it is
possiblee that married male SME owners claim to be SME owners when in fact they
mayy be co-owners with their wives. Or it could also be the case that wives are more
likelyy than husbands to assist their spouses in private businesses then vice versa. This
mayy be one of the reasons why our results show that significantly more male SME
ownerss are married than female SME owners. However, it could also be possible that
femalee SME owners start their own businesses more often when they are not married
orr that their marriages cease due in part to their businesses activities. Though the
majorityy of both female and male SME owners felt that the general economic
situationn in Lithuania will improve (52 percent and 63 percent respectively)
significantlyy more female SME owners responded that they did not know if the
economicc situation in Lithuania would improve (20 percent versus 12 percent for
malee SME owners).
Businesss characteristics. In Lithuania, female SME owners tend to more often start
sole-proprietorshipss (52 percent)5 while the majority of male SME owners have
corporationss (55 percent)6. In general, female SME owners work fewer hours (22
percentt worked 35 hours or less a week), and have a lower turnover than male SME
ownerss (69 percent of female SME owners reported an annual turnover in 1999 that
wass no more than USD 125,000. -). Female SME owners employed fewer workers
(averagee number of employees for male SME owners was 14 while the average
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numberr of employees for female SME owners was 10) and also had less full-time
employees,, or employees with either permanent or temporary work contracts.
Whenn asked if they were earning enough income to cover their living expenses,
femalee SME owners more often replied that their business earnings were not
sufficientt or completely insufficient (51 percent), while the majority of male SME
ownerss (67 percent) responded that they earned sufficient or more than sufficient
incomee from their businesses. In terms of importing, more male SME owners (45
percent)) were importing goods and/or services than female SME owners (26 percent).
7.44 Regression methodology and variables
Inn additional to the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation model, ordered probit and
logitt estimation models are used to test our five hypotheses. OLS is based on a linear
estimationn model with a continuous dependent variable, independent variables and the
independentlyy distributed random variable with zero mean (Stata 2001). The logit
estimationn model is a binary linear probability model that allows for two values for
thee dependent variable (Cramer 1991). The ordered probit estimation technique is a
probabilityy model that allows for the estimation of categorical groups for the
dependentt variable (Stata 2001).
Too test our five hypotheses related to the impact of SME owner's sex on business
performancee we include a number of independent variables that may play a significant
rolee in influencing business performance (see appendices 7.2 and 7.3). Independent
explanatoryy variables were chosen based on theory, intuition and significance and test
thee effect of personal and business characteristics on our dependent variables. Earlier
studiess have shown that human capital variables such as educational background
(Brushh & Hisrich 1991; Kolvereid 1992; Box et al. 1993; Gundry & Welsch 1997;
Honigg 1998; Van Praag & de Wit 2003) and previous work experience (Kalleberg &
Leichtt 1991; Lerner et al. 1997; OECD, 2000a) or industry experience (Brush 1992;
Cooperr & Gascon 1992; Box et al. 1993) may have a positive influence on business
performance.. Further Hisrich and Brush (1987) indicated that business skills are
importantt for expanding a business successfully for female-owned businesses. Age of
thee SME owners may also have a positive influence on business performance since
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olderr SME owners in general have greater levels of human capital (Cressy 1999;
Madsenn et al. 2002). There is a tendency for businesses registered as sole
proprietorshipss to be smaller in size than those registered as corporations (OECD
2000a)) and this may have an effect on growth aspirations and business success.
Businesss sector could also influence business size and business success (Brophy
1989).. According to Kalleberg and Leicht (1991), companies in the service and trade
industriess generally have lower growth rates and less success (measured by earnings
orr returns on investment) than businesses in other industries.
Furtherr we expect a number of issues specifically related to transition to have an
effectt on business performance in Lithuania. As our descriptive statistics show, a
numberr of SME owners are employed elsewhere in addition to running their own
businesses.. Roberts and Zhou have indicated that this is a common feature in
transitionn countries (2000). We would expect SME owners with addition employment
too be less focused on businesses growth and success. We also expect to see a
demographicc effect amongst SME owners. In Lithuania as in a number of other
transitionn countries, rapid business growth and investment characterizes the capital
cityy Vilnius and the other two large Lithuanian cities (Kaunas and Klaipeda). But
muchh less economic development has taken place in other cities and rural areas.
Thereforee we also expect businesses located in these three cities to be larger and more
successfull than businesses located in other parts of the country.

Thee dramatic and ongoing changes to the macro- environment may also present a
barrierr for SME owners and it may also have a gender effect. In Lithuania, transition
too a market-based economy can be divided into two distinct periods (see Chapter 1.6).
Thesee changes had a potentially significant effect on SME owners who started before
orr in 1994. Table 7.2 presents our expectations:
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Tablee 7.2: Expected impact of independent variables.
Variables s

Female e
Age e
Education n
Businesss exp.
Add.. employ
Bigg cities
Solee prop.
Trans,, effect
Trade e
Manuf f

HI: :
Busi nesss
i
Size

--

H2: :
Business s
Turnover r

H3: :
Business s
Success s

--

H4: :
Financial l
Success s

H5: :
Growth h
Aspirations s

--

--

--

++
++

++
++
++

++
++

++
++

--

--

--

++

++

--

--

++

++

++

7.55 Estimation and results
Ass table 7.3 shows, according to our regression results, female SME owners were
significantlyy more likely to have smaller businesses and lower turnover than male
SMEE owners. Also female SME owners were more likely to perceive their businesses
ass less financially successful than their male counterparts. When we control for solo
self-employedd SME owners (i.e. those with no employees) the likelihood of financial
successs between male and female SME owners is no longer significant.
Businesss size. The continuous dependent variable measuring business size was
significantlyy larger for businesses started before 1994. In addition, business size was
significantlyy larger for older SME owners and for those SME owners who did not
startt their businesses from scratch8. Contrary to our expectations, businesses located
inn large cities were significantly more likely to have fewer employees than businesses
locatedd in other cities or rural areas. Since our results indicate that female SME
ownerss have significantly smaller businesses than male SME owners, we do not reject
ourour first hypothesis. Controlling for solo self-employed SME owners does not change
thee significant variables in this model.
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Tablee 7.3: Regression results
Businesss Size
Variables s
OLS S

Constant t

-15.27* *
(8.86) )

Personal l
characteristics s
-3.43** *
Female e
(1.44) )
Age e
1.32*** *
(0.41) )
Agee squared -0.01*** *
(.004) )
Education n
0.28 8
(1.60) )
Businesss exp. -1.09 9
(1.44) )
Add.. employ -1.41 1
(1.61) )
Business s
characteristics s
Bigg city
-2.98* *
(1.56) )
Solee prop.
-5.02*** *
(1.41) )
Transition n
44 29***
effect t
(1.51) )
Business s
sector r
0.08 8
Trade e
(1.69) )
Manuf f
5.29** *
(2.12) )
NN
312 2
R2/ /
0.15 5
2
Pseudoo R
Cutl l
-Cutt 2

••

Cutt 3

••

Cutt 4

••

Business s
Turnover r
Ordered d
Probitt Model

Business s
Success s
Logitt model

Financial l
Success s
Logitt model

Growth h
Aspirations s
Logitt model

--

0.44 4
(2.47) )

0.82 2
(2.17) )

1.80 0
(2.33) )

-0.71*** *
(0.15) )
0.00 0
(0.04) )
-0.00 0
(0.00) )
0.31** *
(0.13) )
0.009 9
(0.13) )
-0.38 8
(0.14) )

-0.33 3
(0.30) )
-0.02 2
(0.11) )
0.00 0
(0.00) )
0.57** *
(0.29) )
0.56* *
(0.29) )
-0.68** *
(0.29) )

-0.46* *
(0.28) )
-0.03 3
(0.10) )
0.00 0
(0.00) )
0.41 1
(0.27) )
0.24 4
(0.26) )
-1.00*** *
(0.27) )

0.08 8
(0.29) )
-0.12 2
(0.11) )
0.00 0
(0.00) )
0.61** *
(0.27) )
0.61** *
(0.27) )
-0.08 8
(0.27) )

-0.07 7
(0.14) )
-0.50*** *
(0.13) )
0.27* *
(0.16) )

-0.37 7
(0.29) )
-0.61** *
(0.28) )
0.45 5
(0.35) )

-0.27 7
(0.26) )
-0.35 5
(0.25) )
0.18 8
(0.31) )

0.26 6
(0.27) )
-0.46* *
(0.26) )
0.32 2
(0.33) )

0.59*** *
(0.16) )
0.35** *
(0.18) )
301 1
0.08 8

0.23 3
(0.30) )
0.97** *
(0.41) )
309 9
0.09 9

0.12 2
(0.29) )
0.51 1
(0.35) )
310 0
0.07 7

0.85*** *
(0.30) )
1.06*** *
(0.38) )
311 1
0.07 7

-0.53 3
(0.99) )
0.16 6
(0.99) )
0.66 6
(0.99) )
1.91 1
(0.98) )

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Robustt standarc errorss in parenthesis
Probabilityy values: *** = p value at percentt test level; ** = p value at 5 percent test level: * = p value
att 10 percent test level.
NN = total number of responses.
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Businesss Turnover. The ordered probit model based on categories of business
turnoverr indicates that SME owners with a university education had a higher
probabilityy for generating a higher turnover. SME owners with sole proprietorships
showedd a significantly negative association i.e. a higher probability for lower
turnovers..

Further, businesses started before 1994 had a significantly higher

likelihoodd for higher levels of turnover than businesses started after 1994. SME
ownerss engaged in trade or manufacturing activities also had a significantly higher
likelihoodd of higher business turnover than other business sectors. The likelihood that
femalee SME owners have lower turnover than male SME owners is highly significant.
Givenn our model's results, we do not reject our second hypothesis. When we control
forr solo self-employed SME owners, the difference between businesses started before
orr after 1994 is no longer significant.

Businesss Success. Two groups of SME owners can be distinguished: those who are
perceivedd to be successful at their businesses and those SME owners who are not
perceivedd to be successful at their businesses. University education is especially
stronglyy associated with the likelihood of business success as is working in the
manufacturingg sector and to a lesser extent previous work-related business
experience.. Sole proprietorships and SME owners with additional employment were
significantlyy less likely to exhibit business success. No transition effect was found.
Thoughh female SME owners have a lower likelihood of business success than male
SMEE owners, this result was not significant. Therefore we reject our third hypothesis.
Controllingg for solo self-employed SME owners makes no difference to the
significantt variables in our model.
Businesss financial success. Two groups of SME owners can be distinguished: those
SMEE owners who have financially successful businesses and those SME owners who
doo not have financially successful businesses. Our results indicate that female SME
ownerss exhibit significantly lower levels of financial success than male SME owners.
Alsoo SME owners with additional employment had a significantly lower likelihood
forr financial success. No transition effect was found, i.e. there was no significant
differencee between businesses started before or after 1994. Our results indicate that
thee probability that a business is a 'financial' success is significantly less for female
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SMEE owners. Therefore we do not reject our fourth hypothesis. However, when we
controll for solo self-employed SME owners, sex is no longer a significant variable
influencingg the likelihood of financial success. Also for SME owners with employees,
universityy educated and those that do not have sole proprietorships have a higher
likelihoodd of financial success than the sample as a whole (results not shown).
Growthh Aspirations. Two groups of SME owners can be distinguished: Those SME
ownerss with growth aspirations and those SME owners without growth aspirations.
Ourr results show that contrary to our expectations, females have a higher likelihood of
plannedd growth than male SME owners, though this result was not significant. The
likelihoodd of business growth was significantly and positively associated with the
manufacturingg and trade business sectors. Further SME owners with a university
educationn and those with previous work-related experience in their business area
demonstratedd a significantly higher likelihood for business growth than the sample as
aa whole. Sole proprietorships exhibited a significantly lower likelihood for planned
businesss growth than other business types. No transition effect was found. In sum, our
modell does not show the probability of growth aspirations is significantly lower for
femalee SME owners. Therefore we reject our fifth hypothesis. When we control for
soloo self-employed SME owners, sole proprietorship is no longer significant in our
model.. All other significant variables in our original regression remain significant.
7.66 Discussion
Ourr regression analyses indicate that there is a significant likelihood that female SME
ownerss will have smaller businesses, lower turnover and lower levels of perceived
businesss financial success than male SME owners. These findings are in line with the
findingss of Du Rietz and Henrekson (2000). No significant difference was found
betweenn male and female SME owner's perception of business success or growth
aspirations.. These results are in line with those by Kalleberg and Leicht (1991) and
Kolvereidd (1992). In general, these results seem to indicate that growth motivation
andd business success of male and female SME owners are similar yet business
outcomess in terms of size, turnover and to a lesser degree, financial success are
different.. Whereas the probability that female SME owners will increase their
businesss size or turnover (i.e. growth aspirations) is not significantly different from
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malee SME owners, actual increase in terms of either additional employees or
additionall turnover seem at lower levels for female SME owners. This finding seems
too be in line with Kalleberg and Leicht (1991) who indicate that female-owned
businessess grow at a slower rate.
Whyy would women necessarily have smaller businesses, lower business turnover and
lesss business income than men? Both external and internal factors seem likely to
influencee this process. External factors could be influenced by the continuing
exclusionn of women from influential formal and informal networks, a legacy inherited
fromm the so-called 'egalitarian' Soviet system (Bridger et al. 1996:120). The general
importancee of networks for business development has been shown in a number of
studiess (Birley et al., 1991) and the exclusion of women from 'old boy's networks' in
variouss countries has been shown to create a barrier for female business development
(Aldrichh 1989; Gould & Parzen 1990; OECD 1998). Furthermore, women tend to
engagee in smaller networks consisting primarily of women (Brush 1992). Not having
accesss to larger informal networks can reduce a female business owner's access to
capital,, information, potential partners, customers and/or clients.
Otherr studies (Sexton et al. 1990; Shane et al. 1991; Stigter 1999; Verheul & Thurik
2001)) have also shown that women often have different goals and objectives for their
businessess than men. Often female business owners are more interested in balancing
theirr home and work lives and less focused on purely increasing business size and
profit.. Given the likelihood that both internal and external expectations may influence
businesss performance, we can speak of a gendered influence.
Doess the transitional setting breed a different type of male and female SME owner?
Ourr results do not indicate this and fall very much in line with studies done in
advancedd western countries. But our results also show that different start-up dates
duringg the transition process (before and after 1994) have a significant effect on
businesss size and turnover. Lithuanian male and female SME owners who started
theirr businesses before or in 1994 have significantly larger businesses and higher
turnoverss than those business started after 1994 .
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Inn general, our R squared values were quite low for our regression models indicating
thatt the explanatory power of some of our variables is significant but our regression
modelss do not capture all possible significant independent variables.
7.77 Conclusion
Previouss studies have shown that there exist a number of differences in terms of both
personall and business characteristics between male and female business owners. The
existingg literature does not present a clear indication of the effects of gender on
businesss performance. Relatively few studies have been conducted on the situation of
malee and female business owners in a transition context.
Inn this chapter, we contribute to the existing literature by addressing this knowledge
gapp in two ways. Firstly, by providing information regarding the characteristics of
malee and female SME owners in the transition context in Lithuania, and secondly, by
testingg the business performance of male and female SME owners in Lithuania using
fivee business performance measures: business size, turnover, business success,
businesss financial success and growth aspirations.
Ourr descriptive statistics show that female SME owners in Lithuania tend to have less
priorr work-related management experience, be less often married and a small but
significantt percentage of female SME owners are more pessimistic about Lithuania's
future.. In terms of business characteristics, female SME owners tend to have lower
annuall business turnover, more sole proprietorships, fewer employees, lower business
earningss and import less goods or services than their male counterparts.

Thee result of our regression analyses using ordinary least squares, ordered probit and
logitt estimation models testing our five hypotheses regarding business performance
indicatee that female SME owners have significantly smaller business (HI),
significantlyy lower turnovers (H2) and to a certain degree, significantly less business
financiall success (H4) than male SME owners. No significant differences were found
betweenn male and female SME owners for business success (H3) or growth
aspirationss (H5). These results seem to indicate that though female SME owners have
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smallerr businesses, lower business turnover and less perceived financial success, they
seemm as committed to growing their businesses as male SME owners. In addition,
financiall success did not significantly differ between male and female SME owners
withh employees. This seems to indicate that there may also be a difference between
groupss of female SME owners i.e. those with employees and those without employees
thann initially was considered. In general, our results seem to indicate that though there
aree fewer female SME owners than male SME owners they are not necessarily less
successfull at their businesses or less interested in business growth.
Whyy do women have smaller businesses, less turnover and lower business earnings?
And,, why are there fewer female SME owners in transition countries? Though not
empiricallyy tested in this paper, these differences seem to be influenced by gendered
values,, norms and expectations (i.e. informal rules) that have either been internalized
orr continue to exert external pressure and result in different business characteristics
forr male and female SME owners. Deeply embedded informal rules such as
'gendered'' expectations for men and women in society seem to lead to 'gendered'
economicc outcomes in spite of dramatic social, economic and political changes as
havee occurred during the transition process.
Ourr results suggest that the characteristics of female SMEs in the transitional context
inn Lithuania differ little from female SMEs in advanced western countries. However
onee important difference exists namely the lack of SME programs or policies
specificallyy designed that are sensitive to the needs of female SMEs. The importance
off considering the differences between male and female SMEs in policy
recommendationss are further discussed in Chapter 9.
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Appendixx 7.1: Percentages of female SME* owners in selected countries
Femalee SME owners (%)
Dataa year
Country y
Advancedd western countries
38 8
1999 9
USA* *
37 7
1990-1999
average
Canada* *
30.5 5
1990-- 1999 average
Thee Netherlands*
41 1
1990-- 1999 average
Portugal* *
27 7
1990-19999 average
Germany* *
33 3
1990-19999 average
Finland* *
Transitionn countries
34 4
1999 9
Lithuania* *
24 4
1997
7
Latvia* *
24 4
1996 6
Estonia* *
39 9
1990-- 1999 average
Poland* *
31.5 5
1990-- 1999 average
Hungary* *
27 7
1990-- 1999 average
Czechh republic*
26 6
1998 8
Bulgaria* *
21 1
1996 6
Russia* *
26 6
1997 7
Romania* *
** = SME definitions differ amongst countries so the data is not completely comparable; * = NFWBO
(Nationall Foundation for Women Business Owners) www.nfwbo.org ; * = OECD Labor Force
Statisticss (2000); * = Not only SMEs, this percentage includes all female business owners (Lithuanian
Departmentt of Statistics 2000). * = For actual data sources for Bulgaria, Latvia, Estonia, Russia and
Romaniaa please refer to Unicef {1999:103)
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Appendixx 7.2: Variables defined
Variablee Name

Definition

NN

Mean

SD

Female e

Onee if female, zero otherwise.

3322

0.27

0.45

Age e

Continuouss variable.

3266

42.6

8.85

Age2 2

Agee variable squared.

3266

1895

798

Education n

Onee if the respondent has a university education, zero otherwise.

3299

0.69

0.46

Businesss exp.

Onee if the respondent had started their business in a sector where
theyy had previous work-related experience, zero otherwise.

3255

0.46

0.50

Beforee 1994

Onee if the respondent started their business before or in 1994, zero
otherwise. .

3266

0.83

0.37

Bigg city

Onee if the respondent's business is located in a large city (Vilnius,
Kaunas.. Klaipeda), zero otherwise.

3299

0.56

0.50

Solee prop. .

Onee if the business is a sole proprietorship, zero otherwise.

3322

0.42

0.49

Addd empl.

Onee if the respondent had paid employment in addition to their
privatee business, zero otherwise.

3300

0.29

0.45

Onee if the business engages in trade (retail or wholesale) as their
mainn business activity, zero otherwise.

3322

0.42

0.49

Onee if the business engages in manufacturing as their main business
activity,, zero otherwise.

3322

0.22

0.41

Continuouss variable measuring number of employees (from 0 to a
maximummaximum of 49 employees).

3322

13.07 12.99

Trade e

Manufacturing g

Businesss size

Business s
turnover r

Ordinall variable indicating annual business turnover for 1999. Five
categoriess were possible: (1) up to 100 000 Lt; (2) 100 001 500
3211
0000 Lt; (3) 500 001 - 1 000 000 Lt; (4) 1 000 001 - 5 000 000 Lt; (5)
moree than 5 000 000 Lt.

Businesss
financiall
successs
Growthh
aspirationss
Businesss
successs

2.73

1.31

One if respondents state their business is their main source of income 3300
and they can live sufficiently off their business earnings, zero
otherwise.

0.57

0.50

One if a respondent intends to increase business size or turnover in
the next five years, zero otherwise.

3266

0.63

0.48

One if a respondent intends to increase business size or turnover in
the next five years, their business is their main source of income and
theyy can live sufficiently off their business earnings, zero otherwise.

3244

0.72

0.45

NN = total number of responses.
SDD = standard deviation.
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Appendixx 7.3: Correlation Matrix
Variables s 1 1

22

33

44

55

66

77

88

99

10 0

1.. Female
-0.05 5
2.. Age
-0.06 6 0.99* *
3.. Age
squared d
0.06 6
0.02 2 0.07 7
4.. Edu
0.03 3 0.12* * 0.11* * 0.12* *
5.. Bus.
exp. .
0.06 6 0.08 8
0.10* *
-0.04 4 0.06 6
6.Add d
employ y
0.06 6 0.21* * 0.09* * 0.11* *
7.. Big
0.09' ' 0.05 5
city y
-0.09 9 -0.09 9
0.05 5 -0.17* * 0.07 7
0.12 2 0.05 5
8.. Sole
prop. .
-0.04 4 -0.06 6
9.. Trans. -0.07 7 0.13* * 0.12* * -0.04 4 -0.11* * 0.03 3
effect t
-0.06 6 -0.12* * -0.11 1 -0.06 6 -0.11* * -0.00 0 -0.21* * -0.00 0 0.06 6
10. .
Trade e
-0.00 0 0.09 9
11. .
0.09* * -0.08 8 -0.10* * -0.13* * -0.13* * 0.02 2 0.11* * -0.45* *
Manuf f
Probabilityy values: * = p value at 1 percent test level; * = p value at 5 percent test level: * = p value at
100 percent test level.

Appendixx 7.4: Pearson's correlation table
Variablee
Correlation with female
Agee
-0.049
Educationn
0.028
Nativee language
-0.029
Employedd in state or private sector
-0.056
Work-relatedd prior management experience
0.108
Businesss start- up: from scratch, etc.
0.027
Familyy members employed
0.029
Home-basedd business
-0.088
Businesss location
-0.059
Businesss as main source of income
0.053
Businesss sector: services
0.087
Reasonn for starting business: combine work/family
0.078
Under-reportingg of business earnings
0.050
Bribingg
0.057
Makingg informal payments for business protection
-0.118
Exportt goods and/or services
-0.70
Marriedd
-0.236**
Economicc situation in Lithuania
0.112*
Businesss turnover 1999
-0.308**
Businesss type
-0.173 * *
Employeess
-0.152*
Full-timee employees
-0.190**
-0.161**
Employeess on permanent contract
Employeess on temporary contract
-0.108*
Businesss earnings
0.152**
Importt goods and/or services
-0.168**
*** = Correlation is significant at the 1 percent level (2-tailed), * = Correlation is significant at the 5
percentt level (2-tailed).
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Appendixx 7.5: Characteristics of male and female SME business owners in Lithuania
Female e Malee
N
Meann SD
Personall characteristics
%%
%%
68 8
58 8 326 6 0.27 7 0.45 5
Agee (30 - 45 years of age)
71 1
69 9 329 9 0.69 9 0.46 6
Educationn (University or higher)
97 7
96 6 327 7 0.96 6 0.19 9
Nativee language: Lithuanian
17 7
Privatee sector employment experience
17 7 325 5 0.46 6 0.50 0
70 0
89 9 329 9 0.84 4 0.37 7
Civill status: married
Generall economic situation will improve
52 2
63 3 325 5 0.60 0 0.49 9
Businesss characteristics
41 1
53 3 327 7 0.50 0 0.50 0
Priorr work-related management experience
80 0
83 3 331 1 0.82 2 0.38 8
Businesss started from scratch
52 2
51 1 332 2 0.51 1 0.50 0
Employmentt of family member
17 7
10 0 323 3 0.12 2 0.32 2
Home-basedd business
92 2
96 6 329 9 0.73 3 0.44 4
Businesss location: urban areas
82 2
87 7 330 0 0.85 5 0.35 5
Businesss as main source of income
36 6
Exportingg goods and/or services
43 3 332 2 0.42 2 0.49 9
Businesss sector: services*
56 6
49 9 332 2 0.30 0 0.46 6
69 9
38 8 321 1 0.46 6 0.49 9
Annuall business turnover (1999) no more than USD
125,000.-Businesss type: sole proprietorship
52 2
39 9 332 2 0.42 2 0.49 9
Businesss size: 30 or less employees
63 3
51 1 332 2 0.57 7 0.50 0
Businesss with full-time employees*
69 9
84 4 332 2 0.80 0 0.40 0
Businesss with employees on permanent contract*
70 0
77 7 332 2 0.75 5 0.43 3
0
Businesss with employees on temporary contract
19 9
26 6 332 2 0.24 4 0.43 3
Businesss earnings sufficient or more than sufficient to
49 9
67 7 332 2 0.62 2 0.49 9
coverr living expenses
Importingg goods and/or services
3322
0.40
26 6
45 5
0.49 9
Businesss motivation
35 5
45 5 325 5 0.42 2 0.49 9
Motivation:: 'Always wanted to have my own business'
35 5
34 4 325 5 0.34 4 0.48 8
Motivation:: 'Economic reasons1
Propensityy to bribe
46 6
50 0 327 7 0.49 9 0.50 0
Under-reportingg of earnings
76 6
81 1 195 5 0.79 9 0.40 0
Bribing g
56 6
43 3 161 1 0.47 7 0.50 0
Payy for business protection
** Services include the following categories: wholesale and retail trade, restaurants and hotels and
businesss and personal services; ¥ Of those with employees, this indicates the percentage with full-time
employees;; * Of those with employees, this indicates the percentage with employees on a permanent
contract;; a Of those with employees, this indicates the percentage with employees on a temporary
contract. .
NN = total number of responses.
SDD = standard deviation.
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Chapterr 7 notes
11

A study by Coleman (2000) based on data on firms in the US found no significant difference in terms
problemss with financing between male and female-owned businesses.
AA number of studies have indicated the lack of positive female business owner images in the media in
Norwayy (Ljunggren & Alsos 2001) and in the US (Langowitz & Morgan 2002).
33
Other services include wholesale trade, business services, personal services, restaurant or hotel
activities. .
44
See Chapter 5, endnote 2 for further discussion.
55
Most traders at the Gariunai open-air market were women using renewable trading licenses (see
Chapterr 4).
66
The legal requirements for sole proprietorship and an incorporated business are different. Sole
proprietorshipss are easier to create but expose the business owner to total liability for business
activities.. Incorporated businesses require more complex set of procedures but the business 'owner' is
subjectt to limited liability for the business. It is generally recognized that incorporated businesses form
aa more advanced stage of business development than sole proprietorships.
77
This may indicate that female SME owners prioritize time flexibility and choose to work fewer hours
inn their businesses than their male counterparts.
88
Either by buying an existing business or through privatised assets.
99
The results are based on cross-sectional data and provide no longitudinal insights. It is possible that
businessess started prior to 1994 that were smaller and unsuccessful ceased their operations and
thereforee were not represented in the survey. This may have resulted in bias for larger businesses
startedd before 1994 than after 1994.
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Chapterr 8: Theoretical implications
Inn the preceding chapters, institutional theory, gender issues and theories regarding
entrepreneurshipp were applied in order to investigate the factors affecting SME
developmentt under economic transition. In this chapter, some relevant issues both in
termss of positive and negative aspects of using this eclectic approach are discussed.
Neww institutional theory emphasizes the need to address each institutional setting as a
uniquee set of circumstances requiring a unique strategic approach. Our institutionaltheoryy based analysis was grounded to a large extent on the perceptions of SME owners
andd related officials with regards to the barriers effecting existing SME operations in
Lithuania.. The resulting data was both rich in detail and context-specific and, a clear
understandingg of the Lithuanian case could be developed. Generalizability of the results,
howeverr are questionable and this is one of the disadvantages of our methodology and the
institutionall approach vis-a-vis a more neoclassical-based approach. In spite of these
limitations,, the institutional approach and methodology seems especially relevant for
dynamicc situations such as transition economies where important changes are taking
placee to the institutional framework.
Thee lack of a single theory for entrepreneurship allowed for a certain flexibility in
developingg an appropriate definition for the transition context. In general, definitions of
entrepreneurshipp reflect the context in which they are created. For example, definitions
developedd for advanced western economies place less emphasis on the possibilities for
unproductivee entrepreneurship since the formal and informal institutional constraints are
alreadyy in place and functioning. This is not the case in transition economies where in
manyy cases new institutions are developing and institutional enforcement is weak. The
workingg definition developed in Chapter 2 for productive entrepreneurship in transition
economiess is a result of the adaptation of existing entrepreneurship definitions and
Baumol'ss productive/unproductive entrepreneurship distinction placed within an
institutionall framework. The definition and model developed and applied in this thesis for
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productivee entrepreneurship seems a useful tool for addressing entrepreneurial
developmentt in a transitional context.
Open-airr market activities analyzed in Chapter 4, illustrate the influence of path
dependencee and transition in terms of creating a unique form of entrepreneurship
development.. The main influencing factors in the case analyzed seem to be historical,
environmentall (such as consumer price sensitivity) and labor market position of traders
(disadvantagedd due to ethnic background, language ability, sex and age).
Inn spite of a boom in hypermarkets in and around Vilnius, trading at Gariunai not only
continuess to survive but is becoming institutionalized. An important influence is
Gariunai'ss reputation for low prices. When buyers come from other countries, they know
whatt they can expect at Gariunai; they do not know what they can expect if they go
shoppingg at a nearby hypermarket. Though the traders themselves feel that they do not
buildd up relationships with their clients, the clients seem to build a relationship with the
market.. Since the Gariunai market is known, it reduces uncertainty and transaction costs
evenn though other alternatives are present.
Thee further institutionalization of the Gariunai market seems to be taking place as
evidencedd by the construction underway around the Gariunai market. More permanent
stallss and storage spaces are being built. Two banks have also set up branch offices near
thee market entrance. Given these new developments, its seems Gariunai will not
disappearr any time soon.
Thee characteristics of the traders at the Gariunai market provide some support to the
displacementt theory of immigrant entrepreneurs. Similar to other immigrants, non-nativeLithuaniann speakers seem to be discriminated against on the formal labor market.
However,, Slavic-speaking residents in Lithuania also differ from immigrants in advanced
westernn countries. Many Slavic speakers came to Lithuania with secured employment
(usuallyy blue collar) and enjoyed a more privileged status in Soviet Lithuania than native
Lithuanians.. For many of these individuals, Lithuania's independence has resulted in
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threee important changes: unemployment (due to the closing and downsizing of stateownedd enterprises), loss of status, but also the new opportunity (previously nonexistent)
too start a private business. Their predicament and choices have clearly been formed by
thee transition process. Further theory building and research in this area could provide
importantt new insights to this process.
Thee interviews in Chapter 5 seem to support the institutional view that 'ideas matter'
(Northh 1997a:7). The effects of 'residual communism' on informal rules both in terms of
culturall and personal 'embeddedness' are evident from the viewpoints expressed by both
SMEE owners and related officials. Informal rules seem to not simply present in the
environmentt but individual stakeholders and personal convictions can maintain an
outdatedd system of values and norms that may be beneficial for the individual but
detrimentall to the economy as a whole. Douglass North identifies this type of behavior as
pathh dependent influenced by the interests of individual stakeholders (1997a).
Inn chapter 6 we examined the interrelated nature of business barriers to SME operations
usingg an empirical analysis. Though North refers to the interactions between formal and
informall rules (1990), it is never empirically tested. In our model, we further extend
North'ss institutional categories to include environmental and skill factors as possible
barrierss to existing SME operations in Lithuania. The extension of North's categorization
seemss justified in the transitional setting and in our analysis it generates significant
results.. We find that a perceived change in one barrier type can lead to a change the
perceptionn of another type of barrier. Though these results are obtained specifically from
Lithuaniann data, it seems likely that the situation may be similar in other transition and
establishedd market economies.
Ann analysis of the gendered aspects of business performance as presented in Chapter 7
indicatess that there are significant differences between male and female SME owners
evenn within an environment of rapid economic, social and political change. Existing
genderr relations in this context seem to illustrate the tenacious ability of informal norms
andd values to be maintained even when they are in conflict with the new economic
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contextt and newly established formal rules. Gender relations have not been given much
attentionn by North or the new institutionalist school. Further theory building and research
inn this area would be useful.
Ourr analysis also suggests that a slight modification of the new institutional theory's
focuss on transaction costs may be in order. Gender issues seem to have less to do with
'transactionn costs' than with 'interaction costs' i.e. maintaining fixed and reliable role
distinctionss between men and women according to gendered expectations in order to
reducee uncertainty in a dynamically changing environment. Our study indicates that these
genderedd expectations seem to play a role in influencing differing business outcomes for
malee and female SME owners.
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Justinass comments
J:J: It was interesting to read your analysis. I had not realized that SMEs were playing
suchsuch an important role in Lithuania's economic development. I also had not realized
thatthat they were encountering so many different barriers.
R:: Yes, and many of the barriers seem linked to the clash of a new economic system
withh the attitudes and values inherited from the Soviet period.
J:J: I found it very interesting to read that there are individuals willing to uphold the
principlesprinciples of business ethics even within the transitional setting. These seem to be the
individualsindividuals that need to be further encouraged and supported.
R:: Yes, I agree. Due to their personal principles, these business owners embody the
principless of productive entrepreneurship which provides benefits both to the
entrepreneurr and to the general economic situation. But there are many impediments
suchh as corruption... that's a big barrier.
J:J: There always is corruption under these types of conditions. You need to learn to
workwork with it.
R:: You can't be serious.
J:J: I am. I hate to burst your bubble but it's a realistic approach. I don't mean that you
shouldshould support corrupt activities, you should fight it every step of the way. But
corruptioncorruption will not simply disappear - it has been developing over a long period of
time,time, to break the cycle abruptly would cause chaos. Real change takes time and must
occuroccur in the hearts and minds of the population. In this case, in the hearts and minds
ofSMEofSME owners and related government officials.
R:: How do you think policies should be formulated?
J:J: Your argument must focus on what the government has to gain from SMEs, i.e.
whatwhat they would gain from promoting a really free economy.
R:: What about for SME owners themselves?
J:J: SME owners have been too individualistic in their approach. In chapter 5 you
presentedpresented the importance of forming and building alliances between NGOs. Business
ownersowners must learn to do the same. They need to learn to cooperate, they need to
networknetwork and form councils according to their business sector or industry. Real
changechange will also take place from the grassroots level, SME owners need to be a part
ofof this change. In order to build a sense of community and responsibility which has
completelycompletely been destroyed.
Ruta,Ruta, I also have a question, I was wondering about the influence of the European
UnionUnion on Lithuanian SMEs. I know that Lithuania is one of the accession countries
earmarkedearmarked to join the EU in 2004. It seems crazy to me for Lithuania to throw away
herher sovereignty in order to join another union!
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R:: I can understand your concerns, Justinas. In fact, many Lithuanians would agree
withh you. They too are concerned about giving up Lithuania's sovereignty to join
anotherr union. But in today's globalized economy Lithuania has little choice. The
worldd is being split up into trading blocs. Those countries who find themselves
outsidee of the blocs suffer. For such a small country as Lithuania, it would be very
difficultt to economically survive on her own. Further, the EU is not the USSR, it is
basedd on a market-oriented system and democratic decision-making.
II also think that the EU could provide Lithuania with a number of benefits. Look at
howw well Ireland has done since it became an EU member. Ireland was an
economicallyy depressed country, but it has experienced phenomenal economic growth
fueledd by high levels of foreign direct investment and in part by SME growth since
becomingg a EU member.
J:J: Do you think the same could happen in Lithuania?
R:: The conditions are different for Lithuania. Ireland became extremely attractive to
foreignn investors in the 1970's in part because of its favorable taxation climate for
foreignn direct investment. Ireland has also benefited from very large EU transfers.
Lithuaniaa has been invited to join the EU with a number of other transition countries
whichh will mean direct foreign investment being spread over all the new member
countries.. Lithuania will probably receive much lower levels of foreign investment
thann Ireland did. Joining the EU may also have negative consequences for SMEs in
termss of increased competition and increased regulations.
J:J: So it will bring its share of problems...
R:: In the short-term yes, but in the long-term it should provide increased
opportunities.. The introduction of standardized EU legislation should also have a
positivee effect on Lithuania's internal legislation. More positive short-term benefits
especiallyy for the SME sector necessitate an active role of the government. Not only
inn terms of creating policies but most importantly in implementing them. As you will
seee in chapter 9, I have some suggestions for ways to improve the situation for SMEs
inn Lithuania.
J:J: Let's read them together.
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Chapterr 9: Policy recommendations
9.11 Introduction
IfIf the only tool you have is a hammer, you treat everything like a nail.
A.A. Mas low
Thee purpose of this final chapter is to explore the necessary policy tools for SME
developmentt in Lithuania. The need for policies to support SME development in
Lithuaniaa can be justified from both an economic and socio-political perspective. From
ann economic perspective, SMEs are important for both their innovative potentials and for
jobb creation. Further SMEs provide an important part of the infrastructure on which
competitivenesss of the economy depends (Smallbone & Piasecki 1995). From a sociopoliticall perspective, the development of an entrepreneurial class in the form of SMEs
facilitatess the development of a market-oriented economy at the grassroots level
(Smallbonee & Piasecki 1995; Roberts & Tholen 1998) and the political base for a market
economy.. Evidence from developed western economies shows that SMEs face certain
disadvantagess due to their 'smallness' in competing with larger firms and this justifies
policyy intervention on the basis of the longer-term potential contribution of the SME
sectorr (Smallbone & Piasecki 1995).

Neww start-ups can contribute innovation, jobs, and act as a positive competitive force in
thee economy. But existing SMEs are especially important since they have demonstrated
thee ability to survive the difficult start-up period and may have potential for further
growth.. In that sense, existing SMEs are the most likely to generate additional jobs, and
addd value to local, regional and national economies through external sales. For this
reason,, providing policy support for such enterprises offers potential public as well as
privatee benefits (Smallbone & Piasecki 1995:16). Given our focus on existing SMEs,
proactivee policy recommendations are presented that focus on existing SMEs but may
alsoo be applicable for start-ups.
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Thee central premise of this thesis is based on the Baumolian perspective that
entrepreneurss are present in any given context but it is the external environment that
shapess their manifestation. Like a seed, entrepreneurship has the potential for growth
whereverr the opportunity arises. Though the government is not the only factor that
influencess the manifestation of entrepreneurship, governmental policies can both create a
conducivee environment for productive entrepreneurship to grow or can interfere with
SMEE development and create conditions for unproductive or even destructive
entrepreneurshipp to prosper. In this sense public policy plays a crucial role in determining
nott just the quantity of entrepreneurial development but also the quality of
entrepreneurship.. The process of entrepreneurial self-selection can be adversely affected
byy external barriers such as governmental constraints. Given the restricted conditions, the
mostt capable entrepreneurs may choose against starting their own businesses; but those
individualss who are most able to get along with bureaucrats and politicians, have the right
connectionss and the greatest capability to bribe are the most likely to start up private
businessess (Chilosi 2001:343). Altering the risk-reward profile of the entrepreneur can
affectt the quality of entrepreneurs that undertake business start-ups. In the following
sections,, we will present some possible strategies to further promote the growth of
productivee entrepreneurship.

9.22 Current Governmental initiatives and programs
TheThe creation of an appropriate legal and institutional framework within which SMEs can

developdevelop is one of the most difficult tasks of the transition period yet one which is critical
toto the development of the SME sector... (Smallbone & Piasecki 1995:19).
Thoughh little was being done to promote SME development at the beginning of
transition,, the Lithuanian government is currently undertaking a number of measures to
promotee SME development. In 1996, the Lithuanian government created the Lithuanian
Developmentt Agency for Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEDA). The five main
aimss of the SMEDA are (1) to stimulate the development of new SMEs, (2) to increase
thee competitiveness of SMEs, (3) to promote the creation of new jobs, (4) to increase the
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survivall rate of SMEs, and (5) to increase information technology (IT) literacy of SMEs.
Furthermore,, SMEDA is responsible for analyzing the economic and legal environment
forr SME development, updating and disseminating information about financing
possibilitiess for SMEs and providing publications on SMEs. Also SMEDA is involved
withh initiating and administering the provision of subsidized consulting services for
SMEss and participation in international SME programs and projects. SMEDA currently
subsidizess business advice and consultancy at various business centers throughout
Lithuania.. Also SMEDA has created government supported guarantor funds to assist
SMEss in receiving bank loans.
Inn July 2002, the SME development agency received a government subsidy in order to
implementt a project that provides support for starters. As a part of this project, subsidized
consultingg services will be provided to starters in six regions of Lithuania. The services
aree intended to be accessible by both rural and urban starters. Special attention will be
paidd to female starters and young starters (ages 20 - 29). In addition, SMEDA already
supportss the development of business incubators in seven Lithuanian cities.
Furthermore,, the improvement of statistical data is also important for developing
appropriatee policies. The Lithuanian Ministry of Economics is working together with the
Lithuaniann Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Crafts (LCCIC) to develop a business
database.. In addition to governmental activities, there are currently an estimated 5 000
NGOss related to SME development in Lithuania. These organizations range in size and
scope.. Some organizations such as the Kaunas Regional Association of Small and
Medium-sizedd Business have a local focus while organizations such as the LCCIC have a
nationall focus.
AA 61-page report containing policy guidelines and recommendations for SME
developmentt in the Baltic countries produced by the OECD is used as a reference for
Lithuaniann SME policy. This comprehensive document provides extensive and practical
measuress for issues related to SMEs such as regulation reform, taxation reform,
financing,, business consultations, regional policy, capacity building and fostering
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entrepreneuriall spirit (see appendix 9.1 for list). This information is available on the
SMEDAA website1, however it is only available in English with no Lithuanian translation.
Thiss is striking. Lithuanian SMEs can only access this document if they read English.
Thiss example illustrates the existing gap between intentions and practical applications.
Itt is not the aim of this thesis to reproduce all the suggestions contained in the OECD
report,, rather, a specific number of issues will be addressed, grouped in four main
strategies:: reform, proactive policy, legitimacy through visibility, interactive approach
andd alliance

building. Though presented

in separate sections, these policy

recommendationss can be implemented simultaneously. Also, attention is paid to issues
largelyy absent in the OECD report such as the need for external monitoring,
differentiationn of existing SME needs and the role of informal institutions. In addition,
thee barriers to SME operations raised in the previous chapters of this thesis are also
discussed. .
9.33 Reform
Ass the name suggests, the reform approach focuses on simplifying existing governmental
policiess and reducing transaction costs (both direct costs and indirect, compliance costs)
thatt seem to interfere with the development of a thriving SME sector. These include
reducingg both direct costs such as taxation and indirect costs such as adhering to
legislativee requirements and frequency of inspections. Formal barriers such as the
frequentt changes to tax policies and tax level were identified as some of the main barriers
byy existing SME owners in Chapter 6.
Inn terms of direct costs, reducing the overall tax rate and providing a tax break for startupss (up to three years) would promote the allocation of entrepreneurship to productive
uses.. There is a need for laws and regulations to be as simple as possible, transparent and
neutrall in order to minimize the degree of discretion available to the bureaucracy in their
application.. Official interpretations published in an accessible form of existing legislation
mayy be a useful means to reduce corruption.
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Reformingg business regulations can also be an effective means to help eliminate
corruption.. An analysis of the regulation of entry in eighty-five countries shows that
heavierr regulation of entry is generally associated with greater corruption and a larger
unofficiall economy, but not with measures of better quality or private or public goods
(Djankovv et al. 2002). It is therefore advisable to reduce taxation and legislative barriers,
keepp the level of new legislation low and make sure new legislation is clear and simple to
interpret.. Indirect costs form a considerable barrier to existing SME owners in terms of
compliancee costs. By diminishing the number of regulations and reducing the number of
inspections,, compliance costs could be significantly decreased.

9.44 Proactive policy
Inn supporting existing SMEs, it is important to differentiate between types of SMEs, in
termss of growth levels and target groups. The needs for business services and financial
schemess will differ. High growth SMEs in general will be in need of greater and more
complexx financial resources (including venture capital) and managerial skills. Slower
growthh SMEs will also need access to financial resources but on a different level and
basedd on credit and small loan schemes at reasonable interest rates. Furthermore specific
groupss based on sex, ethnicity and region may require specific attention. Public policy
needss to be designed and targeted to particular subgroups in mind since SME
characteristicss are often influenced by gender and ethnic effects2. For example special
fundingg for high-growth companies could inadvertently discriminate against female
businesss owners in Lithuania who tend to have smaller businesses that seem to grow at a
slowerr rate. For women and ethnic minorities, an emphasis on integration into and the
developmentt of new business-related networks may be an important strategy to overcome
theirr disadvantaged position.
Furthermore,, there should be a distinction made between the different economic and
sociall functions performed by different types of SMEs in the transitional setting. High
growthh SMEs may be important for their innovative and employment contributions. But
onlyy a very small proportion of SMEs are high growth and they tend to be the exception
too the rule. Most SMEs stay small but their economic and social contribution should not
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bee underestimated. Slow growth or no-growth SMEs (such as OAM traders) can provide
stablee employment for the business owner and a small group of staff and this in itself is
ann

important

contribution

to

alleviating

the

chronically

high

unemployment/underemploymentt rate in transition countries such as Lithuania.
SMEss can also provide a means for earning a decent livelihood for groups which
experiencee a disadvantage on the formal labor market due to their sex, language ability,
ethnicity,, age and location. On a regional level, private business initiatives can help
stimulatee further economic development in more economically depressed areas. Given
scarcee resources, the reduction in bureaucratic obstacles at the local level especially in
rurall areas, can be an efficient and effective way of assisting the development of small
enterprisess (Smallbone et al. 2001b:271).
Traders,, using a renewable trading license, form the most basic type of Lithuanian SMEs.
Ass described in chapter 4, license-holding traders provide both employment opportunities
too those disadvantaged on the formal labor market and provide price sensitive households
withh a selection of inexpensive durable goods. Recognition of the economic contribution
thesee traders, seems to be an important first step towards improving their situation.
Withh regard to compulsory business membership of a Chamber of Commerce or other
businesss institutions, it may be more appropriate to improve current statistical data
collectedd by the Lithuanian statistical office than to require businesses to join an
independentt Chamber of Commerce unless there was some sort of guarantee that the
interestss of smaller businesses would be equally represented. Current statistical data
shouldd also be expanded to track businesses that are re-registered but engaging in the
samee business activity under a different name.
Thee effectiveness of SME policy also depends on the nature of the institutions involved
andd the quality of the individuals responsible for delivering support programs (Smallbone
&& Piasecki 1995:16). In essence it is just as important to select qualified individuals to
devisee and implement SME related projects as it is to create new projects in the first
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place.. Personnel with previous SME experience in Lithuania and exposure to Western
methodss (through visits and consultations) are essential. Further developing the means to
attractt and retain qualified governmental staff should also be combined with competitive
salaries. .
Outsidee monitoring. At the moment, SMEDA, a governmental organization, is
responsiblee for implementation of SME policy. No independent monitoring body exists.
Ann independent monitoring body consisting of NGO representatives and SME business
ownerss should be created to evaluate existing policy and to provide recommendations for
policyy alterations and/or changes. An independent monitoring body may help safeguard
againstt projects being only partially implemented or implemented on paper only.

9.55 Legitimacy through visibility
Inn chapters 4, 5 and 7, the issue of legitimacy of SME activities was raised. The open-air
markett traders in Chapter 4 identified the negative public attitude towards their trading
activitiess as forming a barrier to their business activities. In Chapter 5 SME owners
commentedd that the both negative public attitude as well as the lack of legitimacy of their
activitiess in the eyes of governmental officials formed a barrier to their business
operations.. Chapter 7 indicates that lack of legitimacy and visibility of female SME
ownerss may create additional difficulties for female SME owners.
Ann often-neglected area of policy is the need to increase the positive image of SME
ownerss and entrepreneurs in the popular media and in available literature. This is
especiallyy crucial in Lithuania as in other post-socialist countries where entrepreneurs
weree associated with a negative, even criminal image of capitalism and where the most
celebratedd high profile entrepreneurs were directly connected to criminal or Mafia
activities.. The government can play an important role in the process of shaping a positive
imagee of entrepreneurs, as can NGOs and entrepreneurship organizations. Interviews
withh SME owners and reports illustrating the positive economic and social impact of
productivee entrepreneurship could be widely disseminated. Further the establishment of
positivee role models for potential entrepreneurs and mentorship programs for existing
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entrepreneurss could improve the capabilities of SME owners and survival rate for
existingg SMEs.

Thiss is especially true for groups who have generally received less media exposure as
SMEE owners such as women, ethnic minorities and senior citizens. Past research has
indicatedd that the lack of visibility of female entrepreneurs results in a lack of legitimacy
forr women as 'successful entrepreneurs' (Baker et al. 1997). As a result, women have to
workk harder to gain access to resources, convince resource suppliers and corporate
customerss that they are as competent as men (Brush 1997).

9.66 Interactive approach

BuildingBuilding bridges between existing formal and informal institutions is an effective means
ofof enhancing the success of formal institutions (World Bank 2002:178).

Ass our results suggest in Chapter 6, business barriers are interrelated for existing SME
owners.. Therefore, we cannot talk simply of changes to the formal rules without
addressingg supportive changes to informal

institutions. Informal

institutions are

especiallyy important because they form the values that guide the behavior of individuals,
familiess and local communities as well as governments. Together these groups shape and
underpinn the workings of all institutions (UNECE 2001).

Inn the absence of functioning formal rules and institutions, informal institutions fill the
gapp to facilitate exchange between actors i.e. to lower transaction as well as interaction
costs.. But as the informal networks lower transaction costs for some, they exclude other
potentiall actors. Therefore it is of utmost importance to create a functioning formal
environmentt which ensures a level playing field for all potential actors.

Too be effective, it is important to stimulate informal institutional support for new formal
institutions.. One way of gaining support of informal institutions for new formal rules is
byy connecting citizens (i.e. the broad public) to the process of change. This is perhaps the
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greatestt challenge to the post-socialist society, creating a sense of societal engagement as
stakeholderss in relation to formal rules. Individual citizens can obtain a sense of
connectednesss and commitment if they are consulted and incorporated in the decisionmakingg process. Democratic voting is one formal role but more must be done to create a
feelingg of engaged democratic leadership. Town meeting type assemblies to discuss
possiblee policies and to voice opinions in a public forum are needed. Positive ideas from
thesee forums could be implemented and the practices made visible in order to develop a
sensee of inclusion for creating new policies. Though this process necessitates
commitmentt of both time and energy, its results could help increase the effectiveness of
formall rules that are more closely embedded in informal institutions.
9.77 Alliance building
AA spirit of cooperation is largely missing amongst the population in Lithuania. This is not
surprisingg since it was discouraged during Soviet rule. As a result there is little
experiencee with forming alliances or coalitions around collective interests. In fact there
seemss to be a blatant absence of cooperation between NGOs, SME owners and
governmentall officials. Lack of cooperation ultimately leads to only the most influential
voicee being heard as can be argued is the case in Lithuania with the interests of large
enterprises.. The main strategy to address this imbalance is by forming alliances based on
mutuall interests and needs. SME groups formed based on business sector or industry may
bee the most efficient unit at the grassroots level. These groups can then form alliances
eitherr amongst themselves or with larger NGOs in order to get their interests heard.
Thiss process will necessitate an attitude change both among SME owners who tend to be
individualisticc and existing NGOs that tend to suffer from competition and rivalry. In the
endd it is only through cooperation that both SME owners and NGOs can learn from one
anotherr and improve the situation for all actors themselves. Finally, as both Douglass
Northh and Justinas Zubrickas have indicated, in order to achieve sustained change, these
processess necessarily take time.
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Appendixx 9.1: OECD Baltic Forum for Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Development
(BALTICC FEED) Summary of Policy Guidelines and Recommendations
POLICYY GUIDELINES AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON
INSTITUTIONALISATIONN OF SME POLICY AND SME REPRESENTATION
1.. Ensure that the policies and strategies to encourage entrepreneurship and enterprise
developmentt are stated and seen as a central aim of national development policies.
2.. Determine policy priorities for the small and medium-sized business sector and ensure
thatt performance of implementation is monitored.
3.. Encourage actions and initiatives that will build a positive image of entrepreneurship
acrosss the whole of society and that will help to improve attitudes to new enterprise.
4.. Designate clear institutional responsibility for small and medium-sized business policy
att national, regional and local levels.
5.. Ensure that the reasons for intervention by government and agencies are stated in
SMEE policy, as well as the directions on how support should be provided and delivered to
thee small and medium-sized business sector.
6.. Assign the responsibility and resources to local and regional government to promote
andd develop small and medium-sized enterprises.
7.. Establish procedures for a regular dialogue with small and medium-sized business
representativess and seek to develop joint initiatives that will build public/private
partnershipp in supporting SMEs.
8.. Develop policies and support programmes that address the needs expressed by SMEs
andd prepare them for increased global competition and opportunities and EU
accession. .
9.. Monitor the structure, performance and the changing needs of the small and medium
sizedd business sector.
10.. Provide training and guidance on customer service to personnel in ministries and
agencies. .
POLICYY GUIDELINES AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON
RULEE OF LAW AND REGULATION, INFORMAL ECONOMY
1.. Improve the legal and regulatory environment for small and medium-sized businesses
byy focusing awareness and action on improvements in the key areas where the State has
directt responsibility.
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2.. Implement measures to improve small business registration, licensing and
administrativee procedures where the existing procedures are identified as unduly
bureaucraticc and as obstacles to entrepreneurship.
3.. Seek a change of attitudes by the bureaucracy in dealing with small and medium-sized
businessess through specific actions such as demonstrated high standards at
governmentt level and by training public officials.
4.. Provide small and medium-sized business representatives with an opportunity to
expresss their views on relevant draft legislation and regulations.
5.. Distinguish between broad segments of the informal economy (ranging from
businessess in breach of minor misdemeanours to businesses involved in serious
criminall offences) when designing policies and programmes for small and medium sized
businesses. .
6.. Instigate and develop a systematic and continuing programme to deal with all forms of
corruption,, especially, in its impact on small and medium-sized businesses.
POLICYY GUIDELINES AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON
TAXX POLICY FOR SMALL BUSINESS
1.. Recognise the crucial role that tax policy plays in influencing and shaping the
environmentt for small business growth.
2.. Design tax policies with the twin objectives of increasing tax revenues and promoting
thee emergence and growth of enterprise.
3.. Create a clear definition of small and medium-sized businesses for tax and other
purposes. .
4.. Reduce the number and frequency of changes in the tax system.
5.. Simplify the rules applied and thereby reduce the compliance burden for small and
medium-sizedd businesses.
6.. Ensure that the tax laws and rules are transparent and easily accessible by the small
andd medium-sized business sector.
7.. Focus on practical steps to develop administrative rules to achieve a simple and
transparentt tax regime for small and medium-sized businesses.
8.. Interact and communicate regularly with the small and medium-sized business sector
inn the development and implementation of tax rules.
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9.. Encourage and support the SME sector to present its viewpoint on policies and
facilitatee its participation in the government's consultative process on tax legislation on a
regularr basis.
10.. Review tax incentives to ensure each incentive is cost-effective, fair, and properly
targeted. .
11.. Consider the need for special measures to support micro and small enterprises and the
possiblee use of presumptive taxation (tax base inferred from simple indicators) for the
smallestt businesses.
12.. Develop comprehensive training for tax policy-makers and administrators that will
preparee them to take a constructive attitude to small and medium-sized businesses and
willl equip them to advise businesses on the tax rules and interpretation of such rules.
13.. Develop a system to monitor the implementation of recommendations.
POLICYY GUIDELINES AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTSS FOR START-UPS AND SMEs
1.. Seek to strengthen the banking and financial system in parallel with efforts to improve
thee availability of funding for SMEs.
2.. Provide selected financial services through public policies where the private sector
failss to meet the needs of SMEs.
3.. Focus on measures that will improve access to finance by SMEs and encourage the
provisionn of a broad range of financial instruments (e.g. leasing, loan guarantees for fixed
assett investment and working capital, venture capital, interest subsidies,
factoring). .
4.. Develop loan guarantee schemes and institutions to improve the access to finance and
encouragee commercial banks to provide loans to selected SMEs.
5.. Seek to foster new attitude to SMEs among banks and link this initiative with the
provisionn of new funding mechanisms.
6.. Ensure that good business practice is followed when using public funds.
7.. Provide training and advice for entrepreneurs and staff in small and medium-sized
businessess in dealing with financial institutions and loan applications.
8.. Ensure that access to finance is improved on the regional and local level.
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POLICYY GUIDELINES AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON ADVISORY SERVICES
FORR NEW AND SMALL BUSINESSES
1.. Build policy for business advisory services with a clear vision of what small businesses
reallyy need.
2.. Create a policy framework for the provision of advisory services, based on a coherent
analysiss of where market gaps exist and reasoning why government intervention is
appropriatee in closing in these market gaps.
3.. Manage and operate business advisory service programmes and institutions like
commerciall entities.
4.. Involve the private sector, as early as possible, in the provision of business advisory
servicess and recognise that in the long run the private sector will need to become the
primee supplier of business advisory services.
5.. Aim for sustainability in the design and organisational structure of business advisory
servicee programmes and delivery institutions and seek to diversify funding sources.
6.. Invest particularly in the selection, training and ongoing supervision of staff delivering
businesss advisory services. Recognise that the promotion of business advisory services is
anotherr important form of human capacity building in thee overall economy, which is
cruciall for successful long-term development of the whole economy.
POLICYY GUIDELINES AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON REGIONAL AND LOCAL
ENTERPRISEE PROMOTION
1.. Formulate and implement a coherent regional development strategy.
2.. Research and assess the specific local and regional environment in advance in order to
informm and guide the preparation of regional policy.
3.. Promote the entrepreneurial climate at the local level.
4.. Promote capacity building of institutions and agencies dealing with regional policy at
thee local level.
5.. Facilitate and support the emergence of financial institutions at the local level.
6.. Maximise the role that Business Incubators can play in the promotion of local
entrepreneurshipp and in assisting start-up ventures.
7.. Be cautious about the use of free economic zones as a tool of local entrepreneurship
promotionn and evaluate the full costs and benefits of any such proposals.
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8.. Promote appropriate use of evaluation methods for local entrepreneurship promotion
projects. .

Source:: Organization for European Cooperation and Development (OECD). 1999. Baltic
ForumForum for Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Development (Baltic FEED) Policy
GuidelinesGuidelines and Recommendations, Annual meeting, September 28 - 30, Riga, Latvia.
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Chapterr 9 notes
11

Http://www,svv.lt. On the SMEDA website, the OECD policy document is listed under 'policy' in the
Englishh language version, but on the Lithuanian language version this section is missing.
22
Shane et al. (1991) discuss this issue in terms of gender and nationality differences.
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Nederlandsee samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)
Opvattingenn en percepties zijn belangrijk in de Institutionele Theorie vanwege hun
directee effect op economische prestaties. In dit proefschrift worden opvattingen en
perceptiess geanalyseerd van zowel Litouwse midden- en kleinbedrijf (MKB) eigenaren
alss die van experts. Doel is een beeld te krijgen van de unieke effecten van
transitieprocessenn en institutionele verandering op het pas opgezette MKB. Met name
wordenn

percepties

van

formele

en

informele

drempels,

vaardigheden

en

omgevingsfactorenn van het MKB onderzocht. Dit geldt zowel voor MKB eigenaren in het
algemeenn als ook voor specifieke groepen zoals openlucht markthandelaren en
mannelijkee en vrouwelijke MKB eigenaren. Een theoretisch kader wordt gevormd door
gebruikmakingg en uitbreiding van bestaande literatuur over ondernemerschap,
institutionelee theorie en gender. Voor dit proefschrift zijn zowel kwantitatieve als
kwalitatievee data verzameld.

Dee huidige overgangssituatie in Litouwen kan het best worden begrepen vanuit de
historischee context. In hoofdstuk

1 wordt een algemeen historisch overzicht

gepresenteerd.. Ofschoon eind jaren 80, ten tijde van het Sovjet bewind een beperkt aantal
vormenn van private ondernemingen geïntroduceerd werd, werd pas na het onafhankelijk
wordenn van Litouwen in 1991 het particuliere ondernemerschap gelegaliseerd. Daarna
volgdee beginjaren '90 een explosieve groei van particuliere ondernemingen. Sinds 1995
iss echter het aantal startende en geregistreerde particuliere ondernemingen niet meer
gegroeid.. Deze stabilisatie is onder andere veroorzaakt door een toename in de
regelgevingg (in de vorm van vereisten, belastingen, etc.) gekoppeld aan vermindering van
bedrijfskansenn en een toename van de concurrentie.
Institutionelee theoretici als Douglass North (1997a) en Edgar Feige (1997) hebben een
belangrijkee bijdrage geleverd aan het verklaren van de onevenwichtige economische
ontwikkelingg van transitielanden; vooral op het gebied van formele en informele regels.
Inn tegenstelling tot formele regels (zoals wetten), die zeer snel veranderd kunnen worden,
blijkenn informele regels (normen en waarden) sterker verankerd en moeilijker te
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veranderen.. Vanwege de geleidelijke en discontinue aard van institutionele veranderingen
zall waarschijnlijk 'path-dependency' optreden. In dit proefschrift wordt onderzocht of
informelee regels mogelijk een rol hebben gespeeld bij de onevenwichtige ontwikkeling in
Litouwen. .
Inn tegenstelling tot de neoklassieke theorie van winstmaximalisatie, behandelt de
institutionelee theorie de invloeden van opvattingen en percepties, bijvoorbeeld van
ideologieënn op economische resultaten. Institutionele economen benadrukken verder de
noodzaakk om iedere institutionele situatie te beschouwen als een unieke set van
omstandighedenn die om een unieke strategische benadering vraagt.
Inn Litouwen heeft men nieuwe formele instituties en regels geïntroduceerd, maar de
handhavingg van deze nieuwe regels is niet altijd even effectief. Bovendien hebben de nog
altijdd toegepaste informele instituties uit het Sovjetbewind een negatieve invloed op de
economischee ontwikkeling. Tot deze Sovjeterfenis behoren onder andere: corruptie, het
niett naleven van regelgeving, wantrouwen en een getolereerde zeer ongelijke verdeling
vann rijkdom en informatie.
Dee rol van gender, een vorm van informele institutie, wordt besproken in algemeen
economischee zin en in de institutionele theorie in het bijzonder. Ook wordt

de

economischee en sociale positie van mannen en vrouwen in Litouwen onderzocht. De
economischee transitie in Litouwen heeft voor mannen en vrouwen tot verschillende
resultatenn geleid. Voor veel vrouwen heeft de hernieuwde nadruk op traditionele
mannelijkee en vrouwelijke rollen geleid tot nieuwe vormen van discriminatie op de
arbeidsmarkt.. Privaat ondernemerschap wordt vaak voorgesteld als een mogelijke
strategiee voor vrouwen om discriminatie op de formele arbeidsmarkt en werkeloosheid te
omzeilen.. De beschikbare data over vrouwelijke ondernemers in Litouwen suggereren
echterr dat ook deze groep tegen discriminatie aanloopt. De gender aspecten van MKBeigenarenn in Litouwen worden gedetailleerder onderzocht in hoofdstuk 7.
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Hoofdstukk 2 presenteert tevens een overzicht van de belangrijkste bijdragen aan het
onderzoekk naar ondernemerschap binnen de economische wetenschappen. Bovendien
wordenn in hoofdstuk 2 een nieuw model en een definitie gepresenteerd voor productief
ondernemerschapp in transitielanden. Het onderscheid tussen productief en onproductief
ondernemerschapp is relevant voor transitielanden vanwege het hoge percentage
onproductievee ondernemingen (in tegenstelling tot geavanceerde, westerse economieën).
Omm een toepasbare definitie voor ondernemerschap in transitielanden op te stellen,
passenn we een bestaande definitie van Wennekers en Thurik (1999) aan waarbij we de
nadrukk leggen op productieve ondernemingsresultaten.

Volgenss onze definitie bestaat het productieve ondernemerschap uit het aantoonbare
vermogenvermogen en de bereidwilligheid van individuen om (a) nieuwe economische

mogelijkhedenmogelijkheden te zien en door innovatieve activiteiten te creëren (zoals nieuwe
producten,producten, nieuwe productiemethodes, nieuwe organisatieschema's en nieuwe productiemarktmarkt combinaties) en (b) hun ideeën op de markt te introduceren ondanks onzekerheid
enen andere belemmeringen; en (c) een rendabele onderneming op te zetten die een
bijdragebijdrage levert aan de nationale economische groei en het persoonlijk levensonderhoud.
Onss model laat zien dat formele regels en informele normen en waarden, evenals de
macro-economischee omgeving en de eigenschappen en vaardigheden van individuen
productieff en onproductief ondernemerschap beïnvloeden.

Inn hoofdstuk 3 worden kwantitatieve en kwalitatieve data gepresenteerd die speciaal voor
dezee dissertatie verzameld zijn. Van september tot december 2000 is een per post
verstuurdee enquête onder ondernemers gehouden met een antwoordpercentage van 50
procent.. Na filtering op MKB eigenaren, bleef een onderzoeksgroep van 332 actieve
MKBB eigenaren over (hierna Litsme Survey). Bovendien werden kwalitatieve data
verzameldd om een diepere, gedetailleerde en persoonlijke indruk te krijgen en om de
kwantitatievee data te ondersteunen. Daartoe werden vijfenzestig semi-gestructureerde
interviewss gehouden met markthandelaren op Gariunai, de grootste openlucht markt in de
Baltischee regio. Verder zijn er eenentwintig semi-gestructureerde interviews afgenomen
bijj een willekeurig gekozen groep van MKB eigenaren, overheidsambtenaren,
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vertegenwoordigerss

van

ondernemerschap-organisaties

en

niet-gouvernementele

organisatiess (NGO's), en locale experts.
Dee kwalitatieve data die verzameld werden op de Gariunai markt zijn gebruikt in
hoofdstukk 4 om een vorm van 'ondernemerschap' (namelijk openlucht markthandel) te
definiërenn die zowel het Sovjet bewind als het transitie proces overleefd heeft. Na de
ineenstortingg van de Sovjet unie geloofde men dat prijs- en handelsliberalisatie samen
mett privatisering zouden leiden tot het verdwijnen van informele activiteiten als
openluchtt markten (OLM). In veel gevallen hebben echter OLM'en het transitieproces
overleefdd en zijn zelfs tot bloei gekomen. In dit hoofdstuk stellen we de vraag of de
OLM-handelarenn op de Gariunai markt als productieve ondernemers beschouwd kunnen
wordenn en verder zijn de socio-economische bijdrage van OLM'en in de context van het
transitieprocess onderzocht.
Ondankss algemene minachting, heeft de openlucht markthandel in Gariunai een
belangrijkee socio-economische functie met betrekking tot werkgelegenheid, pensioen
aanvullingen,, integratie van Russisch sprekende Litouwse bewoners, overheidsinkomsten
enn mogelijke bijdragen aan politieke stabiliteit. Gebruik makend van onze definitie van
productieff ondernemerschap, moeten wij de meeste markthandelaren in Gariunai tot de
groepp van productieve ondernemers classificeren. De Gariunai handelaren lijken
innovatieff te zijn door het aanbieden van goedkope goederen aan prijsbewuste cliënten.
Dee handelaren passen zich goed aan aan de constant veranderende en onzekere
transitiesituatiee en zijn tevens in staat een legale onderneming te voeren die in vele
gevallenn voor henzelf en hun familie in het levensonderhoud voorziet. Hoewel het niet
duidelijkk is in hoeverre de handelaren gebruik maken van omkoping en corruptie, vinden
wijj dat deze activiteiten bijdragen aan economische groei.
Doorr het officieuze karakter van de marktactiviteiten en de grensoverschrijdende handel,
looptt de overheid potentiële inkomsten mis. Ook heeft de ongeregistreerde markthandel
eenn negatieve invloed op de betrouwbaarheid van belangrijke nationale economische
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statistieken,, zoals de handelsbalans, de lopende- en kapitaalrekening, en inkomsten- en
werkgelegenheidsstatistieken. .
Err bestaan haast geen studies die de percepties van MKB eigenaren in transitielanden
presenterenn samen met die van overheidsambtenaren, NGO-vertegenwoordigers en
bijbehorendee experts. In hoofdstuk 5 brengen wij de individuele 'stemmen' van deze
actorenn in kaart om de belangrijkste belemmeringen voor de legitimiteit van MKB's in
Litouwenn te onderzoeken.

Onzee kwalitatieve data, gebaseerd op interviews, benadrukken de belangrijke rol van
persoonlijkee opvattingen over MKB's in Litouwen. We identificeren drie typen actoren:
dee vliegen (individuen die de nieuwe marktgeoriënteerde normen en waarden omhelzen),
dee spinnen (individuen die zijn blijven steken in normen en waarden van het oude Sovjet
denken)) en de 'onvrijwillige' ondernemers (individuen die gedwongen zijn eigenaar te
wordenn van een privé onderneming). Vier hoofdbelemmeringen worden herkend,
gerelateerdd aan mentaliteit, MKB-erkenning, de ondoorzichtigheid van de overheid en
nauwee samenwerkingsverbanden tussen NGO's. Deze belemmeringen hinderen de
ontwikkelingg van het productief ondernemerschap in Litouwen.

Watt betreft het transitieproces laten onze interviews zien dat Litouwen zich bevindt in
eenn

interim

fase

waarin

productieve,

onproductieve

en

zelfs

destructieve

bedrijj fspraktij ken naast elkaar bestaan. Mettertijd en als gevolg van de interactie met
geaccepteerdee

West-Europese

praktijken,

vermoeden

we dat zowel

Litouwse

ondernemerss als het Litouwse ondernemingsklimaat steeds meer zullen gaan lijken op de
gevestigde,, westerse situatie. Wij verwachten daarbij wel dat de verankerde opvattingen
uitt het Sovjetbewind het moeilijkst te veranderen zijn.
Eenn aantal studies hebben belemmeringen aangetoond voor bedrijven in transitielanden.
Inn hoofdstuk 6 worden negentien waargenomen belemmeringen voor bestaande MKB
activiteitenn in Litouwen geïdentificeerd en hun onderlinge effecten onderzocht. Als basis
voorr deze analyse dient het institutionele kader van Douglass North (formele en
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informelee belemmeringen) dat toegepast en uitgebreid is met omgevingsbelemmeringen
(bijv.. lage koopkracht) en vaardigheidsbelemmeringen (bijv. managementproblemen).
Uitt een analyse van de respons van de Litsme enquête blijkt dat de meest significante
belemmeringenn de formele en omgevingsbelemmeringen zijn. Bovendien kwam uit de
enquêtee naar voren dat formele belemmeringen als frequente veranderingen in het
belastingstelsel,,

het

belastingniveau,

een

onduidelijk

belastingbeleid

en

omgevingsbelemmeringen,, (gerelateerd aan lage koopkracht en gebrek aan fondsen voor
investeringen),, een grote rol spelen.
Doorr gebruik te maken van Ward's groepeermethode voor hiërarchische clustering, zijn
dee negentien mogelijke belemmeringen onderverdeeld in vier groepen, namelijk formeleinformele-,, omgevings- en vaardigheidsbelemmeringen. De houdingen van MKB
eigenarenn ten opzichte van deze belemmeringen werden geanalyseerd door middel van
logitt en multinomiale-logit regressiemodellen. De resultaten van de regressies
ondersteunenn drie hypotheses: formele belemmeringen worden geassocieerd met
informelee

belemmeringen

(Hl

en H2); en, omgevingsbelemmeringen

worden

geassocieerdd met vaardigheidsbelemmeringen (H3). Verder worden persoonlijke en
zakelijkee karakteristieken als het bezit van bedrijfsfaciliteiten, -locatie en -omzet, en de
leeftijdd van MKB eigenaren als significante factoren geïdentificeerd die invloed hebben
opp de perceptie van belemmeringen door verschillende MKB eigenaren.
Dee onderlinge relaties tussen belemmeringen voor bedrijfsvoering maken duidelijk dat
eenn verandering in één type niet alleen tot een verandering in de perceptie van deze
belemmeringg leidt, maar ook tot een verandering in de perceptie van andere typen.
Verderr bleek uit de enquête dat sommige belemmeringen voor MKB eigenaren op
zichzelff niet significant waren, maar wel samenhingen met andere belemmeringen. Het
gebrekk aan informatie (een omgevingsbelemmering) bleek bijvoorbeeld significant te zijn
inn relatie tot formele- en vaardigheidsbelemmeringen. Op een vergelijkbare manier was
dee vaardigheidsbelemmering 'managementproblemen' significant in relatie tot informeleenn omgevingsbelemmeringen. Beide belemmeringen zijn gerelateerd aan kennishiaten die
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voortkomenn uit de Sovjet periode. Zij hebben een schadelijke invloed hebben op de
ontwikkelingg van de privé sector.
Hoofdstukk 7 richt zich op het effect van gender, een informele institutionele belemmering
voorr de economische prestaties van het MKB in Litouwen. Eerdere studies wezen al uit
datt er verschillen bestaan tussen mannelijke en vrouwelijke bedrijfseigenaren met
betrekkingg tot persoonlijke en zakelijke eigenschappen. De bestaande studies vinden
echterr geen duidelijk gender-effect op bedrijfsprestaties. Bovendien hebben maar enkele
studiess onderzoek gedaan naar de situatie van mannelijke en vrouwelijke ondernemers in
dee context van transitie. Om deze redenen is het interessant om het effect van gender op
bedrijj fsprestaties in Litouwen te onderzoeken.
Inn Litouwen lijken vrouwelijke MKB'ers minder ervaring te hebben met management, zij
zijnn minder vaak getrouwd, en een laag maar significant percentage is pessimistischer
dann hun mannelijke collega's over de toekomst van Litouwen. In termen van zakelijke
eigenschappenn behalen vrouwelijke MKB'ers vaak een lagere jaarlijkse omzet, richten
minderr coöperaties op, hebben minder werknemers, verdienen minder en importeren
minderr goederen en diensten dan hun mannelijke tegenhangers.
Doorr middel van regressieanalyses (ordinary least squares, logit en ordered probit
estimationn modellen)

zijn hypothesen getest voor vijf prestatiemaatstaven voor

bedrijven.. De resultaten geven aan dat vrouwelijke MKB'ers significant kleinere
bedrijvenn bezitten (Hl), significant lagere omzetten behalen (H2) en enigszins minder
financieell succes hebben dan mannelijke MKB'ers (H4). Voor wat betreft algemeen
bedrijfssuccess (H3) en groeiaspiraties (H5) werd geen significant verschil gevonden
tussenn mannelijke en vrouwelijke MKB'ers. Deze resultaten wijzen erop dat ondanks de
kleineree bedrijven, lagere omzetten en het waargenomen kleinere financiële succes van
vrouwelijkk MKB'ers, er geen wezenlijk verschil is met mannelijke MKB'ers in termen
vann bedrijfssucces en groeiaspiraties. Onze resultaten wijzen erop dat ondanks de
dramatischee sociale, economische en politieke veranderingen die plaatsgevonden hebben
tijdenss het transitieproces, gender specifieke verwachtingen voor mannen en vrouwen in
dee samenleving, leiden tot gender specifieke economische uitkomsten.
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Dee theoretische implicaties van onze analyse worden gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 8. Onze
analyse,, die gebaseerd is op de institutionele theorie, werd tot op zekere hoogte bepaald
doorr hoe MKB eigenaren en bijbehorende vertegenwoordigers de belemmeringen voor
bestaandee MKB activiteiten in Litouwen waarnamen. De verzamelde data waren zowel
gedetailleerdd als contextspecifiek. De generaliseerbaarheid van de resultaten is echter
twijfelachtigg en is dus een beperking op onze methodologie en de institutionele
benaderingg in het algemeen tegenover een meer neoklassieke benadering. De
institutionelee benadering lijkt daarentegen wel goed toepasbaar op dynamische situaties
alss in transitie-economieën, waar belangrijke veranderingen plaatsvinden in het
institutionelee kader.
Hett ontbreken van een theorie over ondernemerschap biedt een bepaalde flexibiliteit om
eenn toepasselijke definitie te ontwikkelen voor de transitiecontext. In het algemeen
weerspiegelenn definities voor ondernemerschap de context waarin ze gemaakt zijn. De
definitiee en het model voor productief ondernemerschap, die ontwikkeld werden in deze
dissertatie,, lijken bruikbaar om de ontwikkeling van het ondernemerschap in een
transitiecontextt te beschrijven.
Dee centrale vooronderstelling van deze dissertatie is gebaseerd op het Baumoliaanse
perspectieff dat ondernemers in iedere context bestaan. De externe omgeving bepaalt
echterr hun manifestatie. Ondanks het feit dat de overheid niet de enige factor is voor de
manifestatiee van het ondernemerschap, kan het overheidsbeleid een gunstig klimaat
creërenn voor productief ondernemerschap of juist de ontwikkeling van het MKB
hinderen.. Het laatste kan leiden tot het opbloeien van onproductief en zelfs destructief
ondernemerschap.. Deze dissertatie eindigt met een aantal beleidsaanbevelingen die
speciaall gericht zijn op MKB's en gebaseerd zijn op vijf benaderingen: een hervormingsbenaderingg gericht op wetgeving, een pro-actieve benadering gericht op planning, een
legitimiteits-benaderingg gericht op het imago van MKB'ers, een interactieve aanpak
gerichtt op de samenwerking tussen formele en informele instituties en het vormen van
samenwerkingsverbandenn tussen ondernemers, NGOs en de overheid.
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Lietuviskaa santrauka (Summary in Lithuanian)
Ivairüss poziüriai ir nuomonés gali turèti tiesioginés [takos ekonominei veiklai, todèl
institucineii teorijai jie yra svarbüs. Sioje disertacijoje yra analizuojami smulkaus ir
vidutinioo dydzio ünoniii (SV{) savininkn situacija ir su jais susijusrq Lietuvos pareigünii
poziüriaii ir nuomonés. Sis tyrimas siekia pagilinti zinias apie isskirtines ekonominès
pertvarkoss ir institucinin pokycin pasekmes SVJ veiklai. Cia isanalizuojami formalüs,
neformalus,, aplinkos, ir jgüdziq barjerai [takojantys SVI savininkus bei ju veikla^.
Isskirtiniss dèmesys sutelkiamas ties smulkiais verslininkais, kaip antai, turgaus
prekeiviais,, atskirai vyriSkos ir moteriskos lyties verslininkais. Teorinis kontekstas
formuojamass naudojant bei ispleciant egzistuojancias verslininkystés, institucinés, bei
genderioo teorijas. Statistinius bei kokybinius duomenis autore surinko specialiai siai
disertacijai. .

Dabartiniss Lietuvos pereinamasis laikotarpis yra geriausiai suvokiamas savo unikaliame
istoriniamee kontekste. Pirmame skyriuje apzvelgiama bendra istorijos raida. Nors tam
tikrass ribotos nuosavybès verslas atsirado Sovietu. Lietuvoje praeito simtmeöio devintame
deSimtmetyje,, privati verslo nuosavybé tapo legalizuota tik iskovojus nepriklausomyb?
19911 metais. Jau pereinamojo laikotarpio pradzioje privatus verslas bematant paplito.
Nepaisantt to, pradedant desimtuoju desimtmeciu, besikurianciq ir uzregistruoty
individual^^ imoniq skaicius toliau nedidèjo. Keli faktoriai itakojo sia^ neigiama^
tendency^^ iskaitant augancia^ valstybès reguliavimo galia^ (mokesciai, taisyklês, ir t.t) bei
siauréjanciass verslo galimybes del auganéios konkurencijos.
Instituciniaii teoretikai tokie kaip Douglass North (1997a) ir Edgar Feige (1997) suvaidino
svarbnn vaidmeni paaiskindami netolygius formalin ir neformaliii taisykliq, veikianciu.
pereinamojoo laikotarpio ekonomini vystyma bei pasikeitimus. Bendrai paémus, nors
formalioss taisyklês Qstatymai ir kt.) gali büti pakeistos per nakt[, neformalios taisyklês
(normos,, vertybés ir kt.) yra daug tvirciau isisaknijusios ir daug ilgiau issilaikancios. Nuo
praeitiess kelio (path dependent) priklausomas vystymas irgi gali pasireiksti, nes
instituciniss pasikeitimas yra palaipsnis ir retai kada radikalus. Priesingai neoklasikinei
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pelnoo maksimizavimo teorijai, instituciné teorija atsizvelgia j. tiesiogin? poziüriq ir
nuomoniq,, t.y. ideologijn itaka^ ekonominei veiklai. Instituciniai ekonomistai pabrèzia
bütinyb?? nagrinéti kiekviena^ instituciné^ sajanga^ kaip unikalia^ aplinkybrq konsteliacijq.
reikalaujancia^^ savito strateginio priéjimo.

Lietuvojee yra idiegtos naujos formalios institucijos ir taisyklès, kurios ne visada
efektyviaii

igyvendinamos. Be to, placiai Soviet^ valdzios laikotarpiu paplitusios

neformalioss

institucijos,

neigiamai

tebeveikia

ekonomini vystyma^si.

Neformalios

institucijos,, kaip antai, korupcija, nesutikimas, nepasitikèjimas, ir susitaikymas su turto
paskirstymuu bei netolygiu informacijos paskleidimu yra keli Sovietinio palikimo
pavyzdziai. .

Genderis,, kaip neformalios institucijos tipas, yra nagrinèjamas tiek, kiek tai yra susij? su
ekonominiuu tyrimu, instituciné teorija ir socioekonomine vyri^ ir moterq pozicija^
Lietuvoje.. Pereinamojo laikotarpio pokyciai turèjo nevienareiksmiij rezultatq abejoms
lytims.. Daugeliui moterq tradiciniq genderio rolii^ sampratii sustipréjimas pasireiské
naujomiss diskriminacijos formomis darbo jégos rinkoje. Yra manoma, kad privataus
versloo nuosavybè moterims gali büti gyvybiskai svarbi norint formalioje darbo rinkoje
isvengtii diskriminacijos, o taip pat ir nedarbo. Taciau prieinami duomenys rodo, kad
moteryss verslininkès Lietuvoje gali susidurti su diskriminacija. Genderiniai aspektai tarp
Lietuvoss verslininkij yra placiau nagrinéjami septintame skyriuje.

Antramee skyriuje taip pat apzvelgiami pagrindiniai ekonomikos ir verslo tyrimo autoriai,
pateikiamass

pereinamujii

ekonomikq

produktyvios

verslininkystès

modelis

bei

apibrèzimas.. Tyrimai teikia prielaida^ kad pereinamosios ekonomikos salys pasizymi
egzistuojanciaa auksto lygio neproduktyvia ekonomine veikla, todèl skirtumas tarp
skatinimoo

produktyvia^

ar

neproduktyvia^

verslininkyst?

turi

didesnès

reiksmès

pereinamosiosee ekonomikose negu issivysciusiose Vakani ekonominèse sistemose.
Kurdamii pereinamuji| ekonomikq
Wennekerss

ir

Thurik

(1999)

neformalq verslininkystès apibrézima^ remiamès
apibrèzimu,

atkreipdami

dèmesi

;

produktyvius

verslininkystèss rezultatus. Pagal müsq apibrèzima^, produktyvi verslininkysté reiskia
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parodyta^^ sugebèjim^ ir ypatinga^ norq suvokti ir sukurti naujas ekonomines galimybes per
inovatori§k£|.. veikla^ (nauji produktai, nauji gamybos metodai, naujos organizacinès
schemos,, nauji gamybos ir rinkos sprendimai ir kita) ir jgyvendinti sias idéjas rinkoje
nepaisantt abejotinq rezultatq ar kitq kliüciq. Tokios verslininkii pastangos turétu. atnesti
konkreciuss rezultatus uztikrinancius verslo gyvybinguma^ prisidedantj prie ekonominio
augimoo ir asmeninès gerovès. Müsu modelis rodo, kad formalios taisyklès ir neformalios
normoss bei vertybès taip pat ir makro aplinka bei asmeninès verslininkn savybès ir
[güdziaii itakoja produktyvios ir neproduktyvios verslininkystès rezultatus.
Treëiamee skyriuje yra pristatomi statistiniai bei kokybiniai duomenys. Is verslininkii
apklausoss paStu (Survey2000), ivykusios 2000 metq rugsèjo - gruodzio mènesiais,
sulauktaa pusès respondentia atsakymu_. Atrinkus atsakymus, 332 aktyvüs SV\ savininkai
sudaréé galutin? tyrimo grup? (Litsme survey). Kokybiniai duomenys buvo surinkti, kad
suteiktqq gilesni, detalesni ir asmenin[ poziüq, bei paremtq müsii statistinius duomenis.
Sesiasdesimtt penki parengti pokalbiai [vyko su prekeiviais Gariünuose, didziausiame
atviramee turguje Baltij os valstybèse. Be to, dvidesimt vieneri pusiau reglamentuoti
interviuu buvo atlikti su atsitiktinai atrinktais SVJ savininkais, valdzios pareigünais, verslo
organizacijq,, ne-vyriausybiniu. organizacijn (NVOs) ir vietiniu^ ekspertn atstovais.
Gariünqq turguje surinkti kokybiniai duomenys yra diskutuojami ketvirtame skyriuje. Tam
tikraa "verslininkystès forma" kuri isgyveno Soviet^ valdzia^ ir pereinamaji laikotarpi, yra
bütentt turgus po atviru dangum (TPD). Po Soviet^ Sajungos subyrèjimo buvo placiai
tikimaa kad kaini^ ir prekybos liberalizacija kartu su privatizacija pasitarnaus tam, kad
greitt isnyktu, neformalaus sektoriaus veiklos formos kaip TPD ir kitos. Taciau daugeliu
atvejnn TPD neiSnyko bet toliau klesti pereinamojo laikotarpio aplinkoje. Siame skyriuje
kylaa klausimas ar prekyba Gariünuose gali büti laikoma produktyvios verslininkystès
forma.. Taip pat nagrinèjamas ir socio-ekonominis TPD inasas pereinamojo laikotarpio
kontekste. .
Norss oficialiai niekinamas, Gariünii turgus, atrodo, atlieka svarbias socio-ekonomines
funkcijas,, sukuria darbo vietas, suteikiant papildomas pajamas pensininkams ir
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integruojantt rusakalbius Lietuvos gyventojus. Taip tas turgus prisideda prie politinio
stabilumoo ir teikia valstybei papildomas pajamas. Sekant müsii pasiülytu produktyvios
verslininkystêss apibrèzimu, dauguma prekeiviu^ Gariünuose atitinka s[ verslininkystès
tipa_.. Gariünq prekeiviai yra labai inovatoriski tiekdami zemos kainos produktus
zmonèmss kuriii finansiné padètis yra kebli. Jie gerai prisitaiko prie neaiskaus, nuolat
besikeiciancioo pereinamojo laikotarpio konteksto ir gali uzsiimti legaliu verslu kuris
daugeliuu atveju uztikrina padorias pajamas prekeiviams ir jq seimos nariams. Nors nèra
aisku,, kokiu mastu turgaus prekeiviai uzsiima korupcija ir kysininkavimu, ypac atvezant
prekess i turgq, mes laikome, kad apskritai jii veikla prisideda prie ekonomikos augimo.
Kadangii didelè dalis veiklos Gariünuose yra oficialiai neregistruota ir susijusi su
tarptautinee prekyba, valdzia greiciausiai nesurenka visii mokesciu_ ir patiria pajamu_
nuostoli.. Be to, neregistruota veikla rurguose gali negatyviai veikti esminius salies
makroekonominiuss rodiklius, tokius kaip prekybos balanso statistika^ einamaja^ ir kapitalo
sq.skaitas,, pajamii ir darbo jègos statistika^.
Nebuvoo daug studiji} ()ei isvis buvo), kurios nagrinédamos pereinamosios ekonomikos
salinn SV{ savininkus kartu bütij isnagrinêje valdzios pareigünq, NVO ir kitu^ aktoriq
veikloss konteksta^ ir poziürius. Penktame skyriuje surinkta individual^ verslininkn
pateiktaa medziaga, padedanti istirti pagrindinius SV{ legitimacijai Lietuvoje barjerus.
Müsiii kokybiniai duomenys, paremti atliktais interviu, pabrêzia svarbia^ rol? kuria^ atlieka
asmeniniaii poziüriai SV\ veiklai Lietuvoje. Mes isskyrème triji^ tipq. veikèjus: musês (tai
individai,, kurie perima naujas laisvos rinkos normas ir vertybes), vorai (individai,
kuriuosee yra iaugusios Sovietinés normos ir vertybes) ir verslininkai pagal aplinkybes
(asmenys,, kurie yra istumti [ privataus verslo nuosavybej. Keturi pagrindiniai barjerai,
susij?? su mentalitetu, SVJ pripazinimu, valdzios skaidrumu, ir NVO nebendradarbiavimu
trukdoo produktyvios verslininkystês vystymas[ Lietuvoje.
Kaslinkk pereinamujii procesii, rnüsu interviu rodo, kad Lietuva siuo metu laikytina kaip
esantii vidurinéje fazèje, kur sugyvena produktyvios, neproduktyvios, ir net destruktyvios
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versloo veiklos formos. Su laiku ir su auganciu bendravimu ir orientacija [ priimtinus
Vakanii Europos verslo büdus, mes galim tikètis, kad ir Lietuvos verslininkai ir Lietuvos
versloo aplinka suvienodês su Vakaru. verslo praktika. Taciau mes taip pat galime
numatyti,, kad senieji poziüriai, paremti isigyvenusiomis Sovietinèmis vertybêmis,
priesinsiss pokyciams.
Eiléé tyrimu_ nustaté pereinamujii saliq verslo plètra. stabdancius barjerus. Sestame skyriuje
pateikiamii Lietuvoje egzistuojantys

sajnoningi

SVJ veikla^ stabdantys

barjerai,

nagrinèjamii ir jq saveikos rezultatai. Yra isanalizuoti devyniolika galimu. barjeni
Douglass'oo North'o pasiülyta Instituciné paradigma (formalüs ir neformalüs barjerai)
buvoo operacionalizuota ir isplèsta jtraukiant aplinkos (tokius kaip zema perkamoji galia,
irr t.t.) ir igüdziu_ barjerus (tokius kaip vadybos problemos, ir t.t). Litsme pasto apklausos
atsakymaii nurodo, kad svarbiausi yra formalüs barjerai susij? su dazna mokesciq kaita,
mokesciu.. lygiu bei neaiskia mokesciu politika. Reiksmès turi ir aplinkiniai barjerai,
susij?? su zema perkamaja galia ir kapitalo trükumu investicijoms.

Devyniolikaa galimu. barjeru. buvo toliau sugrupuoti [ keturias barjeni grupes (formalüs,
neformalüs,, aplinkos ir igüdziu. barjerai) naudojant Ward'o grupavimo metoda,
hierarchineii segmentacijai. SVJ savininku. nuomonès susijusios su minèni keturiii tipn
barjeru.. grupêmis buvo analizuoti naudojant logit ir multinomial logit regresinius
modelius.. Regresiju. resultatai paremia müsii trejas hipotezes, kurios teigia, kad formaliu.
barjeru.. [taka yra susijusi su neformaliais barjerais (Hl ir H2) ir, kad aplinkiniai barjerai
yraa susij? su igüdzhi barjerais (H3). Be to, asmeninés ir verslo savybès tokios kaip verslo
pastatiii nuosavybé, geografinè vieta, apyvarta, ir SV{ savininko amzius taip pat yra
svarbüss faktoriai itakojantys skirtingu. verslo barjerq. suvokima^. Sajveika liüdija, kad
vienoo barjero pokyciai gali lemti ne tik sio barjero suvokimo pasikeitima^, bet ir kitii.
Bee to, buvo svarbüs 'informacijos trükumo' kaip verslo aplinkos barjero, santykis su
formaliaiss ir igüdziq barjerais. Panasiai, svarbüs igüdziu. barjero, kaip 'vadybos
problemos'' santykis su verslo aplinkos barjerais ir neformaliais barjerais. Abu yra susij?
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suu 'ziniq trükumu' paveldètu is Soviet^ sistemos, kuri neigiamai tebeveikia privataus
vers]] o plètra^.
Septintass skyrius didziausia^ dêmesi skiria genderio kaip neformalaus 'institucinio'
barjeroo [takai vertinant smulkin ir vidutiniij verslininkii veiklq. Lietuvoje. Ankstesnés
studijoss [rode, kad skiriasi vyrq ir moteru_ verslininku^ asmeninè ir verslo charakteristika.
Taciauu egzistuojanti literatüra neduoda aiskaus atsakymo apie genderio itaka^ verslo
rezultatams.. Be to, nedaug pereinamojo laikotarpio verslininku, vyni ir motent isnagrinèta
genderioo aspektu.
Lietuvojee moterys SV{ savininkés dazniausiai turi mazesn? vadybinio darbo patirti is
savoo ankstesnio darbo, yra reciau istekèjusios. Maza, bet svarbi dalis savininkiq yra
pesimistiskiauu nusiteikusios del Lietuvos ateities. Perziürèjus verslo charakteristikas
persasii isvada, kad SVJ savininkés dazniau turi mazesn? meting apyvarta,, dazniau valdo
versla^^ kaip vienatinês savininkés, turi maziau darbuotojii, mazesnes pajamas ir
importuojaa maziau prekiq ar paslaugij. nei vyrai verslininkai.

Regresijiii rezultatai (vartojant ordinary least squares, logit ir ordered probit estimation
modelius),, pritaikant penkias hipotezes pagal penkis verslo veiklos parametrus rodo, kad
moteryss SV{ savininkés turi gerokai mazesnius verslus (Hl), gerokai mazesn? apyvarta^
(H2)) ir kartais gerokai mazesn? finansin? sèkm? negu vyrai SVJ savininkai (H4). Nerasta
svarbii^^ skirtumit tarp vyrq ir motena SVJ savininkq analizuojant verslo sèkme^ (H3) ar
augimoo ambicijas (H5).

Sie rezultatai rodo, kad nors moterys SV{ savininkés turi

mazesniuss verslus, mazesne^ apyvarta^, ir mazesne^ suvokiamq. finansin? sèkm?, ju_ verslo
sèkmèss ir augimo ambicijos nè kiek nesiskiria nuo vyni. Müsi{ gauti rezultatai rodo, kad
giliaii [sisaknijusios taisyklès, kaip antai genderio apibréztos vyru. ir moteru, galimybès,
nepaisantt dramatisku. socialiniq., ekonominiq, ir politiniq pokyciq, veda prie genderio
apibréztu.. ekonominiq rezultatq.
Teoretinéss isvados isplaukiancios is müsii analizés ir rezultarq yra pateikiamos astuntame
skyriuje.. Müsii tyrimas paremtas institucine teorija, daugiausia remiasi SV\ savininkij ir
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suu jais susijushi pareigünu. pareikstomis nuomonémis apie Lietuvoje esancius barjerus
SV{{ veiklai. Gauti duomenys yra issamüs, pateikiamas ir verslo kontekstas. Taciau
rezultaUii apibendrinimas yra kvestionuotinas ir tai yra viena is aplinkybhi ribojanciii
müsiii metodologijaj del jos sa^saju su instituciniu poziüriu, priesingai negu su
neoklasikiniuu tyrimo metodologiniu modeliu. Bet pasirinktas institucinis poziüris yra
vyk?ss nagrinèjant dinamiskas situacijas, tokias kokios yra sutinkamos pereinamosios
ekonomikoss salyse, kur vyksta svarbüs instituciniai pokyciai.
Vieningoss verslininkystés teorijos nebuvimas suteikia tam tikro lankstumo formuluojant
pereinamojoo laikotarpio apibrèzimq.. Apskritai, verslininkystés apibrèzia kontekst^
lcuriamee jos yra sukurtos. Siame darbe pasiülytas produktyvios verslininkystés
apibrèzimass ir modelis atrodo yra naudingas nagrinèjant pereinamojo laikotarpio verslo
vystymasi. .
Pagrindinêê sio darbo prielaida remiasi Baumolio paradigma, kad verslininkai egzistuoja
duotamee kontekste, bet isorinè aplinka apsprendzia jq verslo pasireiskimo büdus. Nors
vyriausybèè yra ne vienintelis faktorius, kuris itakoja verslininkystés manifestacijas,
vyriausybéss politika gali sukurti aplink^ skatinancia^ produktyvios verslininkystés
augimajj arba valdzia gali kistis {SVJ vystymasi ir sukurti prielaidas neproduktyvios ir net
destruktyvioss

verslininkystés

klestèjimui.

Sis

darbas

baigiamas

konkreéiomis

rekomendacijomiss liecianciomis SV{ Lietuvoje. Pristatyti penki svarbiausi SV{ plètros
metodaii susije. su istatymq. reforma, pro-aktyviu valdzios poziüriu, gerinancia^ ivaizdi SVJ
legitimacija,, formalin ir neformaliii instituciju interakcijq. bei verslininkij, NVO-q ir
valdzioss atstovq bendradarbiavimu.
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Thee main aim of this study is to investigate the development of entrepreneurshipp and small- and medium-sized enterprise (SME) in Lithuania. Since legal
andd productive forms of entrepreneurship are relatively new phenomenonin
Lithuania,, this study begins by exploring the unique characteristics of entrepreneurshipp in a transition setting. An institutional approach is used based
primarilyy on the work of Douglass North which highlights the effect of formal
andd informal rules on economic performance. Following institutional theory,
quantitativee and qualitative data were collected in order to gain insight as
too the perceptions and attitudes of both SME owners and related officials
towardss private business development. Thiss study explores not only the
generall barriers to SME development in Lithuania but also the experiences
off specific groups of SME owners such as micro-entrepreneurs trading at
thee open-air market in Gariunai. Also the gendered differences between male
andd female SME owners are examined. In addition, an analysis of the attitudes
off SME owners and SME related officials towards barriers to private business
developmentt are compared. The results suggest that though the formal
institutionall environment has been changed, informal norms and practices,
basedd on outdated Soviet principles and values, continue to exert a negative
influence.. As a consequence, SME development occurs in a less than ideal
environment.. Some policy recommendations are provided at the end of this
studyy specifically targeting SME development.
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